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ADVERTISEMENT.

TUB Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the public that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till

the Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any

further in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their aHairs, the

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems

principally to have been done with a view to satisfy the public that their usual

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are,

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the

advantageous manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several papers

so published, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective

authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,



upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation.

And therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and

public notices ;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the

dishonour of the Society.



PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. The Effect* of Changes of Temperature on the Modulus of Torsional

Rigidity of Metal Wires.

By FKANK HORTON, D.Sc., B.A., St. John's College, Cambridge; 1851 Exhibition

Research Scholar of the University of Birmingham.

Communicated by Professor J. J. THOMSON, F.R.S.

Received March 1, Read April 28, 1904.

TICK effect of heat upon the modulus of torsional rigidity was first studied hy
KUPKFER in 1848,* who investigated the changes in rigidity by observations on the

torsioiml vibrations of wires. This method is the one which has since found most

favour with experimenters, l>eing easier in manipulation and, perhaps, also capable of

greater accuracy than the statical method of experimenting. KUPFFKR experimented
on wires of iron, platinum, silver, copper, and gold, but the range of temperature

employed wns only that furnished by the varying temperature of the room never

more than 10 0. In a later papert an account is given of some experiments on

wires of copper, steel, and brass at the temperature of the room and at that of boiling

water. The coefficient of diminution of the rigidity modulus was assumed to be

constant between these temperatures, and was calculated from the periods of the

torsional oscillations.

NAPIERSKYJ repeated KUPFKKR'S experiments with wires of iron, brass, and silver,

using a range of temperature of only a few degrees.

KOHLRAUSCH and LOOMIS experimented on wires of iron, copper, and brass at

temperatures between 15 0. and 100 C., and came to the conclusion that for these

metals the rate of alteration of the rigidity modulus with the temperature was not

constant but increased with the temperature. Their results showed that the rigidity

modulus at t C. could be represented fairly accurately in the form

n, = (1 _;_#2
),

nn being the value of the modulus at C. obtained by exterpolation.

* ' M4m. de 1'Acad. de St. P^tereh.,' YI. ser., t. V., p. 233, 18S3.

t
' Mem. de 1'Acad. de St. Petereb.,' VI. ser., t VI., p. 397, 1887.

J Pogg. Ann.,' Krgsbd. iii., p. 361, 1853.
'

Pogg. Ann.,' 141, p. 481, or ' Amer. Journ. Sci.,' vol. 50, 1870.

VOL. CCIV. A 372. B 14.10.04
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PISATI,* in a series of extremely thorough experiments, measured the torsional

rigidity of various wires over a range of temperatures from 20 C. to 300 C. He,

too, found that the decrease of rigidity per degree rise of temperature increased, at

first fairly rapidly, with the temperature, but more slowly afterwards, the rate being

practically constant above 190 C. The results of his experiments he expressed in a

formula of the type
m = n at + fit

2
yt

3
.

ToMLlNSONt found that constant values of the rigidity modulus could only be

obtained after the wire under test had been very carefully annealed. He worked at

four temperatures between and 100 C., and his results are given in a formula

similar to that adopted by KOHLRAUSCH and LOOMIS.

Exj>eriments have also been made by KATZENELSOHN,| by GRAY, BLYTH, and

DCJNLOP, and by SUTHERLAND,|| the latter confining his researches to the softer

metals, lead, zinc, tin, and magnesium, which had been neglected by former

experimenters.

ScHAEFERlF worked at the ordinary temperature of the room, and at the temperature

of boiling liquid air. He used the statical method of experimenting by observations

on the torsional deflections of a wire under a constant couple. The experiments were

extended to a large number of elements, but observations were taken at two

temperatures only, and the rate of alteration of rigidity with temperature was

assumed to be constant between them. The main object of this research was to

confirm the law that if the various metals are arranged in order of ascending

temperature coefficients of the torsional modulus, they are also in order of increasing

coefficients of expansion and of diminishing melting-points.

The rigidity of copper and steel at 186 C. has also teen investigated by
BENTON.**

In view of the different results obtained by these observers, it appeared desirable

to repeat the determination of the rigidity modulus at different temperatures, taking

greater precautions to obtain a constant uniform temperature in the wire under test,

timing the torsional oscillations with greater accuracy, arid paying especial attention

to the purity and physical condition of the wires used. The experiments described in

the following paper were performed on wires of various pure metals and some others,

all of approximately the same diameter and length. The method employed was a

dynamical one, the torsional oscillations of the wire under test being timed by a

method of coincidences capable of great exactness. Some of the observations made

* 'Nuovo Cimento,' ser. III., vol. 1, p. 181; vol. 2, p. 137; vol. 4, p. 152; vol. 5, pp. 34, 135, 145;

1877-79.

t
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. xl., p. 343, 1886. {
'

Beibl. zu den Ann.,' XII., p. 307, 1888.
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 67, p. 180, 1900.
||

' Phil. Mag.,' [5], vol. 32, p. 31, 1891.

f 'Ann. d. Phys.,' V., p. 220, 1901 ; IX., pp. 665, 1124, 1902,

** '

Phys. Rev.,' vol. xvi., p. 17, 1903.
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in the course of this work yielded what seemed to he interesting information as to

the internal viscosity of the wires used. This is recorded and compared with similar

otwervations by other experimenters. The rest of the paper is divided into the

following sections: (I.) Description of apparatus, etc. ; (II.) Account of the experi-

ments; (III.) Summary <>f results and comparison with those of other observers;

(IV.) Determination of the coefficients of expansion of the wires.

PART I.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS, ETC.

In these experiments the wire under test and the vibrator were both enclosed in a

heating jacket, the temperature of which could be regulated as required. This

arrangement was the result of many experiments to find the best method of overcoming
the various difficulties connected with obtaining a constant uniform temperature in

the wire. Some of these preliminary experiments will l)e referred to later, and the

reasons for rejecting old forms of the apparatus will be given.

The part of the heating jacket surrounding the wire consists of two concentric

tubes (H, fig. 1). The outer one is a 3-inch brass tube, and is covered externally

with layers of cotton wool to a thickness of an inch all round. The inner tube is of

copper inch in thickness and 1 inch in internal diameter. This is joined to two

short lengths of wider copper tube at the top and bottom, in order to admit the

clamps for the wire. The inner tube of the jacket projects about l inches beyond
the outer one at the top, and is there held firmly in a vertical position by a strong

wrought-iron clamp, I, fixed to the wall of the laboratory, and projecting about 6 inches

from it. The heater is also supported by a larger clamp which grips the outer

cylindrical tube just above the box containing the vibrator.

The vibrating plate hangs inside the double-walled copper box F. The floor of

this, requiring to be rigid, is made of -inch metal, but the other walls are not so

thick. The edges were, unfortunately, soldered together instead of being brazed, and

this caused many weeks of delay, the apparatus having to l>e repeatedly resoldered to

prevent leaking at the higher temperatures, due to unequal expansions tearing some

of the joints asunder. As will be seen from the figure, the double walls of this box

are in direct communication with those of the cylindrical part of the heater, so that

the steam by which the jacket is heated flows through the two. It is, of course,

necessary to have a door to the front of the box. This also has double walls and is

fed with steam by means of a side tube from the cylindrical part of the heater. The

waste-pipe from the door joins that from the bottom of the box, as is shown in the

figure. These pipes are made of J.-inch "composition" tubing and are joined on to

the door by means of brass "
unions," a thin washer made of sheet asbestos being used

to make the joint tight. The door and the front- of the box on which it fits have

B 2
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projecting flanges made of thick copper, and the two are screwed up tightly together

by 8 screws, a sheet of thin asbestos cardboard being placed l>etween. The internal

measurements of the box are 7 inches square by 5 inches deep, and the thickness

Fig. 1.

between the two walls is atxmt 1 inch. In the centre of the door is a small window

of optically worked glass through which the mirrors used in the timing arrangements
are viewed.

To the upper end of the inner copper tube of the cylindrical part of the heater the

brass collar C is screwed, and in this works the brass head D, through the centre of

which passes the ^-inch steel rod E, the lower end of which is made into a clamp to

hold the wire. This clamp is shown on a larger scale in
fig. 2, and was made in the

following manner. The end of the rod was turned down about inch and a steel

collar made to fit it. About f inch from the end the groove H was made perpendicular
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to the axis of the rod, which was then slit down to this point with a fine saw. A

very thin piece of metal was then inserted in the slit, the collar placed on and screwed

up tightly by the steel screw S, and a hole bored down the axis of the rod of the

same size as the wire to be used (No. 20, B.W.G.). In this way a

neat clamp is formed which grips the wire all around ite circumference

at a perfectly definite point, viz., the ends of the jaws.

The lower end of the wire is held in a clamp exactly similar to

that at the top. This clamping rod has a screw thread at its lower

end by which the vibrator is fixed to it, l>eing screwed home against

a projecting flange. Below the screw thread, the rod was turned

down to ^ inch in diameter and one half cut away, so as to leave a

plane face for affixing the mirror used in timing the vibrations. This

mirror was held in a light brass frame which could be fixed in a \L

perfectly definite position on the clamping rod hy means of two small

screws.

The vibrating plate hangs alxnit 1 inch below the top of the box,

and above it a ring of gunmetal is supported on two horizontal glass

rods going from side to side. This ring is for determining the

moment of inertia of the vibrator, and can easily l>e lowered by hand pig 2

on to the plate. The plate is a circular disc of gunmetal f inch

thick and 5 inches in diameter. The outer edge of the upper face is turned down

about -^g inch. The ring exactly fits on to the groove so formed, and there is thus

no difficulty in placing it centrally on the plate.

In order to set the plate in vibration without swinging it like a pendulum Ixib, the

following device was adopted. Two glass jets inclined at 45 degrees to the vertical in

opposite directions are fixed underneath the plate, and alxmt \ inch below it, one at

each end of a diameter. These two jets are connected together at the bottom of the

lx)x by a glass tube which passes out through the side, and is joined outside to

3 or 4 yards of tine
"
composition

"
tubing, which passes along the walls of the

laboratory and ends on a small table l>eside the olwerving telescope. Here it is joined

by means of a piece of indiarubber tubing to a small glass funnel, and by depressing

this in a dish of mercury a wind is sent through the jets which puts a couple on the

plate and rotates it. By properly timing the instants at which the funnel is lowered

into the mercury (by watching through the telescope), the amplitude of vibration of

the plate is quickly increased.

The Heating Arrangements.

Oleervations of the periods of vibration of the wires tested were made in general

at five temperatures. \i/.., at the temperature of the room, about 16 C., at 35 C.,

55 C., 75 C., and 100 C.. and also in some cases at 126 C. These temperatures
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were indicated by two delicate mercury thermometers, one of which had its bulb in

the cylindrical copper tube close to the wire and at the middle -of its length ; and

the other protruded horizontally into the copper box containing the vibrator, and

passed a few millimetres below the plate, the bulb being at the middle of the box (see

S and T, fig. 1). These thermometers were graduated to "1 C., and readings to

'01 C. could readily be made. In order that the readings of the thermometers

might not be affected by the varying temperature of the room, the parts of the stems

protruding from the jacket were enclosed in glass tubes about an inch in diameter,

through which a constant stream of water was kept flowing. The temperature of

this stream was ascertained by means of separate thermometers, one in each water-

jacket.

In the observations at laboratory temperatures the heating jacket was connected

to a water tap, and a rapid stream of water allowed to flow through it. It would

then, in general, take three or four hours for the temperatures, as indicated on the

thermometers, to become constant. The upper one, as would be expected, arrived at

a steady state long before the lower, but in no case were observations taken until

both had attained a constant temperature. The necessity for this precaution is at

once seen, for if the temperature of the thermometer is varying, then it is most

probably different from that of the plate or wire, as the case may be. Also, if the

plate is at a different temperature from the wire, there must be a flow of heat taking

place along the wire, which consequently cannot be at a uniform temperature.
The other temperatures were all obtained by using the vapours of various liquids

boiling under atmospheric pressure. The liquids used were ether (35), acetone (55),

methylated spirit (75), water (100), and amyl alcohol (126). In order that the

composition of the liquid, and therefore its boiling-point, might not vary, a reflux

arrangement was used. This is shown in
fig. 1. The vapour is driven from the

large copper boiler P, through the tube L, into the top of the heating jacket. It

passes out at the bottom, and is condensed in the water condenser N, the condensed

liquid running back into the boiler. The boiler is open to the atmosphere through
the tube O, which is also surrounded by a water-jacket, and serves as a safety tube.

The tube L is a 1-inch "composition" tube, and is fitted to the heating jacket by
means of a brass union joint, a washer made of thin sheet asbestos being used to

make the joint tight. The tube was well wrapped up in cotton wool, this being
covered externally with a cylinder of asbestos cardboard as was also the whole of

the cotton wool round the heating jacket in order to prevent it from taking fire in

.case of an accident.

In the first form of the apparatus, the wire alone was surrounded by the heating

jacket, and the vibrator hung inside a wooden box, the temperature of which was
indicated by a thermometer passing close to the plate. Happening one day to put
the thermometer at a further distance from the plate than usual, I was struck by
the difference in the temperature indicated. This led me to experiment with several
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thermometers at different distances from the plate, and the results showed that

the plate was much hotter than the rest of the enclosure. The seriousness of this

is at once evident, for not only were the temperatures which had l>een taken to be

those of the vibrator too low, but heat must have been continually flowing from the

wire, which, therefore, could not have been at the temperature of the jacket

enclosing it.

It was first attempted to stop this leakage of heat from the wire by interposing a

rod of some non-conducting material between the vibrator and the wire. Some

experiments were made on the conductivities of various materials, and finally slate

was selected as being the best from a workable and non-conducting point of view.

A rod of slate, 4 inches long and inch diameter, was fitted between the vibrator

plate and the clamp which held the wire. Even with this arrangement the plate

warmed up a little, about 2 C., when the heating jacket was at 1(10 C. In order to

see how this affected the distribution of temperature along the wire, a copper

wire was suspended in the heater, and to this were soldered three nickel wires at

different points along its length, thus giving three pairs of thermo-electric junctions,

by means of which any temperature differences could be detected. The results were

surprising. A point, ^ inch from the lower clamp and 4 inches inside the heating

jacket, was found to be at a temperature 3 C. below that of the centre of the

wire, while at a point on the wire, 6 inches inside the heater, this difference was

2 '8 C. These experiments indicate that the only way to obtain a uniform tempera-

ture in the wire is by enclosing the whole vibrating system in the heating jacket.

The interposition of non-conducting material reduces the temj>erature differences, but

does not entirely do away with them.

As the heat had been leaking out of the wire through the bottom clamp, it must

also have been doing the same through the top one. The top clamp was therefore

severed from the bar E
(fig. I), and a piece of slate, 3 inches in length, interposed

between the two. The rod was then lowered further inside the heater, and the

difference of temperature between the upper end of the wire and the centre was

determined. No deflection could be obtained on the galvanometer used, showing that

the temperature difference was less than '01 0. After the new heater descril>ed in this

paper had been made, the distribution of temperature along the wire was again tested,

but no difference could be found between that at the centre and that at either end. The

piece of slate interposed in the upper clamping rod unfortunately cracked with the

heat after being used for a few weeks, and a similar one of marble was therefore

sulwtituted. This was exceedingly difficult to turn owing to its brittleness, but it

has successfully withstood the effects of temperature for over a year, while further

experiments with the thermal junctions proved it to be as effective as slate in

preventing a leakage of heat.

It might here be mentioned, that this research was commenced at the Physical

Laboratory of the University of Birmingham. In the first form of apparatus used,
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the wire experimented on was 110 centims. long. On starting afresh at the

Cavendish Lalwratory where most of the work described in this paper was carried

out this size was reduced to 58 centims., the smaller heating jacket thereby

required l>eing more convenient, in that it comes to a steady state more quickly and

is more c.isilv maintained at a constant temperature.

Corrections to the Thermometer Readings.

The thermometers used were four in number, two ranging from to 100 C., and

two from 100 to 200 0., all graduated to '1, These were standardised at the

National Physical Laboratory, the tests being carried out with the thermometers

under exactly the same conditions as obtained in these experiments, viz., in a

horizontal position, and with nine divisions in the hot bath, and the rest of the stem

surrounded by a water jacket at a known temperature. From the figures supplied

by the National Physical Laboratory, curves of corrections were drawn, from which

the corrections to the thermometer readings at any temperature could be read off

with an accuracy of '01 C. A small correction had to be applied on account of the

difference in the temperature of the water-jacket in these experiments and when the

thermometer was standardised. This was found by calculation, taking the coefficient

of apparent expansion of mercury in glass as '00016. The correction on this account

was never greater than '04 C.

The method of heating with the vapours of boiling liquids worked extremely well.

The jacket would take from 3 to 4 hours to arrive at a constant temperature, and

then neither thermometer would vary by '05 C. even in the worst cases, and it often

happened that both thermometers remained absolutely steady for hours. It is a

curious fact that the corrected readings of the two thermometers were rarely the

same. The difference was generally less than '1 C., but sometimes the upper and

sometimes the lower one would indicate the higher value. In calculating the results,

the temperature of the wire was always assumed to be that of the upper

thermometer, while the lower thermometer was taken as indicating the temperature
of the vibrator.

Timing the Vilrrations by a Method of Coincidences.

The method used consists in observing the reflections of a vertical flash occurring

once a second, in two mirrors, one of which is fixed in position, and the other is

attached to the vibrating plate and vibrates with it, swinging just above the fixed

mirror and l>eiiii,
r

parallel to it when at rest. The reflections are observed by a

telescoj>e, in the field of view of which, in general, two flashes are seen, one always

occurring in the same position, and the other appearing in different pails of the Held,

according t<> the position of the moving mirror at the instant the flash occurs. If a
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second signal happens exactly when the two mirrors are parallel, the two flashes

coincide, and it is from these
"
coincidences

"
that the time of vibration is obtained.

The method of coincidences is usually only applied to the comparison of two

nearly equal times, but Professor POYNTINO suggested to the author a modification

of the method which can be applied to any two periods, even if they are quite

different. In order to illustrate this, let us assume that the time of a complete
vibration is 4'llfi . . . seconds. This has to IK- compared with the I second period

of the Hashes. Now suppose that the t\\o images of tin- flash as seen in tin

telescope have just coincided, and' let us call the second at which this coincidence

occurred 0. Then after 4 seconds the two mirrors will not be exactly parallel

again, and the flashes observed in the telescope will consequently be some distance

apart. Since the period is greater than 4 seconds, the moving mirror will not

yet have become parallel to the fixed one. and the moving flash will appear to

have fallen short of its zero position. If, however, we wait for such a number

of seconds, n, as is very nearly an exact multiple of the time of vibration,

then at the nth flash the two mirrors will be very nearly parallel, and the

flashes will very nearly coincide. Now 9 X 4'llG = 37'044; therefore after

37 seconds, the moving flash will appear very near indeed to the fixed one, for it

would take the swinging mirror only '044 second to Income parallel to the fixed

mirror. As before, since the multiple of the time of swing is greater than

37 seconds, the flash will appear to have fallen short of its position of rest. Now
suppose we go on counting the seconds, calling the flashes next after the 37th, one,

two, three, <fee., up to 37 and then starting at one again, and so on. Eveiy 37th

flash will appear to have lost on the position of the preceding 37th, i>., to have

moved further away from the central fixed flash in the opposite direction to that in

which it would appear to l>e moving if the light were continuous. As this goes on

flash number 1
(i.e.,

the one next after the 37th) will be getting nearer and nearer

to the central fixed flash, until after a time it coincides with it. Suppose that when
this happens we have counted N sets of 37 seconds. Then it is evident that the

mirror must have lagged behind one complete second, for it takes one second longer
for it to become parallel to the fixed mirror.

The vibrator therefore makes 9N vibrations in 37N -|- 1 seconds, and if T is the

period of vibration we have

9NT=37N + 1, or T = V +
-jj.

In general an exact coincidence is of very rare occurrence, and the nearest

coincidences are taken. Thus suppose A is the position of

the fixed flash as seen in the telescope and that a 37th

flash appears at B, and the next 37th at C. Then
the mirrors must have l>een parallel at the fraction

AB/BC (= x say) of a period after B, so that the coincidence period is N + :c instead

VOL. CC'IV. A. C
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of'N, aiid we have

T = -V 4-1 n /XT9 (N + ar)

'

In order to measure AB and BC the telescope used had a fine horizontal scale in

the eyepiece, and. as a general illumination of the field of view of the telescope made

it difficult to see the flashes, the scale was illuminated by the light from ;i sm;ill

rectangular slit in a dark screen placed in front of a lamp. The light was reflected

into the telescope by means of a small right-angle yrism, a piece of ground glass was

placed in front of the slit to make the illumination more uniform, and also a piece of

green glass, for it was found that the flashes could be best seen when the scale was

illuminated with this colour.

In order to see what degree of accuracy this method is capable of, it must be noticed

that an error can only arise in the fraction x, and only an inexcusably careless

observer could be '1 out in the value found If we take N as 20 (a mean value)

we see that

1 as/N , i

~J approximately ;

9 (N + x) 9N

the error occurs in a'/9N
2 and is therefore not greater than

1/(90 X 202)= -000027 second.

If N is less than 20 it follows that the flashes are "losing" more rapidly, and hence

the distances to be measured in the telescope are larger, and the value of x can be

more accurately found. If on the other hand N is larger than 20, the distances

between two consecutive 37th flashes is smaller, and consequently x is more difficult

to measure ; but in none of the cases dealt with could the error have been as large

as '1, and it must l>e observed that the larger N becomes of less importance is the

fraction x.

In what has been said above it is assumed that the vibrator is gradually losing on

the 37 second period. This is of course not always the case. It may be gaining and

making 9 vibrations in a little under 37 secconds and 9 (N + x) vibrations in

37 (N -|- x) 1 seconds ; whence

T 21 _ _ L_
it (N + x)

'

In this case each 37th flash appears to g;iin on the previous 37th, and so to move

out from the centre of the field in the opposite direction to that already considered.

After N periods it is now the With flash which nearly coincides with the fixed one.

The coincidence period is of course not ahvavs :\7 . To find it the time of vibration

must first be approximately known. This is found by GAUSS'S method, using a chrono-

meter. Suppose it to l>e -I'll 54 seconds. Such a number of seconds is required as is
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nearly .MI exact multiple of this time. Considering the fractional part only, put
I I .

:

)4 x P = Q, whence n l'= iVbVo successive convergents to which are , , -ft, ^.
Hence tin- mmil>eis which multiplied by 4'1 154 give products nearest whole numlH-rs

IK- 8, 9, 17, 2G. . . The larger the factor the nearer is the product to ;i whole

number, and at first sight it mightaBem to Ke ofadvantage to use the largest to obtain

tin- coincidence period, but taking 'JO we li;i\e L'G X 4'1154 = 107D004, so that in

a period of 107 seconds the vibrator will have "lost" '0004 second, and therefore to

lose 1 second it will take 2500 periods of 107 seconds, or over 70 hours! In the

present instance 9 is the most suitable factor and gives 9 X 4'1154 = 37'0386, so that

in a period of 37 seconds the vibrator lags behind by '0386 second, and therefore
"
loses" 1 second in 10 minutes.

Tit* Flashing Apparatus.

The second signals are given by a clock pendulum, carrying at its lower end a

platinum wire, which cuts through a fine stream of mercury each time the pendulum

passes its position of rest. This "makes" a circuit, which by means of a relay

"breaks" another circuit through tin- primary of an induction coil, thus giving a

flash in a vacuum tube connected to the secondary circuit. The platinum wire is

flattened out perpendicularly to the plane of swing of the pendulum. It is 6 millims.

long and is screwed into a small brass pin, which fits into a hole in the lower end of

the pendulum, being secured in position by a screw. It can easily l>e removed for

cleaning. This brass pin is joined to a fine copper wire running up the back of the

wooden pendulum rod and connected at the top to the lower end of the steel strip by
which the pendulum is suspended. The pendulum suspension is connected by ;i win-

to a terminal screw outside the clock case.

The stream of mercury issues from a very fine glass jet fixed to the back of the

clock case. An adjustment in the position of this jet can be made by means of t\\<-

large milled-headed screws, so as to direct the stream exactly through the position of

the platinum wire when the pendulum is at rest. The jet is at the end of a glass

tube which enters the case through a hole in the side, and is bent so as to direct tin-

stream of mercury perpendicularly to the plane of swing of the pendulum. This tuU-

is connected by indiarubber to a reservoir containing some 500 cub. centims. <>l

mercury, at a level of about 30 centims. alxwe the jet. The rate of flow of the

mercury can l>e regulated by a stop-cock. In the glass tube, just before the jet, are

two air traps, in order to stop any bubbles of air which might interrupt the mercui v

si i earn. A platinum wire, connected outside to a terminal, is also sealed into the

tu!>e to make contact with the mercury. The mercury running from the jet is

collected in a wooden box from which it can be drawn oft' and returned to tin-

reservoir.

The clock break is connected in series with two accumulator cells and a contact

C 2
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breaker, shown in fig.
3. The wires from the clock are connected to the terminals

of the small electromagnet A. Every second this becomes excited and attracts a soft

iron armature, B, which is fixed to the shorter arm of the light brass lever <J. This

lever is 18 centims. long and the short arm is 2 '5 centims. To the longer arm two

Fig. 3.

platinum wires are brazed, one at D and the other at E. The wire at D dips into a

mercury cup, F, and is not drawn out when the magnet is excited. The wire at E

dips into another cup of mercury, H, and the position of the lever is so adjusted,

by the two stops K and L, that E is drawn well out of the mercury in H when the

clock circuit is made. The terminals M and N are connected to the mercury in the

cups F and H respectively. Wires from them go to the primary of the induction

coil, two accumulator cells being included in this circuit. The contact breaker on

the induction coil is tied back so that it cannot work, and hence once a second the

primary circuit is broken and a flash occurs in the vacuum tube connected to the

secondary.

At first a layer of water was kept over the surface of the mercury in H, but after

a time this became very dirty (the
"
dirt

"

being probably a platinum amalgam ,in a

very fine state of division) and a skin formed on the surface of the mercury. This

led to the circuit sparking two or three times .at each break, and caused much trouble,

for the result is two or more flashes in the vacuum tube (not separately visible), and

therefore two or more in different parts of the field of view of the telescope. In

order to overcome this difficulty, the arrangement shown in the figure was used.

The cup H was made by blowing a hole in the side of a bulb blown in a glass tube,

one end of which was then bent up (P) and the other slightly down (Q). The

mercury in H does not come up to the level of these side tubes. P is connected to

the stop-cock of a vessel containing water and Q hangs over a bucket. The water

flows slowly into H and its level gradually rises until the extra pressure is sufficient

to overcome the surface tension of the drop which always hangs from Q. It then
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runs MIII with a rush, leaving onlv a thin layer of water alnive tin- surface of the

mercury. Tliis is repeated, and tin- intermittent rush of water is ipiitc eHectual in

keepiug tlie surface of the mercury clean. The bouncing of the lever in hitting

against the stops was another difficulty which caused double sparking. This was

overcome hy covering the stops with cork.

In order that the platinum wire at the end of the pendulum should make good

contact with the mercury, it was occasionally removed, scraped, heated, and amal-

gamated with sodium amalgam. It was then gently heated again to unamalgamate
it. This method recommended by C. V. BOYS* was found to give the best results.

The wire E on the contact breaker had to be periodically taken out and ground
smooth on an oil stone, for the sparking made the end ragged. It was then heated

and treated in the manner described above.

In order to prevent sparking at the clock break, a battery of 10 small cells

(connected up in sets of two in series and the sets joined up in parallel), consisting of

strips of platinum foil in accumulator acid, were placed in parallel across it. These

soon l)ecome polarised, and their back E.M.F. prevents the current from the accumu-

lators from going through them, but the extra E.M.F. when the clock circuit is

broken sends a momentary current through these cells instead of sparking across tin-

air gap.

Several other methods of obtaining second signals were tried with different kinds

of clock contact and various forms of relay, but after giving much trouble they were

discarded for the present arrangement, which has proved very satisfactory.

I had expected that the stream of mercury would affect the rate of the clock, but

on rating it for several days with the mercury running continuously from 10 A.M. till

in P.M., no difference in the rate could l>e detected. The clock rate was determined

daily by comparing the time with that indicated by the clock in the Cambridge

Philosophical Society's Library. This latter clock keeps very good time, and is

checked once a week by a man from the observatory. Its weekly rate is alxmt

2 seconds. Twice a day at 10 A.M. and 6 P.M. a chronometer was carried across

to the library and its time compared with that of the Philosophical Society's clock,

and then immediately afterwards with the experimental clock in the Cavendish

Laboratory. The rates thus obtained were afterwards corrected on account of the

rate of the library clock. The clock used in these experiments was found to keep a

constant rate for a week, altering slightly each time it was wound up.

The vacuum tulie Diving the second signals was fixed vertically at a distance of

about 4 metres from the mirrors. The light from it was focussed by means of a glass

cylinder full of water on to a slit made by cutting a fine line on the back of a silvered

mirror. The images of the slit in the mirrors were viewed by a telescope placed

80 centims. from the minors, the slit and telescope being so arranged that tin-

incident and reflected light were nearly normal to the mirrors.

'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 186, p. 25.
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The fixed mirror was supported on a, small brass stand resting l>y three levelling

screws on the floor of the heating jacket (see fig. 1).
It could he rotated alxul a

vertical axis in order to set the mirror parallel to the one on the vibrator.

Tin- Mi-tlioil <>f Takiny an Observation,

In general, on one day, two sets of observations were taken, the first at the

temperature of the tap water, and the second at some higher temperature. In order

to get the two done in one day it was necessary to leave the water running through

the jacket over night, so that in the morning no time should be wasted in waiting for

the temperature to become steady.

A set of observations at the temperature of the tap water having been taken, the

heating jacket was emptied and dried by sucking warm dry air through it. It was

then connected up to the boiler in the manner already described. As a rule, it would

take from 3 to 4 hours for the temperature to become constant, and in the interval

the rest of the apparatus was tested and set in order if necessary. The fixed mirror

had to be re-set parallel to the moving one at each temperature, for the wire altered

its zero position slightly. When the temperature had become constant the plate was

set vibrating, the angle through which it moved being observed by placing a candle

behind the slit so as to illuminate it continuously. The amplitude of oscillation of

the plate was increased until the image of the slit moved over slightly more than

22 divisions of the telescope scale. The plate was then left vibrating for a short

time in order to get over all the disturbing effects of air currents. The amplitude of

swing having damped down to 22 divisions on the eye-piece scale, the time of a

chronometer was noticed, and the temperatures of the thermometers read. This was

for a determination of the logarithmic decrement of the oscillations which was made

with each observation of the period. When the amplitude had further damped down

to 20 divisions (=15 minutes of arc) the candle was removed from behind the slit

and the observations of the period begun. Since it was times of complete vibrations

that were required, a coincidence being taken when the moving mirror was parallel to

the fixed one, and moving always in the same direction, an error might have arisen

through variations in the zero position of the wire during an experiment. In order

to eliminate this, two sets of coincidence periods were taken in which the flashes

cither
"
lost" or "

gamed" in opposite directions.

Everything being ready, and the temperature of the thermometers noted, the

observer sits down to the telescope and watches until he sees a coincidence is about

to happen. He notices one flash is
"
early

"
by a certain amount while the 37th (if

37 is the coincidence period) is "late" by another amount. These are noted down

He must then go on counting from 1 np to 37 continuously, making a note of each

37th. After a time he will observe that a coincidence in the opposite direction is

about to happen, i.e., that some flash say the 23rd- -is moving across the field in the

opposite direction to the 37th and will soon be coinciding with the fixed flash. This
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coincidence is noted in the same way as the former one. Then, if the flashes are

"
losing," after a time the 37th flash will have lost nearly a second and flash number 1

will l>e about to coincide. This coincidence is waited for and noted. In the same

way later on the 23rd gets a second behind and the 24th coincides. It is only

necessary to keep watching the flashes just when a coincidence is expected, and in

the intervals l>et\veen the coincidences the thermometers are read every few minutes.

In order to make sure that it has not l>een omitted to make a note of any 37th flash.

the time of the chronometer at which one of these flashes happens near the beginning

of the observation is noticed, and also again at the end. From the total time the

number can be checked

After the observation of the period was finished, the candle was again placed

behind the slit and the amplitude of vibration again observed. When this became an

i-xadt number of divisions of the eye-piece scale the time of the chronometer was

noticed. From the times at the beginning and the end. and from the calculated

]>eriod of vibration, the number of vibrations could be obtained, and hence the

logarithmic decrement of the swings calculated.

The Effect of Damping on the Period of Vibration.

I had anticipated having to correct the times of vibration on account of the

damping of the amplitude, but in nearly all cases the correction was too small to take

into account. If the equation of motion of the disc is

+ Kg + ,0 = o,

the period of damped vibration is given by

where A. is the logarithmic decrement of the amplitude of vibration.

Now if I is the moment of inertia of the vibrating system, and if /i is the rigidity

modulus. / the length, and a the radius of the wire, we have u1 = nira*/2ll.

"2ir 8 (ir
2

-f- X
2
) II

Hence r = ' " " = '

If now we correct T, the observed period, to T
, the time of vibration the system

would have if there were no damping,

n = 8ir*K/T W.
K<|iiating these two values of /*,

77"' + \- 7T
, rp

'I'J
~ T i

01> 1 ~
A
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Except in the case of aluminium and of the soft metals tin, lead, and cadmium, tin-

value of X was never greater than '00115, and it was generally much less than this.

Taking A.= '001 1 5 the value for a gold wire at 100 C. the period was 5'4 . . . seconds

so that

T,, = 5-4 ... (1
-

'000,000,08)

or the correction in this case is negligible.

In the case of the soft metals it was found to be impossible to time the vibrations

to such a degree of accuracy as was obtained with the other wires, and only in a tt-\\

instiinces was it necessary to apply the correction for damping.

The Moments of Inertia of the Vibrator*.

The same vibrator was used for observations on wires of copper, iron, steel, silver,

platinum, gold, and aluminium. It consisted, as already described, of a circular plate

of gunmetal screwed through its centre on to the lower end of a steel rod, the upper
end of which was formed into a clamp to hold the wire. The total mass of this

vibrator was about 1 kilogramme. Lighter vibrators had to be used in the case of the

softer metals. With cadmium a rectangular sheet of brass weighing 100 grammes was

substituted for the circular gunmetal disc. This was replaced by a similar sheet of

aluminium in the case of tin and of lead. The moments of inertia of these two latter

vibrators were found with sufficient accuracy by calculation from their masses and

dimensions
; but more exact knowledge was required in the case of the circular

vibrator on account of the greater precision with which the torsional periods of the

harder wires could he determined. The moment of inertia of the gunmetal vibrator

was therefore determined experimentally, the wire on which it was suspended being
a steel one. Attempts were also made to find the moment of inertia of the vibrating

system in the case of other wires, but it was found to be impossible to do so, for in

nearly all the wires investigated the rigidity was not a constant quantity, but varied

very much even at one temperature, so that determinations made at different times

could not be compared. Also in the case of the metals copper, gold, and platinum
the extra weight of the ring used in determining the moment of inertia altered the

rigidities of the wires very considerably, so that the periods with the ring on could

not be compared with those of the vibrator alone on this account. The experiment
was tried with each wire, and it was found that the time of vibration of the plate

alone, before the ring was put on, was largely different from that after it had been

taken off. The figures obtained in the determination of the moment of inertia of this

vibrator, and its variation with the temperature, will be given later.

The, lengths and Radii of the Wires.

Tin- wires experimented on were all about 58 centims. long. For the purpose of

measuring their lengths, a fine mark had been scribed on the upper clamping rod E
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(fig. 1), and also another on the lower rod B, beneath the gunmetal plate and just

above the mirror. This latter mark could be seen through the glass window in the

door of the heating jacket. The distance between these two marks was read every
few days by means of a cathetometer. The lengths from the marks to the jaws on

each of the rods E and B had previously been measured, and by subtracting these

distances, corrected for any difference of temperature, from the total length, the length
of the wire at the temperature of the observation was obtained.

The radii of the wires were found by weighing a known length of the wire first in

air and then in water. The ends of the wire were filed square with the length, which

was then accurately measured. The wire was then wound up in the form of a spiral

and its volume found by weighing in air and afterwards in distilled water at a known

temperature.

The lengths of the clamping rods, of the wires in the determination of their radii,

and the dimensions of the ring used in finding the moment of inertia of the vibrator,

were all measured on Professor POYNTINO'S measuring bench in the Physical Labora-

tory of the Birmingham University. This consists of a trolley running on a railway
underneath two vertical microscopes, which can be placed at any desired distance apart.
The microscopes have each a rock ing-plate micrometer,* by means of which a

length of -001 millim. can be measured. The article whose length is required is

placed under one microscope and a standard metre under the other. The trolley is

moved until the desired point on the article is under the first microscope, and the

reading of the standard metre under the second is noted. The trolley is then pushed
until the other point comes under the first microscope, and the scale is again read

through the second. In this way the distance between the two points is accurately
determined. The length of the standard metre was corrected to 0, at which

temperature it is certified correct.

In obtaining the dimensions of the moment of inertia ring, two diameters at

right angles were measured, and then the ring was turned over and the same two
iliameters measured from the other side.

The weight of the ring was 293 '3900 grammes.
The mean radii were G'35078 centims. and 5'38859 centims. at 13'90 C. Hence

the moment of inertia at 13-90 C. = 10176'13 grm. cm. 2

Corrections tu the Observed Periods of Vibration.

In order tb.-it tin- observed periods at different temperatures may be comparable, it

is necessary that they should be corrected for the increased length and radius of the

\\ ire, and also for the expansion of the vibrator, at the higher temperatures. Two
other corrections might have been necessary, one for the logarithmic decrement of the

* For description, see POYNTING, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 182, p. 589, 1891, or " The Mean Deiwity of the

Karth," p. 95.

VOL. CVIV. A. D
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oscillations, and the other for their amplitude. The former \\.is ^viii-rally t<>< ( small

to take into account, and the latter was avoided by always dealing with the same

amplitude.

The formula connecting the period of vibration with the rigidity and dimensions of

the wire, and the moment of inertia of the vibrator is T = 2 x/2lM.rr/na
4

, where M is

the moment of inertia of the vibrator and n the modulus of rigidity, a being the

radius and / the length of the wire. If now a is the coefficient of expansion of the

material of the wire, and /? that of the material of the vibrator, and if the wire is at

0, and the vibrator at <f>, we have

T, = 2v/2irM (l

where ng is the rigidity modulus at 0. Hence

T, = 2 A (1 + ft - fa0).

In order, therefore, to correct the observed periods to the values they would have

if the wire and vibrator retained the dimensions they had at 0, they must -be multi-

plied by (1 /J( + fa0). In the experiments 15 C. was taken as the temperature
of comparison, and the observed times were corrected by multiplying by

The value of $ and the various values of a for the different wires were determined

experimentally. The vibrator, as already stated, consisted of a gun-metal plate with

a steel rod through its centre, and the temperature coefficient of the moment of inertia

of this system was required. This was found in the following manner, a steel wire,

the temperature coefficient of the rigidity modulus of which had already been found,

being used to suspend the vibrator : The vibrations were timed at the ordinary

temperature and then the ring was lowered on to the vibrator and the period again
determined. The ring was next turned round about a vertical axis through an angle
of 60 and the period found again, then turned through a further 60, and so on,

taking six observations in all, the mean of which was taken as the period of vibration

of the vibrator + ring. The ring was lastly taken off the plate and the period ot

the vibrator again found, the mean of this and the first determination being taken as

the period of the vibrator alone. Each time the heating jacket was opened to move
the ring it had to be left for from one to two hours for the temperature to become

constant again. On the following day the temperature of the jacket was raised to

100, and two sets of observations with the ring on and off were taken. It had been

intended to take more, but the personal discomfort involved in removing the ring
from the plate whilst hot persuaded me to be content with two. The coefficient of

linear expansion of the material of the ring was assumed to be the same as that of
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a long gun-metal liar, which had teen cast at the same time as the ring. The
coefficient of expansion of this bar, as well as the coefficients of expansion of the

various wires, was determined in the manner described in Part IV. of this paper.
The results of the above observations of periods are given below :

Period in seconds.
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PAKT IL

ACCOUNT OF THE EXPERIMENTS.

The wires experimented on were, except in a few cases, chemically pure, and were

supplied by Messrs. JOHNSON, MATTHEY & Co., of Hatton Garden, London. They

were all of approximately the same length and diameter. In order to get them into

comparable conditions, they were carefully annealed before the rigidity determinations

were begun. This was done by repeatedly heating with an electric current, the

oxidisable wires, iron and steel, being enclosed in an atmosphere of pure dry

hydrogen, copper in carbonic acid gas, and the others in air. In each case about a

metre of the wire was suspended vertically in a glass tube, a light weight being

attached to its lower end. This closed an electric circuit by dipping into some

mercury at the bottom of the tube. In the cases of steel and of iron the tube was

then repeatedly exhausted and filled with pure dry hydrogen until all the air had

been removed. Carbonic acid gas was used instead of hydrogen in the case of

copper ; gold, silver, platinum and aluminium were heated in air. The wire was

then repeatedly heated to a red heat by means of an electric current, each heating

lasting for several minutes. The temperature attained was of course highest in the

case of those metals which are furthest from their melting points at ordinary

temperatures. Platinum was taken almost to white heat, and iron and steel well

above the temperature of recalescence. After this treatment, a length of about

60 centims. was cut from the middle of the annealed wire and suspended in the

heating jacket. All the specimens used were quite straight and free from kinks,

and special care was taken to see that the wire had not been heated to too high a

temperature, or subjected to any permanent elongation by the tension to which it

was subjected during the annealing. The wires were all bright and free from oxide.

The softer metals, lead, tin, and cadmium, were annealed by suspending them

(without any weight attached to their lower ends) in a vertical combustion tube,

heated by means of vertical rows of small Bunsen burners. A thermometer was

suspended beside the wire, and the temperature was not allowed to exceed two-thirds of

the melting point of the metal in question. The temperature was kept up for about

an hour, and then the tube was allowed to cool down very gradually. The heating

and cooling were repeated many times. Some unaunealed wires Avere also

experimented on.

Before giving the results in detail for the different wires, it would be well to

mention that in every case examined, with the exceptions of pure copper and steel,

it was found that the modulus of rigidity at a constant temperature was not

constant, but increased as time went on. This increase was generally very small,

and was greater at the higher temperatures than at the ordinary temperature of the
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laboratory. After repeated heatings for long periods to one temperature, the increase

with time at that temperature gradually became smaller and smaller, and in some cases

became zero ; but if then the wire was heated to a higher temperature and subsequently

brought back to the lower one again, the increase with time at that temperature

still went on. This effect could not be due to any disturbing cause, such as the

oxidation of the surface of the wire or a gradual lengthening under the tension, for

these would have the opposite effect, and cause an apparent diminution in the

rigidity. The wires were quite bright ;it the end of the experiments, and the length

was measured at intervals and in many cases was quite constant. In the case of

gold and the softer metals, however, it increased slightly (hiring the experiment*, and

the periods obtained were corrected on this account.

Under these circumstances it is evidently impossible to determine accurately the

manner in which the rigidity is affected by the change of temperature, for such

change is complicated by the varying time effect. It was thought that the most

useful information would be obtained by plotting the values of the rigidity modulus

against the corresponding temperatures, and drawing a curve through the first points

obtained at each temperature. The alteration of rigidity per 1 C. rise of temperature

at the ordinary lalx>ratory temperature was then found by drawing the tangent to

this curve at 15 C. In this manner a coefficient /3 was obtained for each wire such

that for temperatures in the neighbourhood of 15 C. nt
= n )6 (l ftl),

n
lb being the

value of the modulus at 15 C.

In addition to the determinations of the periods of vibration, observations of the

logarithmic decrement of the amplitudes of the oscillations were taken at each

temperature, as already described. These will be found among the results which

follow. At the end of the rigidity determinations for each wire, a series of observa-

tions was usually taken to ascertain the manner in which the logarithmic decrement

and the torsional period varied with the amplitude of vibration, amplitudes up t<>

about 10 being used. The main observations for the rigidity determinations were

all taken at the constant average amplitude of 14 minutes.

Observations at 126 C. were only taken with a few of the wires, for great trouble

was experienced through the heating jacket leaking when heated to this temperature.

In the account which follows, the complete set of curves and tables of results are

given for a few only of the metals experimented on. These serve as examples of the

11 u- tin id of experimenting and as models of the results obtained.

It would be well to remark here that only in a few instances was more than one

specimen of the metal in question experimented on. The values given for the rigidity

modulus and its temperature coefficient would be only approximately true for any
other specimen, for it is a well-established fact that the values of the rigidity modulus

of any substance given by different specimens of the same material are not the same.

The cases in which more than one sample was experimented on were those in which

the " time effect
"
was least, as it seemed possible that in these OMeo the temperature
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coefficient of the rigidity modulus of different specimens might be more constant

than the absolute value. This, however, was not found to l>e the case.

Copper.

The wire used was made from electrolytically purified copper. The observations,

the results of which are given below, were all taken with the apparatus in its final

form. I had previously experimented on the same wire in the first form of apparatus,

and had ascertained that at a constant temperature the period of torsional vibration,

and therefore the rigidity, was constant. The periods given below are each the mean

of many observations, they have been corrected for clock rate and for the expansion

of the wire and vibrator.

TABLE I. Copper Wire.

Temperature.
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The values of the logarithmic decrement are plotted against the corresponding

temperatures in Diagram II., the points marked being the first observation at the

ordinary temperature aud the values at the higher temperatures.
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went on. On allowing the wire to cool down and then re-heating to the same

temperature on the following day, the period was always very considerably less, the

difference being greater the higher the temperature at which the observations were

taken. In the table given below, the last column contains the number of hours

during which the wire had been maintained at approximately the temperature given.
The coincidence period at 33 C. was extremely awkward to work with, and the

observations taken at that temperature could not be relied on. They are therefore

omitted from the table.

TABLE III. Soft Iron Wire.

Date.
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probable tbat the reason this curve is not a straight line is because the rigidity of

the wire is continually increasing. If it were possible to obtain the rigidities at the

different temperatures all within a short space of time, it might be expected that a

straight line would result.

In order to give a clearer idea of the rate at which the rigidity is increasing at the

various temperatures, a set of curves has been drawn in Diagram III., in which

the values of the rigidity modulus are plotted against times at the different

temperatures. From these curves it is seen that the rate of increase of rigidity at
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Diagram III. Showing the alteration of the modulus of rigidity of soft iron with time.

one temperature is constant, that it is greater the higher the temperature, but that

on repeated heatings to the same temperature the rate of increase at that

temperature gets less and less, and finally becomes zero.

From the curve for iron in Diagram I., the value of n at 15 C. was found to be

nu = 8-2620 X 10 11

dynes per sij.
centim. and the coefficient ft = '0007339.
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The values of the logarithmic decrements obtained at the various temperatures are

given in Table IV. Each is, in general, the mean of several observations.

TABLE IV. Soft Iron Wire.

Date.
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Amplitude.
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TABLE V. Platinum Wire.

Dale.
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dynes per sq. centim., and the "temperature coefficient" ft = "0001018.

alteration of rigidity with time can be easily seen from Diagram V.

31
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Diagram V. Showing the alteration of the modulus of rigidity of platinum wire with time.

It is curious that on December 13, the rigidity at 98 '63 decreased as time went

on. On the following day it was practically constant.

Table VI. contains the values of the logarithmic decrements obtained at the

various temperatures. Each is the mean of two or three observations.
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TABLE VI. Platinum Wire.

Date.
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lif.-itings, and the j>eriod became finally nearly constant. The calculation of the

rigidities was complicated by the fact that the wire gradually drew out under the
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Diagram VI. Platinum wire. Dotted lines show the alteration of the logarithmic decrement of the

torsional oscillations with the amplitude of vibrations. Continuous lines show the effect of the

amplitude on the period of torsional vibration.

slight tension to which it was subjected. The increase of length amounted to

1205 centim. at the end of the experiment.
The manner in which the rigidity modulus altered with the temperature can be

seen from Diagram VII. The curve obtained is similar to that given by soft iron,

but it is more nearly a straight line.

In order that the rate of increase of rigidity with time might be more easily seen,

the rigidities at various temperatures were plotted against the lengtlis of time for

which the wire had been kept at those temperatures. The resulting curves (which
are not given) were similar to those obtained for iron and platinum.

VOL. cciv. A. F
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Temperature scale for Silver.
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logarithmic decrement increases as the temperature is raised, slowly at first, but more

rapidly at higher temperatures. This was especially noticeable after passing 100C.

Experiments were made to ascertain the manner in which the period and logarithmic

decrement varied with the amplitude of vibration of the vibrator. Observations were

taken at two temperatures, viz., 19'0C. and 99 '3 C. It was found that the

logarithmic decrement curves for the two temperatures were very much alike, and

showed that the logarithmic decrement increases with the amplitude of vibration, the

rate of increase being slightly greater at the higher temperature. This is practically

the same as the result obtained for platinum.

From the curves for the variation of period with the amplitude of vibration it was

evident that the period increases with the amplitude, the rate of increase at the

higher temperature being greater than at the lower.

Steel.

Two wires of pianoforte steel were experimented on, one in the first form 01

apparatus in which the vibrator was not enclosed in the heating jacket, and the other

with the apparatus in its final form. Both were carefully annealed in the manner

already described before the determinations of the rigidity were begun. With the

first wire the method of experimenting was slightly different from that used with the

other wires. The temperature in the heating jacket was regulated by means ot

a stream of water heated by passing through a gas furnace fitted with a quiqkly

acting gas regulator. By this means the temperature could be kept constant for any

length of time, and the effect of very small alterations of temperature observed.

With this arrangement the temperature could not be raised above 36 C., but

observations at 75C. and 100C. were also taken by employing the method of

heating described earlier in this paper. I do not attach much importance to the

numbers obtained, on account of the defective form of heating jacket employed, but

the results can be relied on in so far as they show that the rigidity modulus of steel

is a perfectly definite quantity, and that its rate of decrease with increasing

temperature is constant also.

Table VII. contains the values of the rigidity modulus at the various temperatures.

Each was calculated from the mean of a large number of observations (in most cases

more than 20) at the temperature given. It must be stated that the results have

1 .-I! tubulated in deso nding order of temperature not in the order in which they

were obtained. This accounts for the fact that in two or three cases results are given

at very nearly the same temperatures. These were taken at different times, weeks

apart, in order to see if the rigidity came tack to its original value after the wire had

been heated to a higher temperature.

F 2
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TABLE VII. Steel Wire.
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found with this wire will \te found in Part I. of this paper. Some experiments were

made to determine the manner in which the period and logarithmic decrement varied

with the amplitude of vibration of the vibrator. The results are given in Table IX.

TABLE IX. Steel Wire.

Amplitude of
Lognrithmic Corrected period

Temperature. vil,rat,on
.lecremenU. in second.
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Observations on the effect of the amplitude of vibration on the period and

logarithmic decrement were made, as usual, at two temperatures, 15'00 C. and

99-00 C.

It was found that as with most of the other wires examined both the period

and logarithmic decrement increased with the amplitude of vibration, and that the

rate of increase of each was greater at the higher temperature than at the lower one.

Oscillating the vibrator through a large amplitude was found to increase both the

period and the logarithmic decrement at the smaller amplitude, indicating a

diminution in the rigidity and an increase in the internal viscosity of the wire.

Aluminium.

The wire used was of pure aluminium, -and the rigidity-temperature curve obtained

was similar to that given by silver. Several peculiarities were, however, noticed

with this wire. In the first place, heating to 59 C. diminished the value of the

rigidity modulus at 17 C., and this diminution was much larger after the wire had

been heated to 75 C., but after heating to 100 C. the rigidity at the laboratory

temperature was increased, and this increase was continued after each heating to

100 C. Successive heatings to 100 C. sometimes increased and sometimes

diminished the value of the rigidity modulus at that temperature. It is also

curious that, when kept at a constant temperature of 59 C. or 74 C., the rigidity
diminished slightly as time went on, but that at 100 C. it gradually increased with

time. It thus appears that the effect of heat on the rigidity of an aluminium wire

is very irregular.

From the curve obtained, the modulus of rigidity for aluminium at 15 C. was
found to be 15

= 2'5478 X 10 11

dynes per sq. centim., and the value of the

"temperature coefficient" ft ='001351.

The logarithmic decrements of the amplitudes of the torsional vibrations were

found to increase with the temperature, but the value at any one temperature
decreased as time went on. On plotting the logarithmic decrements against the

corresponding temperatures, the curve drawn through the mean of the observations

at each temperature was similar to that obtained for copper.
Observations made at larger amplitudes of vibration showed that both the period

and logarithmic decrement increased with the amplitude, the increase being more

rapid at 98 '00 C. than at 19 '50 C. The effect of swinging through a large

amplitude (5) was to lessen the value of the logarithmic decrement, and to increase

the period of vibration at smaller amplitudes.

Tin.

A pure tin wire was used. Owing to the great internal viscosity of this metal,
the torsional periods could not be timed with the accuracy obtained in the case of
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the harder metals ; for the oscillations damped down so quickly that only a

comparatively small number took place. The difficulties of observation were also

increased by the fact that, although a light aluminium vibrator was used with the

wire, it underwent a considerable elongation, especially at the higher temperatures.
At the second heating to 100 C. this elongation was so great that the vibrator

moved about in jerks as the wire guve way, and rendered timing impossible.

It was found that the rigidity of the wire at the ordinary lalx>ratory temperature
was diminished by repeated heatings, and that when the wire was allowed to rest at

one temperature its rigidity increased as time went on. The curve in Diagram VIII.

is drawn through the mean of the observations at the different temperatures.

1
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The value of the rigidity modulus at 15 C. was found to be n
l5
= 1'4960 X 10"

dynes per sq. centim. and the "
temperature coefficient" ft = '005942.

Some experiments were also made with another pure tin wire which had not been

previously annealed. The range of temperature employed in this case was only

34 C. The value found for the rigidity modulus at 15 C. was n
]5
= T8715 X 10 11

dynes per sq. centim. and for the "
temperature coefficient

"
ft = '00385. The

rigidity of tin is thus lessened by annealing. The "
temperature coefficient

"
is much

the smaller in the case of the unannealed wire, but the alteration in the rigidity

modulus per 1 rise of temperature is more nearly equal in the two cases.

The values of the logarithmic decrements of the amplitudes of oscillation obtained

during the experiments with the annealed wire showed an increase in the logarithmic

decrement with the temperature, and also a continual diminution with time.

Observations of the logarithmic decrement of the oscillations of the unannealed tin

wire were made, and the results showed that the rate of increase of the logarithmic

decrement with temperature was much greater than in the case of the annealed wire.

The heating of the unannealed wire greatly reduced the value of the logarithmic

decrement at the ordinary laboratory temperature.

Some observations on the effect of increased amplitude of vibration on the

logarithmic decrement gave very irregular results, complicated by the fact that the

logarithmic decrement of a constant amplitude diminished as time went on. The

observations showed that the logarithmic decrement increased with the amplitude of

oscillation, but in a very irregular manner.

Lead.

The wires used were drawn down from a strip cut from a sheet of lead. In order to

try to avoid the complications caused by the wire elongating under the slight tension

to which it has to be subjected, series of observations at different temperatures were

taken all on the same day.

Observations were first taken with an unannealed lead wire, and it was found that

the rigidity increased very considerably as time went on, especially at the higher

temperatures. The rigidity-temperature curves obtained on different days were very
similar, indicating that the alteration of rigidity with temperature was practically

constant, although the absolute value increased as time went on. A specimen of the

curves obtained is given in Diagram VIII.

The value of the rigidity modulus at 15 C. is n, 5=7'505 X 1010
dynes per sq. centim.

The mean value of the decrease per 1 rise of temperature at 15 C. was '0225 X 10 10

dynes per sq. centim., from which the "temperature coefficient
"

/3 = '00300.

The logarithmic decrement of the amplitude of the torsional oscillations increased

with the temperature, but this effect was complicated by a very considerable decrease

iu the value with time. The results, however, showed that the rate of increase was
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much greater at higher temperatures than ;it the ordinary temperature of the

laboratory.

Some observations were made at llie temperature of the lalx>rat<>i v and at 1<>0
C
O.,

MI a lead wire \vliicli had lieen carefully annealed. It was found that the rigidity

increased only very slowly with the time, and that the increase per 1 C. over this

range of temperature was nearly the same as with the first wire. This might j)erhaps

have l)een expected, for in the final values of the modulus of the first wire a certain

amount of annealing must have taken place owing to the wire having l>een kept for

some time at 100 C. The increase of the modulus per 1 C. was for the annealed

wire '0130 X 10 10
dynes per sq. centim., and for the unannealed wire '0127 X 1010

dynes per sq. centim. The value of the modulus at 15 C. tin the annealed wire was

n, 5
= 7'977 X 10' dynes per sq. centim.

Observations of the logarithmic decrement of the amplitudes of the torsional

oscillations of this wire gave results similar to those obtained with the unannealed

wire.

Cadmium.

The wire was of pure cadmium, and was first annealed in the manner already

described. The small rectangular brass vibrator was used, but its weight caused the

wire to elongate very considerably at the higher temperatures, and the results

obtained at those temperatures were therefore unreliable. A new wire was then

used, and the temperature coefficient determined from ol>servation8 at the temperature

of the laboratory and at 32 C., the experiments l)eing done as quickly as possible in

order that the radius of the wire might l>e determined l>efore it had drawn out to any
serious extent. The total elongation was '052 centim., and a correction on this

account was applied in determining the rigidity.

The value of the rigidity modulus at 15 C. was found to be 7
l&
= 2'3124 X 10n

dynes per sq. centim., and the "temperature coefficient" '005855.

The logarithmic decrement of the amplitude of the torsional oscillations increased

with the temperature, the rate of increase being much greater at 100 C. than at the

ordinary laboratory temperature.

Commercial Copjier.

An ordinary copper wire of the same size as the other wires used was carefully

annealed in an atmosphere of carlxinic acid gas, and a short series of observations

taken with it, the object being to ascertain if there was any striking difference

between the behaviour of this wire and that of the pure copper wire already

descril>ed.

It was found that the rigidity at a constant temperature was far from being

constant, in marked contrast to what was obtained with the pure copper wire. On

plotting a series of values of the modulus of rigidity against the corresponding

VOL. oci v. A. o
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temperatures a curve, and not a straight line, was obtained. The form of the curve

was similar to that given by gold, iron, &c., and suggests that the departure from the

linear law is due to the gradual increase of rigidity with time.

The value of the modulus at 15 C. for commercial copper is n
l6
= 37956 x 10U

dynes per sq. centim., and the "
temperature coefficient

"
ft
= '0004074.

The modulus of rigidity is thus considerably less, and the temperature coefficient

rather greater, than in the case of pure copper.

The logarithmic decrements of the amplitudes of oscillation were about four times

as large as those obtained with the pure copper wire, indicating a much greater

internal viscosity in the case of this commercial copper.

PART III.

SUMMAKY AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS.

The results of the experiments may be summarised as follows :

1. In all the materials examined, with the exception of pure copper and of steel,

the modulus of rigidity at one temperature is not constant, but increases as time goes

on. The rate of increase of rigidity with time is greater the higher the temperature,

and repeated heatings to the same temperature gradually lessen the rate of alteration

with time at that temperature, but even in the course of months of experimenting the

increase of rigidity with time cannot be entirely eliminated.

2. The diminution of the modulus of rigidity per degree rise of temperature

between 10 C. and 100 C. is constant for pure copper and for steel, but not for any

of the other materials examined.

3. In the case of the metals iron, gold, tin, lead, and commercial copper, the

rigidity-temperature curve is of such shape as to suggest that if it were possible to

obtain the values of the rigidity modulus at the different temperatures, all within a

very short space of time (so as to avoid the " time effect "), the resulting curve would

be a straight line.

4. In the case of the metals platinum, silver, and aluminium, the shape of the

rigidity-temperature curve shows that the effect of the gradual increase of rigidity

with time is such as to make the alteration with temperature approximate more

closely to a linear law than would be the case if the observations were all taken

within a very small interval of time. For these metals, therefore, the decrease of

torsional elasticity per 1 C. rise of temperature increases with the temperature.
5. In general, the effect of heating to a high temperature is to increase the value

of the rigidity modulus at low temperatures. [This applies even to pure copper, of

which the modulus of rigidity at the ordinary laboratory temperature is slightly

greater after the wire has been heated to higher temperatures. The rigidity of steel
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was quite constant, and with silver the value of the modulus at the temperature of

the laboratory, in the last f't-w experiments, was unaltered by a temporary increase of

temperature. The tin wire was the only case in which the rigidity modulus at the

ordinary laboratory tempo at HI was lessened by heating.]

6. The internal viscosity of all the metals examined, with the exceptions of soft

iron and steel, increases with the temperature. This increase varies very much with

different metals, being greatest with aluminium and least with platinum. The

internal viscosity of soft iron decreases rapidly with rise of temperature, and reaches

a minimum value at al>out 100 C. There is a slight decrease also in the case of

steel.

7. Repeated heating and continual oscillation through small amplitudes decrease

the internal friction.

8. Both the internal friction and the period of torsional vibration increase with the

amplitude of oscillation. The increase is generally greater the higher the tem-

perature of the wire. It is least in the case of steel and is small in the case of soft

iron.

9. Vibration through a large amplitude considerably alters both the logarithmic

decrement and period of oscillation at smaller amplitudes. The nature of the

alteration varies with different metals, being in some cases an increase and in some

a decrease.

10. The internal viscosity of a well annealed wire suspended and left to itself

gradually decreases.

11. The internal viscosity of an unaunealed wire is enormously reduced by

annealing.

The values of the modulus of torsional rigidity obtained in the present research

are collected together in Table X., which also contains the values given by the

observers mentioned in Part 1. of this paper, who have investigated the variations

of the modulus with changes of temperature.

2
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X)

1
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The numbers in the above table show considerable discrepancies in the value

found tor the rigidity modulus of any one substance by different observers. In

many cases this is no doubt due to want of purity and t<> imperfect annealing of the

sjjecimens used, also perhaps in some cases to the fact, that the wire was subjected to

excessive tension during the rigidity determinations.

Owing to the fact that different observers have expressed the variation of rigidity

with temperature by different formulae (already quoted in Part 1. of this paper), it is

not easy to give a comparison of their results. It appeared to be best to calculate in

each case the average decrease in rigidity per 1 C. rise of temperature per unit

value of the modulus over the temperature C. to 100 (.)., this being the most

generally employed range of temperatures. In order to obtain numbers from the

present research to compare with those of other observers, a temperature coefficient

was calculated for each wire from the last set of observations at 100 C., and at the

ordinary lalxjratory temperature, assuming the rate of alteration of rigidity with

temperature to be constant in the interval. These numbers are thus the values

of a in the equation n/ = n, 5 [1 (<! 5)]. The coefficient ft the alteration

per 1 C. rise of temperature per unit value of the rigidity modulus, at 15 C. are

also included in Table XI.
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The values given in the above table were uot in all cases found from the range l

temperatures C. to 100 C. The experiments <>t N \i II:I;SKV and those of KUPFFKH

on iron, platinum, and silver, were only performed over a small range of temperature,

from about 5 C. to 25 (V. while tin- numliere of SI-II.KKKR and BENTON apply to

temperatures between 186 C. and + 20 C. It must also be pointed out that

KOHLRAUSCH and LOOMIS, PISATI and TOMLINSON, give formulae showing that the

alteration of rigidity with temperature does not follow a linear law ;
KOHLRAUSCH

and LOOMIS, and TOMLINSON, finding that the rate of decrease per degree rise of

temperature increases with the temperature, a view with which PISATI'S. results, with

a few exceptions, agree. The values given by KOHLRAUSCH and LOOMIS are very

different from those obtained by other olxservers, a result no doubt due in part to the

fact that the wires they used had not been subjected to any annealing process. These

authors state that observations taken on different days could not be compared, and

from their tables it is seen that the period of torsional oscillation decreased from day
to day. This means an increase of rigidity with time, an effect to which I have drawn

special attention in this paper, and which, in unannealed wires, is quite large.

A fault common to all the experiments which have hitherto been made by the

dynamical method, is that sufficient precautions were not taken to insure that during

the observations at high temperatures the wire was everywhere throughout its length

at the same temperature. The average temperature of the wire must generally have

been considerably below the temperature indicated by the thermometers. This was

found to lie the case when experimenting with the first form of apparatus used in tin-

present research. Under these circumstances, the observed rate of alteration of

rigidity with temperature would be less than the actual alteration, and the temperature

coefficients obtained would be too small. In the present research the values of the

temperature coefficients for iron and steel, as given by experiments with the old form

of apparatus, are less than the values obtained with the apparatus in its final form.

The results of KUPFFER and of NAPIERSKY are only of interest from an historical

point of view, they differ very considerably from those obtained by more recent

observers. One great fault in their experiments is that the amplitudes of oscillation

were extremely large. In PISATI'S experiments, too, the amplitude of vibration was

90 at tli. I it Binning of each observation, and the rigidity of the wire (the length of

which was 65 centims.) must have been considerably altered by being subjected to

this treatment.

M' the more recent experiments, those of SCH^CFER stand out as comprising the

largest number of materials. As already stated, he employed the statical method of

experimenting, observing the torsional deflections of a wire under a constant couple.

The temperatures worked at were, in general, only two, the temperature of the

lalxn-atory and that of boiling liquid air, and the rate of alteration of rigidity with

temperature was assumed to be constant between them. The main object of this

work was, however, to compare the temperature coefficient of the torsion modulus
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with the coefficient of expansion, melting-point, and atomic weight of the metal in

question, rather than to obtain great accuracy in the investigation of the efl'ects of

alteration of temperature on the rigidity modulus.

Although observations of the logarithmic decrement of the amplitude of the

torsional oscillations were not the main object of this research, the results obtained

throw considerable light on the internal viscosity of the wires used, and it seems

desirable, therefore, to compare them with similar observations by other observers.

The diminution of amplitude of the torsional vibrations of a wire suspended as in

the present experiments is due to two causes :

(1) loss of energy By the vibrating system to the surrounding air;

(2) the internal molecular friction of the suspended wire.

In order, therefore, to obtain accurate information as to the internal friction of the

wire, it is necessary to deduct from the observed logarithmic decrement that portion

which is due to the viscosity of the air. An exact calculation of this is impossible in

the present case on account of the various objects fixed inside the box enclosing the

vibrator, but an approximate value was found by using MAXWELL'S formula for the

cuse of a disc vibrating between two fixed plates. The value thus found for the

logarithmic decrement due to air-damping was of the order 10~ 5
. The increase in

this value due to an increase of the temperature of the air of 100 0. (about 25 per

cent.) would not be within the limits of accuracy of. the observations, and hence the

variation in the observed logarithmic decrement on increasing the temperature of the

jacket enclosing the vibrating system may be taken as being due entirely to the

alteration of the internal viscosity of the suspending wire.

Observations of the effects of changes of temperature on the internal viscosity of

metal wires have been made by most of the observers who have investigated the

modulus of rigidity by the dynamical method, notably by KUPFFBR, PISATI, and

TOMLINSON. KVPFFER was probably the first to observe that the rate of subsidence

of torsional oscillations increased with the temperature of the wire. He did not

investigate this effect very fully, merely stating that at each temperature the

amplitudes of successive oscillations decrease in geometrical proportion, a conclusion

which is not borne out by the numbers given. PISATI, who experimented over a

range of temperatures from C. to 300 C., investigated this effect more fully, and

gives a series of formulae for calculating the amplitude of the n" 1 oscillation after the

amplitude was 90, over different ranges of temperatures. He found a marked
increase in the rate of subsidence at higher temperatures except in the case of iron,

in which the number of oscillations made by the wire in damping down from an

amplitude of !M) to an amplitude of 10 at first increased with rise of temperature
and reached a maximum at 100 C., afterwards decreasing again and Incoming
constant between 20CT C. and 300 (\ This minimum internal viscosity for iron at
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100 C. was also observed in the present research, but it is not mentioned by many

experimenters.

STREINTZ* was the first to lay stress on the fact that there is a tendency in

metallic wires to accommodate themselves to a definite elastic state. In wires of

brass, silver, platinum, copper, iron, and steel examined by him there was a marked

diminution in the rate of subsidence produced by keeping the wire for long periods in

continual torsional oscillation. Lord KELVIN! had previously stated that the rates

of subsidence of the vibrations of several wires tested by his students were much less

rapid after they had taen allowed to rest for a week-end than when kept in continual

vibration. The present research shows that the whole question depends on the

amplitude of the vibration. It is possible that the wires mentioned by Lord KELVIN

(which had been kept
"
as continually as possible in a state of vibration," presumably

by impulses administered by students' hands) had been subjected to larger amplitudes
of oscillation than were used in the case of the wires which were allowed to rest

between the successive observations. In my own experiments on the effect of the

amplitude of vibration, in which the greatest amplitude used was about 8 or 9, it is

shown that, in general, vibration through a large amplitude very considerably alters

both the period and logarithmic decrement of the oscillations at smaller amplitudes.

Recently THOMPSON^ has investigated this question and arrived at the conclusion

that, when the temperature and amplitude of vibration are constant, both the period
and logarithmic decrement are constant quantities, but his experiments do not seem

to be capable of sufficient accuracy to establish the point.

STREINTZ expressed the results of his experiments in the following three laws, the

first of which is not strictly borne out by his own results :

a. The logarithmic decrement is independent of the amplitude of vibration. <>l

the tension in the wire, of the period of oscillation, of the length and

perhaps also of the diameter of the wire.

b. The logarithmic decrement varies with the chemical and physical nature <>('

the wire. It increases with rise of temperature and is less in annealed than

in unannealed wires.

c. The logarithmic decrement tends up to a certain limit to diminish with the

number of oscillations performed by the wire.

Perhaps the most exhaustive experiments on the internal viscosity of wires have

been made by TOMLINSON. He obtained a decrease of the logarithmic decrement in

the case of iron, nickel, and platinum, on raising the temperature from C. to 100 C.,

the percentage decrease being much the greatest in the case of iron. He states that

*
STREINTZ, 'Sitzb. <1. Wion. Akad,' LXIX., Abth. 2, p. 337, 1874; also LXXX., Ahth. 2, p. 397, 1880.

t THOMSON,
' Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. 14, p. 289, 1865.

J THOMPSON, '

Phys. Rev.,' VIII., p. 141, 1899.

TOMLINSON, 'Phil. Trans.,' vol. 177, p. 801, 1886 ; also 'Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. 40, p. 343, 1886.

VOL. CCIV. A. H
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"
if we start with a sufficiently low temperature the internal friction ot all annealed

metals is first temporarily decreased by rise of temperature and afterwards increased.

The temperature of minimum internal friction is for most annealed metals between

C. and 100 C." In the present research this effect was obtained in two cases only,

viz., for soft iron and for steel. There was, however, a slight decrease in the value

of the logarithmic decrement at the first rise of temperature in the case of platinum

and of commercial copper, but this was, I think, due to the " time effect
"

(a decrease

of internal viscosity with time) being greater than the increase due to the rise of

temperature. This time effect diminishes as time goes on and the decrease of

logarithmic decrement with increasing temperature did not occur again. TOMLINSON'S

other results are practically the same as those of STREINTZ, mentioned above. He,

too, states that the logarithmic decrement of the torsional oscillations is independent

of the amplitude of vibration, provided the deformations produced do not exceed a

certain limit, varying with the nature of the metal. This is contrary to the results

obtained in the experiments now described, in which it was found that the logarithmic

decrement increased as the amplitude was increased from 14' to (J. In some cases

the rate of increase was greatest at the smallest amplitudes, and it may be that in

these cases, over larger amplitudes, the logarithmic decrement remains constant, but

this is not a general law.

TOMLINSON also states that the logarithmic decrement of the amplitudes increases

with the period of vibration, on this point differing from STRETNTZ. In the present

research it was found that the period increases with the amplitude of vibration. If,

then, TOMLINSON is right, it would be expected that the logarithmic decrement would

also increase with the amplitude of vibration, and not, as he states, be independent
of it.

PART IV.

THE DETERMINATION OP COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR EXPANSION.

The coefficients of expansion of the metal wires, and also of the gun-metal bar cast

at the same time as the ring used in determining the moment of inertia of the

vibrator, were determined by means of the measuring bench in the Physical

Laboratory of the University of Birmingham. This excellent instrument was

designed by Professor POYNTING, and he very kindly allowed me to work with it

during the Cambridge vacations. As no description of this measuring bench has yet
been published, I will describe it in detail, as well as giving the special arrangements

adopted for measuring the expansion of wires.

A diagram of the apparatus is given in
fig. 4. It consists of two microscopes held

rigidly in vertical positions by massive iron stands, which rest on a slate window-slab

and can l>c placed at any required distance apart. The microscopes project over a
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railway, along which two troughs, one continuing the article under test imcl the other

a standard metre, cun IHJ moved. Tin- ini<-n scopes M. M (lig. I) are each fitted with

a rocking-plate micrometer,* by means <>!' which measuivinrnts t<> '0001 centim. can

be made.

K.-nlw.iy

Fig. 4.

A U Y D
LLJ :
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The arrangements for holding the wire are best seen in
fig.

6. One end, A, is firmly

clamped and the other is attached at B to a vertical lever CBD, of which the fulcrum

is at C. A string is attached to the lever at D, and this passes down the grooved

side of the metal piece EFG (which serves the same purpose as a frictiouless pulley-

wheel) and carries at its lower end the mass H. This mass is so chosen that the

tension produced in the wire is the same as that due to the weight of the vibrator in

the rigidity experiments.

The wire is surrounded by water except at the points the distance apart of which is

to be measured. At these points it passes transversely through small brass tubes

closed at the lower ends. These tubes (U and V, fig. 6) are supported in a vertical

position by wires from the base bar L. The holes in the tubes were made the same

size as the cross-section of the wire and just outside, both wire and tube were covered

with melted shellac, which effectually prevented any water leaking in. The standard

thermometer T was supported beside the wire by means of supports from the base

plate L.

The water in the trough can be heated by means of the row of burners RR, shown

in
fig.

4. The gas feeding these passes through a gas regulator K, the thermal part

of which is a mercury bulb, 1 '3 centims. in diameter, runninsr the whole length of the

trough on the opposite side of the central partition to the wire. With this heating

and stirring arrangement the water in the trough can be kept at a temperature not

varying by more than '05 C. for hours.

The top of the trough was covered over with pieces of bright tin plate, a small

circular hole being left under each of the microscopes. These holes were also covered

over except when readings were being taken. The thermometer was read to '01 C.

by means of a microscope, the covering of the trough above the part of the stem

which was required to be seen being removed for this purpose. In order that the

rocking plates and objectives of the microscopes might not be clouded with steam at-

the higher temperatures, a layer of ordinary lubricating oil was poured over the surface

of the water. This effectually prevented any steam escaping, and also helped in

maintaining the temperature constant. The microscopes were arranged on the slab

so that each was over the corresponding tube on the wire, and particular care was

taken to see that the wire was horizontal and parallel to the direction of motion of

the trough. The height of the second trough containing the standard metre was

adjusted so that the scale could be seen clearly without re-focusing the microscopes.

The difficulty in measuring small alterations in length directly by means of

a microscope is to obtain a sufficiently fine fiducial mark. This difficulty is especially

great in the case of a wire, on which it is very difficult to make a fine mark. After

many failures it was found that the best plan was to ma}) out the appearance of the

surface of the wire and fix on some easily distinguishable point. The illumination

was secured by an excellent arrangement designed by Professor POYNTING. By
means of this the light from a small 10-volt electric lamp, enclosed at the end of
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a horizontal metal tube some 20 centum*, long, can be fomssed on to tin- wire. leing

r<Mlerteil downwards by a right-angled prism. The path of the raA0flted lieam is

almost vertical and is in a plane perpendicular to the wire. In this manner perfect

illumination is secured, and when looking at the .standard metre no shadows are seen

along the graduation lines.

In determining the coefficient of expansion of the gunmetal liar it was supported in

a similar manner to the standard metre. The fiducial marks were near the ends of

the bar and were made by brightly polishing the surface and then drawing a fine

needle at-ross. The marks were protected from the water by two short glass tul)es

\\liicli had been ground level at the bottom and were held firmly against the bar by
stout elastic bands, a ring of thin sheet indiarubber being placed between.

In experimenting, the trough containing the wire under test was left under the

microscopes only while readings were being taken. It was moved off along the line

to be heated up. At each temperature about half-an-hour was allowed after the

required temperature had been obtained before the readings were taken. During
this period the heating and stirring were continual. The trough was then wheeled

under the microscopes and adjusted in position, so that the marks were approximately

under the cross wires. The heating and stirring were then stopped- -for the shaking

rendered the image indistinct and by means of the rocking plates the marks were

adjusted on to the cross wires. The temperature was then noticed and the trough

wheeled away. The readings of the micrometer scales were then taken. This was

repeated three or four times at each temperature, and in general there was no

difficulty in obtaining a very close agreement.

The expansions were taken at various temperatures up to 90 C., and after each

observation the distance between the microscopes was checked by wheeling the

standard metre beneath them. This precaution was necessary in order to see that

the heat did not warp the stands and thus alter the positions of the microscopes, but

only in a few cases was it necessary to apply a correction on this account.

The coefficients of expansion of all the wires used in the rigidity experiments we re-

determined, with the exception of the very soft metals lead, cadmium, and tin, which

were found to draw out slightly under the necessary tension, especially at the higher

temperatures. The coefficients of expansion of these metals would have to be found

from bars of the material, but in the present research it was not necessary to know

them with great accuracy on account of the fact that the rigidity determinations in

these cases were not so accurate as with the harder wirea The values given in

LUPTON'S tables (1901) were therefore used.

Before determining the coefficients of expansion, the wires which had been bent

into spirals for weighing in air and water in the determination of their radii were

straightened and annealed in the same manner as before the determination of their

rigidities.

The lengths of the wires at the different temperatures were plotted against the
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corresponding temperatures, and in every case the resulting curve was a straight line.

Tliu lengths of tin- wires at C. were found l>v exterpolation and the values of the

coefficients of expansion calculated. In order to show the accuracy obtained, the

lengths of the wires at the different temperatures were calculated from the formula

/, = (1 -{- at), where 1^ and lt are the length of the wire at C. and t C. respec-

tively and a is the coefficient of expansion. It is peculiar that in several cases the

difference between the observed and calculated values was far larger at the ordinary

laboratory temperature than at any other.

Below are given the complete set of observations on the finst wire tested, viz.
,
soft

iron. For the other metals I give merely the value found for the coefficient of

expansion and the average difference between the observed and calculated lengths at

the various temperatures.

TABLE XII. Soft Iron.
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TABLE XIII.

Mi-tal.
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[PLATES 1-3.]

INTRODUCTION.

ACCORDING to the Order in Council of August 23, 1894, by which certain fundamental

electrical units were made legal

"The ohm which has the value 10 in terms of the centimetre, and the second of

time, and is represented hy the resistance offered to an unvarying electric current l>y

a column of mercury at the temperature of melting ice, I4'452l grammes in mass, of

a constant cross-sectional urea, and of a length IOG'3 centims.," is one of the units of

electrical measurement on which " denomination of standards required for use in

trade
"

is to be t>ased.

The establishment of the National Physical Lalx>ratory rendered it jnissible to

realize this unit in England. With this object, a numl>er of selected tubes of
" Verre dur" were obtained from M. BAUDIN, with the kind assistance of the officials

of the Bureau International, while others of Jena 16'" glass were procured from

Messrs. SCHOTT and Co., Jena. The work, however, has necessarily occupied a long

time. With the increasing accuracy of electrical measurements it appeared desirable

to determine the constants of the tul)es so that the probable error should not exceed

I part in 100,000. Preliminary oljservatioiw of various kinds were essential to secure

success, while the work of organising the various departments of the Lulx>ratory also

tended to delay matters ; hence it was not until the autumn of 1902 that the real

start was made.

VOL, CCIV, A 373. I 15.10.04
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The International Ohm.

At a meeting of the British Association Committee at Edinburgh in 1892, the

question of establishing identical electric standards in various countries was discussed.

Eventually, the following resolutions, amongst others, were agreed to :

1. That the resistance of a specified column of mercury be adopted as the

practical unit of resistance.

2. That 14*4521 grammes of mercury in the form of a column of uniform cross-

section, 106 '3 centims. in length, at C., be the specified column.

In the construction of such a standard the accurate measurements are, therefore,

those of length and mass. For the purposes of this paper the above definition has

l>een extended as implying 106 '300 centims.

Theory of Construction.

If L be the length, and s the uniform cross-section of a column of mercury, then

its resistance R is given by the equation

R = PL/s (1),

where p is the specific resistance of the liquid.

If W be the mass of the column, and A its density, then

R=pAL2/W ....... (2).

Since, when L = 106 '300 centims. and W = 14 '4 521 grammes, R = 1 inter-

national ohm, the resistance of any uniform column of mercury is such that

R = 14-452lL2
/(106-3)

2 W.
The departure of the column from a truly cylindrical form is, however, unavoidable.

In a well-chosen standard the tube is conical, preferably uniformly so, but more often

in practice it is best likened to a series of truncated cones of various lengths. It is

true that unless the section changes by more than 1 per cent., the value of the

resistance as calculated from equation (2) is correct to O'OOl per cent., but such a

tube is exceptional. In consequence, a correction for this conicality termed the

conical correction has to be applied.

In the case of tubes varying considerably in cross-section, an elaborate calibration

is necessary, and a preliminary set of observations is therefore advisable.

If W be the mass of a small quantity of mercury introduced into the tulie for the

purpose of calibration, X the length of the mercury thread when its mid-point is at a

distance x from some fixed mark, and A the density of mercury, then n = W/AX.
where s is the mean section of that portion of the tube occupied by the thread.

If the length X be measured at n points at equal distances along the tube, then the

mean section of the whole tube is, to a first approximation (2W/AX)/w.
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In general, however, the thread length \s not always entirely situated within that

portion of the tube afterwards chosen for a resistance standard. Let a.b.c . . . &c.,

represent the fractional parts of the length situated within the region mentioned, and

L be the length of the resistance standard. Then, if we assume, in the first instance,

that the successive portions of the tube occupied by the thread are each uniform in

cross-section, the mean section s of the length L will be such that

= (2W/AX + rtW/AA,, + 6W/AX* + . . . &c.)/(n + + & + ...),

where n represents the number of complete lengths, and X, X, A,, &c., those lengths

but partly situated within the limits.

The resistance R of a column of mercury at C. of length L and of uniform

section s is equal to pL/x, where p is the specific resistance of mercury.

Similarly the resistance R' of (n + n + & + ) tubes, each one of constant cross-

section, and having a total length L, is given by the equation

whence
R'

R

p, _ /- L/n + . . . , L/n + . . .
i &L/n + . . .

Bfr W/AX"" "W/AX. ~W/AX4

(SX + aX(, + feX4 + . . .) (Sl/X + a/X~a + 6/X, + . .
.]

( + a+:*+...)F

This ratio is the first approximation to the correction for conicality. In the sequel

R'/R is denoted by //. The calibration was such as to enable five different series to

be chosen, the resistance of each series being that of the standard.

There is no justification, however, for assuming that each length L/n is uniform in

section, a*nd a correction has still to be applied for their conicality. The nature of

this latter is, however, known to a sufficient degree of accuracy from the calibration

curve. For, in the case of a tul>e of slightly conical bore and of uniformly varying section,

the mean section for a portion, as determined by the length and mass of a mercury

thread, may be regarded as the actual section at the mid-point of the thread. Thus,

with a conical thread 5 centims. long, and such that the terminal sections differ by
2 per cent

,
the mid-point of the thread is but 0'02 mi Him. distant from that section

equal to the mean. The irregularities of the 5-centim. lengths are, therefore,

approximately portrayed by the calibration curve. The discrepancy is greatest for

those positions where the bore is not uniformly conical, and an idea of uniformity is

conveyed which is greater than really exists. Such irregularities, however, are

insignificant for the present purpose.

The resistance of a conical rod of conducting material being calculable, it becomes

easy to evaluate the conical corrections for the 5-centim. lengths, since these latter

are of conical structure. The calculation is as follows :

If dx be a small element of length, and s the corresponding cross-section, then the

resistance R of a slightly conical mercury column may be taken as p\dx/if. For a

I 2
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uniformly conical column this becomes p\dxjir (t\ -j- x tan .). If the length of the

column be L/ri, its resistance R is equal to pL/irnr^a, where r
1
and r.2 are the radii

of the terminal sections (see fig. 1, p. 62). Now the mean section of the cone is

^TT (r2
2

-4- r,
2

-j- r,r2 ) ; hence, in the evaluation of //, the resistance K' of the column

is assumed to be SpL/irn (r.,
2 + r

\

z + r
\
r
z) ; whence

R/R' = (r2
2 + r,

2 + r^/^r,, = 1 + * (*V
-

rtf/r*

approximately, which ratio is hereafter denoted by /*", and referred to as the conical

correction for the 5-centim. lengths.

The values of
jj." for each of the n -\- a -j- b . . . lengths can now be evaluated, since

the manner in which the cross-section changes is known. The mean value must then

be multiplied by the mean value of /*' already calculated. Thus a conical correction

designated by /i, and equal to the product ////'> is obtained for the standard, the bore

of which is to be regarded, not as a series of uniform tubes, but as one of gradually

changing section typified by the calibration curve. The resistance of the column of

mercury at 0'0 C. may now be written

L2 14-4521

106-3 2

For the evaluation of p." a table of the following form was found very useful. In

it
j
and

2 refer to the terminal sections of the cone, and values of p." are tabulated

for various ratios of
,
to

2
. When the difference of sections exceeds 2 per cent.,

the value of p." rises rapidly. In practice the ratio a
T/a2 did not exceed 1'015 per

cent.

TABLE I.

0,/Oj.
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difficulties, much valuable information is contained in u paper by Dr. G. J. PARKH!,*
" On the Thickness of Liquid Films formed by Condensation at the Surface of a

Solid." It appears that, in all wises where condensation of moisture takes place at

temperatures not below the dew-point, the thickness of the surface film of water

varies with the substance employed and the conditions of temperature and pressure.

Tin* thickness of the water film on glass in saturated vapour at 15 C. is about

13'4 X 10~ centim. If, at the commencement, the glass be absolutely dry, an

interval of 15 or 16 days elapses l>efore the film attains its maximum thickness,

although at the end of 12 hours its thickness is half this maximum. This, it should

be remembered, results when the glass is exposed to a saturated atmosphere. To

completely remove the film, a very high temperature (probably near 300 C.) is

required, but the proportions removed after heating to different temperatures has not

apparently been investigated. It appears certain, however, from the data given in

the paper, and more especially from the conditions requisite to completely remove the

film, that a skin constant in thickness to 1 X 10~ centim. should be ensured by the

operation of the same cycle of temperature. Thus a glass tube chemically cleaned

and dried by heating to a temperature approximating to 80 C. (a current of dry air

simultaneously passing through the tube) should, on cooling, have a liquid film

condensed on its surface, equal in thickness to those of other tubes treated similarly.

After the introduction of a mercury column, the film will separate the mercury from

the glass, but, since its constancy throughout all operations may be anticipated, it is

no longer a source of trouble. This anticipation amounts to almost a certainty if

taken in conjunction with the determinations of resistance and of cross-sections dealt

with in this paper.

Respecting difficulties (1) and (2), these may be simultaneously disposed of by

filling the tube at some definite temperature, and ensuring plane termini by the

pressure of pieces of plate glass at the ends; or (1) may be overcome by calculating

the length of the column equivalent to the meniscus. When the column is supported

horizontally, the meniscus is a portion of a curved surface, which is spherical only if

the tube be so narrow that the effect of gravity may be neglected. The radius of

nine of the tubes employed averaged 0'43 millim., that of the other two approximated
to 0'59 millim. Even with these latter, with which the gravitational effect is more

marked, and the extreme point of the meniscus does not therefore lie on the axis of

the tube, the equivalent length may be obtained!, by assuming the surface as

spherical, and the sagitta of the curve as that length of the meniscus observed when

looking down at the tube. The calculation is simple.

Let ABD (fig. 2) represent a section of the meniscus by a vertical plane through
the axis xy of the tube, the distance CD being the meniscus length or sagitta. Then

the volume of the spherical segment is 7r/~OD + TrOD3 ,
and hence the length of

* '

Proceedings of the Physical Society,' vol. xviii., 1903, p. 410.

t R. T. GI.A/EBROOK,
' Phil. Trans.,' A, 1888.
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the mercury column of section irr
2

, to which it is equivalent, is OD (1 + OD*/3?~).

A measurement of OD and of r enables us, therefore, to calculate the length of a

mercury column equivalent to the meniscus.

1
O

B

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

It was this latter method which was adopted. When calibrating a tube, the value

of OD was variable, but since the value of 1 -j- OD2

/3r
2 never exceeded T03, the

equivalent length ^ OD has been assumed as correct, the discrepancy being beyond
the degree of accuracy desired. This approximation does not, however, suffice for

determinations of cross-section. In such cases the complete formula has been

employed.

The fact that in any determination of L and W the mercury column may not

completely occupy the interior of the tube is not a serious disturbing factor, since, if

Le/W is accurately known for any one portion of the tube, its value for any other

portion may be estimated from the calibration data.

Let Li,, L2 , Si, S2 , W,, and W2 represent the relative lengths, mean cross-sections,

and masses of mercury occupying two different portions of the same tube. Then

(2W2/A2 + a
3W2/A,t, +L,

2
/W, LjSs _

L
4 /W2

""

LjSi
"

where the values of nu 2 ,
a

lt
a2, &c., are obtainable from the calibration data. The

ratio SS/B! is, however, more conveniently obtained from the calibration curve.

Fig. 3.

Let the limits AB
(fig. 3) represent that portion of the tube employed for a mercury

standard, and let OX be the mean line of the curve AB. The ordinate value of OX
is the mean value of A, the thread length employed in the calibration, and may be
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obtained by the use of a planimeter or by calculation of tbe mean X. Let L, denote

the length of the standard portion AB as measured along the axis, and S, be its mean
cross-section. Let the limits of the mercury column employed to obtain a value of

L//W.J be denoted by C and D. The positions of C and D will vary slightly with

the different measurements, but will always closely approximate to the limits A and B

respectively. Also let L 2 denote the length CD as measured along the axis, and S2

be the mean cross-section of this length.

Then the length L, is obtained by the algebraic addition of the two short lengths
AC and BD to Lo. Let these short lengths be denoted by /' and /". The mean
cross-sections of these in terms of S, may be obtained from the positions of their

mid-points and b relatively to the zero line. Let them be written a-S, and- yS,

respectively, where x and y are dependent on the ordinates of a and b. In

consequence
S, = (L,S2 + /'a-S, + ryB,)/(L, + V + /") ;

that is

s,/s3
= IVJL, + v (i

-
x) + 1" (i

-
y);-,

so that

From this expression it is seen that the length and position of L, is Ixjst chosen so

that V shall be nearly equal to I"
; also, if x and y lie of opposite signs, /' and I" should

be of the same sign, and rice versA.

In general, L, is so nearly equal to L, that the expression I' (I x) } I" (1 + y)
is very small, and approximate values only of x and y are required.

Condition of Axis of Tube.

A matter of some importance is the curvature of the axis of the tube in different

parts of the standard. The definition of the international ohm assumes the axis to

be perfectly straight, but in practice it can only be approximately so. The cross-

section varies considerably, and it is only reasonable to suppose that the axis
(i.e.,

the line joining the central points of the cross-sections) should also vary from the

straight line. That the curvature in any one portion of the tube is not great is

obvious by inspection, but there is no certainty from inspection that it may not

considerably affect the resistance of a mercury column.

As an example, consider an axis of undulating form, and, for simplicity, let it be

divided up into a number of arcs of equal curvature. Then for one of these, say
AB, the length measured for the determination of L9/W will be the straight line AB,
in consccjucmv <>t' wliicli L is too small, and therefore the resistance of the mercury
column greater than that calculated. The true resistance of the portion AB may,
however, be evaluated in the following manner.
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Fig. 4.

If we aasume the curved portion to be of uniform cross-section, then the curvature

will be different at different parts of the surface, and the surface may be imagined
to be described by the motion of radii of different lengths, all parallel, and all

emanating from a straight line. In fig.
4 the radii vary in length from 7^ to r

2 ,
the

mean radius of curvature being a. Let the angular motion of the radii be a. Then,

if r be any one of the radii, the length of the corresponding element of the tube is

rot, and the cross section of the element (see the figure) is dr\/(r rj (r2 ?).

Hence, if p be the specific resistance of mercury, and II the resistance of the column

under consideration,
1 If//- -.dr
R-- |

vX('' -')('**-

If b be the radius of the cross-section of the tube, and x = h sin 0,

It" 1 = (pa)"
1

!^
2 cos2

6ddl(a + b sin 0). Inserting the limits and 2ir, and
/ I ** V

neglecting the powers of b/a higher than the square, we thus obtain R = ^""
(

1
.,

),
TTU~ \ 4u"/

which is but slightly different from the approximate value paa/irlr calculated on the

assumption thnt the elements were all of ;i mean length . In practice, the

length of tin- mercury column is assumed as equal to the straight line AB
; also,

since the volume of mercury is aourtr, the cross-section is taken as aairlr/AB.
Since AB = In sin |a, the calculated resistance- is 4p, sin- ^a'lrb'-ct. Thus the true
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and calculated resist.-mecs ,nv in tin- pn>| Million it'll /*- 4 s
)/4 sin2

. To obtain

an iilea nC tin- iiMiriiitnde of this, let a = 1, ft = 0'05 centim., and a = 40 centime.,

under which conditions AB=0'7 centim. approximately; then the value of the

me expression is 1 '000036. Thus, supposing the axis of the tuhe to be of :m

undulating character, such that the curvature is everywhere equal to 0'025

( 4\j centim.), and that points of inflexion occur on the assumed axis of the tube at

equal distances of 0'7 centim., then the resistance of the mercury column will be

greater than that calculated on the assumption of a straight axis by '00:50 per

<vnt. Under these conditions, the maximum angle made by the real and hypothetical

axes is 0'5 only, and the maximum displacement of the real from tin* hypothetical

axis 0'015 millim. The true axis, if drawn on paper, could not be distinguished by
tin- unaided eye from a straight line, and when the refractive effects of the walls

of a tube be taken into consideration, the problem of determining the condition of

the axis by experimental methods seems impossible. Indeed, such irregularity cannot

be allowed for, and since it must hold good for every tube in some small measure, the

calculated resistance must always be too small. The extent to which the axis

undulates in this way will probably lie largely dependent on the uniformity of the

cross-section
; this is an additional reason therefore for a careful choice being made.

( 'nnsider the section of a tube by a vertical plane containing its axis. Let the upper

Ixmnding line be straight, so that all variations in the diameter of cross-section are

shown by undulations in the lower bounding line. Then, for a tube of average
radius 0'5 millim., with a maximum variation in cross-section of 4 per cent., the

extreme displacement of the lower bounding line is 0'02 millim. The maximum

displacement of the axis is therefore O'Ol millim. only.

Some criterion of the irregularity is afforded by the final results of the resistance

measurements. If the probable error of all the determinations is not greater than

O'OOl per cent., then the calculated and observed resistances should not differ by
more than this. The greatest difference actually observed is 0'0036 per cent.

(TaMe IX., Method I., Tubes V and Y). The axes, therefore, appear either to

approximate very closely to straight lines, or to vary very much to the same extent.

It is evident from the foregoing that, when lengths are measured, every precaution

must be taken to avoid bending the tubes. A slight curvature when observing the

resistance is, however, of no consequence, as illustrated by the term 1 &*/4a* being

so nearly equal to unity.

l>''tails of Operations.

The tul>es employed were eleven in number. Eight of these were of Jena 16"'glass,

obtained from Messrs. SCHOTT and Co., while the remaining three were of
" Verre dur,"

and procured from M. BAUDIN.

These eleven tubes were selected from a large number sixty to eighty in all the

results of a rough calibration with a 5 -centim. thread determining the choice,

VOL. mv. A, K
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Variations in cross-section as great as 10 per cent, were common, and it was a matter

of some difficulty to select a dozen tubes all of which should have a small sectional

variation.

The preliminary choice made, a long mercury column was introduced and its length

and mass determined. A first approximation to the length for one international ohm

was thus obtained. It was desirable that the shortest tube should be at least

60 centims. long, or the difficulty of accurately determining the mass of the column

would be considerable ;
on the other hand, lengths greater than a metre would prove

inconvenient, as they could not be readily measured.

Calibration.

As a preparation for calibration and other operations the tubes were cleaned by

passing through them hot water, soda solution water, nitric acid, water, distilled

alcohol, and twice distilled ether in the order named. In many cases a thin cotton

covered wire, having attached to it a small plug of cotton wool, was passed through

the tul>es in a damp condition. This served to remove from the walls any adhering

particles of solid matter. A rapid flow of the cleansing liquids through the tubes was

produced with the aid of a filter pump, the latter also serving for the aspiration of air

in the final drying. In every case the air used for drying was purified by its passage

first through caustic soda solution, then through strong sulphuric acid, passing

afterwards over dry phosphorus pentoxide and through a glass bulb heated to

a temperature a little over 100 C. The air was thus ensured being warm and dry,

while at the same time the tube itself was heated to a temperature approximating to

80 C. On cooling, the mercury was introduced by slight exhaustion.

The calibration was effected by mercury threads 5 centims. long. The reason for

this choice is in part practical and in part the result of the theoretical reasoning

already given. For the linear measurements a simple comparator by Messrs. PYE, of

Cambridge, was employed, and the arrangements were not such as to facilitate the

measurement of shorter lengths. For the tubes employed, however, 5-centim. lengths

were sufficiently short for the necessary degree of accuracy to be obtained. As an

indicating mark, a short line at right angles to the axis was etched near one end of

the tube.

The 5-centim. thread being introduced, the ends of the tube terminated in two

calcium chloride bulbs with small orifices. These latter dried the entering air and so

prevented the mercury from becoming moist. The lengths of the menisci, however,

were not so constant as when the tube was open to the atmosphere, owing to the

slight variations in pressure produced by the motion of the thread. The order- of

measurement was as follows :
-

The thread length for different mean positions along the axis of the tube was first

determined. These first mean positions were at 5-centim. intervals, and in the
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majority of cases \\ere designated by the numbers 0, 5, 10, 15, ... and multiples

of 5. The variations in the mean cross-sections of these 5-centim. lengths was thus

obtained and enabled p.' (1st series) to be evaluated. (See Table XVIII.)

Next, the thread lengths for the positions 1, 6, 11, 16, Ac., centims. were measured,

thus dividing the tul>e into a new series, the p.'
of which should le approximately

equal to that of the first. Similarly, the third, fourth, and fifth series were

determined, the whole of the measurements occupying alniut nix hours.

No correction for varying temperature was necessary, for the room in which the

calibration was conducted was maintained at a constant temperature by a silver

ammonium-chloride thermostat. The small variations due to the proximity of the

olwerver were found to be too small to affect the final results.

With respect to the uniformity of the tul)es, the following table, giving the values

of the conical corrections for mercury standards constructed by different observers is

of interest. The same method of calculation has not, however, l)eeu generally

employed.
TABLE II.

Mercurv standards ooiwtructed by
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sign. This was conveniently accomplished by integrating the area contained by the

whole curve, the extreme onlinates and an abscissa. A mean line representing a mean

thread length was thus obtained, and the positions of x and y chosen relatively to

this. A second integration of the chosen length followed, necessitating in a few cases

a slight adjustment of the favoured positions.

The tube having been cleaned and dried by the method already descril>ed,

a mercury column was introduced. Its length and position were such that the

extremities of the column coincided very nearly with the x and y limits. The ends of

the tube were next capped with rubber tubing and glass plugs, wire being employed to

hind the tubing and so prevent leakage. This latter was an important consideration,

as the tubes were often immersed in water for several hours. The measurements of

length were conducted by Mr. B. F. E. KEELING, who kindly submits the following

report on the method employed and the degree of accuracy attained.

Determination of Length (Mr. B. F. E. KEELING).

The measurements of the mercury columns were made in a water-bath comparator
furnished with two micrometer microscopes reading directly to O'OOl millim. The

tube, with its mercury column, was closed at the ends with short lengths of india-

rubber tubing closed with pieces of glass rod, and was then strapped into a groove in

a stout brass bar. The clamps were sufficiently slack to allow of free contraction

and expansion. This bar and a standard metre of known value and coefficient of

expansion were supported side by side in the water bath, and were successively

brought under the microscopes. The order of the readings was as follows : Two

readings were taken on the metre, then three on the lines of contact of the mercury
and glass. The tube was then raised till the tops of the menisci were in focus, and

three readings were taken. Next, the tube and metre were put out of adjustment
and re-adjusted, and the readings repeated in the reverse order. The temperature of

the water was observed four times, two thermometers being used.

Two metres were employed, one of nickel and one of brass, and both of these were

compared with the standard metre of the National Physical Laboratory.
An example of the otaervations and necessary reductions follows :
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that the tube was immersed in water at a temperature considerably lower than th.-it

of the room in which it was filled, and the consequent contraction of the mercury first

affected the menisci.

No trouble was experienced from irregular refraction in the glass, except probably

in the case of the tube P. A certain part of the tube had been selected and it was

found impossible to get consistent values with different fillings, which, of course,

occupied slightly different positions in the tube. Another portion of the tube was

tried and no further trouble was experienced.

Determination of W.

The weights employed were by OEHTLING, and were of brass, platinum, and

aluminium. In the case of the platinum and aluminium weights the density of the

material was assumed, that of platinum being taken as 21 '5 and of aluminium 2'6.

The density of the substance of the brass weights was determined by observations on

the weights themselves, and a value of 8 '421 chosen, this representing the mean of

several very consistent determinations.

The standard weight employed was 100 grammes of bronze blanc from Sevres.

The value of this was given by the Bureau Int. Poids et Mesures in July, 1 902, as

99 '999 143 grammes. Immediately previous to the work on mercury standards the

laboratory weights were compared with this. A second bronze blanc weight was at

the same time evaluated and despatched to the Board of Trade, where, through the

kindness of Mr. CHANEY, it was compared with the International prototypes there.

The value assigned to it by the Board of Trade was 100 '00036 grammes. The value

assigned to it at the Laboratory by direct comparison with the Sevres weight was

before despatching 100'00052 grammes, after receiving from the Board of Trade

100'0005 n grammes, a maximum difference of 0*0002 per cent. only. Soon afterwards,

close examination showed that the Sevres weight was stained slightly by the silk lining

of the box in which it was contained. Fearing that some chemical action was taking

place, the weight was returned to Sevres for re-polishing and re-evaluation. Its new

value, as given by the Bureau, was 99'998824 grammes. The weight previously

employed for comparisons was again evaluated, with the result that the value

100 '000 53 grammes was assigned to it. The small observed differences are clearly

beyond the degree of accuracy contemplated with the mercury standards.

The Laboratory weights by OEKTLING were calibrated three times. First, as a

preliminary to the weighings of mercury, secondly, when the work was half

completed, and again at the conclusion of the observations. No differences greater
than the errors of observation were recorded.

The balance was also by OERTUNG, designed to carry a maximum load of

200 grammes and to respond to increments of a tenth of a milligramme. The
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sensitiveness was, however, increased l>eyond this, since small loads only were

employed and stability could be ensured. In addition, the readings of the zero were

rendered more accurate by avoiding parallax, and by optically magnifying the

motion of the beam. These latter refinements were secured by fixing a plane mirror

at the centre of the l>eam, the axis of oscillation of the mirror being in line with the

knife edge of the central agate. A beam of light from an incandescent lamp first

passed through a converging lens, and was then reflected from the mirror to a

transparent scale, situated about 3 feet distant from the mirror. An adjustment of

the position of the lens enabled a sharp image of the filament to l>e formed on the

screen, and, since the axis of the optic beam lay in the horizontal plane containing
the knife edge of the balance, small displacements of the zero were proportional to

the disturbing forces. In this way the reading of the luilance zero was a pleasure.

In practice a change in zero of two scale divisions (1 scale div. = I millim.)

corresponded to a hundredth of a milligramme.

After the length of the mercury column had l>een measured in the comparator
bath, the capped tul)e was dried on the outside and left in a comparatively warm
room for an hour or two hours. In some cases the tul>e was slightly warmed by a

Bunsen flame held Inflow and at a considerable distance from the tube. This was to

ensure that the temj>erature of the mercury should l>e at least equal to that of the

room, or otherwise deposition of moisture would produce trouble. The rubber caps
were removed, and after examining the ends of the tulx? for moisture, the mercury
was quickly run into a small weighed watch ghiss and removed to the lialance case.

The temperature of the latter was approximately constant, being situated in a

constant-temperature room. In every case, however, the temj>erature was read

together with the lirometric pressure. Weighings were conducted on lx>th pans
of the Ijalance, and the sensitivity frequently determined. The latter, however, was

very constant indeed.

Calculations and Explanation of Tabln III. (pp. 74. 75)

It follows from the equations on p. 58 that the condition for a mercury column at

C. to have a resistance of one international ohm is that its length shall be equal

to 106-3 2
7rr

8
A/]4-4521/*= 781-8727irs

A//i, where p.
is the conical correction of the

column, its mean radius, and A the density of mercury at C. Since the

calculated cross-section is an inverse function of the density of mercury, the length

L is independent of the density. The value assumed for the latter in the calculations

will be found to be afterwards eliminated, but a knowledge of the coefficient of

cubical expansion for mercury is assumed. The coefficient given in LANDOLDT'S

Tables has l>een employed.
The approximate coefficients of expansion for Jena and Verre dur glass have been
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taken from HOVESTADT'S treatise on Jena glass. The values given are 0-0000231 for

Jena 16'" glass and 0'0000222 for Verre dur.

For each tube, L and the corresponding W were determined for several different,

I nit approximately equal lengths, the extremities of the columns being situated in

approximately the same positions. The measurements were made at some temperature

other than 0C., as will be seen by reference to Mr. KEKLINO'S report. A correction

was therefore necessary.

Let L, be the length at t C., corrected for all inaccuracies of the standard metre

employed, the expansion of the same, and inclusive of the equivalent lengths of the

menisci of the mercury column. LetW2 be the corresponding weight of the mercury.

Then the mean cross-section S of the tube at t C. is equal to W2/L2A(l yt),

where A, as before, is the density of mercury at 0C., and y is the coefficient of

cubical expansion.

If /8 be the coefficient of cubical expansion of the glass, then the mean cross-section

So at C. is W2/L2A (1 yt) (
I I/ft), the glass being assumed as isotropic.

The mean cross-section Sj of another length L,, nearly equal to L^, and occupying

approximately the same position, may now be found with the aid of the formula on

p. 63. For S^ = L,/\ L2 + I' (1
-

a;) + /"
(
1 -

//) J-.

On each standard tube an indicating mark was etched. When the observations for

L2 were made, the distance of this mark from the nearest extremity of the column

was noted. The lengths /' and I" were thus calculable. The standard length Lj

depended on the final grinding of the tubes ; its exact position having been noted

on the calibration curve, the mean line of the standard portion of the curve was

obtained with an Amsler planimeter, the result afterwards being checked by
calculation. The area bounded by that portion of the axis designated by /', the

two ordinates passing from its extremities to the curve, and the portion of the curve

thus isolated, was similarly found. In general, the mean line of this small area

differed in position from that of L
1(
but the ratio of the cross-sections was immediately

determinate. Unit value being assigned to the cross-section of L
1(
that of /' was

found and is denoted in the formula by x. Similarly that of I" is represented by y.

As an example of the calculation, the first measurements of the tube M (see also

Table III.) are given.

In this example
La = 59 centims. approximately.

/' - 0-25centim. x = 0-9942.

/" = - 0-46 centim. y = 1-0090.

Hence

(1
-

r) = 0-0058 and (1
-

y)
= - 0-0090,

and

W{L,> + I' (I
-

x) + I" (I
-

i/)J
= 59. (59

- 0-00145 + 0'00414),
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That is

S|/S - 50/59-0027.

Ami -in. . Si = -555374 sq. millim., therefore S, = -555349 sq. millim.

It will l>e observed that it is the differences 1 - x and 1 -
y which are most readily obtained from the

calibration curves.

The determined values of /', (1
-

/), /", and (1
-

y) are contained in the expression in column 15 of

Table III. In order to find f and /", the distances of the mark from the ends of the till*: arc required.

These distances may )>e obtained from the data in Table XVII. The estimated values of S, are tabulated

in column 16 of Table III., and the length for one international ohm (obtained by means of the equation

on p. 71) is given in column 17.

VOL. CCIV. A.
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TABLE III. Giving all the Data (except that from which the Conical

national Ohms of the Mercury Columns
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Correction is Calculated) necessarv i'> Kvaluatr the Resistance in Inter-

Occupying the Various Tubes.
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The standards S and G stand apart from the rest. These two were not measured

by Mr. KEELING owing to the impossibility at that time of measuring any length

greater than 110 centims. in the comparator bath. The method adopted with these

was very similar to that employed by Mr. GLAZEBKOOK in 1888.

The tubes were filled as before, but for length determinations, since liquid immersion

was out of the question, the temperature was necessarily somewhat uncertain. The

observations were made in the Electrical Standards Room, which, as before mentioned,

is maintained at a constant temperature. Subject to the condition of a constant

barometric pressure, the temperature of this room may be kept steady to 0'1 C.

Here the tubes were placed in position, and every preparation made for the length

determination, the comparator by PYE being employed. The mercury column having
been adjusted, the menisci were focussed, and the arrangement left undisturbed over

night, an open scale thermometer lying alongside the tube for temperature observa-

tions. Under favourable conditions, the temperature chart of this room for the night
interval is a perfectly horizontal line, so that no greater error than "002 per cent,

(corresponding to 0'1 C.) was anticipated. Immediately on entering the room next

morning, the temperature as indicated by the thermometer was read, the microscope

slightly adjusted and the readings taken, the whole occupying about 1 minute. The

standards of length were then substituted and the measurements rendered complete.
The variations shown in Table III. are greater than expected, and the weight given
to these two standards must necessarily be less than that given to the others.

Apart from the tubes S and G, the greatest difference from the mean is, in three

cases -only, greater than O'OOl per cent. Irrespective of sign, the mean difference is

(V0006 per cent., or six parts in a million.

TJ>e Cutting and Grinding of the Tubes.

The desired lengths and the positions of the extremities being known, the tubes

had now to be cut.

To do this, a file cut was made in each case about 0'5 millim. distant from the

point desired, so that, when broken, the standard portion was about a millimetre

longer than requisite. This was advisable, since, on breaking, tiny splints of glass

separated from the interior of the tube, making the cross-section there greater than

before. The ends of the standard were next warmed and immersed in molten wax ;

on removing, the wax solidified, forming a solid plug about 3 centims. long at each

end. Paraffin wax was at first tried, but melted too readily. A mixture of paraffin
wax and beeswax in the proportion of three to one was eventually used and answered

capitally.

For grinding the ends, a slide rest of one of the lathes of the laboratory was so

adapted as to secure a small electric motor firmly in position on its upper surface.

Originally it was desired that the ends of each tube should be perfectly plane surfaces
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at right angles to the axis, and the grinding arrangements were primarily intended

to serve this purpose. Afterwards, however, a slightly convex surface was chosen,

for reasons hereafter given. The figure (fig. 5) will best serve to explain the

motions.

In the diagram (fig. 5) M is the small motor mounted on the slide rest, and,

therefore, capable of travelling in the two directions <<! and
;/' mutually at right

angles. Other directions of motion inclined to cd were also possible by varying the

angular reading at S. At the outset the reading at S was zero, and by attaching a

wire pointer to the disc D the line of travel was determined. This is indicated by
the line ab in the figure. At right angles to this cd was set off, and three short

clamping pieces A, B, C were fixed so that their grooved portions were parallel to the

Fig. 5.

line cd. The plane in which the disc D rotated was now at right angles to the axis

of the tube. D being a small disc about l inches in diameter, it was thought

possible, once an end of a tube was approximately plane, to make it perfectly so, and,

in addition, to lie at right angles to the axis. An attempt to attain this end by

clamping the tube somewhat rigidly while D travelled to and fro failed. The failure

is mainly attributable to the rigidity of the tube, for the vibration note was very

high, and the risk of breaking considered too great. Instead, therefore, a slightly

convex surface was ground.

At the commencement, a not too fine circle of emery cloth was attached to the disc

and the speed adjusted to about 5 revolutions per second. The grooves in which the
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tube rested were lined with felt, the tube being quite free and capable of vibration as

a whole. A gentle pressure of the tube against the disc commenced the grinding, a

slight travelling motion of the motor being at the same time maintained. The wax

prevented, to some extent, the detaching of tiny splints of glass from the interior of

the tube, and also blocked the way to grains of emery, which are liable to scratch the

inner skin of the tube and promote rupture. When sufficient grinding had resulted

for both ends to present an even appearance, and the measured length tallied

approximately with that desired, a slight convexity, was given to the ends by

deflecting the line of motion of the motor 1 to 1^, the tube being continually

rotated. Also, owing to a slight splintering of the outer glass, a fine bevelled edge,

inclined 20 to the ends, was ground. The final polish was produced by well-worn

emery of the finest kind. Examination with a lens indicated that such a surface was

very free from pittings and preferable to that obtained when the final polish was

made with a copper or a brass disc. Throughout these grinding processes a lubricant

of camphor and turpentine was used.

One of the methods adopted for measuring the resistance of the standards (see p. 81)

requires the attachment of ebonite collars to the tubes. For this purpose three

equidistant dimples were made at a distance of 1
-

3 centims. from each end. These

were ground into the glass by a small emery wheel, the motor armature rotating

slowly, and a gentle pressure maintained. The apparatus is depicted in the upper part
of fig. 5.

With the measurement of each standard's length the mechanical constants of the

tubes were completely known. Mr. KEELING determined these lengths (excepting
those of G and S) in the comparator bath

; his report is appended.

Determination of Lj (Mr. B. F. E. KEELING).

The tubes, after they were cut and ground, were again strapped to the brass bar,

holes being previously drilled in the bar so as to come directly under the ends of the

tubes.

Two distinct measurements were made, the tube being turned through 180 between
them. The microscopes were focussed directly on to the ends of the tubes, no contact

pieces being employed. No difficulty in focussing was experienced.
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EXAM n.i: .f Measurements. Tube W.

(a.) Mark turned upwards.
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It is convenient at this point to give a summary of the data accumulated. In the

following table is set forth :

(1.) The length L of the standard at 0'0 C.

(2.) The theoretical length I for 1 international ohm, assuming the conical

correction to be unity.

(3.) The value of the conical correction for each tube.

(4.) The theoretical length for 1 international ohm, the conical correction having

been applied.

(5.) The calculated resistance at 0'0C. of the mercury column occupying the tube.

TABLE IV.

Tube.
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The " End "
Effect of the Standard Tube*.

In the last column of Table IV., the calculation of the resistance of the standards

is based on the assumption that the termini of the resisting column are planes at

right angles to the axis of the tube and terminating the bore.

When the mercury txita terminates in two vessels, the dimensions of which are

infinitely great compared with the diameter of the tube, and the whole is occupied

with a conducting liquid, the resistance between two thick leads introduced into the

vessels has l>een approximately calculated by Lord RAYI.KIGH. The difference between

this resistance and that first mentioned depends on (a) the liquid employee!, (b) the

terminal sections of the tube, (c) the dimensions of the end vessels and of the flange

of the tube, and (d) the position of the leads ; it is termed the " end correction." It

is conveniently expressed as the resistance of two columns of the liquid, of lengths

fi\ and fr.,, and of respective radii
7*j

and r.2 , where f is a constant for similar

dispositions of leads, vessels, &c., and r, and r
2 are the radii of the terminal sections of

the standard tube.

Measurements of resistance when the standard is erected by Method I. (a description

of which immediately follows) are independent of this "end correction." Those taken

when the style of erection is that denoted by II. include it. The chief practical

difference in the two cases is the great care required for one method of erection,

and the simplicity of the other. As will afterwards be shown, Method of Erection I.

is difficult, and the measurements are subject to a considerable probable error unless

the greatest care be taken. For the purpose of checking wire standards of resistance

this is unfortunate, since for such observations an easily reproducible and constant

resistance is essential. Respecting Method II., the calculation of the theoretical

resistance is less rigid than with Method I., but every important detail is easily

reproduced.

Hence, for the first determination of resistance in international ohms, the standards

have all been erected by Method I., while Method II. has been adopted for the

reproduction of standards.

Erection of Standards. Method I.

When the standard portion was cut away from the calibrated tube, the connecting

pieces were so marked that they and the standard could at any time be arranged in

line in the original manner. Under such conditions, the cross-sections facing each

other arc similar in value, and the general contours of the areas the same. These

end -connecting pieces were ground, and triple cuts made in them in a manner
similar to the standard lengths already described. A connector was now desired,

such that the three pieces of tube could be gripped together, with their axes in line,

and without internal irregularity occurring at the junctions. For the purpose in view,

VOL. cciv. A. M
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connectors could be made of almost any material ;
but ebonite was finally

chosen as most suitable, owing to the small-grinding action of ebonite with glass.

The connector designed and adopted is in three parts, and is depicted with two

tnl>es clamped together in fig. (5. Very little explanation is required. Through each

Fig 6.

of the ebonite collars, A and B, three ebonite screws pass and grip the glass tubes by

passing into the grooves previously ground. The collar A is flanged, while B is cut

outwardly with a thread for about three-quarters of its length. The connecting

piece C rotates freely about the flange of A, so that after the two tubes have been

pulled together, the one may be rotated independently of the other. Four large

circular holes are also drilled in C, enabling the junction of the tubes to be observed.

P is a thin piece of platinum foil serving as a potential point for the mercury
column.

For each standard a special pair of such connectors was made. The outer

diameters of the tubes varying somewhat, a good fit in the collars A and B was

otherwise impossible.

With a piece of perforated platinum foil in position as shown, and the tubes well

gripped together, such a junction answered the following test. Direct exhaustion

with a filter pump through the union reduced the internal pressure to a few

centimetres of mercury, a column of mercury 72 centims. high being raised in a glass

tube when the barometric height was 74 centims. On severing the connection

between the filter pump and junction, the mercury gradually sank, so that at the

end of an hour it stood at 60 centims. Possibly some leakage took place through the

nihl)er connections.

The foil employed for the platinum potential points was 0'002 centim. in thickness,

and was cut into strips 3 centims. long and about 3 millims. wide. In the centre of

each strip, however, the width was greater than this, the foil being cut in the pattern
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o| a disc of a diameter approximating to that of the outer wall of the tnlx*. In the

centre of this disc ;i hole corresponding to the bore of the tube was punched, the

operations throughout being such as to prevent crinkling of the foil and fraying of

the edges. When connecting two tubes in series, this platinum ring was laid on one

of the ground faces, the two projecting strips bent over, and the ebonite collar B slid

and screwed into position. The strips were thus gripped between the collar and

tube, and the foil prevented from becoming excessively displaced. The corresponding

portion of the connector previously attached to the second tube was now combined

with A, and the junction rendered complete. In effecting this, neither tul>e is

necessarily rotated about its axis, but when completed, some sight rotation is, in

general, required to bring the two axes into line. An examination of the junction in

two directions at right angles is rendered possible by the circular holes in the

connector, although, as will presently lie seen, a second examination is requisite.

Once in their proper positions, the three tubes, comprising mercury standard and its

two connecting pieces, must have no relative rotation about their common axis.

In practice, two other ebonite connectors joined the auxiliary tubes of the standard

to others bent at right angles and intended for battery leads. These connectors are

shown at c and d in
fig. 7, and allow the leads e and f to freely rotate.

I

K

EffiD J

Fig. 7.

Smaller glass tul>es with short platinum leads passed into e and f, and others

similar to them served as conductors to the potential jx>ints of the standard. These

are shown at g and h. Glass vessels a little more than 5 centims. long and about

2'5 centims. diameter covered the junctions. At c and </ these vessels merely served

to insulate the points ; at a and b they were tilled with mercury, the platinum It-ads

dipping into the liquid.

The general scheme followed in fitting and tilling the standard was as follows :

The tulxjs, and every part employed, were first carefully cleaned and dried, the parts

having appropriate markings for their filial positions. The junctions at a and h writ-

n. At rH'crtcd. tin- axes m.,<l.- to nearly coincide, and the four glass vessels slid ovn

the connectors so ;IN t-i i,st <>u the standard tube. The junctions c and / \\.n- m-xt

made (without platinum foil), and allerwards the four vessels were passed into position

M -2
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and rendered as air tight as possible with rubber bungs. It should l)e observed that

the purity of any mercury in the vessels at a and b is unimportant. When thus

coupled together, the whole was rested on a framework of wood, to which when

filled it was strapped, and placed in the ice-bath afterwards described. For filling,

the lead e was turned downwards, and the tubular portions of the apparatus filled

under reduced pressure with twice distilled mercury (see p. 105). The attendant

conditions were the same as those which held in the determinations of L and W.
The adjustment of greatest importance had now to be made, viz., the ensuring of

the correct relative positions of the standard and its connectors. How very important
this is was not realised until many measurements of resistance had been made with

very unsatisfactory results. However, by the close observance of the reflected light

from the mercury columns, it is possible to secure great accuracy in this adjustment.

Thus, if two cylindrical mirrors be placed with their axes parallel, parallel rays of

light incident on both cylinders will produce two linear images. These will be in the

same straight line for all positions of the observer if the axes are in exact line, but

not otherwise. The various displacements will be equal to the projected displacements
of the axes.

In the case of the mercury columns, the bright lines of reflected light acted in

this way as a capital fine adjustment. They were made continuous by the rotation

of the connecting tube, the junction being viewed first through one pair of holes in

the collar C, and afterwards through the second pair. By successive approximations,
and often slight adjustment of the screws securing the collars A and B in position,

the continuity of the lines for both observations was secured. Examination with a

lens greatly facilitated this. The standard portion and the connectors having

originally been joined together, the refractive effects of the walls were equal and

similar, and so were eliminated. Such an adjustment is, however, very tedious and

may occupy as long as 20 minutes. Further remarks on the influence of this

adjustment on the general accuracy of the measurements are made on p. 93.

The tube and accessories were now strapped in position on the wooden framework.

Mercury was then poured into a and b, the platinum wires of the leads ignited, and

these latter, which passed through small rubber bungs, pressed into position. The

insulation of external junctions was made good by applying first a thin layer of hot

paraffin wax, and afterwards a coat of shellac varnish. The insulation tests with

paraffin wax alone were unsatisfactory when prolonged immersion in ice became

necessary. The shellac varnish, however, was completely satisfactory.

By the introduction of the platinum battery leads into c and f the equipment
of the tube was rendered complete.

The experience of previous observers indicates that for standard purposes the

melting-point of ice is by far the most convenient temporal um No knowledge
of the temperature coefficient of mercury is then assumed, and errors in thermometry
are avoided, (.'oiisi-qm-ntly all standard observations were made at C.
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The ice box was a double one, with cork dust as a lagging. A double lid was also

fitted, and under ordinary conditions the ice did not necessitate renewal for several

days. In practice, however, a little was added each morning, the water being

drained away at the same time. Two wooden rails were fixed to the base of the

inner box, and corresponding grooves made in the wooden blocks of the framework

supporting the tul>e. The latter could therefore be moved in the direction of its

length only. This was found to be very convenient.

The leads of the standard passed to insulated terminals screwed on to one half of

the hollow cover of the box. From these terminals thick copper leads made the

necessary connections to the Kelvin double bridge. In addition, other wires were

stretched to four terminals, the latter being conveniently situated for the measure-

ment of the standard's resistance by the potentiometer method.

Measurement of Resistance, (a) Kelvin Double Bridge (fig. 8).

The circuit being closed, the condition for the potential difference at the galvano-

meter terminals to be zero is that P shall be equal to

\
f
R (1 + S/W')1

d) IS(1 + R/W")J

da.

+ Q/W
'

.

When the value of QR/S is approximately one ohm, it may be determined liy the

substitution of a standard coil for P. If so found, the probable error is diminished,

W w

Fig. 8.

since accurate knowledge of the temperature coefficients of the coils n. I!, and S is

unnecessary.

I'lir substitution <>f a men-my standard for P causes the value of d to IK- much

greater than usually attains. With standard coils, d has an average value of

U'OOOOG ohm, but with the mercury tubes it approximated to 0'15 ohm.
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In addition, a potential lead Pr (fig. 9) is thrown into series with 11. [The value

w

Fig. y.

of P, is of the order O'OIG ohm, and is conveniently measured to 1 per cent, of its

value.] The complete expression for the value of P is therefore

(T
_Q
+ Q/W

R(l"_ _

a + ft + d +~Pa/ I

"

S/(l + S/W'j

</(<* + P
tt)

a + /8 + d ~+ P
1

'

Owing to the magnitude of Pr ,
Pa ,

and d, and in order to reduce the corrections to

small quantities, 1000-ohm coils were employed for R and S, while for a and ft

100-ohm coils were used. Q was a standard-unit coil. All the coils were of manganin

and had small temperature coefficients.

The ratio R/S was equal to 1 '00002 ; that of a to ft was 0'99998. Also, in no

observation did (l + S/W')/(l + Q/W) differ by as much as 0'2 per cent, from

unity.

With this information, the above equation may be simplified to the form

P, , j/lOP. P, J04
1000

"
* c

V 1000
p _ QR(l + S/W')

-S(1+Q/W)(1+R/W")
1000 . 1000\

w w*/'

Such simplification depends, of course, on the values of the coils employed. It will

presently be seen that Pr had a resistance never so great as 0'03 ohm; consequently,

a value accurate to 1 per cent, was ample. The same remark respecting knowledge of

value applies to Pa . The value of (P./100 Pr/1000 0*00004) was of the order

0'00015 ohm
; that of d averaged 0'15 ohm, so that a value of d accurate to 1 per-

cent, was also sufficient to secure a final accuracy in the measurement of P of O'OOOl

per cent. The method adopted for determining Pr ,
P

,
and d was, however, sufficiently

L;'" >(1 to ensure tlirir estimated values being correct to O'l per cent.

VYitli respect to the arrangements. The coils (,), 11, and S were manganin coils of

the British Association anil made by WOLFF. They were immersed in oil contained
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in :i ilniililc t;ink designed for the measurement of standards t' n-sistance. This tank

is shown in
fig.

10 with the coils in position. M is a small eleotro-lBOiOf employed

Fig. 10.

to drive the vane V. The stirring arrangements and communicating tubes are such

that oil is pumped from the lower part of the tank T to the top of T', and afterwards

circulates from the bottom of T' to the top of T. The whole apparatus is set up in a

constant-temperature room, no difficulty being experienced in keeping the bath steady

to 0-1 C.

The shunting of one of the coils Q, R, or S is effected by the turning head shown,

the appropriate connections with the resistance box r being thus immediately made.

P' is a standard m;tnganin coil belonging to the British Association, and was used

extensively throughout the comparisons. It is Wolff coil No. 1690, having a small

temperature coefficient (+ O'OOl per cent, per rise in temperature of 1 C. for an

average temperature of 17 '" < '. I. .m<l is knOWD tfl tan raBMned OOOStUll in \.ihn-

for several years. The value of 1690 has been obtained by means of a long series of

observations with the platinum silver coils of the British Association. The unit in
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which 1690 is expressed is therefore assumed to be equal to 109 C.G.S. units of

resistance (see pp. 114 and 115).

By introducing P' into the circuit (the diagram shows it in a displaced position),

the value of QR/S may be obtained.

When P' is displaced, connections can be effected to the mercury standard. The

leads of the latter were secured as already described to insulated terminals on the

cover of the ice box. From three of these terminals ^ -inch copper leads passed to

. c-

V75

00/J//W C
S TAt OARL

UR\'

O-50

Q'2.5

\
O'OO

60
I HOUR

a JOO J2O J4O
a HOURS

160 J80
3 HOURS.

Fig. 11.

mercury cups in thick copper blocks, which latter formed part of the bridge. To the

fourth terminal was secured one of the battery leads, and the connections thus rendered

complete.

In practice, the tapping current employed was about 0'2 ampere, and with this a

sensitivity corresponding to the evaluation of the resistance to O'OOOl per cent, was

obtained. The galvanometer was one constructed at the laboratory with consequent

pole magnets for the astatic system, as designed by Professor A. BROCA, of the Ecole

de Me"decine, Paris. Its resistance was 500 ohms. The deflections were read

telescopically at a distance of 4 metres, the scale divisions being transparent on a

dark ground, with sunlight as an illuminant.
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No measurements for standards purposes were made until the tube had been

immersed in the ice shavings for at least 6 hours. Very intimate contact between

the ice and glass was lacking owing to the melting of the ice in the vicinity of the

tulie and consequent formation of an ice wall some small distance away. The

mercury, in consequence, attained the temperature of the ice but slowly. The cooling

may \te hastened by the application of pressure so as to produce better contact, and this

was often done in the early stages of the immersion. The cooling curve shown in

fig.
1 1 applies, however, to a normal case of cooling, the ice being undisturbed after

the first 15 minutes. For the production of the curve, resistance measurements

were made at equal intervals of time, and the temperature deduced from these

observations. The first measurement of resistance was made 25 minutes after the

tube had been immersed.

As an example of a final measurement at 0C., the data for the standard X are

given :

June 18th, 1903.

Observations of Resistance. Mercury Sum Ian 1 X.

No. of observation, 1.

Insulation resistance = 20 megohms.

(.<) Evaluation of QR/S.
C.

Q = Wolff Coil No. 780, temperature - 17-2

R= 740, . 17-2

S - 2449, = 17-2

P= 1690, =17-2

Balance wjvs obtained when W = 9400 ohms.

The value of P at 17 2 C. = 1 -000112 ohms.

Hence

QR/S = 1-000112(1 + 1/9400) - 1-000218 ohms.

(b) Evaluation of Standard X.

Standard X substituted for 1690.

a = 100-013 ohms.

/3
= 100-015

Balance was obtained when W = 7480 ohms.

Thus, since the total value of the corrections due to the leads has been shown to be small, the

approfinmte value of X equals

1-000218/(1 + 1/7480) = 1 -000084 ohms.

() Evaluation of Leads.

The luttrry connection to the mercury standard was now broken, and the lead introduced at the

junction of R and Pr . With these conditions holding,

QR/S = 1-0002 18 ohms.

P + Pr = Standard X + Potential point P^

Balance was obtained when W = 55070 ohms.

And since

p p + ...
Pr ''-*O-

VOL. OCIV. A. N
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we have P + Pr = 1 '0184 ohms approximately, so that Pr
= 0-0184 ohm, a value sufficiently accurate,

easily evaluated, and determined immediately after the observation for P.

The coils a. and /J were now removed ; the battery lead at the junction of R and Pr replaced to the

junction of P and Pr ,
and the galvanometer connection made at tlQ, fts shown in

fig.
12. Under such

W W

Fig. 12.

conditions QR/S = 1 -000218 + Pr/1000 = 1-000236 ohms. Balance was obtained when W = 7055 ohms.

Hence P + d = 1-000236 (1 + 1000/7055) = 1-1419 ohms approximately. Thus d = 0-142 ohm,

a value certainly correct to 1 per cent.

P. was measured by substituting it for d. Under such circumstances W = 63690 ohms to obtain

a balance. Hence P + P = 1-000236(1 + 1000/63690) = 1-0160 ohms approximately, and thus

P. = 0-01 60 ohm.

P may now be accurately evaluated. Substituting the found values of Pr, P. ad d in the expression

for P, we have

P = 1-000218/1-000134 + O'0184/IOOO - x 0-142 (0' 0160/100
- O'0184/IOOO

-
0'00004).

Thus resistance of standard tube X = 1 00009s ohms.

Such was the general method adopted for the measurement of resistance by the

Kelvin double bridge. As will be readily realised, the whole of the observations

occupied but a very few minutes.

A correction has to be applied for the platinum foil introduced. The thickness of

this was 0'002 ceutim
,
and although at the junction the cross-section was practically

infinite, the limitation of the stream lines results in the resistance of the junction being

equal to that of a mercury column of length 0'002 centirn., and of the same cross-

section as the united ends of the tubes. In consequence, the resistance as measured

from the mid-points of the junctions will be greater than the calculated resistance in the

ratio of Lj + 0'002 to L,, where L, is the length of the tube in centimetres. In the

case of X, L, is approximately 65 "6 ceutims., so that the measured resistance must be
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reduced by 0-0030 per cent. Applying this correction, we have the resistance of the

mercury column at 0C. between two planes terminating the bore of the tube, equal

to 1 -00006- ohms, the unit of resistance being as previously specified.

Mcrixiininent of /{t-xistdnce : (b) Potentiometer Method.

Immediately after the determination by the double bridge, an oljservation by the

potentiometer was made. It is convenient to describe this method now, l>efore

considering some of the possible errors.

The diagram (fig. 13) explains the connections.

76 OHMS
VVWVWWWVXAAAA/

-A/WWWV
800 OHMS

Fig. 13.

P is the mercury standard, P the comparison coil Wolff 1690, as before, X a

standard 1-ohm coil of rather high value, and which when employed was evaluated

by comparison with P. The additional resistance in this circuit was about 78 ohms,

and the value of the current employed averaged 0'025 ampere.
In the second circuit, Z was a 10-ohm manganin coil, and the current employed

averaged 0'0025 ampere. T was a turning head, arranged so that the potential

points of either of the three resistances X, F, and P could be quickly connected

through the galvanometer to the potential points of Z. The galvanometer resistance

was 5 ohms, the deflections being olwerved telescopically, as l>efore, at a distance of

N 2
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4 metres. The sensitiveness was. even greater than with the double bridge, but owing
to the nature of the method, the error was probably greater.

In practice, P was not initially introduced into the circuit. This was to avoid any

warming of the mercury by the current. For it, D could be substituted by the

switch O. The two currents were maintained until in a very steady state ; P was

then thrown into the circuit and a measurement made in the following manner :

Balance between P and Z was first obtained by an adjustment of R. The resistance

of X was greater than that of any of the mercury standards employed, and by an

adjustment of the shunt W, a balance could now always be secured between X and Z.

In some cases this was possible with P'. Afterwards the currents were reversed and

balance again restored in the two cases, usually by some slight adjustment of W.
The value of P was thus known in terms of X (or, possibly, P'). In a similar

manner, X was evaluated in terms of P', the measurements being thus rendered

complete. As before, a correction for the platinum-foil junctions has to be made.

The thermal effects were usually equivalent to a difference in the shunted values of

0-006 per cent.

Each tube was thus measured by the Kelvin bridge and potentiometer at least

three times. For each observation the tube was separated from its connectors, all

the parts re-cleaned, dried, and fitted together again, as already described. Apart
from the probable error of the observations, the consistency of the results is therefore

entirely dependent on the state of the tube, the purity of the mercury employed, and

the accurate adjustment of the connectors. Temperature variation is here ignored,

since the repetition of this can certainly be secured.

The cleaning and drying of the parts, if always similarly conducted, should leave

the tube always in the same state, that is, the thickness of air and liquid films should

remain constant and be identical with those present when L and W were determined.

The mode of ensuring that the axis of the tube is in line with the axes of the

connectors has already been described. This method, however, was an afterthought.

Originally, this adjustment was attempted when the tubes were empty. Approxi-
mate consistency in the resistance measurements was obtained, but variations of

0*003 per cent, were not uncommon, and occasionally differences as great as O'Ol per
cent, resulted. The reason for these variations was not at first apparent. An accident

to one of the connectors, however, led to some interesting measurements. One of

these was slightly rotated by mistake, but the measurement was made without any

attempt to rectify the displacement. The value of the resistance was 0'03 per cent.

greater than usual, being equivalent to adding 0'2 millim. to the length of the tube.

While in the ice box, the same connector was rotated through various angles, and

measurements of the resistance made. The variation was as great as 0'05 per cent.

The explanation, of course, lies in the deflection of the stream lines, the value of the

resistance varying both \\itli the displacement of the axes and with the position of the

potential lead with respect to the section.
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Thus in the figure (fig. 14), if ( )( ! and OD be the axes, and p the platinum Ir.-ul

dipping into the mercury, then, supposing the tube to be symmetrical with respect to

tin- sect inn, the potential of p will IK? the same as that of
, and therefore of A

where A lies mi the e<|ui|xitentiul .surface passing through n. It', m>\\, the two tubes

IP

be rotated through 180, the potential of p will, for the same reasons, l>e that of B.

It is evident that if the displacement of the axes is considerable, the error is liable to

l>e very great. This adjustment, therefore, is of the greatest importance, and much
care and practice are required to attain success. The details of the adjustment have

already l>een indicated.

The following table summarises the measurements of resistance for this mode of

erecting the tubes. For comparison purjjoses, measurements by the Kelvin double-

bridge and the j>otentiometer are given together. Each horizontal line represents a

separate tilling of the tube :
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TABLE V. Observations : June and July, 1903.

Tulxj.
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Also, the measurements resulting from different fillings differ from the mean value

by a very small quantity. With few exceptions, this difference is less than

O'OOl per cent.

Tin- recorded measurements of the tube Z were made under slightly different

conditions to those of the other tubes. Both glass connecting pieces of Z were

fractured before any determination of the resistance had been made. The connecting

pieces of X were substituted for them, since the terminal sections of the standard X
are very similar to those of Z. The resulting resistance measurements were very

consistent, the values obtained being as follows :

Standard Z.

Resistance by double

bridge.
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The essential difference between this and the first method lies in the fact that the

connecting tubes and standard are no longer in contact, but are separated by an

interval of 3 centims. The glass connecting vessels are the same as before, 1 1 it-

tubes passing through rubber bungs fitting tightly into the vessels. The action

of mercury on rubber has to be rendered negligible, and, should the erection be a

permanent one, contact with rubber is most inadvisable. Under such conditions the

ends of the tubes may be ground similar to glass stoppers, and vessels constructed

accordingly. Such permanent connections have been designed and will shortly be

employed. The rubber bungs used were first of all boiled in a weak solution

of caustic soda, and afterwards well sandpapered whilst wet. This operation

disposed of much of the free sulphur present. After several such boilings in soda

and in water, they were dried and immersed for some time in hot liquid paraffin wax.

A final washing followed, and the bungs were dried and ready for use. The thin

film of wax on the surface of the rubber effectually prevented any action between

the latter and mercury. For example, one tube was filled and remained in the ice

bath for 14 days, the resistance being measured daily. No difference whatever was

detected in these measurements.

The arrangement adopted for the erection of the standard is shown in the figure

(fig. 15).

i

Fig. 15.

The theoretical resistance is now greater than before, being equal to that of the

standard, plus the resistance of mercury between the ends of the tube and the

potential points. Lord RAYLEIGH has shown* that when the stream lines diverge
into an infinite volume of mercury, the flange of the tube being also considered as

infinite in extent, that the value of /in the expressions /r, and fr2 (see p. 81) is

approximately '8 2. Thus under these conditions, an additional resistance is imposed
on the tube which is equal to the resistance of two columns of mercury of lengths
0'82r

1
and 0-82r9 and of respective cross-sections Trr,

2 and TOV, where r, and r
2 are

the respective radii of the terminal sections of the standard.

Such conditions, however, did not even approximately prevail in the measurements

* "
Theory of Sound," 307 and Appendix A.
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made, nor is it likely that any theoretical computation (for the particular connecting

vessels riiipluyril) \\milil ! si. ;n-iMir;itr ;is an c\
|

n-riiiiiMit ;il (lftfnniii;it ii .n.

Throughout the experiments, the distance hetweeu the plane ends of the standard

and the potential points was maintained constant. It was equal to 1'5 centims.

The constancy of this distance was of some importance, since the resistance of a

column of mercury 1 centim. long and of the cross-section of the connecting vessels

is 0'00002G ohm (cross-section of connecting vessel = 4 sq. centims.). Now,

although the value f= 0*82 is from a theoretical standpoint a little too great for the

conditions imposed, it is sufficiently near to the true value to indicate that the

difference of the resistance measurements, when erection Methods I. and II. are

employed, is of the order 1 per cent, for unit tubes. If, then, the resistance

measurements in the two cases are accurate to O'OOl per cent, only, the value of/can

only be calculated with an accuracy of 1 per cent. To attain greater accuracy, the

following method was adopted :

One of the tubes (H, Jena 16'"), originally intended for a mercury standard,

became of little value owing to the development of a flaw near one end. Its cross-

section was, however, accurately known, and the calibration curve had been plotted.

At the point where the flaw had developed, the tube was broken, and the new end

ground, so as to avoid irregularities. It was then filled with all the care pertaining

to a standard, and its resistance measured by the Kelvin double bridge and the

potentiometer, the mode of erection being necessarily Method II. The value so

obtained was 0'95109 a ohm. The length of the tube was 98'9 centims. and the

mean cross-section 0'9792 sq. millim.

After removal from the ice bath and subsequent cleaning, the tube was cut into

five lengths, these being respectively 10, 25, 22, 29, and 13 centims. The corre-

sponding points of fracture were marked on the calibration curve and the cross-

sections at these points calculated therefrom. The divided tube was then re-erected,

four glass vessels serving to connect the five portions, and a distance of 3 centims.

maintained between any two. Thus the total
" end corrections

"
were now con-

siderable, and, since the junctions were all similar and the cross-sections well known,

a fairly accurate evaluation of f was possible. The resistance at 0'0 C. was now

0'954503 ohm, showing a difference of 0-00341! ohm from the first measurement.

The mean cross-section of the whole tube was, as above stated, equal to 0'9792 sq.

millim.

The cross-sections and radii of the new ends introduced were :

Cross-section.
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Thus, since the resistance of a mercury column of length L and cross-section S is

L/106'300 ohms, the constant f must be such that

106'SOO 000669
0-05597

|_
0-009841

~ 0-05638
0-009987

whence /= 0795. We may now with some confidence apply this constant to obtain

the end corrections of the various tubes. In Table VI. these corrections are evaluated

and expressed as small lengths to be added to the standard length. The method of

calculation is as follows :

Let r be the mean radius of the standard, and r
lt
r2 the radii of the sections at the

ends. Then the end corrections are equivalent to two mercury columns at C. of

lengths 0795r, and 0795r2 ,
and cross-sections irr^ and irr/. The lengths of two

columns of uniform section irr
2 which have the same resistance as these are 0795r2

/r 1

and 0795ra
/r2 ,

and these are the two lengths to be added to the standard. The

complete correction is conveniently written in the form 0795r2
(rl -\- ?*

2)/?VV

Table VI. gives the necessary data for the calculations.

TABLE VI.
,
in which the End Corrections are Evaluated.
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TABLE VII.
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TABLE VIII. Showing the Resistance of the Standard Tubes as Erected by

Method II. Each Horizontal Line indicates a Separate Filling. Observations :

July and September, 1904.

Tube.
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TABLE IX.
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That the differences (a) (b) do not agree is not surprising. Apart from the

experimental errors, the constant /= 0795 is a mean value only. Its magnitude

must certainly depend to some extent on the ratio of the outer diameter of the tube

to that of the bore, in other words, the
"
flange effect." Measurement shows this

ratio to be approximately equal for the tubes, but the exact measurements are with-

out interest, since the law of variation is not known. Again, the sections are not

truly circular, and f is dependent on the contour. The agreement between the

differences (a) and (b) may therefore be regarded as sufficiently close. It will be

observed that the resulting sums of the differences are practically identical, from

which it follows that if the various values off were evaluated from the difference

of the resistances in Methods I. and II., the mean f would have been identical with

0795 to O'l per cent. This satisfactory result is no doubt due, in a large measure,

to the number of standards employed.

Method No. Ifl. Measurement of Resistance by the Carey Foster Bridge.

In order to preserve continuity with the work of previous observers, and also to

better decide the most advantageous method of measuring the resistance, observations

were made by the Carey Foster Bridge. The method adopted was very similar to

that of Lord RAYLEIGH in 1882 and of Mr. GLAZEBEOOK in 1888. It is also of

interest to note that the standard coils and the bridge (that designed by Dr. FLEMING

for the British Association) were the same as employed by those observers.

Different connections were now requisite. The standard tube was terminated

at each end by a glass vessel with three apertures. These are shown in the

figure (fig. 16). The bungs employed were treated as before, the necessary tests for

insulation resistance being made before proceeding with an observation.

s s

Fig. 16.

Three platinum thimbles 4 centims. long and 1 - centims. in diameter at the orifice

were inserted in ebonite collars and fixed in position at Lj, L2 ,
and L3 as shown.

Rubber sheaths passed from the necks of the vessels to the outside of the ice box.

These sheaths were lined with glass tubes to give them greater rigidity, and also to
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ensure cleanliness of the interior. In the spare aperture a sensitive thermometer

was placed, but the arrangements at the neck were such that a platinum thimble

could be inserted if necessary. Shellac varnish was applied to all junctions

to ensure good insulation of the mercury in the tube and vessels. Long copper leads

were made so as to connect any two of the thimbles to two mercury cups of the

Carey Foster bridge, one end of each lead being shaped so as to fit any one of the

thimbles. Two compensating leads, also of copper, connected the two opposite

mercury cups to the standard coil employed, the difference in resistance of the leads

on opposite sides of the bridge amounting to about '00006 ohm.

Each platinum thimble had its entire surface amalgamated in the following manner.

The platinum was first scoured with acids, and afterwards heated to redness in a

Bunsen flame. Platinisation was then effected by the passage of a current of

electricity through a solution of platinum chloride containing a small amount of lead

acetate. Afterwards the platinum thimbles were heated to redness, and plunged
whilst hot into mercury. Amalgamation immediately resulted, and thoroughly good
contact between the copper and the mercury was thus secured. When the platinum

thimbles were in position in the glass vessels, the distance from one end* of the

standard tube to the nearest platinum thimble was l centims.

The tube and vessels being filled with pure mercury, and the necessary accessories

fitted, the whole was placed in the ice box, and the first observation of resistance

made 12 hours afterwards. The ice was packed well alxmt the sheaths, the upper
surface being quite 8 centims. above the necks of the vessels. The copper leads were

introduced into L, and L.,, cotton wool forming a collar about the rods at the point

of emergence from the sheaths.

The necessary interval haying elapsed, the temperature of the mercury in the vessel

containing the thermometer was read, and the leads connected to the mercury cups of

the bridge, the standard coil and its leads being already in position. An observation

was now taken of the difference

Resistance of mercury standard plus leads Resistance of standard coils plus leads.

Immediately this measurement was completed, the lead immersed in Lj was rapidly

removed to Lg, the leads of the coil being at the same time disposed so as to eliminate

the resistance of the coil from the measurements. The difference

Resistance of leads of mercury standard Resistance of leads of standard coil

was then ol>served on the bridge. In this way, assuming all of the platinum thimbles to

be similar, the resistance of the leads and thimlilrs was eliminated. A reversal to

the former conditions was now effected, and the previous observation confirmed.

The recorded temperature of the mercury in the end vessels was always considerably

above C. ; it averaged I '3 (J. The temperature of part of the mercury in the tube
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was therefore higher than the ice-point. The results of the observations are as

follows, the temperature recorded being that of the mercury in contact with the

thermometer bulb.

TABLE X. Erection of Standards by Method III.

Resistance Measurements by Carey Foster Bridge.
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standard, with these connections, was measured by the potentiometer. Its value

was r00146 2
ohms.

The potential leads were now removed, and the thick copper leads used for the

bridge introduced. These now served as potential leads. After an interval of

2 hours an observation was made. The value obtained by the potentiometer was

l-00150 ohms.

A quick change over to the Carey Foster bridge, and the value there was also

determined as I '00 150 ohms. After an interval of 12 hours the resistance was again

measured by the potentiometer. The value was ro01505 ohms. The copper leads

were then removed and the platinum wires re-introduced. After 2 hours a measure-

ment of 1'00146
5 ohms resulted. The conclusion is obvious. All bridge measurements

of mercury standards in which the copper leads have been thick, and, in consequence,

the temperature of the mercury uncertain, require correcting. The magnitude of this

correction depends on the particular conditions attaining during the measurements.

This is also indicated by Mr. GLAZEBROOK, 'Phil. Trans.,' 1888, p. 375. No great

importance is, in consequence, attached to the measurements made by the Carey Foster

bridge. It is interesting to note, however, that the conduction of heat through leads

is easily observable with other resistances than mercury standards. A resistance coil,

if cooled below the temperature of the room and then introduced to a bridge for

evaluation, must be observed immediately. After an interval of a few minutes a

different value may be obtained, owing to the conduction of heat through the leads to

the coil. With a difference of temperature of 8 C. and employing a coil of platinum

silver imbedded in paraffin wax, a difference in the values of O'Ol per cent, has often

been obtained, the temperature of the liquid, in which the coil is immersed, remaining

constant during the observations. With coils made of copper, no readable difference

of temperature between the coil and the external contacts of the leads is admissible.

In such cases, the whole must be immersed in an oil-bath. The influence of this

conduction effect is considerable when determinations of temperature coefficients are

made, and has probably led to many inaccurate determinations.

Purification of Mercury.

The whole of the mercury employed had been subjected to the following treatment.

It was taken from the iron bottle in which it was delivered, squeezed through wash-

leather, and passed in a finely divided condition through dilute nitric acid, and

afterwards through distilled water. The acid and water were contained in glass tubes

alxmt 6 feet long. The mercury was then distilled in vacuo, and finally re-distilled

in vacuo in an apparatus free from rubber in any form, so that glass alone came into

contact with the mercury. In some of the determinations, when the standards were

erected by Method II.
,
the mercury employed had been but once distilled. No

difference in the results was, however, found.

VOL. cviv. A. P
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A Determination of the Temperature Coefficient of the Resistance of

1. Mercury in Jena 16'" ylass.

2. Mercury in Verre dur glass.

3. A constant volume of mercury.

Two very excellent series of observations on the Temperature Coefficient of

Mercury have been made in the past by GUILLAUME,* and by KREICHGAUER and

jAGER.t On p. 112 it is shown that no very great difference exists between the two

results. Nevertheless, the arrangements already dealt with for the resistance

measurements of the standards were so convenient for such a determination that a

series of observations (the temperature ranging from C. to 22 C.) were made.

Owing to its high temperature coefficient, the resistance of a mercury column

increases approximately 1 per cent, for an increment of temperature of 10 C., so that

in conducting the measurements some difficulty arises if it be desired to make all the

comparisons with one standard coil. The Kelvin bridge is, however, particularly

suited for such measurements. In the case previously dealt with, the ratio arms

R and S (see fig. 8) consist of 1000-ohm coils. The shunt necessary to alter the

value of QR/S by 2 per cent, is, therefore, not small, and need only be approximately
known. (This assumes that the shunted coil is either R or S.) Also the variation

of resistance of the copper leads, owing to varying temperature, is known, since the

resistance of the leads is measured immediately after that of the standard. At any

temperature, therefore, the same degree of accuracy as before can be attained, even

though the extreme measurements vary by 3 or 4 per cent.

The maintenance of the temperature of the standard so as to remain constant to

0'01 C. for an hour or more, is an apparent difficulty only. Formerly, the tube was

immersed in ice, and an interval of 5 hours was considered necessary before a

measurement could Ije recorded. The conditions now, however, are changed. Liquid
contact is secured, and this, assisted by violent agitation of the liquid, promotes

uniformity of temperature. The interval of constancy therefore essential in order

that the temperature of the mercury may be regarded as identical with that of the

bath is much smaller than before. If the temperature can be regulated so as not to

vary by more than 0'005 C. in an hour, and also, if this temperature can be

accurately read, then the conditions may be regarded as ideal. Such ideal conditions

were practically realised, as will afterwards be shown.

The most accurate oKservations of a number at different temperatures will

certainly be those at the ice-point, since not only is the temperature steady, and

absolutely known, but, in addition, the observations can be made with more leisure.

The mercury columns chosen were therefore such that at the high temperatures

* M. C. E. GWIXAUME, 'Bureau International des Folds et Mesures,' 1889-1890.

t
' WIEDEMANX'S Annalen.' vol. 47, 1892.
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had a nominal value of 1 ohm, while at C. their values were considerably

iliH'-Tent to the combination value of the bridge coils.

Each of the tul>es U and M was somewhat scratched near one end. Fearing that

these scratch marks might develop into fractures, a length of about 1 centim. was

broken off each tube and the new ends ground as before. The resistance of these

two tubes was thus made equal to 1 ohm at about 30 C., their values at C. being

approximately
-U7 ohm.

The two tubes were erected as j>er Method II. already descrilxjd, and during the cycle

of temperature no change resulted in the purity of the mercury. Evidence of this

statement is furnished by observations taken during the cycle; also, the initial

resistance at the ice-point was identical with that observed when the cycle of

temperature had been completed.

Originally it was intended to immerse the tubes in petroleum, but had this been

done, final observations at C. would have been impossible. Water was therefore

used throughout, the insulation resistance being carefully measured at each tempera-

ture. The lowest value obtained for this was a little greater than 3 megohms.

The capacity of the l>ath was 8 gallons, and the lagging of cork dust was retained.

The liquid was well stirred by means of a vane secured at one end of the l>ath, and

in communication with the op{>osite end by means of a long brass tul>e. A small

electric motor supplied the power. The efficiency of the stirring was tested by

reading the temperature at different parts of the bath. The result was very

satisfactory.

To secure different steady temperatures, several automatic devices seemed possible.

The constancy desired (maximum variation of 0'005 C.) was, however, beyond the

limits of any of them. Eventually, capital results were obtained by allowing cold

(or warm, according to the desired temperature) drops of water to fall into the bath.

The water was contained in a funnel supported above the box, and the stream could

be regulated by means of a tap. The approximate temperature was indicated by an

open-scale thermometer supported vertically. This was read with a cathetometer

telescope, a change of temperature of 0'005 C. being easily discerned. With a little

practice, temperatures between C. and 24 C. could be maintained for several hours

without the maximum variation exceeding this amount. Indeed, for the second set

of olservations, a temperature approximating to 5 C. was maintained for 4 hours,

the greatest variation in temperature being that indicated. The mercury within the

tul>e responded to changes of temperature very rapidly, however, and a few observa-

tions showed that it was only necessary to maintain a steady temperature for half an

hour or even less.

It AVUS ili-irahle that the thermometer employed should l>e capable of being read

to 0'01 C. with ease and without the employment of a telescope. One of the

thermometers presented to the Laboratory by the widow of the late Mr. SWORN, and

juimbered 2221, answered these requirements. The stem of this thermometer is

P 2
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divided into centimetres and millimetres, 1 centim. being equivalent to about 0'6 C.

Both before and after the observations, the thermometer was calibrated and tested under

the direction of Dr. J. A. HARKER, the greatest difference between the mean and the

observed values being 0'01 C. All recorded temperatures are on the hydrogen

scale, the resistance being expressed in the same units as before. In the tables,

those measurements marked with an asterisk were taken when descending the scale

of temperature.

The results are as follows :

TABLE XL Mercury Standard U, Jena Glass 16
in

Temperature.
Hydrogen scale.
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a = 85693 X KT 8
,

b = 102998 X lO' 11
, and x - + 94 X 10~ 7

. The resulting

equation
Rr = R,[l + 0-00088018T + 0'00000105793T2

]

represents the change of resistance with temperature of mercury in Jena 16'" glass.
The differences

"
calculated values observed values" are given in the accompanying

table.

TABLE XII. Mercury Standard U, Jena Glass 16'".

Calculated Observed Values.

UT = U + '00085693T + '00000 102998T*.

Temperature.
Hydrogen -le.
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The sum of the squares of the residual errors is 1571, and since twice the weight

was given to the ohservations at C., the number of observations may be resided

as 39. Hence the probable error of any single determination is 0'6745 (1571/38)*,

which is equal to rt 0'43, a little more than four parts in one million. If the residual

errors be written down in the order of their magnitude, the central error is three parts

in 1,000,000. With the aid of the data in the three normal equations, the probable

errors of the coefficients a and may now be calculated as follows : For

a, 7 X 10~ 7
(39

-
436-5Y7207-9)

1 = 2 X 10-*,

and for

ft, 7 X 10~ 7
(2323-2)*= 145 X lO' 10

.

The coefficient of cubical expansion of Jena 16'" glass is 231 X 10~ 7
. Assuming

the glass to be isotropic, the variation of resistance with temperature of a constant

volume of mercury as deduced from the previous equation, is

RT = R [l + 0-00088788T + 0'0000010564T2
],

the probable errors being as before.

Standard M. Verre dur glass. Similar remarks apply to the observations with

this tube. Table XIII. gives the results of the resistance measurements.

TABLE XIII. Mercury Standard M. Verre dur Glass.

Temperature.
Hydrogen scale.
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.r =s KU -1)7 I 7!)t5, ft = 0-!717!><;, and h = ()-<J7l7U6/8, and finally

i = 85553 X 10-", 1> = 100286 X ICT 11
,
and .r = 1875 X 10-". Whence

Il r
= !{ [I -f 0-0008803GT + 0-000001030U4T*].

This equation represents the change of resistance with temperature of a mercury

standard, the column of mercury l>eing contained in a Verre dur glass tube, the limits

of temperature In-ing C. and 24 C.

TAKI.K XIV. Standard M. VeiTe dur Glass.

Calculated Observed values.

M r
= M + -00085553,1 + -000001 00286T2

.

Hydrogen *-alr.
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The sum of the squares of the residual errors is 5 '9. Hence the probable error ot

any single observation is 0'6745 (5
-

09/39)* = 0'243, a little more than two parts in

a million. If the residual errors be written down in the order of their magnitude,

the central error is also two parts in a million. The calculated probable error of a is

1 X 10-7 and of ft 8 X 10~9
.

The coefficient of cubical expansion of Verre dur glass being 222 X 10~7
,
the

equation connecting resistance and temperature of a constant volume of mercury is

RT = R [l + 0-00088776T + '000001 OH76T2
],

the glass being assumed as isotropic. The equation derived from measurements when

the standard U was employed is

RT = R [l + 0-00088788T + "00000 10564T2
].

The greatest difference between the values derived from the two equations is

0-0003 per cent, at 10 C. and O'OOIO per cent, at 20 C.

For a constant volume of mercury the equations obtained by M. GUILLAUME were*

(a) RT = R [1 + 0-00088745T + O'OOOOOlOlSlT2
],

(b) R,. = R [1 + 0-00088879T + 0'0000010022T2
],

the temperature being expressed on the hydrogen scale.

The equation obtained by KREICHGAUEE and JAGER! is

RT = R [l + 00008827T + 0'00000126T2
].

Table XV. gives the values, as calculated from these five equations, of the resistance

of a constant volume of mercury at 10 C. and 20 C., the resistance at C. being

1 ohm.

TABLE XV.

Equation.
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Summary.

It is not difficult to summarise the resulta The difficulty of defining and

constructing a practical invariable mercury standard of resistance has been shown to

be rather under- than over-estimated. The possibility that the axis of the tube may
be undulating seems difficult to remove, though the final results indicate that its

effect is small. The presence of films of moisture and of air is disconcerting, though

again the results indicate the constancy of these under definite conditions. Of the

methods chosen to measure the resistance of mercury standards, that of the Kelvin

double bridge is certainly best, the tube being erected as indicated in Method II.

As already mentioned for permanent work, all rubl)er may be removed, the tul)es

themselves l>eing ground as stoppers. The temperature of observations is advisably
that of melting ice, for while there is little uncertainty concerning the equality of

temperature of the mercury and a well-stirred liquid, the thermometry then plays a

considerable part in the determinations. The change in resistance is determinable to

O'OOOl per cent., equivalent to one-thousandth of a degree on the centigrade scale.

The primary objects in view have, it would appear, been achieved with a fair

measure of success. The eleven mercury standards constructed from theoretical

considerations enable a resistance to be evaluated in international ohms with an

accuracy of at least O'OOl per cent. This is evident from Table IX. The international

ohms, constructed at the Phya-Tech. Reichsanstalt, have indirectly l>een compared
with those constructed at the National Physical Laboratory. In the Report of the

British Association (Section A) for 1903, the ratio of the unit of resistance employed
at the Phya-Tech. Reichsanstalt to that of the National Physical Laboratory is

discussed. A table of measurements of certain manganin coils, ranging from 0*1 ohm
to 10,000 ohms, is given. These measurements were made partly at the Reichsanstalt

(the corresponding values l>eing international ohms), and in part at Teddington (the

values, presumably, l>eing expressed in terms of the absolute ohm [10
9 C.G.S. units]).

For the sake of completeness, the table is given here :

TABLE XVI. Results of Measurements of Various Coils at the Reichsaustalt

and at the National Physical Laboratory, March, l'J03.

Coil No.
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It is evident from these observations that a difference of '01 O
v per cent, exists ; or,

to express the difference fully,

Resistance of Reichsanstalt unit Resistance of N.P.L. unit = : '00010
t
ohm.

The eleven mercury standards constructed show that

Resistance of international ohm Resistance of N.P.L. unit = '000085 ohm.

Hence

Resistance of unit employed at the"! r Resistance of unit employed at the

Reichsanstalt as 1 international > < National Physical Laboratory as

ohm I I international ohm

= 'OOOOlg ohm.

So that an approximate difference of two parts in one hundred thousand exists

between the units derived at the two laboratories.

Assuming that all the changes in the B.A. coils have been rightly interpreted, and

that the correct ratio of the B.A. unit to the absolute ohm was fixed upon (see p. 1 15),

then for N.P.L. unit absolute ohm may be written. Hence, from the observations at

Teddington,

Resistance of international unit Resistance of absolute unit = '000085 ohm.

In other words, the absolute ohm is represented by a column of mercury 106 '292

centims. long, of 14'4510 grammes mass, at a temperature of 0'0 C.

The ratio of the B.A. unit to the absolute ohm was, however, fixed to '01 per cent,

only, so that the above figures merely indicate the order of the difference. The relation

of the two units is, however, of interest ;
more especially so, since it will shortly be

possible to again determine the coils in absolute measure.

A comparison with the results obtained by Dr. GLAZEBROOK ('
Phil. Trans.,' A,

1888) for the specific resistance of mercury is also possible.

The specific resistance was determined in terms of the B.A. unit, the coils employed

being those known as Flat, F, G, and H, and belonging to the Association. These

four coils are now in the possession of the National Physical Laboratory, and although

considerable changes in the values of the coils have manifested themselves since 1888,

there is much evidence for the belief that the variations have been successfully

interpreted ('B.A. Report,' Southport, 1903).

If it be assumed that the ratio of the B.A. unit to the absohite ohm is known, these

coils enable absolute measurements of resistance to be made. On such an assumption,

the resistances of the mercury standards dealt with in this paper have been deter-

mined. Similarly (but assuming a different ratio) Dr. GLAZEBROOK estimated the

specific resistance of mercury in absolute measure. If the changes in value of the
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'Mils h;ive Keen correctly noted, then tin- two results should IM- in perfect agreement
within the limits of the errors of observation. ( Vrlain correct ions have, of course, to

be made.

The final result of Dr. GLAZEHROOK'H investigation was that a column of mercury,
1 metre long and 1 sq. millim. in cross-section, had a resistance at C. equal to

0-95352 B.A. unit; or, to put it differently, the length of a column of mercury of

the same cross-section as before, and at the same temperature, having a resistance of

I B.A. unit, was 104'87 5 centims. The nuiiil>er OD8667 was adopted as the ratio

of the B.A. unit to the absolute ohm. This number is the mean of several deter-

minations made by Lord RAYLEIUH and Dr. GLAZEBROOK at the Cavendish Laboratory,

Cambridge. The length of the mercury column representing the ohm was thus

calculated to be 106'29
1
centims.

In order to compare the above result with that contained in this paper, several

corrections have been introduced.

Correction (1). The number adopted at the present time as representing the ratio

of the B.A. unit to the absolute ohm is not that employed by Dr. GLAZEBROOK in

1888. The history of the change is contained in the reports of the British Association

for 1890, 1891, and 1892. The British Association Committee in 1890 discussed the

results of a number of investigations dealing with the subject. The decision finally

arrived at was, that for practical purposes the resistance of a column of mercury,
106-3 centims. long, 1 sq. millim. in cross-section, and at a temperature of C., was

sufficiently near to the absolute ohm ; also, that the number 0'9866 best expressed the

ratio of the B.A. unit to the ohm. This number was adopted, and at the present
time is still adhered to. In order to evaluate differences, the ratio has furthermore

been assumed as equal to '98660.

If this number correctly expresses the ratio, then the length of the mercury column

having a resistance of 1 ohm, as calculated from Dr. GLAZEBROOK'S observations, is

106 '29, centims.

Correction (2). The whole of the measurements in 1888 were made by the Carey
Foster bridge, the mercury tubes being immersed in ice. The observations recorded

on p. 105 of this report show that resistances so evaluated are liable to be greater than

the true resistance at C. Dr. GLAZEBROOK noted the temperatures of the end

vessels when making comparisons ; the average temperature was 1 '3 C. A correc-

tion of -004 per cent, may therefore be safely applied. The length thus corrected

is 106'302 centims.

Correction (3). Shortly previous to the observations in 1888 some change took

place in the standard coils already referred to. The coil
" Flat

"
was found to have

fallen '01 per cent, in value relatively to the other coils. At the time the justified

assumption was that Flat had changed, and that the others had remained constant.

The value of Flat was therefore taken as '01 per cent, lower than usual (p. 355,
'

Phil.

Trans.,' A, 1888). Intel comparisons in succeeding years rather negative this view of

Q 2
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the change. The observations
(;i large number of coils weiv employed) show that the

three coils assumed to be constant are liable to considerable fluctuations in value,

while Flat appears to be a remarkably constant coil ; this is shown in the '

B. A.

Report' for 1903. Consequently, the values assigned to the resistances in 1888 were

probably too small by O'Ol per cent. Correcting for this, the length of the mercury
column becomes 106 '29 centims. (the probable error of the investigation being

0'004 per cent., the third decimal figure has been discarded). The value given on

p. 114 is 106'292 centims. ; thus the two results are identical to O'Ol per cent.

The definitions of the mercury column representing the ohm are different in the

two cases. In 1888 the definition necessitated a knowledge of the density of

mercury, while at the present time it is in terms of a length and a mass. The value

taken by Dr. GLAZEBROOK for the density of mercury at C. was 13 '5957 grammes

per cubic centimetre ; the difference in the two definitions is therefore small, being

equal to one part in one hundred thousand. The identity of the results to O'Ol per
cent, is not therefore affected.

Constancy of Mercury Standards.

Some information respecting the stability of the tubes may be gleaned from ice-

point determinations of thermometers. The permanency of the mercury resistances

depends entirely on the freedom of the glass from strain, or, if in a strained condition,

the maintenance of that strain. Now the walls of a mercury tube are much thicker

than the walls of a thermometer bulb. Probably, therefore, complete recovery from

strain will be more difficult in the former case than the latter. On the other hand,

the distorting forces to which a thermometer bulb is subject are much greater and

more variable than those acting on a mercury standard. Under similar conditions,

therefore, a mercury tube is probably not more liable to change than the bulb of a

thermometer ; also, the condition of a tube when a measurement of its resistance is

being made is very similar to that of a thermometer which has been raised to the

steam-point shortly before an observation of its zero. The constancy of such zero

readings should therefore be comparable with the constancy of the resistance measure-

ments. In the case of well-annealed Verre dur thermometers, Dr. J. A. HARKER,
of the Thermometric Department of the Laboratory, assures the writer that the

difference between such zero readings, spread over a considerable number of years,

will not average, in the general case, more than a few hundredths of a degree centi-

grade. Since a change of 0'1 C. corresponds to an alteration in the capacity of the

bulb of 0'002 per cent., changes of considerable magnitude in the standards of

resistance are not anticipated.

The constancy of the mercury standards of the Phys.-Tech. Reichsanstalt is shown

in vol. iv.,
'

Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen der Phys.-Tech. Reichsanstalt.' The
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\\cir i-oastructed in 1890 and 18!K5, ami m> variation ao graftt a> 0*001 j>er

cent, has up to the present (1903) l)een detected.

The whole of the observations connected with this investigation have been carried

out at the National Physical Laboratory. As before stated, the work was first

initiated by the Director in 1900, and the course followed is such as to preserve

continuity with the past researches of the British Association. To the Director the

author has to express liis great indebtedness iu ;ill departments of the work. To his

colleague, Mr. B. F. E. KEELING, the success of the linear measurements is entirely

due, while the various members of the staff are thanked for their kindly interest and

,ulvice.

APPENDIX I.

Explanation of the Calibration Curves and Tables in Appendix.

All the calibration curves are plotted to approximately the same scale, the ordinate

represented by the side of one square l>eing equivalent to a change in cross-section of

very nearly 0'5 per cent. The more correct scale is given in the following table.

For each standard there is also given the distance from the etched mark to that end

of the tube nearer to the mark. This distance is required lx>th for the evaluation of

p! and for the calculation of the mean cross-sections of different portions of the tube.

See Table III.

TABLE XVII.
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Throughout the whole of the observations on anyone tu)>e the mass of the mercury
thread employed was constant. The observations were therefore combined and a

sixth value of pf calculated, the formula employed l>eing

Since the number of observations in this latter case is five times as great as those

of each previous calculation, the proba'ble error is less. This value of
p.'

has therefore

been used in the various calculations (see column 4, Table XVIII.).

The calibration data for the standard W are given in full in Table XIX. Owing
to the large amount of space similar tables for the remaining tubes would occupy, they

are omitted.

In Table XIX. the lengths X of the 5-centim. threads are recorded in the order of

measurement. These lengths are the sum of those measured from the bases of the

menisci, and the equivalent lengths of the menisci. The first column indicates the

mean position of the thread. While it is unnecessary to evaluate X to more than

three decimal places, it may not be out of place to mention that the reciprocals must

be taken to seven or eight places.

In Table XVIII. the mean value of p.", the conical correction for the 5-centim.

lengths, is given in column 5, and finally the product pfp."
=

p..
Thus the complete

correction for conicality is obtained.

Calibration Curves.

In these, the extremities of the standard are indicated by a change in the thickness

of the curve, while the position of the etched mark is indicated by a short vertical

line lettered M. In each case the mean line of the standard portion of the curve is

coincident with the line representing unit cross-section.
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I \UI.K XVII I. Giving the Values of //, /*", and p.,
for the various Standard Tubes.

The Method of Evaluation is explained in the Introduction to the Appendix.

Mercury
standard.
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TABLE XIX. Mercury Standard W. Jena Glass 16'".

The position of the mercury thread is stated relatively to a mark etched on the tube.

The tube has been cut at the distances 8 '95 and + 66'97 centims.

from the mark.

Mean
position

of
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IT was shown by FARADAY in 1831 that an electromotive force is induced in a

conductor moving in a magnetic tield so as to cut the lines of magnetic force. The

object of the experiments described in the present paper was to see if a similar effect

exists in a dielectric when it moves in a magnetic field, and to measure the amount

of the effect if it were found to exist.

According to MAXWKLL'S electnxlynamic theory, as developed by H. A. LORENTZ

and by LARMOR, such an electromotive force should be produced in a dielectric, and

should be equal to the electromotive force in a conductor multiplied by the factor

1 K" 1

, where K is the specific inductive capacity of the dielectric.

It appears, from the experiments described below, that the effect in question does

exist, and is very nearly of the amount predicted by the theory. The experiments,

therefore, may be regarded as a confirmation of the theory in question.

The paper is divided into the following parts :

(1) Theory of the experiment; (2) description of apjwratus ; (3) method of

experimenting and results obtained ; (4) comparison of the results with

theory ; (5) summary of results and conclusion.

(1.) Theory of tfif Experiment.

In FARADAY'S original experiment a metal disk was placed in a magnetic field

perpendicular to the plane of the disk, and the axle of the disk and its circumference

were connected by sliding contacts to a galvanometer. When the disk was rotated, a

current passed through the galvanometer, showing that an electromotive force was

induced in the disk by its motion in the magnetic field.

The method I have used is very analogous to that employed by FARADAY. A
hollow cylinder of dielectric is rotated about its axis in a magnetic field parallel to

the axis of the cylinder, and the inside and outside surfaces of the cylinder are

VOL. rciv. A 374. R 27.10.04
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connected through sliding contacts to a quadrant electrometer. On reversing the

direction of the magnetic field, a deflection of the electrometer needle is obtained.

showing that an electric displacement has been produced in the cylinder.

The inside and outside surfaces of the cylinder are provided with thin metal

coatings, and a sliding contact on the outside coating is connected to one pair of

quadrants of the electrometer, while the inside coating is connected to the other pair

of quadrants and to earth. Let r.2 be the radius of the outside surface of the

cylinder, and r
}
that of the inside surface. Let the number of revolutions per

second be 11, and the magnetic force parallel to the axis of the cylinder be H. Then,

if the cylinder were a conductor, the difference of potential V between the two

surfaces would be given by the equation

V = nw (r2
2 -

r,
2
) H,

since V would be equal to the electromotive force induced in the cylinder. When
the cylinder is composed of a dielectric of specific inductive capacity K, then,

according to the electrodynamic theory of LORKNTZ and LARMOR, the electromotive

force E induced in the cylinder will be given by the equation

Suppose that the two coatings of the cylinder are initially at zero potential, and that

it is then set rotating in a magnetic field parallel to its axis. Let V be the resulting

potential of the outside coating, the inside being permanently connected to earth.

The electromotive force E will produce a charge on the inner surface of the outside

coating, and an equal and opposite free* charge on the outside surface of the coating,

which will distribute itself over the connecting wire and- insulated pair of quadrants
of the electrometer.

We have now to consider the electrostatic induction across the dielectric mass

moving through the ether, say, with velocity (f, 77, )
in a magnetic field (a, /6, y).

By FARADAY'S principles the motion leads to electric force (rjy g/S, g-y, f/3 rja)

in addition to that arising from electrostatic distribution ;
as the distribution of

current is here steady, it does not contribute.

On the principle of the theory of electrons, this part of the force, depending on

the velocity of motion, acts on the electrons of the moving dielectric only, thus

contributing to its polarisation (/', g', h'), but does not contribute to the ethereal

electric displacement (/, g, h}. Thus, with electrostatic units,

^ _
W)> where /= F,

with two other similar equations. We may take these equations to represent the radial

components, here the only ones. Now the total electric displacement of MAXWELL,

represented here by / + ./',
is circuital, so that (/+/') 2irr, its amount per unit
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I 'iigth measured axially across a concentric cylinder of radius r, is the same for all

values of r ; it is equal to Q, the charge per unit length with changed sign on

the inner face of the outside coating of the cylindrical condenser. Moreover, F" is

here dV/dr, where V is the potential of the electrostatic distribution because it is

a steady one. Thus, ft being the number of revolutions per second in the axial

magnetic field H,

_ Q =
*

["- 27rr
rf

.

V + (\
-

47T |_ ar

Integrating this equation from r =
/-,

to / = r
t we get

-
log = -

(V,
-

V,) + l - H (r/ - r,').

Let C lie the capacity, Iwtween the two coatings, of unit length of the cylinder, also

let V2 V, = V, and E = (1 K~') irH(r8
*

r,
2
) ; then this equation becomes

- Q/C =: - V + E.

Now, if the capacity of the connected apparatus, consisting of the outside surface

of the outside coating together with the connecting wires and electrometer, is C', and

if we now let Q and C each apply to the whole length of the actual cylinder, we
have Q/C = V + E

; and V = Q/C', as the total charge of the system is zero ;

so that, eliminating Q. we get E = V (C 4- C^C.
This equation will l>e true for the actual cylinder of finite length if C is taken to

be the actual capacity between the outside and inside coatings, which of course will

K/
be a little greater than -

, where / is the length of the cylinder.
2 log rj/r,

Suppose now that a quantity of electricity, q, given to the whole insulated system

produces a rise of potential ?',.so that v = q/(C 4- C'), then multiplying the equation
E = V (C + C')/C by this, we get E = V/r . q/C. If the electrometer deflection due

to V is D, and that due to v is d, this equation may be written E = D/d . ///C.

Thus E can be determined in terms of the two deflections of the electrometer, the

known charge, and the capacity between the outside and inside coatings of the

cylinder. It has been assumed in the above discussion of the theory of the

experiment that the magnetic force is everywhere parallel to the axis of the rotating

cylinder. In the actual experiments this was only approximately the case. The

necessary corrections on this account are considered in Section 4.

(2.) Description of Apparatits.

A Government Grant from the Royal Society of 36 was obtained in 1903 to cover

the cost of apparatus for the experiment. The apparatus used was originally made by
W. G. PYE & Co., of Cambridge, but it was afterwards modified in detail by the

mechanics of the Cavendish Lalmratory workshop.
K 2
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The apparatus was first set up in October, 1903, and the existence of the effect

was almost immediately discovered. Various disturbing causes prevented accurate

measurements being made, but these were ultimately nearly got rid of by suitable

modifications of the apparatus. The apparatus described below is the final form
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magnetic field could not affect the potential of the outside coating (/C of the ebonite

cylinder.

The magnetic field was produced by a solenoid 16 centims. long, 5';} centims.

inside, and 15 centims. outside diameter, having 95'5 turns per centim. The axle

was supported by hard-steel cones, on which it turned, which were carried by a

heavy cast-steel mounting. Fig. 2 shows the mounting of the cylinder and solenoid

drawn to scale, and fig. 3 is a vertical section perpendicular to the axis of the

cylinder.

Fig. 3. A, phosphor bronze axle
; BB, elwnite cylinder; KF, brushes ; \V\V, water jacket ;

SS, solenoid
; CC, steel base. Dotted linu =

pillar supporting Injuring.

The steel cones were bored through as shown, and connected to an oil reservoir

(see fig. 4) about 2 feet above the level of the bearings. Oil was thus supplied

under pressure at the axis of the bearings, and the lubrication was so good that even

when running continuously at 200 revolutions per second the bearing! did not

get hot.

The sliding contact or brush at E, tig. 2, was supported by a brass rod carried at

each end by ebonite plates screwed to the frame of the solenoid. The rod could

rotate freelv in holes in the ebonite, and at K' a small lever was attached to it, the
w

weight of which kept the brush pressed against the rotating cylinder. The brush

was formed of about 15 thin brass wires soldered side by side at right angles to the

brass rod.

A similar brush arrangement at K, fig. 2, was carried by a brass tube passing

through the ebonite plate K', and was kept pressed against the rotating tube by a

small lever at K', pulled down by a spiral spring.
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The end JJ of the solenoid was closed by two semi-circular brass plates screwed on

as shown. These served to screen off electrostatic effects due to the driving belt

charging up. The inside surface of the solenoid was kept cool by means of the water

jacket WWWW, through which a rapid stream of tap water was always kept

flowing when the apparatus was in use. The water was made to flow in a spiral

path round the solenoid by means of a spiral partition inside the jacket.

The solenoid was wound on a brass bobbin in two sections, and the windings were

carefully insulated from the bobbin. A current of 15 amperes could be passed for

some time through the solenoid, using a P.D. of about 50 volts, without undue

heating.

The cylinder was driven by a leather belt 2 centims. wide and -
:5 centim. thick,

with a very well made splice. The belt was driven by a half horse-power continuous,

current motor which ran at about 1450 revolutions per minute with 50 volts. Three

driving pulleys were used, 10 inches, 5 inches, and 2^ inches respectively in diameter.

The pulley on the cylinder shaft was l inches in diameter, so that speeds of about

11,600, 5800 and 2900 revolutions per minute could be obtained.

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig. 4. The number of revolutions

P n

B

M

Fig. 4. AA, tubes taking oil to hearings ; BBB, driving belt
; CCC, metal screen round insulated wire ;

E, quadrant electrometer; M, i-H.P. motor; 0, oil reservoir; PP, motor pulley; SS, solenoid;

T, electrometer table
; WW, insulated wire ; Y, mercury cup ; Z, guard-ring condenser.

made by the cylinder could be registered on a small speed counter. A brass disk

FF (fig. I), having a screw thread cut on its circumference, was screwed on to the

driving pulley. The screw thread geared into a cog-wheel with 100 teeth carried on

the axle of a ' Veeder
'

revolution counter, indicating from to 99,999 revolutions.
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The speed counter was supported on a steel rod, so that it could be slipped up and

down into position, and oil was supplied to the screw thread through a pipe leading
to the oil reservoir. The numher registered hy the revolution counter in al>out

2 minutes was usually taken when determining the speed. It was found that the

speed olwerved agreed very nearly with that deduced from the speed of the motor

and size of the pulleys, and also that the speed remained very constant for long
intervals of time. In fact, no appreciable variation of the speed ever occurred

during any of the experiments, the results of which are recorded in this paper.

The motor and solenoid were run from two different sets of cells, so that varying the

current in the solenoid did not affect the voltage on the motor. This latter voltage
was always indicated hy a Weston voltmeter, so that if any change in it occurred, it

was at once known that something was wrong. The current through the solenoid

was measured by a very good Weston ammeter, which read from to 20 amperes,
and it could be reversed by means of a mercury-cup commutator.

The motor and ^the apparatus described were screwed down to a large wooden

board, which was supported on a stone slab in the Cavendish Laboratory. Heavy
weights were placed on the board, and the apparatus was very steady, even when

running at 200 revolutions per second.

It remains now to descril)e the quadrant electrometer and its connections, and the

arrangement used for determining its sensibility. The quadrant electrometer used

was of the Dolezalek type.* It was placed on a separate table standing on the

floor, and was not affected at all by the vibrations set up by the rotating cylinder.
The quadrants were supported by

" amberoid
"

pillars, which were found to insulate

very well. The needle was suspended by a quartz fibre, and was charged by

touching it with a wire connected to one pole of a battery of secondary cells, the

other pole of which was connected to the case and quadrants of the electrometer.

A. concave mirror 7 millims. in diameter was attached to the needle, and the

deflection of the needle was observed by means of the image of an incandescent

lamp filament, formed by this mirror on a millim. scale, distant 2 metres from the

electrometer. The image was $ millim. wide and perfectly sharply defined. Its

position could be easily read to millim. The loss of charge by the needle through
the surrounding air and the quartz fibre diminished the sensibility of the electro-

meter for potential difference about 50 j)er cent, in 24 hours. The needle was

usually charged up to a jwtential of 40 volts, at which potential the sensibility for

quantity of electricity was a maximum.

During the course of a series of measurements the sensibility of the electrometer,

for quantity of
electricity, was measured from time to time, but the variations were

inappreciable, owing to the very slow rate at which the sensibility of the electro-

meter, for quantity, varied with the jxitential of the needle when the sensibility foi

quantity was near its maximum value. The torsion of the quartz fibre used was just
*

DOI.KX.AI.KK, 'Zeite. fur Instrument.,' December, 1901.
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small enough to make the electrometer needle
" dead-beat

"
when at the maximum

sensibility for quantity. The damping of the needle was done by the air inside the

quadrants.

One pair of the quadrants was always connected to the case and to earth, while

the other pair was connected, by a wire about 2 feet long, to the brush which made

contact with the outside coating of the ebonite cylinder. This wire was completely

enclosed in metal tubes, which, together with the electrometer case, the metal bobbin

of the solenoid and the inner coating of the ebonite cylinder, formed a complete

metallic screen, all connected together and to earth, surrounding the insulated parts

of the apparatus. Outside electric disturbances had no effect whatever on the

electrometer needle. For example, reversing the current through the solenoid was

repeatedly proved to produce no deflection of the electrometer needle when the

cylinder was not rotating. Also running the motor had no effect on the electro-

meter.

The wire WW (fig. 4) leading from the brush to the electrometer was supported

by a sealing-wax rod and by an arrangement which was used to determine the

electrometer sensibility for quantity. This consisted o? a small circular parallel plate

guard-ring condenser, ZZ. The plates of this condenser were held 2 '00 centims.

apart by three ebonite pillars, and the lower plate and guard ring were each 13
-

centims.

in diameter. The hole in the guard ring was 3 '05 centims. in diameter and the

condenser plate 2'95 centims. in diameter. The plates were all made of brass

0'5 centim. thick, and were turned up truly plane. The condenser plate was sup-

ported by a disk of ebonite screwed down on the guard ring, and it carried a rod, on

the top of which was a mercury cup, Y (fig. 4). The wire WW was supported

by this rod. A brass rod could be let down into the mercury cup when it was

desired to connect the insulated parts of the apparatus to the metallic screen

surrounding them. This rod was soldered to a wire spring, the other end of which

was soldered to the tube containing the wire WW.
The larger plate of the condenser was connected with a commutator, by means of

which it could be either connected to earth or charged up by means of a battery of

small secondary cells.

To determine the sensibility of the electrometer for quantity the insulated parts

were first earthed and the larger plate of the condenser charged to a potential

of V volts. A quantity of electricity , q(g = C V/300 electrostatic units, where C is the

capacity of the guard-ring condenser), was thus induced on the small condenser plate.

The rod at Y was then raised and the electrometer scale reading noted. The larger

plate of the condenser was then earthed, so setting free the quantity of electricity q

on the insulated parts of the apparatus. The resulting deflection was then read oft'

and was taken to be the deflection due to the quantity of electricity </.
It was

verified carefully that the deflection was proportional to q.

The sensibility of the electrometer for potential difference was measured when
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required by means of a potentiometer consisting of 100 resistance coils, each of

100 ohms resistance. A known P.D. was applied to the 100 coils in series and the

deflection due to the P.D. on one or two of the coils measured.

(3.) Method of Experimenting and Results.

The method of performing an experiment was very simple. The motor was started

and the water set running through the water-jacket and the rate of revolution

measured. The electrometer quadrants and outside coating of the rotating cylinder

were then insulated hy pulling up the rod out of the mercury cup. The scale reading

of the electrometer was then observed, and, if it remained steady, a current was passed

through the solenoid and the resulting deflection noted. The current was then

reversed several times and the corresponding deflections measured. The rate of

revolution was measured again and then the motor stopped and the sensibility of the

electrometer for quantity tested.

The difficulty in making these observations was that the index of the electrometer

often did not remain steady, but wandered about in a more or less irregular manner.

The adoption of the water-jacket effected a great improvement in this respect, but

the chief point to be attended to in order to get the index steady was found to be

the adjustment of the sliding contacts. In the first place it was found necessary to

have the surfaces on which the brushes pressed turned true very carefully, and the

bearings adjusted, so that there was no shaking when running. The trueness of

these surfaces was tested as follows : the end of the lever attached to the rod

carrying one of the brushes was observed with a low-power microscope and the

cylinder slowly rotated. If the surface was not true or the bearings loose, the lever

moved up and down. The Wirings were adjusted and the cylinder repeatedly

re-turned until the levers remained steady on rotating slowly.

Another thing which required careful adjustment was the pressure of the brushes

on the moving surfaces. If the pressure was too great the surfaces got hot and a

pyroelectric effect was produced which caused a continual drift of the electrometer

index. In the earlier experiments the outside surface of the ebonite was coated with

graphite to form a conducting coating. But after running a few minutes the graphite

got rubbed off and the ebonite under the brush caught fire. A metallic coating

therefore had to be used to conduct away the heat generated by the friction.

If the brushes were not sufficiently tightly pressed down the index also drifted

continually, but in the opposite direction to the drift which appeared to be due to

heating. The drift, when the brushes were not sufficiently tightly pressed down,

was especially rapid when the surfaces were not true or the bearings loose. The

cause of this drift is not certain, but it seems probable that it was due to the brush

jumping on and off the surface and to particles of matter being torn off at each

impact and carrying a charge away with them. This theory was confirmed by
VOL. cciv. A. s
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putting oil on the brushes, which was thrown off hy the centrifugal force and caused

a very rapid drift in the same direction as that obtained when the brushes \\riv not

pressed down enough. By carefully adjusting the bearings and brushes the index

was got to remain very fairly steady on a number of occasions and the measurements

recorded below were obtained. The pressure of the brushes was adjusted by hanging

small weights on the levers.

If the index was drifting slowly at a uniform rate, then measurements could still

be made by taking the deflection first in one direction and then in the other, and

taking the mean of the two as being the true deflection. Measurements got in this

way agreed with those obtained when the index was steady, but the measurements

given in the table below were obtained with the index very nearly steady, so that the

deflections were nearly the same in either direction.

For example, on one occasion a current of 7 '5 amperes on reversing gave a deflection

of 13 '8 millims. one way and 13'0 millims. the other way. The index then began to

drift and the deflections became 25'0 millims. one way and 2 '5 millims. the other way.

The mean of the first pair is 13 '4 millims. and that of the second pair 13 '7 millims.

On several occasions the index remained almost steady for some minutes and it was

verified very carefully that the deflection on reversing the current was a permanent

one and not merely a throw. The variation of the scale reading with the time on one

occasion is shown in fig. 5. The magnetic field was put on at A, reversed at B and C,

eoo

and taken off at D. It will be seen that between B and C a change in the zero

occurred which is indicated approximately by the dotted line. This diagram (fig. 5)

indicates the sort of results that could usually be obtained when the apparatus was

working fairly well. But, as already mentioned, on several occasions the index

remained quite steady for some minutes, and many of the results recorded below were

obtained on one or another of these occasions.
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The following table gives the results obtained with various magnetic fields and

rates of revolution.

.
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(4.) Comparison of the Results Obtained until the Theory.

In section (1) we obtained an expression for the electromotive force (E) in the

ebonite, which was E = V (C -f- C')/C. Now V (C + C') is the quantity of electricity

required to produce a deflection equal to that due to E, so that, supposing that Q is

all produced by E, we get, theoretically, Q = EC.

Now E = (1 K"1

)
TraH (r2

2
rj

2
),

so that E should be proportional to n and H ;

and H is proportional to C, so that, theoretically, Q should vary as Cn in agreement
with the results obtained.

The direction of E should be theoretically the same as the induced electromotive

force in a conductor moving in a magnetic field. It was verified repeatedly when

doing the experiments that the sign of the charge indicated by the observed

deflections was the same as would have been obtained if the rotating cylinder had

been a conductor. The results obtained are therefore in complete agreement with

the theory, as regards the direction of the effect and its variation with the magnetic
field and rate of revolution.

To complete the comparison of the results with the theory, it is necessary to

calculate the magnitude of the effect which ought to be obtained according to the

theory with the apparatus used. The simple formula E = TTH (1 K" 1

)
H (r2

2
r^}

cannot be used for this purpose, because in the actual apparatus H was not uniform,

owing to the finite length of the solenoid. Further, the induced electromotive forces

in the conducting coatings of the cylinder have to be calculated, and the small effects

due to them added to the effect due to the electromotive force in the ebonite to

obtain the full theoretical value of the observed effect. The quantities to be

determined are therefore : (l) the capacity C of the ebonite cylinder; (2) the specific

inductive capacity of the ebonite
;
and (3) the distribution of the magnetic field due

to the solenoid in the region occupied by the cylinder. The determination of (1) and

(2) will first be described.

To determine the capacity between the inside and outside coatings of the cylinder,

the inside coating was connected through a commutator to a potentiometer, so that

it could be charged up when required to a known potential. The outside coating was

first connected to earth and then the inside coating charged up. The outside coating

was then insulated and the inside coating put to earth. The resulting deflection of

the electrometer gave the charge induced on the outside coating in terms of the

electrometer sensibility, as determined by means of the small guard-ring condenser.

The deflection due to charging the inside coating to 0'400 volt on one occasion was

185 millims. The electrometer sensibility was then -000184 electrostatic unit per

millimetre, so that the capacity required is 300 X 185 X 0'000184 -=- 0'400 = 25'5

centims. The mean of several determinations done during the course of the experi-

ments was 2 5 '4 centims.

To determine the specific inductive capacity of the ebonite, the outside coating was
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cut into three parts and the capacity of the middle part found in the way just

described, using the end parts as guard rings. The electrometer sensibility was

0'000150 electrostatic unit per millimetre, and charging the inside coating to

0'400 volt gave a deflection of 107 millims. The capacity of the middle part was

therefore 12'0 centims. The length between the centres of the two cuts (each

inilliin. wide) in the outside coating was 4'95 centims. The capacity of the

cylinder per unit length was therefore i?B
' = 2'425 centims. Now the capacity per

unit length is - -
; hence K = 2 log 7-g/r, X 2'425, or K = 4'85 log

*
;j

= 3'54.
2 log r2/r,

Tin- value obtained for K dejrends on the time allowed to elapse between dis-

charging the inside coating and reading the electrometer deflection. This is due to

the leaking out of residual charge from the elx>nite. In the experiments on the

effect due to rotating the cylinder in a magnetic field the deflection of the electro-

meter was read as soon as the index came to rest after reversing the field. In

measuring the specific inductive capacity, therefore, the same plan was adopted, so

that the specific inductive capacity obtained corresponds to a time of discharge equal

to the time taken by the electrometer index to move from the zero position to its

new position. The electrometer needle was just dead-beat, so that this time was

fairly constant and was about 15 seconds.

Fig. 6. TT, brass tube
; DD, ebonite disk ; CC', coils.

The variation of the magnetic field along the solenoid was measured by means of

two coils of fine wire wound on an ebonite disk which could be slid along the axis of

the solenoid. The arrangement is shown in fig. 6.

DD is the ebonite disk with coils wound on it at C and C". The disk was attached
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as shown to a brass tube TT, through which the wires leading to the coils were

brought out. The coil C consisted of a single layer of fine silk-covered wire having
9 turns, and its mean diameter was 4 '28 centhns. The ends of the wire were

twisted together and connected to an Ayrton-Mather ballistic galvanometer. The

coil C' was similar to C, and its mean diameter was 2'01 centims. The deflection of

the galvanometer coil, due to reversing a known current in the solenoid, was deter-

mined for each of the coils C and C' at a series of positions along the axis of the

solenoid. The coils C and C' were then put at the centre of a solenoid, 50 centims.

long and 5 '4 centims. in diameter, consisting of a single layer of wire, with 4 '37 5

turns per centimetre, wound on a brass tube. Known currents were then reversed

in this long solenoid and the galvanometer deflections with the coils
1 C and C'

measured. The current was passed along the brass tube to neutralize the field due

to the component of the current along the solenoid. The field strength at the centre

of this solenoid was calculated, and so the sensibility of the galvanometer with each

of the coils C and C' was obtained. The magnetic field due to the solenoid used to

produce the field in which the cylinder was rotated was found to be proportional to

the current through it throughout the region occupied by the cylinder. The following

table gives the results obtained for the change in the mean field strength due to

reversing one ampere for each of the coils C and C' :

Distance of coil, from end
of cylinder near the pulley,

in centimetres.
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Tlie mean induction through the outside coating is ir (r.,
:

r.f) 200 = 132, where r, is

the radius of the outside coating. Here 2r3 = 4 '25, 2r., = 4'15 and 2r, = 2'01 centims.

The quantity which has heen determined experimentally is the charge which, when

given to the outside coating, will produce a deflection equal to that observed on

reversing the magnetic field. Now, if l>oth the brushes were connected to earth, the

charge induced on the outside contiu^ would In? equal and opposite to this charge which

has been determined. This follows at once from the equation EC = V (C -f- ('') Q,

l>ecausi i when lx>th surfaces of the cylinder are at zero potential the induced charge

is evidently EC, E heing understood just now to include the induced electromotive

forces in the coatings as well as the induced electromotive force in the ehonite.

The brush on the outside surface was at the centre of the cylinder, where the

Held strength is 206. Consequently the outside surface of the cylinder had a

mean potential, Cn (206 200) TIT.,-
=

-f- 85 Cn electromagnetic units below that of

the brush. The mean potential of the inside surface of the outside coating was

therefore -{- (132 -f 85) On = +217 Cn electromagnetic units below the brash. The

field at the brush on the inside coating was 196, so that the mean potential of the

inside coating was Cn (199'4 196)flT,
2=ll Cn electromagnetic units above that of the

brush. The capacity between the inside and outside surfaces was 25 '4 centims., and

that l)etween the outside sxirface and the surrounding tube 24 centims. Consequently
the charges induced on the outside coating, when both brushes were earthed, were

'

Q'" = Cn (217 + 1 1) 25-4/3 X 10 10 electrostatic units

on the inside surface, due to the electromotive forces in the coatings.

Q" = Cn (+ 85) 24/3 X 10 l electrostatic units

on the outside surface, due to the electromotive force in the outside coating, and

Q' = (1
-- K- 1

) Cn (2067 X 25'4)/3 X 10 l electrostatic units

on the inside surface, due to the electromotive force in the ebonite. These equations

give, since K = 3 '54,

Q'= 12-58 X 10~ 7 Cn, Q"=0'68 X 10~ 7 Cn, Q'"= 1 '93 X 10~ 7 Cn electrostatic unit.

Thus the total charge on the outside coating was 15'19 X 10~ 7 Cn, and this should

be equal to Q, which was found experimentally to be 15'35 X 10~ 7 Cn electrostatic

unit. It thus appears that the charge, as calculated by the theory, agrees with

that found within the limits of experimental error. The difference between the

effect calculated and the mean effect found is only 1 per cent. Subtracting Q" and Q'"

from the effect found we get 1274 X 10~ 7 Cn electrostatic unit, which may be

regarded as the experimental value of the effect due to the etanite alone. The

corrections Q" and Q'" though somewhat large are not open to any doubt, because
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the induced electromotive force in a conductor when moving in a magnetic field is

accurately known.

The equation Q' = 2067 X 25-4
X (I K l

)
Cn can be used to calculate K from

3 X 10 10

the experimentally-found value for Q'. It gives K = 3 '68, which is 4 per cent,

greater than the value found by measuring the capacity of the cylinder.

The following table contains a comparison of the observed deflections with those

calculated by means of the theoretical formula 15'19 X 10~ 7 Cn = Q = 8r//S, where 8

is the deflection due to the effect, and S the electrometer deflection due to a charge q.

n.
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The results obtained are consequently in complete agreement with MAXWELL'S

electromagnetic theory, as developed by H. A. LORKNTZ and LARMOR.

According to HKRTZ'S form of MAXWKLL'S theory the induced electromotive force

in a dielectric is equal to that in a conductor. The experiment descril>ed may

consequently l)e i-egarded as a crucial exj>eriment deciding in favour of LORKXTZ and

LARMOR'S theory and against HKRTX'S theory.

In conclusion, 1 wish to say that I am indebted to Professor LARMOR for valuable

advice and help with regard tx> the theory of the experiment. My best thanks are

also due to Professor J. J. THOMSON for his never failing encouragement and valuable

suggestions given throughout the course of the work, which was done in the Cavendish

Laboratory.

Vol.. (VI V. - A.
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[PLATE 4.]

IN the course of a photometrical investigation of flames, which had l>een coloured by

injecting the spray from saline solutions into the gas to be burnt, M. GOUY discovered,

in the spectra of the flames, several new lines belonging to the metals contained in

the solution.* Instead of appearing throughout the whole flame, as did the previously

known lines, these new lines were only emitted in the vicinity of the blue inner

cone the origin of the Swan spectrum. The observations of M. GOUY were limited

to the examination of certain lines of the visible portion of the spectrum, and, with

the advice of Professor SCHUSTER and under his direction, I have taken up this study

with the object of extending it, by means of photography, to the ultra-violet portion

of the spectrum and also of detecting lines which are too feeble to be visible to

the eye.

I. METHOD OF PRODUCING THE FLAME.

The method employed for the production of the flame is, in short, that which has

been introduced by M. GOUY, and described by him in his memoir, to which reference

should be made for a more detailed description. The very slight modifications which

have been made in the apparatus of this scientist are due to the necessity of having
an arrangement which should be as automatic as possible during the eight hours

which were often found necessary for the photographic exposures. These modifications,

however, have an important bearing upon the success of the experiments.

Iteferring to the diagram, A is a glass globe, having three necks at B, (J, and D.

Into the neck at B is fitted the sprayer P, which consists of two concentric tubes,

which have been drawn out together very finely at one end. The inner tube, through
which the liquid is blown, is connected by means of indiarubber tubing to the lower

* ' Ann. ilc- de Chimie et tie Physique,' 5t-h Series, vol. XVIII., 187S).

(375.) T 2 12.11.04
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neck C of the globe A, whilst the outer tube of the sprayer is in communication with

a supply of compressed air. Part of the spray of the liquid falls to the bottom of the

globe A, whilst a much smaller portion is carried away by the stream of air and

passes into the upper glolx? E, where again the largest drops of the liquid fall down.

Communication is established between the globes E and A by means of a vertical

glass tube, in the wall of which there is a circular aperture O. The object of this

aperture is to afford a free passage to the mixture of air and the spray of the solution

in the event of a drop of the liquid, which deposits on the walls of the tube, collecting

at its lower end. One thus avoids all oscillatory movements of the flame due to the

Extremity of the Sprayer
(Full Scale)

Fig. 1.

air forcing its way through the tube intermittently. The drops which do collect at

the end of the tube simply fall back into the globe A when they have become

.sufficiently heavy, and thus do not interfere with the passage of the air and spray

into the globe E. An indiarubber tube then conveys the mixture to one of the

branches of a Y-shaped tube, another branch of which is connected to the coal-gas

supply. The third branch is fitted at G into a wider tube GH, in which the heavier

liquid particles have a further opportunity of settling down. These collect in the

lower portion of the tube, whilst the gaseous mixture passes directly onwan Is

through H to the burner. The burner consists of a horizontal, cylindrical tube of
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copper, perforated with 30 holes, each of about 2 millims. diameter, arranged along a

straight line, jwvrallel to the axis of the tube. In order to avoid any accumulation of

water in the indiarubl)er tul>e which conveys the mixture to the burner, it is advisable

to fix the tul>e GH at a level slightly higher than that of the burner. The mixture

arrives at the burner from the branch K of a three-way glass tube. Any liquid which

may condense here will fall into the closed tube R, the contents of which may be

easily removed.

The flame is really composed of 30 small flames, each of which, by carefully

regulating the supply of gas, may be made to have the same height. Owing to the

transparency of the flames, the total intensity of the light will be considerably

increased in the direction of the length of the burner.

If reference be made to the description which M. Gouv has given of his apparatus,

it will lie noticed that I have suppressed the regulator, which had Ixjen found

necessary when making delicate photometrical measurements. But this accessory

would have made it imperative for the experimenter to Ixj in constant attendance,

and in the present case this was impossible on account of the long exposures which

had to be made. However, the apparatus was found to be very steady in its working,

owing chiefly to the employment of a very constant air supply. In one stage of the

work I used a large gas-holder which had a capacity of 1 cubic metre, and which

could l>e filled with air under a pressure of four atmospheres. At another time a

public supply of compressed air at constant pressure was utilized. All that was

necessary was to adjust the gas supply from time to time in order to keep the flame

at a fixed height. The quantity of air used was altout 1 cubic metre (under

atmospheric pressure) per hour.

Solutions employed. In all cases where this has l>een possible, a solution of the

chloride of the metal to Ixj investigated has l>een used. Only in those cases where

the chloride is but slightly soluble have other solutions l>een found necessary.

However, the particular salt taken is mentioned at the commencement of all the

descriptions of the different spectra examined. The solutions have been made as

strong as possible, but not so strong that the salt has crystallized out during the

working of the apparatus. When crystallization has occurred, a small addition of

warm, distilled water has been sufficient to overcome the inconvenience. The

concentration of the solution is of considerable importance, for upon it depends the

intensity of the lines of the spectrum ; certain of them may even disappear completely
if the solution is too dilute. For instance, the green lithium line 4972, which had

not hitherto been noticed in the flame, becomes extremely bright when a strong
solution of the chloride of this metal is used. Again, an experiment made with the

chloride of calcium showed a very marked difference in the intensity of the lines on

two photographs, obtained under precisely similar conditions, except that in one case

a dilute solution (10 per cent.) and in the other a saturated solution was employed.
It is, alx>ve all, necessary to secure that as much as possible of the spray of the
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solutiun shall reach the flame. The sprayer described by M. GOUY works very well

in this respect ; that is to say, a relatively small quantity of air is able to produce a

sufficiently large amount of spray. In order to ensure this condition, the annular

space between the end of the inner tube and the inner wall of the outer tube should

be made as small as possible.

II. SPECTROSCOPICAL APPARATUS.

Both diffraction grating and prism spectroscopes have been used in this research.

The grating offers a ready means for the direct determination of wave-lengths, and,

moreover, on account of its high resolving power, enables closely adjacent lines to be

easily separated. This is important, since whenever a particular line is built up of several

Fig. -2.

components, it is necessary to determine whicli of these components are present in the

flame. On the other hand, with the grating, a large amount of the incident light is

uselessly spent in the formation of the spectra of different orders. Consequently the

prism spectroscope has been employed for mapping these lines which are too weak to

be detected on the photographs taken with the grating spectroscope.
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(1.) Rowland Grating Spectroscope.

This spectrograph, constructed for Professor SCHUSTER and made to his design hy
the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, is enclosed within a light-tight caw,
the greatest length of which is rather larger than 1 metre. At one end is the

grating, fixed vertically on a platform, which can be moved either in a vertical or in

a horizontal direction by means of three clamping screws. For this purpose the

platform is drilled with three large holes, through which pass the vertical bolts. The
lower ends of these bolts are screwed into a metal plate, which is itself firmly fixed

to the base of the box. Two nuts on each bolt serve to clamp the platform at any
desired height. At the other end of the case there is a dark slide, in which the

photographic film is placed, or in which the eye-piece used in the adjustment of the

grating and for eye observations may be fitted. The eye-piece is held in place by

springs, and may be moved along two grooved iron rails which have been bent to the

requisite curvature. When films are used, they are firmly pressed against these rails

by means of a piece of cui-ved wood, which closes the slide securely.

There are, in addition, two circular openings in the case, corresponding respectively
to the positions to be occupied by the slit, when it is desired to have on the film

either the first-order spectrum or the second-order spectrum in their full extent. A
system of regulating screws, placed near each of these two openings and against
which the tuta carrying the slit is made to bear, allow the exact position of the slit

to be re-found, lx>th as regards possible vertical

displacements and horizontal displacements,
when the slit has to be moved from one aperture
to the other.

The grating itself is a fine Rowland concave

grating of 15,000 lines to the inch, and having
a ruled length of 3 '5 inches. Its radius of

curvature is I metre, and on the films used a

length of 1 millim. corresponds to a difference

of wave-length of about 16 '8 Angstrom units.

Adjitstment of the Orating. As is well

known, the series of images of the slit formed

by diffraction will all lie on a cylindrical
surface to which the slit and the grating are

both tangents. The diameter of this cylinder
is equal to the radius of curvature of the

grating, and the normal RM
(fig. 3) to the grating should coincide with a diameter

of the cylinder. To perform the adjustment, one begins by ascertaining that the
centre of the ruled jx>rtion of the grating is in a horizontal plane which divides

the film into two equal halves ; then one places a wire cross at a point M,, situated
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close to the point M, the centre of the film, l>oth points M and M, lying on the

horizontal line dividing the film into two equal halves. The grating, acting simply
as a mirror, forms an image M., of the cross, and, by means of the levelling screws

of the grating, M., is brought to the same height as M,. Also, the image of the

wires should be perfectly sharp, and this is realised hy sliding the platform carrying
the grating either to or away from M, over the clamping screws. Then, when the

points M! and M.> are symmetrically situated about the }>oint M, the normal to the

grating passes through M and lies in the horizontal plane dividing the film into equal

portions. Moreover, the distance of the grating from the film is equal to the radius

of curvature of the grating.

The slit is then illuminated by means of a source of light which gives a line

spectrum, and the slit is adjusted in the tube until the lines are seen clearly through
the observing eye-piece, which is focussed on the surface with which the film will

afterwards coincide.

The adjustment should then be complete, but this is generally found not to be the

case, on account of the different refrangibilities of the eye for the different colours.

The further adjustment is then made by the help of photography. The three possible

means of adjustment at one's disposal are as follows: (l) The displacement of the

slit in its tube this has exactly the same effect for all parts of the spectrum ; (2) the

displacement of the grating parallel to itself; and (3) the rotation of the grating
about a vertical axis passing through its centre. The last two motions differ from

the first in producing effects which vary in magnitude for different parts of the

spectrum.

In this way it is possible to correct the want of sharpness either of the whole

spectrum or of any particular portion thereof. By using the three means of adjust-

ment methodically, it is possible to secure perfect adjustment after a certain number

of trials. A useful plan adopted was to use the grating as a mirror, and by means of

the motion on a screen of the image of a small flame to estimate the angle through
which the grating was rotated at any time, or, when the grating had only to be

displaced parallel to itself, to make sure that there was no rotation about its vertical

axis. In this way it was easy to increase or decrease any particular displacement by
a desired amount.

Comparison Spectra. Whenever a flame spectrum has l>een photographed, a

comparison spectrum has. been photographed with it, this being either the spark or

the arc spectrum of the metal under investigation. It was important, in order to

avoid any accidental relative displacements of the lines, that the burner and the

electric arc or spark should lie exactly in a straight line with the centre of the

grating. This condition was realised in the following manner; The electrodes

E, E' are adjusted so that the gap between them is at the same height as the centre

of the grating (and therefore at the same height as the centre of the photographic

film). The slit F then being opened widely and the spark set going between E and
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E', one can see on the grating itself tin- luminous trace of the incident pencil of light.

The spark is then moved ahout until this trace occupies exactly the central part of

the surface of the grating. The burner is then lit and placed at B, between the

spark and the slit. The burner is then displaced laterally and rotated about a

'
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(2.) The Prism Spectrographs.

Each of the spectra to be afterwards described has been obtained afresh in the

Physical Research Laboratory at the Sorbonne by means of two prism-spectrographs.
One of these, intended for the visible portion of the spectrum, is provided with a

x
x Rutherford-Steinheil prism. The other,

which answers the requirements of

EDER,* is composed of two lenses and

an excellent prism of quartz, worked

by M. WERLEIN, of Paris, and allows

the whole spectrum to be obtained on

one plate. I will not describe the

adjustment of this apparatus, the details

of which will be found very clearly and

practically stated in the paper of

M. HEMSALECH.t

The arrangements for obtaining the

comparison spectra in this case were as

follows : The burner B, the central

holes of which had been closed up, was

fixed upon a support which also carried

a bar of insulating material A, along

which the electrodes E, E' could slide.

There would then be a gap in the

centre of the flume which would Ix;

occupied by the electrodes, and thus

the spark could be obtained in the axis

of the flame and exactly at the same

height as the tips of the small blue

cones. A single lens served to direct

the light of the flame or the spark into

the spectroscope. The two spectro-

scopes were placed one on either side of

the burner, as indicated in the figure,

and they could thus be used simultaneously. Here, as in the case of the grating

photographs, the spark spectrum fell in the centre of the spectrum of the flame,

dividing it into two regions, of which the one corresponded to the inner cone, while

the other corresponded to the upper portion of the flame.

Photof/raphic Methods. For the grating photographs 1 have used EDWARDS'

* 'Wiener Denkschr.,' 57 (1890).

t
' Sur les Spectres d'Etincelles,' Paris, HERMANN.

Fig. 5.
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orthochromatic films, developed with amidol and sodium sulphite, and for the prism

photographs LUMIERE plates, series A and B, one series being sensitive to the yellow

and green and the other to the yellow and red, CRISTALLOS being used as the developer.

All these preparations have given good results, except for their known insensitiveness

in the green region of the spectrum. This inconvenience I have not been able to

overcome by means of sensitizing agents.

The times of exposure have been eight hours on the average with the grating, from

three to four hours with the glass prism, and six hours with the quartz prism. It

would certainly be advantageous to prolong these exposures still further for the ultra-

violet portion of the spectrum, where the quartz apparatus gives a greater intensity

and also a greater number of lines than the grating.

III. METHODS OF MEASUREMENT.

I have used several methods for measuring the photographs obtained. In the case

of the grating photographs the simplest method consisted in finding exactly the

distance between two lines, using a magnifying lens and finely pointed dividers, and

transferring it to a divided scale. Knowing the difference of wave-length corre-

sponding to 1 millim. on this scale, the difference of wave-length could then be

deduced. In this way one could obtain approximate results, the maximum error of a

of a millimetre in the readings corresponding to an error of 4 Angstrom units.

This approximation was sufficient when it was a question of determining easily

recognized lines, and one had rather, as in the present case, to identify the lines of

the Hame sjHJctrum with those of the adjacent and known spark spectrum of the

same metal than to make an exact measurement. In certain other cases this

summary method has not been sufficient, and I have then had recourse to photographs
obtained with the prism spectroscopes on which the comparison spectrum wa always
that of the oscillatory electric spark between iron poles. The position of the line has

then been obtained definitely by reference to the atlas of the iron spectrum prepared

by KAYSER and RUNOE. Finally, for metals whose spectra are very rich in lines, for

example the metals of the iron group, I have been compelled to use the ordinary

methods of measurement. The new measuring machine described by M. KAYSER.*

and which belongs to the Physical Laboratory of the University of Manchester, has

been of the greatest use to me. The time needed for the measurement of a photo-

graph is considerably shortened by its use, thanks chiefly to the automatic printing

apparatus with which it is provided. Any required wave-length is obtained, as is

well known, by interpolation between the wave-lengths of two neighbouring known

lines.

The lines due to the carbon in the coal-gas and to the water-vapour are present in

* ' Handbuch der Spectroscopie,' vol. i., p. 644.
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each spectrum, but, except in the case of the metals belonging to the iron group,

where a considerable number of feeble lines may have been omitted, they do not

cause much trouble. Their intensity is, on the whole, weak compared with that of

the lines being studied, and they only extend to a small portion of the total length of

the spectrum. In particular, the characteristic regularity in the disposition of the

carbon bands enables them to be very easily recognised. I have besides made an

exposure for 24 hours three times the normal exposure with the non-luminous

flame produced by the apparatus working as usual, but without the addition of any

salt, and the photograph thus obtained has been very useful for comparison. I have

also found valuable information in the descriptions of these accessory spectra given

by EDER and VALENTA.
As to the intensities of the lines, it is well known how uncertain their estimation

must be, depending as it does upon the judgment of the observer, upon the apparatus

used, and also upon the unequal sensitiveness of the photographic plate to the

different rays. The numbers to be given afterwards do not claim any more than to

indicate approximately the relations between the intensities of the lines in a certain

region. For this purpose I have combined the results obtained from the three

spectra photographed for each metal, for a very strong ultra-violet line, which would

have an intensity represented by 10 in the spectrum given by the quartz prism, might

only have an intensity represented by 2 in the spectrum given by the grating. This

correction has been impossible in the green portion of the spectrum on account of the

plate, and it is certain that in this region the errors in the estimation of the intensity

are greatest.

In the following tables, in order to facilitate comparison, I have tabulated the

measurements of the arc spectra made by KAYSER and RUNGE. Only those lines

have been included whose wave-lengths lie between the limiting wave-lengths
observed in the flame spectrum of each metal. Moreover, all those lines in the arc

spectrum which are of less intensity than the weakest of those in the flame spectrum
are not mentioned at all. Thus, .for instance, when no line of intensity lower than 6

in the arc spectrum is found in the flame spectrum, 1 shall indicate for the arc

spectrum only those lines which have intensities 10, 9, 8, 7, and 6, but shall include

those of these intensities which are missing in the flame spectrum.
With some metals the flame spectrum contains bands of a more or less complicated

nature in addition to the lines. Such is the case, for instance, with magnesium,

barium, strontium, calcium, copper, tin, and manganese. The study of these bands

and the nature of the compound to which they are due, forms no part of the present

investigation. The accompanying tables therefore contain only the lines which are

ascribed to the metals.
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LITHIUM.

Salt used : Lithium Chloride.

Arc spectrum according to
F1:ime "P*niin.
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POTASSIUM.

Salts \ised : Potassium Chloride and Caustic Potash.

Arc spectrum according to
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.M \<;NESIUM.

Salts used : Magnesium Chloride.

Arc spectrum according to
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CALCIUM.

Salt used : Calcium Chloride.

Arc spectrum according to

KAYSER and RUNGE.
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STRONTIUM.

Suit usrd : Strontium < 'liloride.

Arc spectrum according to

KAYSKK and KUNOK.
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ZINC.

Salt used : Zinc Chloride.

Arc spectrum according to
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The flame spectra of the six metals studied which l>elong to MENDELEEFF'S second

group are character! xt-d
l>y the presence in each of them of one extremely strong line,

wlio.se brilliancy far surpasses that of any other line.

This line exists in the spectrum of every portion of the flame and has the wave-

length :

2852*22 in the spectrum of magnesium,
3075-99 x.inc,

3261-17 cadmium,

4226-91 calcium,

4607*52 strontium,

5535-69 barium.

If we classify these six elements into two sub-groups, the one containing

magnesium, zinc, and cadmium, whose atomic weights are respectively 24 '36, 65*4,

and 112'4, the other containing calcium, strontium, and barium, whose atomic

weights are 40, 87*6, and 137 '4, it will be noticed that the wave-length of the line

diminishes with the atomic weight of the element. It seems possible, therefore-, that

all these six lines correspond to each other. There seems no doubt on this jM>int as

n-ganls the lines of magnesium, calcium, strontium, and barium. RYDREKU already

unites these rays, and there is strong evidence that they should IK- grouped together.

The correspondence of the other lines is more doubtful. Taking account of the dis-

placements due to differences of atomic weight, it seems possible that the mercury
line at 3650*31, which is strong in the arc, is the line corresponding to the above

in the mercury spectrum.

MERCURY.

The attempts which have been made to obtain the flame spectrum of mercury have

U't'ii unsuccessful. No lines of mercury have been seen in the flame into which has

been blown the spray from solutions of metallic mercury in nitric acid, and from

aqueous solutions of mercuric chloride to which sodium chloride has been added.

M. GOUY has elsewhere stated the same fact.

It may be of interest to note that no mercury lines are present iu the solar

spectrum.

x _
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SILVER.

Salt used : Silver Nitrate.

Arc spectrum according to
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1

Salt used : Copper Nitrate.
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TIN.

Salt used : Protochloride of Tin.

Arc spectrum according to

KAYSER and KVNGE.
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LEAD.

Salt used : Lead Nitrate.

Arc spectrum according to

KAYSKK and KrN<;K.
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CHROMIUM.

The spectrum of this metal, obtained by using a concentrated solution of chromic

acid, only shows, besides an extremely intense continuous spectrum which occupies

the whole visible portion up to about 3300, the four following triplets :

Arc spectrum according to

KAYSER and RUNGE.
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and which is surrounded itself by the external portion of the flame. Here it may

undergo a breaking-up, or in any case a modification of its physical or chemical

constitution. In support of this view, one might mention the great changes produced

in all the propertied of iron, even in the solid state, by variations of temperature of

much smaller range than those which occur in the flame. The metallic vapour, thus

modified, passes in succession through zones of the flame of gradually decreasing

temperature, and in which it exists in other intermediate states which might l>e called

"
states of less advanced dissociation."

The following observation will serve to give a clearer idea of this method ol

considering the phenomena. If by means of a short-focus lens a small image of the

flame is thrown on to the slit of the spectroscope, so that the whole length of the

image is less than that of the slit, then it will be found, as for example in the case of

potassium, that the spectrum is divided longitudinally into three well-defined parallel

strips. In the lower strip, which corresponds to the blue cone of the flame, all the

lines will l)e found together with the band spectrum of carbon. At the upper edge
of the central band the five groups of four extremely close lines, which belong to the

t\\<> secondary series of potassium, will be seen to terminate; also the continuous

spectrum which accompanies the line sj>ectrum ends at this edge. Now it is precisely

the point in the flame corresponding to the upper edge of this strip which marks the

termination of what is considered to be the hottest zone of the flume, namely, the

part surrounding the blue cone and whicli appears to the eye to l>e more luminous

than the other portions. The third horizontal strip, corresponding to the highest

portions of the flame, contains only the strongest lines of the principal series of the

metal standing out from a completely dark taickground.

In the case of other metals whose more complex spectra have not yet been divided

into series, considerable differences have l>eeu found, as the tables show, in the

intensities of one and the same line depending upon whether this line has IHJCII

produced in the neighbourhood of the base or in the upper regions of the flame.

C'/ertain of their lines even exist only in the neighbourhood of the blue cone. It is

very probable that an examination of the relative lengths of the lines and of their

appearance would result in the determination of new series. In fact, in the spectrum
of the alkaline metals and of those metals whose flame spectra do contain known

series, a complete analogy is seen in the appearances of those lines whose wave-lengths
are connected with one another by some numerical relation. I have elsewhere (p. 160)

pointed out in the flame spectrum of chromium the presence of two triplets which

are probably members of the same series.

If we now compare the flame spectra thus produced with those of the arc and the

spark, it will be noticed that as a rule the lines which are found in the flame spectrum
are those which are the strongest lines in the arc spectrum. In certain cases, some of

the more intense arc lines are absent, whereas less intense arc lines are to be found in

the flame spectrum. On the other hand, none of the characteristic lines of the spark
VOL. CC1V. A. Y
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spectrum are ever seen in the flame spectrum. The resemblance, however, is very

marked between the flame spectrum and that of the spark, in which the oscillatory

character is controlled by the introduction of a self-induction into the discharging

circuit of a condenser, and which for the sake of brevity may be called an oscillatory

spark. In the latter case, as is well known from the work of Dr. HEMSALECH, the

spark spectrum is considerably simplified. Moreover, although the flame spectrum

will contain only the lines which belong to the spectrum of the oscillatory spark, yet

all the lines of the latter will not be found in the flame spectrum,- the missing lines

l>eing those which are peculiar to the ordinary spark spectrum, and which only exist

in the immediate neighlxnirhood of the electrodes, becoming shorter and shorter, and

finally -disappearing as the self-induction is increased.

The preceding paragraph refers to metals other than those belonging to the iron

group. On the contrary, there is a most striking similarity between the flame spectra

of iron, of nickel and of cobalt and the oscillatory spark spectra of the same metals in

the region included between about 4300 and 2700 Angstrom units. The similarity of

the two spectra is so great that, except for very small differences of intensity, the

oscillatory spark spectrum, which is photographed as a comparison spectrum in the

centre of the flame s]>ectrum, appears to be a prolongation of the latter. This may
be seen in the photographs placed at the end of this paper.

It should be noticed that if in the visible portion of the spectrum certain lines

appear to be missing, it is probably because the continuous spectrum which appears

in this region of the spectrum prevents these feeble lines from being seen. This may

explain why M. GOUY was not able to observe the nickel lines which are found on

the photographs taken with various salts of nickel, viz., the sulphate, chloride, and

ammoniacal chloride. In the ultra-violet the spectrum of the flame appears to fade

away a little more rapidly than that of the oscillatory spark, but it is probable that

this difference would be reduced by prolonging the time of exposure ; since it is, of

course, the radiations of the shortest wave-length which are most absorbed by

different media.

What are the reasons for this similarity between the spectrum of the flame and

the spectrum of the oscillatory spark ? Until we have conclusive evidence to the

contrary, we must assume that it is a question of temperature. On the one hand,

the increase in the number of lines of the flame spectrum obtained by the use of the

sprayer may be attributed to the fact that the hottest regions of the flame take part

in the production of the phenomena, and, on the other hand, the diminution in the

number of lines in the spark spectrum when the spark becomes oscillatory is due to a

diminution of its temperature. In fact, in the case of the ordinary spark, the

whole of the energy liberated in the secondary circuit, of the induction coil by the

breaking of the current in the primary circuit is dissipated in a single rush
; whereas,

in the case of the oscillatory spark, the rate of dissipation is greatly reduced by the

conditions under which the discharge takes place. It is really the temperature at
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the point at which the discharge current leaves the electrode and enters the air

which plays the most important part in the production of the spectrum, and not the

general temperature pf the spark itself. It is obvious that the greater the resistance

to the passage of the current at this point the greater will l)e the amount of heat

1Unrated there. The experiments of Professor HARTLEY* and M. ScHENK.t who

olwerved that what are considered to be the high-temperature lines of the spark

spectrum disappeared when the electrodes were heated to incandescence, do not prove
that this was the real reason ; for, since the electrodes were heated artificially, the

air l>etween them would IK? rendered conducting. Hence there would be less

resistance to the passage of the discharge, and therefore a less amount of heat

produced there, so that the high-temperature lines would be expected to disappear
under the circumstances.

We cannot suppose that the oscillations themselves play any part of electrical

nature in the production of the lines in the spectrum of the oscillatory spark, since

the only effect of the self-induction is to suppress existing lines and not to introduce

new lines in the spectrum. If certain lines are increased in brilliancy by the

introduction of self-induction, as in the case of the spectra of metals of the iron

group, we may conclude, with Dr. HKMSALECH, that here the effect of the oscillations

is to raise the temperature of the vapour already formed lietween the electrodes by
the initial discharge.! Since the amount of heat lilxjrated in this initial discharge is

less than it would IK- in the case of the non-oscillatory discharge, the vapour will be

in a state of less advanced dissociation ; but if the amount of heat Migrated in the

succeeding discharges is more than sufficient to compensate for the loss by radiation,

which must be considerable on account of the high temperature of the vapour, then

the temperature of the vapour will be increased and consequently also the intensity
of some of the lines.

It seems to me that a satisfactory explanation of the phenomena I have olworved

may be obtained by considering them as the results simply of variations of tempe-
rature. Of course, it cannot l>e denied that spectra may l)e formed by other means

than a pure and simple elevation of temperature, but these methods ultimately
reduce themselves to chemical transformations and thermal changes. This tempe-
rature hypothesis, which accounts in the simplest way for the production of the

spectra, finds considerable support in the fact that the stare give spectra which are

similar in their constitution to those obtained in the laboratory by electrical methods.

It is difficult to imagine any other but a purely thermal cause for the luminosity of

stars.

In conclusion, I wish to express my l)est thanks to Professor SCHUSTER for his

* ' Phil. Trans.,' 1882.

t
'

Astrophys. Journal' 14, pp. 116-135, 1901.

I Loc. tit., p. 11.
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kindness in placing the resources of his splendid laboratory at my disposal and for the

advice he has given me during this work. My thanks are also due to Mr. II. S.

HUTTOX and Dr. HEMSALKCH for the help the}' have given ine.

Addition, received August 29, 1904.

IKON.

Flame Spectrum (Wave-lengths according to KAYSEB and RUNGE).

Intensity.

Wave-
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IRON continued.

Wave-

lengths.
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IRON continued.

Wave-

lengths.
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IKON continued.

Intensity.
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IRON continued.

Wave-

leiigtlis.



De Watteville. Phil. Trans., A, vol. 204, Plate. 4.

Spectrum of potassium.

Comparison of the spectrum of the flame and the oscillatory electric spark.
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lit/ Professor E. RUTHERFORD, F.R.S., Macdoixdd Professor of Physics,

.}f,-< ,',','f ZTm

Lecture delivered May 19, MS. received August 20, 1904.

1. IN previous papers by RUTHERFORD and SODDY* it has been shown that the

radioactivity of the radio-elements is always accompanied by the production of a

-lies of new substances with some distinctive physical and chemical properties. For

example, thorium produces from itself an intensely radioactive substance, ThX,
which can be separated from the thorium in consequence of its solubility in ammonia.

In addition, thorium givi-s rise to a gaseous product, the thorium emanation, and also

to another substance which is deposited on the surface of bodies in the neighbourhood
of the thorium, where it gives rise to the phenomenon known as

'

excited activity.'

A close examination of the origin of these products shows that they are not

produced simultaneously, but arise in consequence of a succession of changes

originating in the radio-element. Thorium first of all gives rise to the product ThX.

The ThX produces from itself the thorium emanation, and this in turn is transformed

into a non-volatile substance. A similar series of changes is observed in radium, with

the exception that there is no product in radium corresponding to the ThX in the

case of thorium. Radium first of all produces an emanation, which, like thorium, is

transformed into a non-volatile substance. In uranium only one product, UrX, has

been olraerved, for uranium does not give off an emanation and does not in consequence

produce excited activity on bodies.

2. As a typical example of the evidence, from which it is deduced that one

sulwtance is the parent of another, we will consider the connection of the two

products ThX and the thorium emanation. After the separation of ThX from a

thorium solution, by precipitation with ammonia, the precipitated thorium hydroxide
has lost t<> a large extent its power of emanating. This cannot be ascribed to a

prevention of escape of the emanation produced in it, for very little emanation is

oKsrrvcd when ,i current f air is drawn through the hydroxide in a state of solution,

* '
I'hil. Mag.,' Sept., Nov., 1902 ; April and May, 1903.

CCIV. A 376. / 29.11.04
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when most of the emanation present would be carried off. On the other hand, the

solution containing the ThX gives off a large quantity of emanation, showing that

the power of giving an emanation belongs to the product ThX. Now it is found

that the quantity of emanation given off by the separated ThX decreases according

to an exponential law with the time, falling to half value in four days. The rate of

production of emanation thus falls off according to the same law and at the same rate

as the activity of the ThX measured in the ordinary manner by the rays. Now
this is exactly the result to be expected if the ThX is the parent of the emanation,

for the activity of ThX at any time is proportional to its rate of change, i.n., to the

rate of production of the secondary type of matter by the emanation in consequence
of a change in it. Since the rate of change of the emanation (half transformed in

1 minute) is very rapid compared with the rate of change of ThX, the amount of

emanation present will be practically proportional to the activity of the ThX at any

instant, i.e., to the amount of unchanged ThX present. The observed fact that the

hydroxide regains its power of emanating in the course of time is due to the

production of fresh ThX by the thorium, which in turn produces the emanation.

In a similar way, excited activity is produced on bodies over which the emanation

is passed, and in amount proportional to the activity of the emanation, i.e., to the

amount of the emanation present. This shows that the active deposit, which gives

rise to the phenomenon of excited activity, is itself a product of the emanation. The

evidence thus seems to be conclusive that ThX is the parent of the emanation and

that the emanation is the parent of the deposited matter.

3. Each of these radioactive products is marked by some distinctive chemical and

physical properties which differentiates it from the preceding and succeeding products.

For example, ThX behaves as a solid and is soluble in ammonia, while thorium is not.

The thorium emanation behaves as a chemically inert gas and condenses at a

temperature of 120 C. The active deposit from the emanation behaves as a solid

and is readily soluble in sulphuric and hydrochloric acids and is only slightly soluble

in ammonia. The two emanations and the products, UrX and ThX, lose their

activity according to an exponential law with the time, and at a rate that is

independent as far as observation has gone of the chemical and physical agents at

our disposal. The time taken for the radioactivity of each of these products to fall

to half its value is thus a definite physical constant, which serves to distinguish it

from all other products.

On the other hand, the '

excited activity
'

produced in bodies by exposure in the

presence of the thorium and radium and actinium emanations does not decay according
to a simple exponential law. The variation of the excited activity with time is very

complicated, especially in the case of radium, and is dependent on the time of exposure
of the body in the presence of the emanation.

It will be shown in the paper that the complicated rate of decay of the excited

activity of the thorium, radium, and actinium is due to the fact that the deposited
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matter undergoes two successive changes in thorium and actinium and at least four

successive changes in radium.

The changes occurring present several points of interest and importance and will

l>e considered in some detail. In the course of this jwper the following subjects

will be considered :

1
I
) Nomenclature ;

(2) Rate of decay of the excited activity of thorium and radium for different

times of exposure to the emanation, and for the different types of

radiation ;

(3) Mathematical theory of successive changes;

(4) Application of the theory to explain the changes in () thorium,

(6) actinium, (c) radium ;

(5) Matter of slow rate of change produced by radium : comparison of the

matter with the radio-tellurium of MAKCKWALD ;

(6) Apparent radioactivity of ordinary matter, due in part to an active deposit
of slow rate of change from the atmosphere ;

(7) Comparison of the successive changes in uranium, thorium, actinium, and

radium ;

Table of active products ;

(8) Discussion of the significance of rayless
'

changes in the radio-elements.

(9) Radiations from the active products ;

Significance of the appearance of and y rays in the last rapid change in

the radio-elements ;

(10) Difference between radioactive and chemical change ;

(11) Discussion of experiments made to measure the charge carried off by the

a rays ;

(12) Magnitude of the changes occurring in the radio-elements;

(13) Origin of the radio-elements.

4. Nomenclature. The nomenclature to be applied to the numerous radioactive

products is a question of great importance and also one of considerable difficulty.
Since there are at least six distinct substances produced from radium, and probably
five from thorium and actinium, it is neither advisable nor convenient to give each a

z 2
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special name. At the same time, it is Incoming more and more necessary that each

product should be labelled in such a way as to indicate its place in the succession of

changes. This difficulty is especially felt in discussing the numerous changes in the

active deposits from the different emanations. Many of the names attached to the

products were given at the time of their discovery, before their position in the scheme

of changes was understood. In this way the names UrX, ThX were applied to the

active residues obtained by chemical treatment of uranium and thorium. Since, in

all probability, these products are the first products of the two elements, it may be

advisable to retain these names, which certainly have the advantage of brevity. The

name ' emanation
'

was originally given to the radioactive gas from thorium, and has

since been applied to the similar gaseous products of radium and actinium.

Finding the name ' radium emanation
'

somewhat long and clumsy, Sir WILLIAM

RAMSAY* has recently suggested
'

ex-radio
'

as an equivalent. This name is certainly

brief and is also suggestive of its origin ; but at least four other ex-radios, whose

parentage is as certain as that of the emanation, remain unnamed. A difficulty

arises in applying the corresponding names ex-thorio, ex-actinio to the other gaseous

products, for, unlike radium, the emanations of thorium and actinium are probably

the second and not the first disintegration product of the radio-elements in question.

Another name thus has to be applied to the first product in these cases. It may be

advisable to give a special name to the emanation, as it so far has been the product

most investigated and the first to be chemically isolated ; but, on the other hand,

the name ' radium emanation
'

is historically interesting, and suggests a type of

volatile or gaseous matter. Since the term '

excited
'

or
' induced

'

activity refers

only to the radiations from the active body, a name is required for the radiating

matter itself. The writer some time ago suggested the name ' emanation X.' t This

title was given from analogy to the names UrX and ThX, to indicate that the active

matter was product of the emanation. The name, however, is not very suitable, and,

in addition, can only be applied to the initial product deposited, and not to the

further products of its decomposition. It is very convenient in discussing mathe-

matically the theory of successive changes to suppose that the deposited matter

called A is changed into B, B into C, C into D, and so on. I have therefore

discarded the name emanation X, and have used the terms radium A, radium B, and

so on, to signify the successive products of the decomposition of the emanation of

radium. A similar nomenclature is applied to thorium and actinium. This system
of notation is elastic and simple, and I have found it of great convenience in the

discussion of successive products. In speaking generally of the active matter, which

causes excited activity, without regard to its constituents, I have used the term
'

active deposit." The scheme of nomenclature employed in the paper is clearly shown

below :

* ' IW. Roy. Soc.,' p. 470, June, 1904 ; '('..nipt.-; Rctuins,' 138, June 6, 190-1.

t '1'hil. MM-;.,' February, 1904.
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Kadium Thorium
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Each product on this scheme is the parent of the product below it. Since only two

products have l>een observed in the active deposit of thorium and actinium, thorium C
and actinium C respectively refer to their final inactive products.

5. Decay of the. Excited Activity of Thorium. If a Ixxiy is exposed for several

days in the presence of a constant supply of thorium emanation, the activity imparted
to it reaches a constant value. On removal, the activity is found to decay very

approximately according to an exponential law with the time, falling to half value in

1 1 hours. If, however, the body is only exposed for a few minutes in the presence of

the emanation, the activity after removal increases, during the course of about 3 hours,

to 5 to 6 times the initial value, passes through a maximum, and then decays

approximately according to the normal rate, i.e., the activity falls to half value in

about 11 hours.*

The curve of increase of activity with time (measured by the a. rays) for a rod

exposed 10 minutes in the presence of the thorium emanation is shown graphically in

fig. 1, curve C. The rod was made active by charging it negatively to 100 volte in a

closed vessel, t With increasing times of exposure, the rise of the excited activity
after removal becomes less and less marked,, and is almost inappreciable after 6 hours.

I have discussed elsewhere in some detail
('

Treatise on Radioactivity,' p. 258) the

explanation of this remarkable effect, and have shown that it can be accounted for

*
KiTHEKFOitn,

'
Phil. Mag.,' January, 1903.

t It is important that the air in the vessel should he tlust-free, for Miss BROOKS has found that the

carriers of ' excited activity
'

in dusty air adhere to the dust particles, and remain anchored in the gas for

several days. On the application of an electric field, some of the dust particles are conveyed to the

negative electnxle. The presence of old radioactive matter in the rod masks, to a large extent, the rise

nli-iT\ri| fur the rmlioai-tive matter which has just lieen formed
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completely on the supposition that there are two successive changes occurring in the

matter deposited by the emanation, viz. :

(1) A
'

rayless
'

change, in which the matter undergoes a transformation

according to the same law as the radioactive changes, but which is not

accompanied by the appearance of either a or y8 rays.

(2) A second change which gives rise to all three types of rays.

It will be shown later (section 13) that the matter in the two changes is half trans-

formed in 55 minutes and 11 hours, respectively; but without further physical data it

is not possible to deduce directly from the experimental curves whether the first change
has the period 55 minutes, or 11 hours. It is supposed that the matter A, deposited

from the emanation, changes into the matter B, and this in turn changes into C. The

change from A to B is not accompanied by any observable radiation, while the change
from B to C is accompanied by all three types of rays. The matter C is either

inactive or active to such a slight extent that its radioactivity cannot be detected.

The theory of these numerous changes will be considered in detail, later, together

with the corresponding changes in radium and actinium.

6. Decay of the Excited Activity of Radium. Miss BROOKS and the writer*

showed that the curves of decay of the excited activity of radium were very

complicated in character and varied greatly with the time of exposure. It was later

pointed out that this was probably due to a triple change in the deposited matter.

*
'Phil. Mag.,' July, 1902.
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P. COBIE and DANNK* recently determined the curves of decay of the excited activity

of radium for different times of exposure. A discussion of their results will be

given later.

The shaj>e of the decay curves of the excited activity of radium depends not only

on the time of exposure, but also on which of the types of radiation is used as a means

of measurement. The curves of decay of excited activity are quite different for the

a and for the /? rays.

In the experiments a radium solution was placed in a closed glass vessel (see fig. 2, A).

The emanation then collected in the air space above the solution. The rod to be

made active was introduced through an opening in the stopper and exposed in the

Rod to be
active.

CZ".
Radium

3 Solution.

Flgz A.

Testing Cylinder
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of an electrometer. The gold-leaf system was insulated inside <>t' a metal vessel by
means of a sulphur bead, after the method first employed by C. T. K. WILSON

Fig. 3.

(see fig. 3). The rate of movement of the leaves was determined through mica

windows by means of a microscope provided with a micrometer eye-piece. For

100

E Exposure (i min^Dej

6030 40 50
Time in Minutes.

Fig. 4.

measurements with the ft rays, the active rod was placed under the electroscope, and.

before entering into the vessel, passed through a sheet of metal of sufficient thickness
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to alworb all the a rays. For measurements %vitli (lit- y rays, the electroscope was

placed on a lead plate OT, rvntiin. tliick, and the active rod placed under the lead

plate. The a and ft rays were completely stopped by the lead, and the discharge in

the electroscope was then due to the y rays alone. The electroscope is very

advantageous for measurements of this character, and accurate observations can be

simply and readily made. It, however, cannot be used with advantage to follow very

rapid changes in activity.

7. The curve of decay of activity, measured by the a rays, for an exposure of

1 minute in the presence of the radium emanation is shown in fig. 4, curve BB.

The curve exhibits three stages :

(1) A rapid decay in the course of 15 minutes to less than 10 per cent, of the

value immediately after removal ;

(2) A period of 30 minutes in which the activity varies very little ;

(3) A gradual decrease almost to zero.

The initial drop decays very approximately according to an exponential law with

the time, falling to half value in about 3 minutes. Three or 4 hours after removal

the activity again decays according to an exponential law with the time, falling to

half value in about 28 minutes. These results thus indicate :

(1) An initial change in which half the matter is transformed in 3 minutes ;

(2) A final change in which half the matter is transformed in 28 minutes.

Before considering the explanation of the intermediate portion of the curve further

experimental results will be considered.

The curve of decay of the excited activity for a long exposure (24 hours) is shown

graphically in
fig. 4, curve A A. There is at first a rapid decrease for the first

15 minutes to about 50 per cent, of the initial value, then a slower decay, and after

an interval of about 4 hours a gradual decay nearly to zero, according to an

exponential law with the time, falling to half value in 28 minutes.

The curves of variation with time of the excited activity when measured by the

ft rays are shown graphically in figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 5 is for a short exposure of 1 minute. Fig. 6 shows the decay for a long

exposure of about 24 hours.

The curves obtained for the ft rays are quite different from those obtained for the

rays. For a short exposure, the activity measured by the ft rays is at first small,

then passes through a maximum about 36 minutes after removal. There is then a

gradual decrease, and after several hours the activity decays according to an

exponential law, falling, as in the other cases, to half value in 28 minutes.

The curve shown in
fig. 6 for the ft rays is very similar in shape to the corre-

sponding curve, fig. 4, curve AA, for the a rays, with the exception that the rapid

initial drop observed for the -ray curve is quite absent. The later portions of the

VOL. cciv. A. 2 A
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curve are similar in shape, and, disregarding the first 1 5 minutes after removal, the

activity decays at exactly the same rate in both cases.

100

so

20

ft

Shott

Curv j

Expos ure.

30 45 60 75
Time in Minutes.

Fig. 5.

105 120

The curves obtained by means of the y rays are identical with those obtained for

the $ rays. This shows that the ft and y rays always occur together and in the

same proportion.
IOO

80

6

s
40

_c
20

Decay of E.;ccited Activity
of Radium.

O 20 40 60 80 IOO 120

Time in Minutes.

Fig. 6.

For increase of the time of exposure from 1 minute to 24 hours the curves obtained

are intermediate in shape between the two representative limiting curves, figs. 5

and 6.
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The results obtained by CURIE and DANNE for the decay of the excited activity oi

radium for different times of exposure are shown graphically in
fig. 7. The ordinates

-i

Time in hours.

Fig. 7.

represent the logarithm of the activity and the abscissae time in hours. A comparison
of the curves obtained by myself and those obtained by CURIE and DANNE at once

discloses some marked differences.

The lowest curve for a short exposure of 20 seconds is very similar in shape to the

corresponding curve, fig. 4, curve B, where the activity was measured by the a. rays.

On the other hand, the upper curve A of fig. 7 does not show the initial drop found

by me (see fig. 4, curve A), where the activity is measured by the a rays. If the

activity is supposed to be measured by the ft rays, the upper curve A, fig. 7, is

.similar to that shown in
fig. 6. The lower curve of fig. 7 is, however, again different

from the corresponding /3-ray curve shown in
fig. 5.

I think the difference between the results of CURIE and DANNE and those obtained

by myself lies in the fact that the former did not take into account that the shape of

the curves depended on whether the a or ft rays were used as a means of measure-

ment. CUKIK and DANNE do not state, or give any evidence to show, which of the types
of rays they employed for measurement, but I think there is no doubt that the lower

2 A 2
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curve (fig. 1) was obtained by means of the a rays, while the four upper curves (fig. 7)

were obtained by means of the ft rays. The intermediate curves, for an exposure of

1 minute and 5 minutes, do not agree with the results obtained by me for either the

a or ft rays, but appear to be a mixture of both.

The sudden initial drop is a characteristic of the a-ray curve, but I have only

observed the rise to a maximum, as in fig. 5, where measurements are made by the

ft or y rays.

Miss BROOKS, working in the laboratory, has re-determined the cause of decay of

the excited activity of radium for different times of exposure, separately for both the

a and ft rays, and the results will be published shortly.*

8. Explanation of the Curves. It has been pointed out that the rapid initial drop

for curves A and B, fig. 4, is due to a change giving rise to a rays, in which half of

the matter is transformed in about 3 minutes. The absence of the drop in the

corresponding curves, when measured by the ft rays, shows that the first 3-minute

change does not give rise to ft rays ; for if it gave rise to ft rays, the activity should

fall off at the same rate as the corresponding a-ray curve.

It has been shown that the activity several hours after removal decays in all cases

according to an exponential law with the time, falling to half value in 28 minutes.

This is the case whether for a short or long exposure, or whether the activity is

measured by the , ft, or y rays. This indicates that the final 28-minute change

gives rise to all three types of rays.

It will be shown that these results can be completely explained on the supposition that

three successive changes occur in the deposited matter of the following character! :

(1) A first change of the matter deposited in which half of the matter is

transformed in about 3 minutes, and which gives rise only to a rays ;

[* Since published, 'Phil. Mag.,' September, 1904.]

t The view that the complicated rates of decay of the excited activity produced by radium and thorium

were due to a double change in the deposit from thorium and a treble change in that of radium was first

suggested in 1902 (RUTHERFORD,
'

Physik. Zeitsch.,' 3, p. 254, 1902), and discussed later in 'Phil. Mag.,'

Jan., 1903, and also by RUTHERFORD and SODDY, 'Phil. Mag.,' April and May, 1903. In 1903, CURIE

and DANNE ('Comptes Rendus,' 136, p. 364, 1903) found that the decay curve of the excited activity of

radium (measured by the /3 rays) for a long exposure to the emanation could be empirically expressed by

the differences of two exponentials. The first definite statement of the changes occurring in the active

deposit of radium and the existence of a rayless change occurs in a paper by RUTHERFORD and BARNES,
'
Phil. Mag.,' Feb., 1904. A discussion of the evidence in which these conclusions were based was

reserved for a later paper. A brief account of the theory of successive changes and the evidence of the

existence of a rayless change in both radium and thorium was given in
'

Radioactivity,' . pp. 268-274.

Somewhat later CURIE and DANNE ('Comptes Rendus,' 138, p. 683, 1904), using the hypothesis of

successive changes advanced by RUTHERFORD and SODDY, arrived at a similar conclusion in regard to the

changes in radium. In a later paper (' Comptes Rendus,' 138, p. 748, 1904), CURIE and DANNE gave an

account of some important experiments on the effect of temperature on the curves of decay of activity,

and showed that the product radium B could )>e separated from radium C by volatilization at a suitable

temperature.
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(2) A second '

rayless
'

change in which half the matter is transformed in

21 minutes ;

(3) A third change in which half the matter is transformed in 28 minutes, and

which gives rise to a, ft, and y raya

y. Theory of Successive Changes. Before considering the evidence from which

these changes are deduced, the general theory of successive changes of* radioactive

matter will be considered. It is supposed that the matter A deposited by the

emanation changes into B, B into C, C into D, and so on.

Each of these changes is supposed to take place according to the same law as a

monomolecular change in chemistry, i.e., the number N of particles unchanged after a

time t is given by N = N e~w
, where N is the initial number and X the constant of

the change.

Since dN/dt = XN, the rate of change at any time is always proportional to the

amount of matter unchanged. It has previously been pointed out that this law ot

decay of the activity of the radioactive products is an expression of the fact that the

change is of the same type as a monomolecular chemical change.

Suppose that P, Q, R represent the number of particles of the matter A, B, and C

respectively at any time t. Let X,, Xj, X3 be the constants of change of the matter

A, B, and C respectively.

Each atom of the matter A is supposed to give rise to one atom of the matter B,

one atom of B to one of C, and so on.

The expelled
'

rays
'

or particles are non-radioactive and so do not enter into the

theory.

The general theory will first be considered corresponding to the practical cases of a

very short and of a very long exposure in the presence of the emanation, then finally

for any time of exposure to a constant supply of the emanation.

10. Short Exposure. Suppose that a body has been exposed for a short interval

in the presence of the radium or thorium emanation and then removed. The time is

supposed to t)e so short that no appreciable portion of the deposited matter has

undergone change during the time of exposure. It is required to find the number of

particles P, Q, R of the matter A, B, C respectively present after any time t.

Then P = ne~ X|(
, if n is the number of particles that has been deposited during the

short time of exposure. Now the increase of the number of particles rfQ of the

matter B per unit time is the number supplied by the change in the matter A, less

the number due to the change of B into C, thus

dQ/^ = X
t
P-X2Q (1).

Similarly

dR/dt = XjjQ
- XjR (2).

in (1) the value of P in terms of n,
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The solution of this equation is of the form

Q = n (ae~* + be-*) . . .

By substitution it is found that a = X^X, X
t ).

Since Q = when t = 0, b = X
t (X.2

X
t ).

Thus

A i
^

A,-)

(4).

Substituting this value of Q in (2), it can readily be shown that

R = n (oe-
A

'
( + be-* + ce~*) (5),

where a = X,X,

(A,'- A,) (X,
- X3)

'
1 = _ ~

*i*d

( Xl
_ X

2 ) (x,
_ A3)

'

^.-y^-Xs)'

The variation of the values of P, Q, R with the time t after removal is shown

graphically in
n'g. 8, curves A, B, and C respectively. In order to draw the curves

IOO

30 45 60
Time in Minutes.

Fig. 8.

90 105

for the practical case corresponding to the first three changes in radium A, the values

of A,, Ag, X3 were taken as 3'85 X 10~s
, 5'38 X 10~+

,
4'13 X 1CT* respectively, i.e., the

times required for each type of matter to be half transformed are about 3, 21, and

28 minutes respectively.

The ordinates of the curves represent the relative number of atoms of the matter

A, B, and existing at any time, the value of n, the original number of atoms of the
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matter A deposited, l>eing taken jis 100. The amount of matter B is initially aero,

passes through a maximum about 10 minutes later, and then diminishes with the,

time. In a similar way, the amount of C passes through a maximum uhout 37 minutes

after removal. After an interval of several hours the amount of both B and C
diminishes very approximately according to an exponential law with the time, falling

to half value after intervals of 21 and 28 minutes respectively.

11. Long Exposure. The exposure is supposed to be so long that a state 01

equilibrium is reached between the emanation and the successive products resulting
from it. In this case the number 7*0 of particles of A, deposited per second from the

emanation, is equal to the number of particles of A which change into B per second,

and of B into C, and so on. This requires the relation

...... (6),

where P , QQ, R,, are the maximum numbers of particles of the matter A, B, and C
when a steady state is reached.

The values of P, Q, R at any time t after removal from a long exposure are given

by equations of the same form as (3) and '(5) for a short exposure. Remembering the

condition that initially
p = P =

WO/A,,

it can readily be shown that

Q = Qo =

R = RO =

P =-*'' .............. (7),A
i

R = n (cur*-' + be~ + ce-*) (9),
where

a = ^:

(A,
-

A,) (A,
- A3)

'

"(A,-A2)(A2 -A3)'

'

X, (A,
-

A,) (A,
-

A,)

The relative numbers of atoms of P, Q, R existing at any time are shown graphically

in
fig. 9, curves A, B, and C respectively. The number of atoms R,, is taken as 100 for

comparison, and values of A,, Aj, Ag are taken corresponding to the 3, 21, and 28-

minute changes in the active deposit of radium. A comparison with fig. 8 for a short

exposure brings out very clearly the variation in the relative amounts of P, Q, R in

the two cases. The amount of R initially decreases very slowly. This is due to the

fact that the supply of C due to breaking up of B at first, nearly compensates for

the breaking up of C. The values of Q and R after several hours decrease

exponentially, reaching half value every 28 minutes.
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12. Any Time of Exposure. Suppose that a body is exposed in the presence of a

constant supply of emanation, and that na particles of the matter A are deposited

each second. After a time of exposure T, the number of particles PT of the matter A

present is given by

PT = w

At any time t, after removal of the body from the emanation, the number of

particles P of the matter A is given by

P =

Consider the number of particles n dt of the matter A deposited during the

interval dt. At any time t later, the number of particles <7Q of the matter B, which

results from the change in A, is given (see equation 4) by

= n
\

A.,

-
,-*') . dt . = n /(0 dt (10).

After a time of exposure T, the number of particles QT of the matter B present is

readily seen to be given by
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If the body is removed from the emanation after an exposure T, at any time t later

the number of particles of B is in the same way given by

Q = *

It will be noted that the method of deduction of QT and Q is independent of the

particular form of the functionf (t).

Substituting the particular value of f (t) given in equation (10) and integrating, it

can readily be deduced that

Q," a-b
where

1 - e-* , 1 - e-
A

'
T"

X,
' b =

Xl

'

In a similar way, the number of particles R of the matter C present at any time

can be deduced by substitution of the value off (t) in equation (5). These equations

are, however, too complicated in form for simple application to experiment, and will

be omitted.

13. Changes in the Active Deposit from Thorium. If the variation of the activity,

imparted to a body exposed for a short interval in the presence of the thorium

emanation, is due to the fact that there are two successive changes in the deposited

matter A, the first of which is a '

rayless
'

change, the activity I< at any time t after

removal should be proportional to the number Q/ of particles of the matter B present

at that time. Now, from equation (4), it has been shown that

Q, = (e-*
- e~).

The value of Q/ passes through a maximum QT at the time T when

The maximum activity IT is proportional to QT and

t ._ Q/ ._ e-* - e-
A"

IT

""

Or
~

*-* ~ e-^
'

It will be shown later that the variation with time of the activity, imparted to a

body by a short exposure, is expressed by an equation of the above form. It thus

remains to fix the values of X,, X..,. Since the above equation is symmetrical with

regard to X,, A.,, it is not possible to settle from the agreement of the theoretical and

experimental curve which value of X refers to the first change. The curve of

variation of activity with time is unaltered if the values of Xj and X, are interchanged.

VOL. ccjv. A, 2 B
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It is found experimentally that the activity 5 or 6 hours after removal decays very

approximately according to an exponential law with the time, falling to half value in

11 hours. This is the normal rate of decay of thorium for all time of exposure,

provided measurements are not begun until several hours after the removal of the

active body from the emanation.

This fixes the value of the constants of one of the changes. Let us assume for the

moment that this gives the value of Xj.

Then

AJ = 175 X 10-* (sec)-
1

.

Since the maximum activity is reached after an interval T=220 minutes (see fig. 1,

curve C), substituting the values of Xj and T in equation (12), the value of A., comes

out to be

\2 = 2-08 X 10-* (sec)"
1
.

This value of X2 corresponds to a change in which half the matter is transformed in

55 minutes.

Substituting now the values of X^ X,2 , T, the equation (12) reduces to

If/IT = 1'37 (e~*
- e-* 1

').

The agreement between the results of the theoretical equation and the observed

values is shown in the following table :

Time in minutes.
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thorium solutions. Tin- r.-ites of decay ofthe active pnxlticts depended UJXHI conditions,

hut he found that, in several cases, rapidly decaying products were obtained whose

activity fell to half value in about 1 hour. Allowing for the probability that the

product examined was not completely isolated by the electrolysis, but contained also

a trace of the other product, this result would indicate that the last change which

gives rise to rays is the more rapid of the two.

The results obtained by VON LERCH* in the electrolysis of solution of the active

deposit also admit of a similar interpretation. Products were obtained on the

electrodes of different rates of decay, but which lost half their activity in times

varying from about 1 hour to 5 hours. This variation is possibly due to the admixture

of the two products, but further experiment is necessary to settle this point with

certainty. The evidence, as a whole, thus supports the conclusion that the active

deposit from thorium undergoes two successive transformations as follows :

(1) A 'rayless' change for which X, = 175 X 10~ 5
, i.e., in which half the matter

is transformed in 1 1 hours ;

(2) A second change giving rise to a, ft and y rays, for which Ag = 2'08 X 10~ 4
,

i.e., in which half the matter is transformed in 55 minutes, t

It is, at first sight, a somewhat unexpected result that the final rate of decay ot

the active deposit from thorium does not in reality give the rate of change of the last

product itself, but of the preceding product, which does not give rise to rays at all.

A similar peculiarity is observed in the decay of the excited activity of actinium,

which is discussed in section 15.

14. For a long exposure in the presence of a constant supply of thorium emanation,

the equation expressing the variation of activity with time is found from equation (8),

section 11.

I' _ Q *a__ e-v _ AI e-v
M) *XO "V *1 *1

~~
*2

'

(1
- -083 e- 1

'90 " 10
-*).

2
^~ A

|

About 4 hours after removal, the second term in the brackets becomes very small,

and the activity after that time will decay very nearly according to an exponential
law with the time, falling to half value in 1 1 hours. For any time of exposure T,

the activity at time t after the removal (see equation 11) is given by

I, Q^ wT* - be-"'
1

I
"

QT
" - b

* 'Ann. d. Physik,' November, 1903.

t The '

niyless change
'

certainly does not give out a rays, and special experiments showed that no

appreciable amount of ft rays were present. On the other hand, the second change gives out all three

types of rays.

2 B 2
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where I is the initial value of the activity, immediately after removal, and

a =

By variation of T the curves of variation of activity for any time of exposure can lie

accurately deduced from the equation, when the values of the two constants X,, \% are

substituted. Miss BROOKS has examined the decay curves of excited activity for

thorium for different times of exposure and has observed a substantial agreement
between experiment and theory.*

15. Changes in Actinium. Dr. GIESEL kindly forwarded me a radioactive

preparation from pitchblende and called by him the
'

emanating substance,' on

account of the large amount of emanation it gives out. This had an activity,

measured in the usual way, of about 250 times that of uranium. The emanation and

excited activity produced by it were kindly examined for me in detail by Miss BROOKS.

The emanation was found to have a very rapid rate of decay, its activity falling to

half value in a few seconds. The excited activity for a long exposure fell to half

value in 41 minutes. DEBiEBNEt has shown that actinium gives off an emanation

which loses half its activity in 37 seconds and produces excited activity which falls

to half value in 41 minutes. There can be no doubt that the '

emanating substance'

of GIESEL and the actinium of DEBIERNE contain the same radioactive constituent.

The name actinium will thus be used in this paper to denote the '

emanating
substance' of GIESEL. Miss BROOKS investigated the rate of decay of the excited

activity of actinium for different times of exposure ; but, for the purpose of elucidation

of the changes occurring, we need only consider the curves of decay of excited

activity for a short and for a long exposure. For a long exposure the activity decays

very nearly according to an exponential law, falling to half value in 41 minutes. The

value of the change-constant A. is 2'80 X 10~ 4
(see)"

1
.

The activity for a short exposure at first increases, rapidly passes through a

maximum, and after some time decays according to an exponential law, falling to half

value in 41 minutes. The curve of decay (measured by the a rays) for an exposure
of 1'5 minutes in the presence of the actinium emanation is shown in fig. 10.

The maximum is reached about 7 '5 minutes, reckoning from the moment the body
is exposed to the emanation.

The curve is very similar in general shape to the corresponding curve of thorium,

and can be analysed in a similar way ; the activity at any time t is proportional to

e-v e
-A

''.

These results show that the first change occurring in the active deposit from actinium

is a rayless change. Since the activity finally decays according to an exponential law

(half value in 41 minutes), one of the constants of the change has a value 2'80X 10~ 4
.

[* 'Phil. Mag.,' September, 1904.]

t 'Comptes Kendus,' 138, p. 411, 1904.
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By substitution in the curve, the value <>l tin- other constant is found to be

77 X 10~ 3
(half transformed in 1*5 minutes).

As in the case of thorium, a difficulty arises as to which value of X applies to the

rayless change, but the question in the case of actinium can at once be settled by
means of electrolysis.

100

15 20
Time in Minutes.

Fig. 10.

35

I'.KIMIKS |irrt'niifi| tlic tulle .win- e\|.ri inn-ill : A platinum jil.-iti-
\\ .,* nmdr

active in the presence of actinium and the active matter was dissolved off by

hydrochloric acid and then electrolysed. The activity of the anode, after removal,

fell very rapidly according to an exponential law, reaching half value in 1 '5 minutes.

The corresponding value of X is 77 X 10~ 3
. There is thus no doubt that the second

change is the most rapid of the two. We may thus conclude that the active deposit
from actinium undergoes two distinct successive transformations :

(1) A rayless change, in which half the matter is transformed in 41 minutes;

(2) A change giving rise to a rays, in which half the matter is transformed in

I '5 minutes.*

It can readily be shown that, for a very short exposure of a Ixxiy in the presence
of the actinium emanation, the activity I< at any time t is given by

1,/Ir =1-1 4 (-*' -e-*),

where IT is the maximum value of I which occurs at time T = 7'5 minutes.

* The radiations from the products have not yet been examined to see whether ft and y rays are

present.
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For a very long exposure

I,/I
= 1-038 e~^ - -038 -**,

where In is the initial value after removal, and

X,
= 2-80 X 10-+, X, = 77 X 10~ s

.

For the first 10 minutes after removal, the activity in consequence decays more

slowly than is to be expected on a simple exponential law. This result has been

observed experimentally. The variation of the activity for any time of exposure

to the emanation is expressed by an equation of the same form as for thorium,

equation (12), with the values X
l5

X
2
found above.

There is some evidence that there is a product actinium X in actinium, corresponding

to thorium X in thorium. This point is at present under investigation, and the

results will be given in a later paper. If this is the case, actinium and thorium are

very closely allied in the number and nature of their products. Both give rise to an

emanation, and this is transformed into an active deposit which undergoes two further

transformations, the first change being a '

rayless
'

one.

16. Changes in the Active Deposit from Radium. In the case of the active

deposit from radium, we are dealing with matter that undergoes at least four successive

changes. For convenience, the matter initially produced from the emanation will be

called the matter A and the succeeding products B, C, D, E respectively. The

equations expressing the quantities of A, B, C, D present at any time are complicated,

but the comparison of theory with experiment may be simplified by temporarily

disregarding some unimportant terms. For example, the activity of the matter D is

generally negligible compared with that of A or C, being as a rule less than 1/100,000

of the initial activity observed for the matter A or C. A still further simplification

can be made by disregarding the first 3-minute change. In the course of 6 minutes

after removal, three-quarters of the matter A has been transformed into B, and

20 minutes after removal all but about 1 per cent, has been transformed. The

variation of the amount of matter B or C present at any time agrees more closely

with the theory, if the first change is disregarded altogether. A discussion of this

important point is given later in section 21.

17. ft-Ray Curves. The explanation of the /3-ray curves (see figs.
5 and G), obtained

for different times of exposure, will be first considered. For a very short exposure,

the activity measured by the /8 rays is small at first, passes through a maximum

about 36 minutes later, and then decays steadily with the time.

The curve shown in fig. 6 is very similar in general shape to the corresponding

thorium and actinium curves. It is thus necessary to suppose that the change of the

matter B into C does not give rise to /8 rays, while the change of C into D does. In

sucli a case the activity (measured by the ft rays) is proportional to the amount of C

present. Disregarding the first rapid change, the activity I, at any time f should be
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given by an equation of the same form (see equation 12, section 13) as for thorium

and actinium, viz.,

| e-v_ e-v

IT

==
e-*.T - e-* '

where IT is the maximum activity observed, which is reached after au interval T.

Since the activity finally decays according to an exponential law (half value in

28 minutes), one of the values of X is equal to 4'13 X 10~*. As in the case of thorium

and actinium, the experimental curves do not allow us to settle whether this value

of X is to be given to Xj or X
3 . From other data (see section 20) it will be shown

later that it must refer to X3 . Thus Xg = 4'13 X KT4
(sec)"

1
.

The experimental curve agrees very closely with theory if \.
2
= 3*10 X 10~4

(sec)"
1

.

The agreement between theory and experiment is shown by the table given l>elow.

The maximum value IT (which is taken as 100) is reached at a time T = 36 minutes.

In order to obtain the /8-ray curve, the following procedure was adopted. A layer

of thin aluminium was placed inside a glass tube, which was then exhausted. A large

quantity of radium emanation was then suddenly introduced by opening a stopcock

communicating with the emanation vessel, which was at atmospheric pressure. The

emanation was left in the tube for 1'5 minutes and then was rapidly swept out by a

current of air. The aluminium was then removed and was placed under an

electroscope, such as is shown in
fig. 3. The a rays from the aluminium were cut off

by an interposed screen of aluminium '1 mi Him. thick. The time was reckoned from

a period of 45 seconds after the introduction of the emanation.

Time in minutes.
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These conclusions are very strongly supported by observations of the decay
measured by the ft rays for a long exposure. The curve of decay is shown in

fig.
G

and fig.
1 1, curve I.

too

65"
in Minutes

Fig. 11.

P. CURIE and DANNE made the important observation that the curve of decay C,

shown in
fig. 7, for a long exposure, could be accurately expressed by an empirical

equation of the form

where X2
= 3'10 X 10~* (sec)"

1 and X3 = 4*13 X 10~* (sec)"
1
, and a = 4'20 is a

numerical constant.

I have found that within the. limit of experimental error this equation represents

the decay of excited activity of radium for a long exposure, measured by the /3 rays.

The equation expressing the decay of activity, measured by the rays, differs con-

siderably from this, especially in the early part of the curve. Several hours after

removal the activity decays according to an exponential law with the time, decreasing

to half value in 28 minutes. This fixes the value of
X.j.

The constant a and the

value of X.2 are deduced from the experimental curve by trial. Now we have already

shown (section 14) that in the case of the active deposit from thorium, where there are

two changes of constants X
2 and X

3 ,
in which only the second change gives rise to a

radiation, the value of

__
*- " "2 .!

for a long time of exposure (see equation 8). This is an equation of the same form
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as that found experimentally by CURIE and DANNE. On substituting the values

Ag, X8 found by them.

= 4'3, and
X = 3'3.

Xg Xj \l Xg

Thus not only does the theoretical equation agree in form, but also closely in the

values of the numerical constants. If the first as well as the second change gave

rise to a radiation, the equation would be of the same general form, but the value of

the numerical constants would be different, the values depending upon the ratio of

the ionization in the first and second changes. If, for example, it is supposed that

both changes give out ft rays in equal amounts, it can readily be calculated that the

equation of decay would be

I, _ '5X2 e "*

Taking the values of X2 and Xg found by CURIE, the numerical factor e"*1' l)ecomes

2'15 instead of 4 '3 and 1'15 instead of 3 '3. The theoretical curve of decay in this

case would be readily distinguishable from the observed curve of decay. The fact

that the equation of decay found by CURIE and DANNE involves the necessity of an

initial rayless change can be simply shown as follows :

Curve I. (fig. 11) shows the experimental curve. At the moment of removal ot

the body from the emanation (disregarding the initial rapid change), the matter must

consist of both B and C. Consider the matter which existed in the form C at the

moment of removal. It will be transformed according to an exponential law, the

activity falling to half in 28 minutes. This is shown in curve II. Curve III.

represents the difference between the ordinates of curves I. and II. It will be

seen that it is identical in shape with the curve (fig. 5) showing the variation of the

activity for a short exposure, measured by the $ rays. It passes through a maximum
at the same time (al>out 36 minutes). The explanation of such a curve is only

possible on the assumption that the first change is a rayless one. The ordinates of

curve III. express the activity added in consequence of the change of the matter B,

present after removal, into the matter C. The matter B present gradually changes
into C, and this, in its change to D, gives rise to the radiation observed. Since the

matter B alone is considered, the variation of activity with time due to its further

changes, shown by curve III., should agree with the curve obtained for a short

exposure (see fig. 5), and this, as we have seen, is the case.

The agreement between theory and experiment is shown in the following tables.

The first column gives the theoretical curve of decay for a long exposure deduced

from the equation
' = ** e~ x'' ^ e~v

*O Xj Xg X^ Xj

taking the value of X., = 3-10 X 10~4 and X
3
= 4'13 X 10"4.

VOL. cciv. A. 2 c
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The second column gives the observed activity (measured by means of an

electroscope) for a long exposure of 24 hours in the presence of the emanation.

Time in minutes.
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large to be measured by means of a sensitive high-resistance galvanometer, and

readings were taken as quickly as possible after removal of the platinum from the

emanation vessel. The initial value of the current (taken as 100) was deduced by

continuing the curves backwards to meet the vertical axis (see fig. 12), and was found

to be 3 X 10~ 8

ampere.

Time in minutes.
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The close agreement of the curve LL with the theoretical curve deduced on the

assumption that there are two changes, the first of which does not emit rays, shows

that the change of radium B into C does not emit a rays. In a similar way, as in the

curve I, fig. 11, the curve LL may be analysed into its two components represented by
the two curves CC and BB. The curve CO represents the activity supplied by the

matter C present at the moment of removal. The curve BB represents the activity

resulting from the change B into C and is identical with the corresponding curve in

fig. 11. Using the same line of reasoning as before, we may thus conclude that the

change of B into C is not accompanied by a rays. It has already been shown that it

does not give rise to ft rays, and the identity of the ft and y-ray curves show that it

does not give rise to y rays. The change B into C is thus a '

rayless
'

change, while

the change C into D gives rise to all three kinds of rays.

An analysis of the decay of the excited activity of radium thus shows that three

distinct rapid changes occur in the deposited matter, viz. :

(1) The matter A, derived from the change in the emanation, is half transformed

in 3 minutes and is accompanied by a rays alone ;

(2) The matter B is half transformed in 21 minutes and gives rise to no

ionizing rays ;

(3) The matter C is half transformed in 28 minutes and is accompanied by

a, ^8 and y rays ;

(4) A fourth very slow change, which will be discussed later (section 23).

19. Equations Representing the Activity Curves. The equations representing the

variation of activity with time are for convenience collected below, where

\!
= 3'8 X 10- 3

,
X
2
= 3-10 X 10-*, X

3
= 4-13 X 10-*:-

(1) Short exposure : activity measured by ft rays,

1,/lT =10-3 (e~*
-

e~*),

where IT is the maximum value of the activity ;

(2) Long exposure : activity measured by ft rays,

where I is the initial value ;

(3) Any time of exposure T : activity measured by the ft rays,

I, _ aer* be'*

Io

=
-&

where

a = b =

(4) Activity measured by a rays : long time of exposure,

J<
= 1 e~* + (4-3 e-^' - 3'3 ?-).
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The equations for the a rays for any time of exposure can be readily deduced, Imt

the expressions are somewhat complicated.

20. Equations of Rise of Excit<><l .l<tirity. The curves expressing the gradual

increase to a maximum of the excited activity produced on a body exposed in the

presence of a constant amount of emanation are complementary to the curves of decay

for a long exposure. The sum of the ordinates of the rise and decay curves is at any
time a constant. This necessarily follows from the theory and can also be simply

deduced from d priori considerations.
(' Radioactivity,' p. 267.)

The curves of rise and decay of the excited activity are shown graphically in

tig. 13 for both the a and ft rays. The thick line curves are for the rays. The

100

6030 40
Time in Minutes.

Fig. 13.

difference between the shapes of the decay curves when measured by the a or ft rays
is clearly brought out in the figure. The equations representing the rise of activity

to a maximum are given below.

For the ft and y rays,

For the a rays,

- 3'3 c~

21. Effect of Temperature. We have so far not considered the evidence on which

the 28-minute rather than 21 -minute change is supposed to take place in the matter C.

This evidence has been supplied by some recent important experiments of P. CURIE

and DANNE* on the volatilization of the active matter deposited by the emanation.

'Comptes Rendus,' 138, p. 748, 1904.
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Miss GATES* showed that this active matter was volatilized from a platinum wire

above a red heat and deposited on the surface of a cold cylinder surrounding the wire.

CURIE and DANNE extended these results by subjecting an active platinum wire for a,

aliort time to the action of temperatures varying between 15 C. and 13oO C., and

then examining at room temperatures the decay curves not only for the active matter

remaining on the wire, but also for the volatilized part. They found that the

activity of the distilled part always increased after removal, passed through a

maximum, and finally decayed according to an exponential law (half value in

28 minutes). At a temperature of about 630 C. the active matter left behind on

the wire decayed at once according to an exponential law, falling to half value in

28 minutes. P. CURIE and DANNE showed that the matter B is much more volatile

than C. The former is completely volatilized at about 600 C., while the latter is

not completely volatilized even at a temperature of 1300 C. The fact that the

matter C, left behind when B is completely volatilized, decays at once to half value

in 28 minutes shows that the matter C itself and not B is half transformed in

28 minutes.

CURIE and DANNE also found that the rate of decay of the active matter varied

with the temperature to which the platinum wire had been subjected. At 630 C.

the rate of decay was normal, at 1100 C. the activity fell to half value in about

20 minutes, while at 1300 C. it fell to about half value in about 25 minutes.

I have repeated the experiments of CURIE and DANNE and obtained very similar

results. It was thought possible that the measured rate of decay observed after

heating might be due to a permanent increase in the rate of volatilization of C at

ordinary temperatures. This explanation, however, is not tenable, for it was found

that the activity decreased at the same rate whether the activity of the wire was

tested in a closed tube or in the open with a current of air passed over it.

These results are of great importance, for they indicate that the rate of change of

the product C is not a constant, but is affected by differences of temperature. This

is the first case where temperature has been shown to exert an appreciable influence

on the rate of change of any radioactive product.

22. Effect of the First Rapid Change. We have seen that the law of decay of

activity, measured by the j3 or y rays, can be very satisfactorily explained if the first

3-minute change is disregarded. The full theoretical examination of the question

given in sections 10 and 11 and the curves of figs. 8 and 9 shows, however, that the

presence of the first change should exercise an effect of sufficient magnitude to be

detected in measurements of the activity due to the succeeding changes. The

question is ot great interest, for it involves the important theoretical point whether

the substances A and B are produced independently of one another, or whether A is

the parent of B. In the latter case, the matter A which is present changes into B,

* '

Phys. Rev.,' p. 300, 1903.
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ami, in consequence, the amount of B present after A is transformed should be

somewhat greater than if B were produced in<lr|'iidently. Since the change of A is

fairly rapid, the effect should be most marked in the early part of the curve.

In order to examine this point experimentally, the curve of rise of activity,

measured by the /? rays, was determined immediately after the introduction of a

large quantity of the radium emanation into a closed vessel. The curve of decay of

activity on a body after removal of the emanation, and the rise of activity after the

introduction of the emanation, are in all cases complementary to one another. While,

however, it is difficult to measure with certainty whether the activity has fallen in a

given time, for example, from 100 to 99 or 98*5, it is easy to be sure whether the

corresponding rise of activity in the converse experiment is 1 or 1 '5 per cent, of the

final amount. Fig. 14, curve I., shows the rise of activity (measured by the /8 rays)

IO 15 ao
Time in MinuCes.

Fig. 14.

obtained for an interval of 20 minutes after the introduction of the emanation. The

ordinates represent the percentage amount of the final activity regained at any time.

Curve III. shows the theoretical curve obtained on the assumption that A is a

parent of B. This curve is calculated from equation (9) discussed in section 11, and

X,, X,j, Xg are the values previously found.

Curve IL gives the theoretical activity at any time on the assumption that the

sukstances A and B arise independently. This is calculated from an equation of the

same form as (8).

It is seen that the experimental results agree best with the view that A and B
arise independently. Such a conclusion, however, is of too great importance to be

accepted before examining closely whether the theoretical conditions are fulfilled in
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the experiments. In the first place, it is assumed that the carriers which give rise to

excited activity are deposited on the surface of the body, to be made active imme-

diately after their formation. There is some evidence, however, that some of these

carriers exist for a considerable interval in the gas before their deposit on the body.
For example, it is found that if a body is introduced for a short interval, about

1 minute, into a vessel containing the radium emanation, which has remained undis-

turbed for several hours, the activity after the first rapid decay (see fig. 4, curve B)
is in much greater proportion than if an electric field had been acting for some time

previously. This result indicates that the carriers of B and C both collect in the gas
and are swept to the electrode when an electric field is applied. This effect may in part

be due to a slight volatility of the matter B at ordinary temperatures.* If the matter B
exists to some extent in the gas, the difference between the theoretical curves for

three successive changes would be explained ; for, in transferring the emanation to

another vessel, the matter B mixed with it would commence at once to change into C
and give rise to a part of the radiation observed.

The equal division of the activity between the products A and C (see fig. 12)

supports the view that C is a product of A, for when radioactive equilibrium is

reached, the number of particles of A changing per second is equal to the number of

B or C changing per second. If each atom of A and C expels an a particle of the

same mass and with the same average velocity, the activity due to the matter A
should be equal to that due to the matter C ; and this, as we have seen, is the case.

Further investigations are in progress, which it is hoped will throw more light on

this difficult question.

23. Very Slow Change in the Active Deposit from Radium. M. and Mme. CURIE!

have observed that bodies which have been exposed for a long interval in the presence

of the radium emanation do not lose all of their activity. The excited activity at

first decays according to the equations already considered, but a residual activity

always remains, of the order of 1/20,000 of the initial activity. This residual activity

seemed fairly permanent, for it did not decay during an interval of six months.

GIESEL observed that a platinum wire which has been exposed to the radium emanation

shows residual activity, and he states that the radiation consists entirely of a rays.

I have examined this residual activity in the following way. The emanation from

30 milligs. of pure radium bromide was condensed in a small glass tube and the ends

of the tube sealed. After standing for a month the tube was opened, and left to

h This result is supported by some recent experiments of Miss BROOKS (' Nature,' July 21, 1904). It

was shown that the matter B is volatile at ordinary temperatures, and a small part escapes from the active

body and is deposited in the neighbourhood. It was also observed that the volatility of the matter B was

far more marked during the first 10 minutes after removal, i.e., during the time the first change is in

progress. If A is the parent of B, the expulsion of a charged a particle must set B in motion, and in

consequence some of the atoms of B may acquire sufficient velocity to escape from the active body.

t 'These presentee & la Facult^ des Sciences,' Paris, 1903, p. 116.
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stuiid lor several days, in order to allow all the remaining emanation to escape. The

inside of the glass tul>e was found to show considerable activity. The tube was then

filled with dilute sulphuric acid, and. after standing several hours, the acid was

removed and evaporated down to dryness in a flat glass dish. Most of the active

matter in the glass tube was dissolved out by the acid, and, after evaporation, a

strongly active residue was obtained in the glass dish. The active matter was found

to give out both a and ft rays, and the ft rays were present in a very unusual

proportion ; thus, compared with the intensity of the rays, the ft rays were present

in at least 10 times greater proportion than for a thin layer of uranium, thorium, or

radium, in a state of radioactive equilibrium.

The intensity of the a radiation was first tested when the active deposit was alxnit

2 months old. The activity, at that time, did not vary apparently over a week's

interval. Owing to a numerical error it was at first thought that the activity did

not change during a further interval of 3 months ; but the corrected result showed

that the activity had more than doubled itself during that interval. Still later

olwervations show that the a-ray activity is steadily increasing.

The increase of the a-ray activity with time has been confirmed by observations of

the residual activity left behind on a platinum plate exposed to the emanation. The

results then showed that the a-ray activity during the first month, after removal,

increases considerably. The relative proportion of ft to at rays steadily diminishes

with the time. This is not due to a diminution of the /J-ray activity, but to an

increase of the a-ray activity. Further olwervations are in progress to examine the

variations of the activity over long periods of time.

The results, so far as they have gone, show that the residual activity produced on

))odies by exposure to the radium emanation is very complicated. The results

discussed in the next section show that the large ft-ray activity is due to matter of

different chemical properties from that which gives rise to the a rays.

The increase of the a-ray activity with time indicates that the deposited matter

undergoes a slow '

rayless
'

change. The evidence at present obtained points to the

conclusion that the deposited matter is initially complex. A small portion of the

total amount undergoes a change, accompanied by the emission of ft rays alone. The

main portion of the deposited matter undergoes a very slow '

rayless
'

transformation,

and the resulting product or products give rise to a rays.

Olwervations extending over a long period of time will be required to determine

the period of these changes. It seems probable that radium C breaks up into two

distinct products. The major part of the product then undergoes a further change or

succession of changes.
'

*
[October 10, 1 904. Further experimental work on this subject has led to a modification of the above

conclusions. It has been found that the results arc best explained on the supposition that radium C gives

rise to radium I), which in breaking up emits only fi (and probably y) rays. Radium I) produces radium E,

which breaks up with the emission of only a rays. It has been deduced that D is probably half

VOL. CCIV. A. 2 D
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24. Connection of Slowly Decaying Product with Raflio-Tcllnrium.Sinne evidence

will now he considered which points to the strong probability that one of these slowly

changing products of radium is tbe same as the active constituent present in radio-

tellurium, separated from pitchblende by MARCKWALD.

It will be recalled that the polonium of Mme. CURIE is always obtained with

bismuth, but can be partially separated from it by several distinct methods. GIESEL

early observed that a bismuth plate dipped into a radium solution became per-

manently active and gave out only a rays, and in this respect resembled the polonium

of Mme. CURIE.

GIESEL has throughout insisted that polonium was nothing more than ' induced

bismuth
'

apparently considering that the bismuth acquired the radioactive property

by mixture with a radium solution. Taking the point of view that radioactivity is

always the result of changes occurring in special kinds of matter, the experiments of

GIESEL indicate that a radioactive product is deposited from the radium solution on

to the bismuth plate, and that the activity of the plate is not due to the bismuth at

all, but to radioactive matter deposited on its surface.

MARCKWALD found that a bismuth plate dipped into a solution of pitchblende was

coated with a radioactive deposit. He at first thought this activity was due to the

tellurium which was deposited on the plate, and consequently gave it the name

radio-tellurium. Later results have, however, shown that the activity has nothing

whatever to do with the tellurium, and by suitable chemical methods he has separated

an extremely active substance. MARCKWALD states that the radio-tellurium gives

out only a rays, and has not appreciably changed during six months after separation.

Mme. CURIE found that the active constituent present in bismuth, which had been

made active by placing it in a radium solution, could be fractionated in the same way
as polonium, and in that way was able to obtain bismuth 2000 times as active as

uranium, but this activity decreased with the time.

An account will now be given of some experiments to ascertain if there is any
connection between this slowly decaying product of radium and radio-tellurium or

polonium.

The active matter deposited on the glass tube, in which a large amount of radium

emanation had been stored for a month, was dissolved in sulphuric acid. A bismuth

plate was introduced into the solution and left for several hours. The bismuth plate

was found to be strongly active and to give out only a rays. On adding a second

bismuth plate, very little active matter was deposited iipon it. The remaining

solution was then evaporated, and the residue was found to be about as active as the

bismuth plate, and to give out both a and /8 rays. There is thus no doubt that the

matter dissolved off the glass is complex, and one part is deposited on bismuth and

transformed in 40 years and E in about 1 year. This modification has been introduced into the subsequent

schedules in the text. A full account of these experiments was communicated to the Electrical Congress

at St. Louis (September 16, 1904) in a paper entitled " Further Transformation Products of Radium."]
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the other not. The activity of the bismuth plate did not appreciably change during
a month's interval.* Part of the active matter obtained from the sulphuric acid

solution then Iwhaves in a similar way to the radio-tellurium of MARTKWALD,
inasmuch as it gives out only a rays, and is readily deposited on bismuth. In order

to test the apparent similarity still further, an accurate comparison was made

tatween the penetrating power of the rays from the active bismuth and a bismuth

plate of radio-tellurium obtained from Dr. STHAMER, of Hamburg. The rays were

found initially to be about half alworbed in a thickness of '00034 centim. of

aluminium, and exhibited the characteristic property of the rays of rapidly increasing

alworption with the thickness of matter traversed. No appreciable difference in the

penetrating power'of the a rays from the two substances was observed, although the

intensity of the radiations was reduced to less than 1 per cent, of the initial value.

It has been found experimentally that the rays from the different radioactive

products differ in penetrating power, and the curve of absorption for different thick-

nesses of absorbing material is, in general, a characteristic of each product.

The identity of the curves of alworption of the rays from the active bismuth

and the radio-tellurium, coupled with the similarity of the radiations and chemical

properties, is very strong evidence that the active product is in each case the same.

I think there can be little doubt that the active constituent of radio-tellurium of

MARCKWALD is a disintegration product of radium.

The polonium (radioactive bismuth) obtained by me from Paris loses its activity

fairly rapidly, and the a rays from it are more readily absorbed than the a rays of

radio-tellurium. This greater alworption may, however, lie due in part to the fact

that the radiations from the polonium come from the mass of the bismuth, and in

consequence are made up of rays of widely different penetrating power, while the

rays from the radio-tellurium arise from a thin film of matter deposited on the

bismuth plate, in which the almorption of the issuing rays would be small. The

identity or otherwise of the constituent present in the polonium of Mine. CURIK and

the radio-tellurium of MARCKWALD has l>een a much vexed question. A definite

answer cannot be given until accurate observations have l>een made of the change of

activity with time of these products.

25. Radioactivity observed in Ordinary Matter. A large number of experimenters

have observed that ordinary matter possesses the property of radioactivity to a

feeble degree. R. J. STRUTT found that different samples of the same metal showed

wide differences in radioactive power. It is a matter of great importance to settle

whether the weak radioactivity observed is a property of the substance under

examination or is due to a minute radioactive impurity. I think there is little doubt

that the radioactivity observed in some substances is due in part to a deposit of

radioactive matter on its surface from the atmosphere. It has now been conclusively

* This bismuth plate was unfortunately mislaid during my visit to England in May. I am, in

consequence, unalile to give a more definite statement in regard to the change of the activity with time.

2 D 2
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shown that the radium emanation is present in the atmosphere. This, in the course

of its disintegration, gives rise to the slowly decaying product, which will be deposited

from the air on the surface of all bodies exposed in the open. Such bodies will thus

be covered with an invisible film of radioactive matter of very slow rate of change.

The results of COOKE* are a strong confirmation of this point of view. By carefully

polishing the surface of a brass electroscope, he was able to reduce its rate of discharge

to almost one-third of the normal amount. In such a case the radioactive matter

was removed from the surface by the process of polishing. The strong radioactivity

observed in a room in which radium preparations have once been used, is probably

due to the deposit on the walls of the room of this slowly decaying matter from the

emanation.

26. Comparison of the Clianges in tlte Radio-Elfnients. The changes occurring in

the three radio-elements and the radiations which accompany them are shown

graphically in fig. 15. The radiations from actinium have not yet been sufficiently

_
Radium Emanation Radium A Rad.B Rad.C Pad. D Rad.E

o
Thorium Thorium x Emanation Thorium A Thor. B Thor. C

O
Uranium Uranium x Final Product

Actinium Actinium x Emanation Actin. A Actin. B
?

Fig. 15.

Actin.C

examined to be certain where the y8 or y rays appear in the last change as in the case

of thorium. It will be seen that there are, at least, six successive changes in radium.

five in thorium, and two in uranium. The first five changes in radium are analogous,

in many respects, to the corresponding changes in thorium and actinium. Each of

'Phil. Mag.,' August, 1903.
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these elements gives rise to a gaseous product, the emanation, aud this in turn is

transformed into a type of matter which is deposited on the surface of bodies. In

both thorium and radium, the fourth change is followed by a change in which all

three types of rays appear together, while the third product in all three elements

does not emit rays at all. The remarkable similarity in the nature of the changes

occurring in radium, thorium, and actinium, indicates that the constitution of the

atoms of these bodies is very similar.

The time T taken for each product to be half transformed, and the value of the

related constant \, the fractional amount of the product changed per second, are

shown in the following table, together with some of the physical and chemical

properties of the products :
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The value of T may be taken as a compunitive measure of the stability of the

atoms of each product. The atoms of the radium emanation and thorium X have

ahout the same stability. The apparent agreement of the rate of change in the two

OBBes must !) .'.HIM.!.-!!'.! M ;i "inriilfin-i-. .-mil i !<>t-s n->t. in ;iny uav. imlir.-iti- tli.-il tin-

atoms of the two products are the same, for ThX and the radium emanation dift'er

both in physical and chemical properties. If the atoms of the two products were

identical, it would be expected that the subsequent changes would take place in the

same way and at the same rate ; but such is not the case. The stability of the

atoms of the products varies over a very wide range. The stability of the atom of

ThX, for example, is about 100,000 times greater than that of the actinium

emanation. There is every reason to believe that the radio-elements themselves

must be regarded as radioactive products of very slow rate of change. In a case like

uranium, which is prolmhly half transformed in about 1,000,000,000 years, the atoms

must be considered as very stable compared with products like the emanations of

thorium or radium.

27. Itayk'xs Chans/em. The existence of a well-marked change in radium, thorium,

and actinium, which is not accompanied by the expulsion of a or ft jKirticles, is of

great interest and imj>ortance.

Since the rayless changes are not accompanied by any appreciable ionization of the

gas, their presence cannot be detected by direct means. The rate of change of the

substance can, however, lie indirectly determined, as we have seen, by determination

of the variation with time of the activity of the succeeding product. The law of

change has been found to be the same as for the changes which give rise to a rays.

The rayless changes are thus analogous, in some respects, to the monomolecular

changes observed in chemistry, with the difference that the changes are in the atoms

themselves, and are not due to a molecular combination of the atoms with another

substance.

Tt must be supposed that a rayless change is not of so violent a character as one

which gives rise to the expulsion of a or ft particles. The change may l>e accounted

for either by supposing that there is a re-arrangement of the components of the atom,

or that the atom breaks up without the expulsion of its parts with sufficient velocity

to produce ionization by collision with the gas. The latter point of view, if correct,

at once indicates the possibility that changes of a similar character may be taking

place slowly in the non-radioactive elements ; or, in other words, that all matter may
be undergoing a slow process of change. The changes taking place in the radio-

elements have been detected only in consequence of the expulsion with great velocity

of the parts of the disintegrated atom. .If the a particles had been expelled with a

velocity less than 10 s centims. per second, it is improbable that any ionizatiou would

have been produced, and the changes, in consequence, could not have been followed

by the electric method.

28. Radiations from the Products. The radiations from the successive products of
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the disintegration of radium have been very closely investigated, and it has been

found that, with the exception of the rayless change, all the changes are accompanied

by the emission of a particles with great velocity. The ft and y rays appear only in

the fifth change. In the case of thorium, it has not been found possible to completely
free the product ThX from ft rays, on account of the difficulty of entirely removing
from it the products of the subsequent change. The proportion of ft rays is, however,

greatly reduced if the emanation produced by the ThX is removed by passing a rapid
current of air through a solution of ThX. The emanation itself gives out only
a rays, but the second product, thorium B, arising from it gives out all three types of

rays. A removal of part of the emanation thus decreases the amount of ft rays from

the ThX. I think there is little doubt that, if the emanation could be removed from

the ThX as fast as it was formed, it would be found that the ThX itself gives out

only a rays, and that the ft and y rays, as in the case of radium, appear only in the

fifth change.

It is remarkable that the ft and y rays of uranium, thorium, and radium appeal-

only in the last of the rapid succession of changes occurring in those bodies. It has

already been pointed out that the ft and y rays always appear together and in the

same proportion. There is now little doubt that the y rays are electromagnetic

pulses, similar to X rays, generated at the moment of the sudden expulsion of the

ft particle from the radio-atom.

In the three radio-elements, the expulsion of the ft particle results in the appearance
of a product either permanently stable, or, in the case of radium, of a product far

more stable than the preceding one. It would appear that the initial changes are

accompanied only by the expulsion of an a particle, and that once the ft particle is

expelled, the components of the residual atom fall into an arrangement of fairly

stable equilibrium, when the rate of disintegration is very slow. I think that it is

more than a coincidence that the ft and y rays appear only in the last of the rapid

changes in the three radio-elements.

It appears probable that the ft particle, which is finally expelled, may be regarded
as the active agent in promoting the disintegration of the radio-atom in successive

stages. According to the modern point of view of regarding atomic structure, the

atoms of the radio-element may be supposed to be made up of electrons (ft particles)

and groups of electrons (a particles) in rapid motion, and held in equilibrium by their

mutual forces. If the atom is to remain permanently stable, it is necessary that there

should be no loss of energy as a whole from the moving charged parts of which the

atom is built up. LARMOR has shown that this condition is fulfilled if the vector

sum of the accelerations of the moving particles is permanently null. If this is not

the case, there must be a continuous drain of energy from the atom in the form of

electromagnetic radiation. This, in the course of time, must disturb the equilibrium

of the atom, and result either in a re-arrangement of its component parts or to its

final disintegration. It may, perhaps, be supposed that occasionally one of the
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outlying revolving electrons, oomprinog the radio-atom, la{>ses into a position which

results in a slow loss of energy from the atom in the form of radiation. In conse-

quence of this loss of energy, the atom becomes unstable, and ultimately an a particle

flies off with its great orbital velocity, but the atom still retains the disturbing cause.

The residue, in consequence, again becomes unstable and ejects another a particle,

and the process goes on from stage to stage, until finally the ft particle is violently

ejected from the system.

Following the general point of view suggested by Sir OLIVER LODGE in a recent

letter to
'

Nature,' it may be jK>ssible that, as a result of continuous radiation, the

velocity of the ft particle in its orbit has steadily increased, until finally in the last

stage a sudden lapse into a new state of the atom occurs, in which not only does an

a. particle escape, but also the ft particle. When the ft particle is removed from it,

the residual atom adjusts itself again into a position of more permanent equilibrium.

The experimental evidence as a whole points strongly to the conclusion that the

change in which the ft rays appear is far more disruptive in character than any of the

preceding ones ; for not only is the ft particle thrown off with nearly the velocity of

light, but the a particle, ejected at the same time, has greater penetrating power
:md probably greater kinetic energy than in any of the other changes.

In addition, there is at present some evidence that this final change is of such a

violent character that the atom is in some cases disrupted into several fragments, and

that, in addition to the a and ft particles, two or more atoms are produced, each of

which has some distinctive physical and chemical properties, and also a distinctive

rate of decay. If the greater proportion of the matter resulting from the disintegra-

tion is of one kind, it would lie difficult to detect the presence of a small quantity of

rapidly changing matter from observations of the curves of decay ;
but if the products

have distinctive electrochemical behaviour, a partial separation, in some cases, should

be effected by electrolysis. The electrolytic method is a very powerful means of

separating active products which may be present in small quantity compared with

the other radioactive products. It has already been mentioned (section 13) that the

results of PEOHAM and VON LERCH, obtained by electrolysis of thorium solutions, may
be in part explained on the supposition that thorium A and thorium B have dis-

tinctive electrochemical behaviour. PEORAM, however, in addition, observed the

presence of a product which lost half of its activity in about 6 minutes. This active

product was obtained by electrolysing a solution of pure thorium salt, to which a

small quantity of copper nitrate was added. The copper deposit was found to be

radioactive to a slight extent, and the activity decayed to half value in about

6 minutes.

The presence of such radioactive products, which do not come under the main

scheme of changes, indicates that at some stage of the disintegration more than one

radioactive substance results. In the violent disintegration which occurs in radium C
and thorium B, such a result is to be expected ; for it is not improbable that there

vol.. CCIV. A. 2 E
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are several arrangements of the constituents of the atoms to form a system of some

slight stability. The two radioactive products resulting from the disintegration of a

single atom would probably be present in unequal proportions. A closer investigation

of the radioactive bodies will very probably lead to the separation of a numl>er of

radioactive products, present in a small proportion among the main products.

29. Difference between Radioactive and Chemical Change. The successive

changes occurring in the radio-elements are distinguished in certain important

particulars from ordinary chemical change. We have seen that each active product,

left to itself, is transformed according to a definite law and at a definite rate. The

law of change is the same as for a monomolecular reaction in chemistry, and shows

that only one changing system is involved. The constant of change X is independent
of the degree of concentration of the product, and of the nature and presence of the

surrounding gas, and, in most cases, is not much affected by wide differences of

temperature. The work of CURIE and DANNE, however, shows that the constant X of

the product radium C (see section 21) is certainly altered by temperature. After

this substance has been subjected for a few minutes to a temperature of about

1100 C., its value of \ (when cooled to atmospheric temperature) is permanently
altered. The value of X at 1100 C. is about 1'4 times the normal value. Above

1100 C. the value of X decreases again, and at 1300 C. it is about I'l times the

normal. These results show that increase of temperature to a certain point increases

the rate of disintegration of radium C, but that on exposure to a still higher

temperature the rate of disintegration decreases again and becomes nearly equal to

the normal value.

The two features which differentiate the radioactive changes from ordinary chemical

change are :--

(
1
) The expulsion of charged particles with great velocity ;

(2) The emission of an enormous amount of energy compared with the amount of

matter involved.

Except in the case of the radio-elements, no chemical change is known which is

accompanied by an expulsion with great velocity of a product of the change. In each

change that is accompanied by the expulsion of a rays, the amount of energy liberated,

weight for weight, is over 100,000 times greater than has previously been observed

in any chemical reaction. Dr. BARNES and the writer* showed that 75 per cent, of

the heat-emission of radium was due to the emanation and its further products. The

emanation from a gramme of radium gives out heat at the rate of 75 gramme-calories

per hour. The total amount of heat liberated during its life is 10,000 gramme-calories

approximately. Now from the work of RAMSAY and SODDY it is known that the

volume of the emanation extracted from 1 gramme of radium is not greater than

1 cub. millim. The energy emitted from 1 cub. centiin. of the radium emanation is

* '

Phil. Mag.,' Ful.ruHiy, 1904.
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therefore equal to Id 7

gramme-calories. Now the heat emitted during the combination

of 1 cub. centim. of hydrogen and oxygen to form water is 2 gramme-calories. Thus
the emanation gives out during its changes 5 X 10* times as much energy as the

combination of an equal volume of hydrogen and oxygen to form water. The energy
emitted from a vessel containing the radium emanation is almost equally divided

between the emanation and the products radium A and ra Hum C. Each of these

products gives out a rays. It is probable that the
'

rayless
'

product radium B gives
out flu- less heat than the other products.

There seems to be little doubt that the energy emitted from radium is about equally
divided between the products which break up with the expulsion of a particles,

i.e., 25 per cent, of the total heat emission is supplied in each case by the breaking up
of radium, the emanation, radium A and radium C. The energy radiated is, in

all probability, mainly derived from the kinetic energy of the expelled a particles.

Since the a particles expelled from the products of uranium, thorium, and actinium

are projected with about the same velocity as from radium, it necessarily follows that

each atom of the radioactive products which breaks up with the expulsion of a particle

gives out about an equal quantity of energy. This amount of energy is about

6 X 10~B

erg for each atom at each stage of its disintegration.

Since there is the same number of changes in thorium as in radium, the heating

effect of thorium will be proportional to its activity, i.e., will be only about 5 X I0~7

of that from an equal quantity of radium.

Since the discovery of the actual production of helium from the radium emanation

by RAMSAY and SODDY, there has been a tendency to assume that helium is the final

transformation product of radium. There is no evidence in support of such a

conclusion, for, as we have already seen, the radium atom goes on through a further

series of slow changes after the first rapid changes have taken place during which the

helium makes its appearance. In addition, the evidence supports the view that one

a particle is expelled from each atom at each stage of its disintegration, excepting

}x>88ibly the rayless change. The expulsion of four a particles, of mass alxnit that of

the helium atom, still leaves a heavy atom behind. 1 have previously pointed out

that the particles, in all probability, consist of helium atoms expelled at the

successive stages of the disintegration. This conclusion js supported by measurements

of the mass of the a particle, and by the observations of the rate of production of

helium by the radium emanation made by RAMSAY and SODDY.

The similarity of the a particles from the different radio-elements indicates that

they consist of expelled particles of the same kind. On this view, helium should be

produced by each of the radio-elements. The presence of helium in minerals such as

thorium, for example, in monazite sand, and the Ceylon mineral described by RAMSAY,

suggests that helium is a product of thorium as well as of radium.

Taking the view that the n. particles are projected helium atoms, we must regard

the atoms of the radio-elements as compounds of some known or unknown substance

2 E 2
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with helium. These compounds break up spontaneously and at a very slow rate even

in the case of radium. The disintegration takes place in successive stages, and at

most of the stages a helium atom is projected with great velocity. This disintegration

is accompanied hy an enormous emission of energy. The liberation of such a large

amount of energy in the radioactive changes at once explains the independence of the

rate of change on the physical and chemical agencies at our command. On this view,

uranium, thorium and radium are in reality compounds of helium. The helium,

however, is held in such strong combination that the compound cannot be broken up

by chemical or physical forces and, in consequence, these bodies behave as chemical

elements in the ordinary accepted chemical sense.

It appears not unlikely that many of the so-called chemical elements may prove to

be compounds of helium, or, in other words, that the helium atom is probably one of

the secondary units with which the heavier atoms are built up.

30. The Charge Carried by the a. Rays. It is of great importance to determine as

directly as possible the total number of a particles expelled from a known weight of

radium in order to deduce the number of atoms which break up per second. The

most direct method of determining this number is to measure the positive charge
carried off by the a rays. Assuming that the charge of the particle is equal in

magnitude to that carried by the ions in gases, the number of a particles expelled pel-

second can at once be determined.

A thin film of radium was obtained on a plate by evaporation of a radium bromide

solution of known strength. Some hours after evaporation, the activity of radium

measured by the a rays is about 25 per cent, of its maximum value, and the /8 rays

are almost completely* absent. The arrangement of the experiment is shown in

fig. 16.

The active plate A was insulated in a metal vessel, C, and was connected to one

pole of the battery, the other pole being earthed. The upper plate B was insulated

and connected to a Dolezalek electrometer. The outside vessel C could be connected

to either A or B, or to earth. By means of a mercury pump, the vessel C was

exhausted to a very low pressure. If the a rays carried a positive charge, the current

between the two plates measured by the electrometer should be greater when A is

charged positive than when. A is negative. No appreciable difference, however,

between the currents in the two directions was observed even when a very good
vacuum was obtained. In addition, it was found that the current between the plates

at first diminished rapidly with the pressure, but reached a limiting value which was

not altered by further lowering the pressure. These results are very difficult of

interpretation. There is no doubt that the a particle behaves as a positively charged

body, inasmuch as it is deviated in a magnetic and electric field in the opposite

direction to the ft particle. The failure to detect the charge carried by the rays is

probably due in part to a strong secondary ionization set up by the a rays at the

surface of the plates A and B. The current due to this effect does not diminish with
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pressure lielow a certain limit, and does not seem to te much altered if tlie air is

replaced by hydrogen. At the snme time, taking the estimate of the numl>er of

particles from 1 gramme of radium, disr.us.srd in section 31, it was deduced that the

ElectromeCer

To pump

Fig. 16.

charge carried by them should certainly have been detected by reversal of the electric

field, notwithstanding the presence of surface ionization.

A large number of experiments have been made under different conditions, but the

results have so far all been negative. It is very difficult to avoid the conclusion that

the a particles do carry with them a positive charge, but it must be supposed that

the effect of this charge is in some way exactly neutralized. In this connection, it is

significant that the charge can-led by the ' canal rays,' which are analogous to the

a rays of the radio-elements, has not so far been detected, although careful experi-

ments upon that point have l>een made by WIEN. The apparent absence of charge

on the a particles would be explained if an equal number of negatively charged

particles, or electrons, were expelled at the same time with a slow velocity. If the

electrons had about the same penetrating power as the a particles, it would be

difficult to detect their presence by the electric method, as the ionization produced by
the a particles would probably mask that produced by the electrons. The electron

should be readily deflected in a magnetic field and experiments are, at present, in

progress to examine whether the a rays show any trace of positive charge when the

rays are exposed to a strong magnetic field.

31. Magnitude nf the Changes Occurring in the ftadio-element*. I have shown

(' Radioactivity,' pp. 154-158) that probably about 10 11 of the a particles are expelled
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per second from 1 gramme of radium in radioactive equilibrium. This estimate li;is

been deduced as an average of three distinct methods of calculation based on

(1) The charge carried off by the rays ;

(2) The energy required to produce an ion ;

(3) The number of ions produced per centimetre of path by an a particle.

A check on this estimate can be made from calculations of the heating effect

observed in radium. There is little doubt that the heating effect of radium is due

mainly to the bombardment of the radium by the a particles expelled from its

substance. Now, since e/m = 6'3 x 103 for the a particle, and the velocity v is

2'5 X 109
, the kinetic energy of the a particle is fytnv

1 = J . v1
. e 6 X 10~ 6

erg,

if the charge e = 3 '4 X 10~ 10 electrostatic unit.

The rate of heat emission from 1 gramme of radium is equal to 100 gramme-calories

per hour, i.e., is mechanically equivalent to 1'2 X 106
ergs per second. If the

heating effect is supposed to be due to the kinetic energy of the expelled a particles,

2 X 10 11 a particles must be expelled per second to account for the heat emission.

This number is in good accordance with the calculated estimate already given.

Knowing the number of a particles expelled per second, the volume of the emanation

stored up in 1 gramme of radium can at once be deduced. For the purpose of

calculation, it is assumed that each atom in breaking up gives rise to one a particle

and to one atom of the succeeding product. This is supported by the observed result,

that each active product of radium supplies almost an equal proportion of the total

activity measured by the a rays, i.e., each active product expels about the same

number of
i-ays. Now, a rays are expelled by the radium itself, by the emanation, and

the products radium A and C. The amount of the slowly changing products radium

D and E present is too small to take into account. There are thus four a particles

expelled for each radium atom which breaks up. There are thus 2'5 X 10 10 atoms ot

radium breaking up per second. In a state of radioactive equilibrium the number n

of atoms of emanation present per gramme of radium is given by n/q = I/A, where q
is the number supplied per second, or the number of radium atoms breaking up per

second, \ is the radioactive constant. Since I/A = 500,000 for the emanation, and

q = 2-5 X 10 10
,
we have n = 1'25 X 10 16

. TOWNSEND showed that Ne = T21 x 1010
,

where N is the number of molecules of hydrogen per unit volume at atmospheric

pressure and temperature.

Taking J. J. THOMSON'S value of e, 3 '4 X 10~ 10 electrostatic unit, we find

N = 3'6 X 10 19
. The volume of the emanation from 1 gramme of radium is n/N cub.

1*25 X 10 16

centims., which is
g ,

or 3'5 X 10"* cub. centim., at standard pressure and
O O ^\ -L \J

temperature.

Now, RAMSAY and SODDY have recently isolated the emanation, and deduced that

the volume from 1 gramme was equal to about 1 cub. nullim. The calculated volume
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in thus of the right order of magnitude. The agin-nu-nt would be still closer if the

number of a particles were taken as 2 X 10", the number deduced from the heating

effect of radium, rather than 10n . It is probable that the volume obtained by
RAMSAY and SODDY is a maximum estimate, on account of the difficulty of removing

traces of other gases.

We may thus conclude with some confidence that about 2 x 10" particles are

expelled per second per gramme, and that the number of atoms per gramme breaking

up per second is 5 X 1010
.

Since 1 cub. centim. of hydrogen contains 3*6 X 1019
molecules, it can readily be

deduced that 1 gramme of radium contains 1'8 X 1081
atoms, taking the atomic

weight of radium as 225.

5 X 10'
The fraction of radium breaking up is thus ,. ,

or 2'8 X 10" '

per second,
1'8 X 10

that is, 8 '8 X 10
~ 4

per year. Thus in a gramme of radium almost one milligramme
breaks up per year.

Now there is every reason to suppose that the amount of radium breaking up per

second is always proportional to the amount present, as in the case of all the active

products. If N is the number of atoms initially present, the number N/ at any
time t is given by N//N = e~A

', where X is equal to the fraction of the radium dis-

integrating per second, i.e., for radium X = 2'8 X 10~ u (sec)"
1 = 8'8 X 10~ +

(year)"
1
.

The time taken for the radium to l>e half transformed will be about 800 years ;

while the urerage life of the radium is X~ l

, or 1100 years approximately.

Now, pure radium bromide has an activity nearly 2,000,000 times that of uranium,

measured by the a rays, and the activity of thorium, weight for weight, is about the

same as uranium. Taking, as a first approximation, that the activity is proportional

to the number of a particles expelled, it can readily be deduced that in thorium, where

there are four products which expel a rays, as in the case of radium, the average life

X-' is 1100 X 2 X 10a
,
or 2 X 10" years.

In uranium, where there is only evidence of one change emitting a rays, the

average life is only one quarter as long, i.e., 5 X 108
years.

Since each radio-atom expels one a particle of atomic weight about that of

hydrogen or helium, the atoms of the intermediate products will not differ much in

weight from the parent atom.

The approximate weight of each product present in a gramme of radium can be

readily deduced. Let NA , NB ,
Nc be the number of atoms of the products A, B, C

present per gramme in radioactive equilibrium. Let XA ,
XB , Xc be the corresponding

constants of change. Then if q is the number of the parent atoms breaking up per

second,

y
= XAN A = XBNB =

Consider the case of the radium products where the value of
ij

is 5 X 10 10
per
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gramme. The value of N for each of the products is shown in the following tahle,

along with the corresponding weights:

I Yi ullict.
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that radium must be produced from some source, and that the present supply is

maintained by the continuous production of fresh radium to (Balance its rate of

disappearance.

The question of possible parentage has been discussed by the writer ('Radio-

activity,' p. 334) and it has been shown that uranium best fulfils the conditions of

Ixsing the parent of indium. In the Hint place, uranium has an average life 5 X 10s

years, which is very long compared with the life of radium. In addition, the activity

observed in pitchblende is about what would \m expected if uranium were the parent

of radium. If each atom of uranium in breaking up gives rise to one atom of radium,

the activity of the uranium and its products (measured by the at rays) would l>e aliout

six times that of the uranium itself. This follows since each atom of uranium in

breaking up gives out only one a particle, while the radium arising from it would

give out during its succession of changes five a particles (including the a particle from

radium E).

Taking into account that actinium and thorium, as well as uranium and radium,

are found in pitchblende, the observed activity of about six or seven times that of

uranium is almost what is to be exj>ected if radium is a product of uranium.

Now, from the data given in section 31, the amount of radium produced per year
on the above hypothesis can readily be calculated. The fraction of uranium clmnging

per year is about 2 X 10~". Assuming that the uranium passes directly through rapid

stages into radium, the weight of radium produced per year, per gramme of uranium,

would be nearly equal to the weight of uranium changed, i.e., '2 X 10~ a
gramme.

The emanation from this quantity of radium would discharge an ordinary electroscope

in about 10 minutes, and thus a very small fraction of the above amount should be

detectable. If a kilogramme of uranium is used instead of a gramme, the amount of

radium produced per year is 2 X 10
~ 6

gramme. The emanation from this amount

would discharge an electroscope almost instantly. The amount of radium produced
in a single day should be readily recognizable.

The suggestion that uranium was a possible parent of radium was given in the

paper on '

Radioactive Change,' and it was arranged between Mr. SODDY and the

writer that the former should try experiments to ascertain whether radium were

produced from uranium. Mr. SODDY has published a preliminary account of his

experiments.* He found no evidence of the production of radium from uranium and

calculated that if radium were produced at all, it was certainly at less than 1/100,000

of the theoretical rate.

On my part, 1 have examined both thorium and actinium to find whether radium

is produced from them. It was thought possible that actinium might be an

intermediate product between uranium and radium. The theoretical outlook for

thorium did not seem very promising, but the observation that some pure thorium

* '

Nature,' May, 1904.

VOL. COIV. A 2 F
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nitrate, obtained from Dr. KNOFFLEK, of Berlin, gave oft' a considerable quantity of

radium emanation, led me to examine thorium as well as actinium.

About 500 grammes of thorium nitrate was taken and dissolved in water. A small

quantity of barium nitrate was mixed with it and sufficient sulphuric acid added to

precipitate the barium as sulphate. After two successive precipitations all but a

small percentage of the radium was removed with the barium. The treated thorium

solution was then placed in a closed glass vessel and the emanation allowed to collect

in the air-space above the solution. The air was drawn oft' at intervals and passed

into a suitable electroscope. The rate of discharge observed was proportional to the

amount of emanation present and thus served as a convenient means of determining

the variation from time to time of the amount of radium in the solution.

In a similar way, some of GIESEL'S emanating substance was dissolved in acid and

the radium removed by precipitation with barium. The solution has been set aside

in a stoppered bottle and the amount of emanation present determined from time

to time.

The observations on actinium have been in progress for three months and for thorium

about four months. The earlier observations seemed to indicate a change of the

amount of radium present in both the actinium and thorium solutions, but later

observations show that if radium is produced at all, it is produced at a very small

fraction of the theoretical rate. The experiments on thorium and actinium are being

continued, and in the course of a few years it is hoped that a definite answer to the

question will be given.

In experiments of this character certain precautions are essential in order to avoid

large possible sources of error in deducing the amount of emanation present by means

of the rate of discharge of an electroscope. These sources of error are especially

marked in experiments with solutions of thorium or actinium. The emanations from

these substances escape into the air-space above the solution. If any dust or water

globules are present, excited activity is produced on them. On removal of the air

these active carriers are removed with it and unless they are allowed time to settle,

or removed by passage through a filter of cotton wool, they are carried into the

electroscope and produce an increased rate of discharge. I have found that if the air

after removal is stored over water in a gas-holder for an hour the carriers of excited

activity are removed from the gas. The effect in the electroscope is then due to the

emanation alone.

No definite experimental evidence is yet forthcoming that radium can be produced

by uranium, thorium or actinium. It is not unlikely, however, that the negative

results so far obtained may be due to the presence of one or more rayless changes

between the parent substance and the radium. We .have seen that such rayless

changes exist in radium, thorium and actinium, and the failure to detect the

production of radium would be explained if the intervening
'

rayless
'

products were

removed by the same chemical operation which freed the substance of radium.
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There is one direct method of attack of the question. If uranium \H the parent of

rudium, the amount of radium for different pitchblendes should always l>e proportional

to the amount of uranium present.* The origin of the other radio-elements could \te

attacked in a similar way.
The whole subject of the relative connection and origin of the radio-elements is of

the greatest interest and importance. The close similarity of the changes in radium,

thorium and actinium is very remarkable and indicates some peculiarity of atomic

constitution which still remains to be elucidated.

* BOI.TWOOD has recently published some numbers ('Nature,' May '25, 1904, p. 80) which seem to show

ilia i in the pitchblendes examined the amount of radium is strictly proportional to the amount of uranium

in the mineral. Further results of this character are very much required.

2 F 2
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VI. On the General Theory of Integration.

tty W. FT. YODN<J, Sc.D., St. P<>t<>rs f'nUrf/i;

Communicated !/ Dr. E. W. Honsox, F.R.S.

Ilcceived April 23, Rend May 19, 1904.

Introductory.*

RIEMANN was the first to consider the theory of integration of non-continuous

functions. As is well known, his definition of the integral of a function between

the limits a and 6 is as follows : Divide the segment (ft, It)
into any finite number

of intervals, each less, say, than a positive quantity, or norm d
; take the product of

each such interval by the value of the function at any point of that interval, and

form the sum of all these products ;
if this sum has a limit, when (/ is indefinitely

diminished which is independent of the mode of division into intervals, and of the

choice of the points in those intervals at which the values of the function are

considered, this limit is called the integral of the function from a to 6.

The most convenient mode, however, of defining a lliemann (that is an ordinary)

integral of a function, is due to DARBOUX
; it is Iwvsed on the introduction of upper

and Imver integral* (inte"grale par exces, par deTaut : oberes, unteres Integral). The

definitions of these are as follows : -It may be shown that, if the interval (a, b) be

divided as befoi'e, ami the sum of the products taken as )>efore, but with this

difference, that instead of the value of the function at an arbitrary point of the

part, the upper (lower) limit of the values of the function in the part be taken and

multiplied by the length of the corresponding part, these summations have, whatever

be the type of function, each of them a definite limit, independent of the mode of

division and the mode in which d approaches the value zero. This limit is called the

upper (lower) integral of the function. In the special case in which these two limits

agree, the common value is called the integral of the function.

The progress of the modern theory of sets of points (Thdorie des ensembles ;

Mengenlehre), due, as is well known, chiefly to G. CANTOR, though taking its origin

in RIEMANN'S paper
' Ueber die Darstellbarkeit einer Funktion durch eine trigono-

metrische Reihe,' naturally leads us to put the question how far these definitions

* An abridged statement of the contents of this memoir will l>e found in the " Abstract
"

published in

the '

Proceedings of the Royal Society,' vol. 73, pp. 445-449.

(377.)
22.2.05
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can be generalised. Tins theory has in fact taught us on the one hand that many of

the theorems hitherto stated for finite ntimben are true with or without modification

for a countably infinite number, and on the other hand that closed sets of points

possess many of the properties of intervals. We may, in accordance with these facts,

divide the segment (1) into an infinite number of non-overlapping intervals, in which

case, however, seeing that such a set of intervals always has points which are

external or semi-external to them, we must in general add a set of points to the

set of intervals, if the division of the segment is to be properly performed, that is,

if all the points of the segment are to be accounted for in our division ; or, more

generally, (2) into a finite or countably infinite number of sets of points.

What would be the effect on the Riemann and Darboux definitions, if in those

definitions the word "
finite

"
were replaced by

"
countably infinite," and the word

"interval" by "set of points"? A further question suggests itself: Are we at

liberty to replace the segment (, 6) itself by a closed set of points, and so define

integration with respect to any closed set of points ?

Going one step further, recognising that the theory of the content of open sets

quite recently developed by M. LEBESGTTK* has enabled us to deal with all known open,

sets in much the same way as with closed sets as regards the very properties which

here come into consideration, we may attempt to replace both the segment and the

intervals of the segment by any kinds of measurable sets.

Tn the Riemann and Darboux definitions it is tacitly assumed that the interval

(a, b) is finite, and that the function is throughout the interval finite and possesses

finite upper and lower limits. The discussion of the integration of a function which

is not necessarily finite, over an interval not necessarily finite in length, requires

separate consideration, and the definitions of such integrals, called improper integrals,

are of the nature of extensions of the definitions of ordinary integrals. Bearing in

mind the somewhat unsatisfactory and artificial character of such extensions, we may
hope finally that our discussion! may throw light on improper integrals also.

In M. LEBESGUE'S valuable memoir, already referred to, a striking addition has been

made to the previously existing knowledge of the subjects dealt with. He has

shown that a more general definition than that of RIEMANN, available for all known

functions, one moreover coinciding with that of RIEMANN in the case of all functions

integrable in the Riemann sense, may be given ;
a definition possessing, among

others, the remarkable property of permitting passage back from the derivatives of

a continuous function to the continuous function itself.

Tn the present paper I attempt to discuss the whole matter, and take occasion in

the proper place to bring LEBESGUE'S work into connection with my own. Some

special cases of the results I obtain have been given by me in the paper presented to

*
"Integrate; Longueur; Aire," 'Ann. di Mat.,' 1902. Of. also a paper by the Author, "Open Sets

and the Theory of Content,"
' Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. 2, Part I., p. 16.

t In the instalment now presented to the Society I confine my attention however to proper integrajs.
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the L.M.S. ah-eady cited, and I apply one of the results of this paper, viz., that the

content of any closed n dimensional set may IKJ expressed both as an ordinary integral

in terms of an n 1 dimensional content, or as the upj>er integral of the content of

sets of lower dimensions, to obtain the corresponding theorem for any measurable set

(contained in a closed set of finite content).

PART 1. OF FINITE PROPER INTEGRALS.

I. The necessary and sufficient condition that a function should satisfy the

requirements of J{IKM \\N'a definition is simply that the content of the j)oints of

continuity of the function should be equal to the length of the segment (, 6), (or,

in the case of a multiple integral, to the content of the region over which the

integration is extended), that is to say, when this condition is satisfied, the sum-

mations referred to in the Uiemann definition have a definite limit, independent of

the mode of division, &c. Is this still true when for
"
interval

"
the expression

''
set

of points" is substituted,* and for
"
length of interval" the "content of the set of

points
"

( The following example shows that, when these substitutions have been

made, the definition, as it stands, ceases to have any meaning, even in the case of

continuous functions.

Example 1. Take y x as the function. The Kiemann integral I xdx has the

value . If, however, after dividing the segment (0, 1) into n equal intervals, we

abstract the u points

f.i-'^>

and add them singly to what remains of the intervals, we obtain n measurable sets of

points, each of the same content as before, viz., -
; in each, however, there is a point

iv

at which the function has a value greater than ^, except possibly in one of the sets

in which there is a point at which the function has the value J. The summation is

therefore always greater than J, so that it is clear that we do not get the same limit

as before when n is indefinitely increased.

The principle of this example shows that in the general case also, except in the

.single case when the function is a constant, different modes of division of the segment
into a finite number of sets of points each of content less than a given norm d, and

different modes of proceeding to the limit, will certainly not always give the same

limiting value of the summations. Thus, suppose the function to be continuous at its

upper limit, then we can arrange that the mode of division is such that to every

partial set at every stage a point belongs for which the function differs from its

*
I shall always, except when the contrary is stated, suppose that the seta employed are measurable Bets.

so that the sum of two non-overlapping sets has for content the sum of their separate contents.
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maximum value by a quantity as small as we please, and there is nothing to prevent
our taking precisely this point as that at which the value of the function is to be

taken in forming the summation ; similarly for the minimum value, and it is clear

that the limits obtained in these two cases could only agree when the function is a

constant.

It is plain, moreover, that there is no room for discussion of the range of possible

values of limits corresponding to the various conceivable modes of division. Speaking

generally, the range will be from SM to Sm, where S is the length of the segment,
or more generally tt-dimeusional volume of the region, and M and m are the upper and

lower limits of the values of the function. Thus the Riemann definition completely

breaks down when we attempt to generalise it in this direction.

2. There is another direction, however, in which an important generalisation of

the Riemauu definition is possible. If we change the words "
finite number of

intervals" into "set of intervals" and add "such that the content of the external

points is zero," the definition still holds good ; we get a perfectly definite limit, which

is, of course, the Riemann integral.

To prove this, we notice first that the content of the set of intervals is in tins case,

and in this case alone, the same as that of the segment (or region) under discussion,

say S.

Let the intervals be arranged in any way in countable order d\ t d.,... Then, since

the d's are all positive, their sum is an absolutely convergent series; therefore the

same is true when the content of each dr is multiplied by a quantity f, which, for all

values off, lies between finite upper a'ud lower limits, say between M, as is the case

in forming our summations.*

If we consider n of these intervals in order dl} c/2 . . . d,,, these leave over a finite

number of complementary intervals, say d\, d'a . . . d',a ,
and we can so choose n that

the sum of these latter intervals d'r is less than ^7, while the contribution to our

summation over the remaining intervals c//H.,, cZ,l+2 ... is numerically less than ^e.

If now we form the summation in RIEMANN'S way over the finite number of

intervals di, d.2 . . . du , d\, d'.2 . . . d'M ,
and compare it with the corresponding summation

over the set of intervals dlt d^ . . . ad inf., we see that the difference between the two

.summations is less than c. Since c is at our disposal, and we can insure that both

the intervals c/, and d'r are less than any assigned norm, this proves the statement

embodied again in the following theorem :

*
I take this first opportunity of emphasising the fact that, though it is convenient, indeed necessary,

iu forming the sum of an infinite number of terms to arrange them in some sort of order, in doing so here

we do not introduce the idea of order into the concept of integration. Indeed, from the definitions it is

evident that the concept of integration no more of itself involves the idea of order than do the concepts of

length, area, and volume. The distinction of the two notions has, perhaps, not always been present to

the mind of some writers.
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Theorem 1. If the interval (a, 6) be divided into a set of intervals and a set of

paint* of zero content, the length of each interval being lens than some assigned norm d;

and if the product of the length of each interval by the value of a given

function t an
i/ fiaint of that interval \te. formed and the summation of all

products calculated, this summation has a definite limit when d is indefinitely

diminished; this limit is, of course, the integral of the function.

Corollary. The value of the integral of an integrable function is unaltered if, at

the points of a set of zero content, we arbitrarily change the values of the function.

In other words, if we add to the function an integrable null function, we leave the

integral unaltered.

It will be convenient to prove the following theorem, which is, in practice,

indispensable ; from it the theorem on which DARBOUX'S definition of upper (lower)

integration is based, can be at once deduced :

3. Theorem 2. Given any small positive quantity eh we can determine a positive

quantity e, such that, if the segment S be divided up in any manner into a finite

number of non-overlapping intervals, then, provided only the length of each interval is

less than e, the upper (lower) summation of any function over these intervals differs

by less than e^ from a definite limiting value, the upper (lower) integral.

The following is the proof for the case of the upper integral ; with slight modifi-

cation it holds for the lower integral.

Let I be the lower limit of all such summations ; then we can determine a division

of S into a finite numl>er n of intervals, such that the upper summation over these

intervals lies between I and 1 + fa . . . .

Let e be chosen to satisfy the following equation

=

where M is any quantity greater than the greatest value of the function, and let us

consider any division whatever, into a finite number of non-overlapping intervals each

less than e. The number of such intervals which do not lie entirely in one of the

n intervals previously determined, is at most n, so that the sum of the terms

corresponding to these intervals is less than nMe, that is fa.
In each of the remaining intervals the upper limit of f is not greater than the

upper limit off in that one of the n intervals in which it lies, so that the upper
summation over the remaining intervals is not greater than that over the n intervals.

Hence the summation over our intervals, each being less than e, is less than I + e,.

[Q.E.D.]
4. We have now to discuss the Dartaux form of the definition of integration,

that is, in the first instance, to consider the effect of the modifications proposed on

DARBOUX'S definitions of upper and lower integration.

The following example* shows that the theorems stated in these definitions no
*
Example 1, of course, shows this in the case of an integrable function.

VOL. OCIV. A. 2 O
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longer hold, that is to say, it is no longer true that definite limits, independent of the

mode of division, &c., exist, when sets of points are substituted for intervals :

Example 2. Let y he a function of x, which is zero everywhere, in the segment

(0, 1
), except at every point of a perfect set G, nowhere dense, whose content is I,

and at every point of G let y = 1.

If we divide the segment (0, 1) into n equal parts, each of length less than d, the

upper summation, that is, the summation which corresponds to the upper integral, is

always greater than I, but approaches the value I as d is indefinitely decreased. If

I is zero (in which case the function is integrable in RIEMANN'S sense), the limit is

always zero, and in any case it is less than 1. We can, however, arrange so that we

get 1 as limit.

Let the semi-external points of the intervals be arranged in countable order

PI, P2 ,
. . . ; take the same division as before, abstracting, however, the points

PI, P2, . . . P., and then adding these points singly to the single parts ;
thus we have

a division into n measurable sets, each of content less than d, in each of which the

function has the value unity, so that the summation always has the value unity

however small d may be ; therefore we get 1 as limit.

5. If, on the other hand, we retain the intervals, but drop the restriction that

they should be finite in number, there remains over a complementary set of points G,

of content, say, I. The following example shows that the upper summations over a

set of intervals have not then in general a definite limit, so that this extension of the

definition of upper integral cannot be made without some restriction :

Example 3. Take a perfect set, nowhere dense, of content I in the segment (0, 1),

and let the function be zero everywhere except at the points of this set where the

value of the function is unity.

The value of the upper integral as defined by DAKBOUX is I.

Now let d be any assigned norm, and let an odd integer m be determined so that

Divide the segment (0, 1) into m equal parts, and blacken the middle part. Then

divide each of the (m 1) remaining equal parts of the segment into m2

equal parts,

and blacken each of the middle parts, and so on, in the usual manner. The set of

intervals, each less than d, which we thus obtain, have content

...m m m m ma

which is less than d. The complementary set of points is a perfect set nowhere

dense of content greater than (1 d). The upper summation of the given function

over these intervals is then at most equal to d, and is, therefore, less than the upper

integral as soon as the norm is less than I, and has the limit zero.

The principle of this example shows that, if we omit the condition that the number
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of intervals should be finite, the
'

upper summation can always be made numerically

as small as we please. The same is true of the lower summation.

Theorem 3. If, however, we make the resti-iction that the set of points complementary
to tlie intervals always has zero content, ur has a content which decreases without limit,

as d does so, the limits approached by the upper and lower summations are perfectly

definite, and are, of course, the upper and lower integrals.

The proof of this statement is identical in character with that given in 3 for the

corresponding theorem regarding the integral of an integrable function, which theorem

is, of course, a special case of the above.

We should naturally ask whether we cannot correct this discrepancy by adding to

the upper or lower summation over the set of intervals the product of the content of

the complementary set of points into the upper or lower limit of the function for

points of that set ; or, if this does not suffice, by dividing up the complementary set

itself into components and adding the sum of the corresponding products. That

neither of these corrections suffice is shown by the following example :

Example 4. Take the same set as before at which the function has the value 1, and

inside the largest of its black intervals place a similar set G' of content I', at every

point of which internal to that black interval the function has the value 2. Every-
where else the function is to be zero. The upper integral is I + 21'.

If now we merely subdivide the black intervals of G' whioh lie inside the largest

black interval of G, and subdivide the remaining black intervals of G, the product oi

the content of the complementary set of points into the upper limit of the function

for points of that set will be at least 2(1 + 1'), while the summation over the intervals

will be zero. Thus the addition of the term in question would not correct the

result.

If, on the other hand, we subdivide the complementary set into components whose

contents are themselves less than the norm d, we could, on the principle which has

already been employed, insure that each component contained a point at which the

function had the value 2, and the result would be the same as before. In neither

case do we obtain the upper integral.

6. As we have seen in 4 and 5, the Darboux definitions of upper and lower

integration require modifications, if they are to be generalised in the manner proposed.

We are naturally led to define upper and lower integration tentatively as follows :

Let the division of the segment into (measurable) sets be performed in any con-

ceivable way, and let the upper limit of the values of the function in each partial

set be multiplied by the content of that set, and let the sum of these products be

formed ; then the upper integral is defined to be the lower limit of all such sums.

Similarly the lower integral might be defined, the words "
upper

" and " lower
"

being throughout interchanged. There is clearly no logical reason to prevent our

considering these limits.

The names upper and lower integrals will, however, not be suitable, unless (1) the

2 Q 2
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upper integral, so defined, is greater than, or equal to, the lower integral ; (2) these

definitions agree with DARBOUX'S in all cases.

It is easy to prove that (1) holds :

Theorem, 4. The lower limit of the upper summations is not less than the upper
limit of the lower summations.

For otherwise we could clearly take a quantity L lying between the upper and

lower integrals so defined, and find two divisions of the segment so that the upper

summation for the first division is less than L and the lower summation for the

second greater than L. If, now, we consider the division of the segment got by

combining these two divisions, that is, if we divide each of the former sets up into

the components which it has in common with each of the latter sets, the upper

siimmation is not increased nor the lower summation diminished, thus for this

division the upper summation is less than L and the lower summation greater than L,

which is impossible. This proves (1) to hold.

In regard to (2) the following simple example shows that, in the general case,

there is no agreement between our tentative definitions and those of DARBOUX. By

dividing up into sets of points, instead of into intervals, we get a lower value for the

upper integral than that given by DARBOUX'S definition, and a greater value than

the lower integral.

Example 5. Take the function which is 1 at all the rational points of the

segment (0, 1), and zero everywhere else. The Darboux upper integral, from to 1,

has the value 1
; the lower limit of all possible upper summations is however 0, since

the rational points can be enclosed in a set of intervals whose content is as small as

we please.

7. I now proceed to show that in the case of a function which is integrable, in

the ordinary sense of the word, so that the ordinary upper and lower integrals

coincide, the division into sets of points, instead of merely into a finite number of

intervals, leads to the same limit, viz., the integral of the function. To see this, we

have merely to remark that the upper and lower summations are respectively less

than the ordinary upper integral and greater than the ordinary lower integral,

except in the case of equality, and that, as shown in the preceding article, the

lower limit of the upper summations is not less than the upper limit of the lower

summations.

Thus we have the theorem :

Theorem 5. If a function be integrable in a given segment (region), the value of
the integral is equal to the limit obtained as follows : divide the segment (region) into

any finite or countably infinite number of measurable sets of points, multiply the

content of each set by the upper (loiver) limit of the values of the function for points of
that set, and sum all such products ; then the lower (upper) limit of such summations

for every conceivable mode of division is the integral of the function.

8. I next proceed to show that in the case of an upper (lower) semi-continuous
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function, the upper (lower) integrals may be obtained in a similar way, so that,

in the case of an upper semi- continuous function the tentative definition discussed

in 6 of the upper integral can he retained, and the same is true of the lower

integral of a lower semi-continuous function.

To prove this let us suppose the segment (A, B) = S divided up into a finite or

countably infinite number of sets of points EI, Ej, ..., so that the corresponding upper
summation

,/,+,/,+ ...

differs from the minimum X by less than some assigned small positive quantity c.

Now round every point P of EI describe a small interval, in which the maximum
off differs from the value off at P by a quantity less than some assigned small

positive quantity t'i. We thus get a definite set of intervals enclosing all the points

of EI ; their content is therefore not less than the content EI, but we can so construct

them that it is less than Ei + e'i, where <-\ is another small positive quantity as small

as we please. In each of these intervals the maximum of the function f is less

Let us do likewise for each set Er, choosing the small quantities so that

et+e,+ ... = e'l+e't-K.. = e.

Applying the Heine- Borel theorem to all these intervals, which enclose every point

of EI, Ej, ..., that is of (A, B), we can determine a finite number of these intervals

enclosing every point of (A, B), and we can insure that the content of these intervals

differs from their sum by less than e.* To each of these intervals we can attach the

index of the first of the sets E^ , from which it was constructed ; the content

of those which have the index i will then be less than , + </, and the maximum in

each will be less than
_/)
+ <",. Hence the upper summation over the non-overlapping

intervals, consisting partly of the simple parts of these intervals and partly of the

overlapping parts, is less than

where M is a positive quantity greater than the numerically greatest values of f.

That is, this upper summation is less than X+ e +2M + S + <', which, since e is at our

disposal, proves the theorem.

A similar proof can be given for the case of the lower integral of a lower semi-

continuous function, or we may deduce the corresponding theorem in this case from

the fact that a lower semi-continuous function becomes an upper semi-continuous

function when its sign is changed, and at the same time the lower integral becomes

the upper integral.

Bearing in mind now that the upper integral of a function is equal to that of

*
Cp.

" An extension of the Heine-Borel Theorem,"
'

Messenger of Mathematics,' New Series, No. 393,

January, 1904.
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its associated upper limiting function, and that its lower integral is equal to that ot

its associated lower limiting function,* we have the following theorems, corresponding

to that given at the end of 7.

Theorem 6. To find the upper integral of any function we may proceed as follows;

divide the segment or region into any finite or countably infinite number of measurable

sets of points, multiply the content of each set by the upper (lower) limit of the

maxima t (minima) of the function at points of that set and sum all such products ;

then the lower (ujyper) limit of all such summations for every conceivable mode of
division is the upper (lower) integral of the function for the segment or region.

9. We are now able to define upper and lower integration over a set of points,

instead of merely over an ordinary region ; we may, indeed, if we please, suppose the

function defined only for the set of points. The set will lie assumed to be measurable,

so that, like an ordinary region, it can be divided into component sets, each of which

is measurable.

In the special case, in which the content of the set is zero, we define the upper
and lower integrals to be zero also. In the general case the definition will be as

follows :

Divide the fundamental set S into any finite or countably infinite number of
measurable components, multiply the content of each component by the upper (lower)

limit of the maxima (minima) unth respect to S of the function at all points of that

component and sum all siich products; then the lower (upper) limit of all such

summations for every conceivable mode of division is the upper (lower) integral oj the

function for the fundamental set S.

Further, when the upper and lower integrals for S are equal, the function may be

said to be integrable over that fundamental set S.

Thus we have defined upper integration, lower integration, and integration over

any measurable set S in such a manner that, in the particular case when the set S is

a segment or region, we get the ordinary Riemann and Darboux integrals.

10. Summing up our results so far, we saw that, though DAKBOUX'S form of the

definition was preferable to RIEMANN'S, it did not at once lend itself to generalisation.

I then showed how to modify it so that the number of intervals should not necessarily

be finite, provided that their content was equal to that of the segment. We then

saw how the introduction of the maximum (minimum) at a point, instead of the value

*
Cp. Upper and Lower Integration,

' Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. 2, Part I., p. 55, also 11,

below.

t It should be carefully noted that the maximum at a point of a set is the lower limit of the tipper

limit of the values of the function in a small interval or region containing the point, when that interval

or region is indefinitely decreased. Similarly for the minimum. In the enunciation of the above

theorem, therefore, the word " maxima (minima)
"
has nothing to do with the particular set to which the

point belongs, the upper (lower) limit, however, is taken with respect to that set, that is, it is the upper
limit of the maxima corresponding to the various points of that set. Similarly in the definition of 9 the

set S takes the place of the segment or region.
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at a point, permitted of division of the segment into sets of points, instead of merely

into sets of intervals ; and, finally, that in this form the definition is applicable to

integration over a set of points.

There is, however, another mode by which we can define integration with respect

to a set of points in such a manner as to get the Darboux integral when the

fundamental set reduces to a segment or ordinary region. This new generalised

definition is in some respects more closely analogous to the original Dartxmx definition

and brings out, more clearly than the one just given, the distinction between an

interval and a set of points in general, throwing light, as it does, on the question why
it is that the limit of the upper (lower) summations over a segment is different when

the segment is divided into intervals from what it is when the division is into set of

points. Like the Darboux definition, it concerns itself with the actual value of the

function at a point instead of the maximum (minimum) there, while it divides the

fundamental set up into components, closely analogous to the intervals in the Darboux

definition.

It will be convenient, and conduce to clearness, to give first a few preliminary

explanations and theorems. We require to define and give one or two properties of

semi-continuous functions, when the region of existence is a set of points. It will be

found that the introduction of these functions materially simplifies the treatment of

the subject.

11. The definition of an upper (lower) semi-continuous function, defined for any
fundamental measurable set, does not differ from the usual definition for a segment,
or ordinary region, the maximum (minimum) in each case is to be estimated with

respect to the fundamental set alone, in the usual case the fundamental set being that

segment or region, and in the general case that measurable set.

Theorem 7. If a function, defined unth respect to a measurable set of points S, be

an upper (lower) semi-continuous function, the points at which the value of the

function is i k (s k) form a measurable set.

Complete the set of points S, i.e., form the smallest closed set H of which S is a

component. Attribute to the function at the points of H which are not points of S

the upper (lower) limit of the values of the original function at points of S in a small

neighbourhood of the point, when that neighbourhood is indefinitely decreased. We
thus get a function which is upper (lower) semi-continuous with respect to a closed

set H. By an argument of precisely the same nature as that used for the case when

H is a segment, it follows that the set of points at which the new function is

i k (^ k) is a closed set, say Q.

Since both Q and S are measurable, the same is true of their common component,
which is none other than the set of points at which the given function, upper (lower)

semi-continuous with respect to S, is 2: k(^k). [Q.E.D.]

Definition. If at every point of the fundamental set S we take, as the value of a

new function at any point, the maximum (minimum) with respect to S of a given
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function, I call the new function the associated upper (lower) limiting function of the

given function. Using the term oscillation at a point for the excess of the maximum
over the minimum, we get a third associated function by taking as value at a point

the value of the oscillation there, this I call the associated oscillation function.

Theorem 8. The associated upper (loioer) limiting function of any function with

respect to a fundamental set S is an upper (lower) semi-continuous function with

respect to S.

For, complete the set S, and let H be the closed set so obtained. Form an

extended upper (lower) limiting function as in the proof of the preceding theorem.

The original discontinuous function may be supposed to have the same values in the

points of (H S) as this extended upper (lower) limiting function. A proof precisely

similar to that for the continuum* proves that the new upper (lower) limiting function

is upper (lower) semi-continuous.

Now it is plain that, though the points of (H G) may have points of G for

limiting points, the upper (lower) limits of the values of the function in the neigh-

bourhood of points of G are the same for the old and new upper limiting functions.

Therefore the values of the extended upper (lower) limiting function at the points of

G are the maxima (minima) with respect to either H or G, so that the old upper

(lower) limiting function is upper (lower) semi-discontinuous with respect to S.

[Q.E.D.]

Corollary. The associated oscillation function, being the sum of two upper semi-

continuous functions,] is itself an upper semi-continuous function.

Theorem 9. If S' be a component of the fundamental set S, such that all the

limiting points of S' which belong to S are contained in S', then the upper (lower) limit

of a function in (S S') is the same as that of the associated upper (lower) limiting

function in (S S').

This follows from the fact that the maximum (minimum) at any point P of (S S')

is unaffected by the values of the function at the points of S', since P is not a limiting

point of S'. Whence the result is easily deduced.

The fact that the value at a point of an upper (lower) semi-continuous function is

the maximum (minimum) at that point in the case of such a function, enables us to

substitute the word value instead of maximum (minimum) in the definition of

integration.

The definition in this case takes the following simplified form :

Divide the fundamental set S into a finite or countably infinite number of
measurable components, multiply the content of each component by the upper (lower)

limit of the values of an upper (loiver) semi-continuous function at points of that

component and sum all such products; then the Imver (upper) limit of all such

*
BAIRE, 'Ann. di Mat.' (3), vol. III., 1899.

t This property is evidently unaffected by the substitution of a fundamental set instead of a segment
or region.
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summations for every conceivable mod? of division is the upper (lower) integral of the

semi-continuous function for the fundamental set S.

Taking this as the definition of the upper (lower) integral in the case of an upper

(lower) semi-continuous function, the definition in the general case is equivalent to

the following .

Theorem 10. The upper (lower) integral of any function ivith respect to any
measurable set S is the upper (lotver) integral of its associated upper (lower) semi-

continuous function.

12. The division of the continuum adopted by DARBOUX is, as has been proved, a

special case of a more general division of the continuum into intervals, by means

of which we obtain an upper summation differing by as little as we please from the

upper integral. This division was such that the sum of the intervals was equal to

that of the segment, while each interval had to be less than a quantity which

depended only on the degree of approximation desired.

When the fundamental set S is not the continuum, but merely any measurable

set, we can, given any small positive quantity e', find a set of intervals enclosing

every point of S, that is, having every point of 8 as an internal point, the content

of the intervals lying between S and S + e
7
. If we assign any small positive

quantity e, there will only be a finite number of the intervals which are not less

than e, since their content is finite. Each of these we can divide into a finite

number of parts less than e, or we can in any other way determine inside the

intervals a set of intervals enclosing all points of S, with the possible exception of a

component of S of zero content.

In each of these intervals there is a measurable component of S of content less

than e, and the sum of all these components is S. This division of the set S will be

found to correspond very closely to the division of the continuum contemplated

above, which is, of course, a special case of such a division ; in particular it will be

shown to lend itself conveniently to form approximations to the upper integral.

I shall, for convenience, refer to such a division as a division of S by means of

segments (e, e
1

) ; and the upper summation ot any function over these components
I shall call the upper summation with respect to S over the intervals.

13. Theorem 11. Given any small positive quantity i, we can determine a

l>,>*\tn-i- (/'Kintiti/ .',, tii(<-l, t!,.it, if /In funilinni-ntiil .s>7 S / iIir></,-t/ iii unii in-nunT

by means of segments (e, e'), then, provided only e S et ,
and ef^e*, the upper

summation of the function with respect to S over these segments differs by less than e\

from a, definite quantity I, the lower limit of nil such upper summations, when S is

divided by means of segments.

For, I being a lower limit, we can determine a set of intervals enclosing S, such

that the upper summation with respect to S over these intervals lies between

I and I + a, where

6a = *, . . , j .-..,. * ^ 4'< >J '. . (1).

VOL. OCIV. A. 2 H
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Also, by the definition of content, we can determine a set of intervals containing

S, whose content lies between S and S + &, where

a ........... (2),

M being any quantity greater than the greatest numerical value of the function in

question for points of S.

The set of intervals consisting of the common parts of these two sets will contain

S, have content lying l)etween S and S + &, and also be such that the upper summation

with respect to S over it has a value lying between I and I + a. From among the

intervals of this set, we can determine a finite number n, such that the sum of the

remaining intervals is less than 6. The content of the component of S which is not

external to these intervals is not less than S b. The upper summation over the

remaining intervals is, by 2, numerically less than a ; therefore the upper summation

over these n intervals is less than I+ 2a.

Let us now consider any division of S by means of segments (e, e'). There cannot

be more than 2 of these which lie partly inside and partly outside the n intervals.

The contribution of these to the upper summation will therefore be numerically less

than 2nMe.

Since, by what has been shown, the segments which are not entirely external to

the n intervals, enclose a component of S of content not less than S b, the sum

of those segments which are external to the n intervals is not greater than

S + e' (S b), that is e' + b ; their contribution therefore to the upper summation is

less than M (e + b) numerically.

Finally the contribution made by those segments which lie each inside one of the n

intervals cannot be greater than the upper summation over those intervals, that is

cannot be greater than I + 2a. Hence the upper summation over these segments is

less than I-f 3a+M (e'+ 2ne). Using (1), it follows that we have only to take

so that the upper summation over the segments may differ from I by less than ea ;

this proves the theorem.

14. It is clear from the above proof that, when we divide S by means of

segments (e, e), it is immaterial whether, in estimating the upper limit with respect

to S over any segment, we include the end-points of that segment (supposing them

to belong to S), or not ; the potency of the points of S not included will in either

case be the same, and, as the theorem shows, in either case the upper summation will

be within d of the limit I, provided only e and e' are sufficiently small.

Suppose, then, we exclude the end-points of every segment. Then the upper limit

of the values of the function for points of S inside any segment being the same as

that of the associated upper limiting function, we have the following result : The

quantity I is the same, for a function and its upper limiting function,
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15. Theorem 12. The quantity I is the upper integral of the function vrith

respect to S.

The result of the preceding section, together with the tact that the upper integral of a

function is the same as that of its upper limiting function, show that it is only necessary

to prove the present theorem for upper semi-continuous functions.

Let /' be an upper semi-continuous function, and let us suppose the fundamental

set S divided up into a finite or countably infinite number of sets of points, EI, Et . . . so

that the corresponding upper summation

differs from the upper integral X by less than some assigned small positive quantity e.

Round every point of EI we can describe a small interval, in which the maximum

off with respect to S differs from the value off at P by a quantity less than, say

Ci, where = e

and this interval may be decreased indefinitely. That is, we have a set of tiles,* each

of which may be chipped as much as we please, and their points of attachment fill up EI.

Applying the Tile Theorem, we obtain a finite or countably infinite set of the

tiles, each less than e, covering up every point of EI, and the sum of the tiles is less

than Ej + e',, where ^ ^ _ ^

In like manner we get a set of tiles from each set E,. Applying the Tile Theorem

to the set of all these tiles, since their points of attachment fill up S, we obtain a

finite or couutably infinite set of them, covering every point of S, and the sum of all

is less than S + e
7
.

To each of these tiles dp we make correspond the lowest integer t such that its

point of attachment P belongs to E,- ; the sum of the tiles corresponding to any

particular integer .t will then be less than E, + e',, and the maximum of/ in each will

be less than or equal to yj+e,-.

Now, if we include the boundary points of any interval, the set of intervals

consisting of (1) the simple parts and (2) the overlapping parts of the tiles, leaves

no points of S over, and gives us therefore a division of S by means of segments

(e, e').
Of these, the sum of the overlapping parts is less than e', since the content

of the tiles is not less than S, and their sum not greater than S+V ; thus the

contribution of the overlapping parts is numerically less than Me7
. The contribution

of the simple parts, on the other hand, is less than the upper summation over the

tiles themselves, that is, less than

Thus the upper summation over these segments (e,
e
1

)
is less than

X+e+Se+Me'+ee'+Me'.

*
Cp.

" The Tile Theorem,"
' Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. 2, Part I., p. 67.

2 H 2
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Choose e and e' so small that 1) this is less than X+ e, and 2) it (lifters from I by less

than e (by Theorem 11), e being an assigned small positive quantity as small as we

please, which proves that in this case X and I must be identical, and so, as already

pointed out, proves the theorem.

16. It is now possible to give the promised alternative definition of integration ;

the preceding theorems prove the equivalence of the two definitions :

Definition. Let the fundamental set, excluding at most a set of points of zero

content, be enclosed in or on the borders of a set of non-overlapping segments each

less than e. and of content less than S + e. Then let the content of that component
of S in any segment be multiplied by the upper (lower) limit of the values of the

function at points of that component, and let the summation be formed of all such

products. Then it may be shown that this summation has a definite limit when is

indefinitely decreased, independent of the mode of construction of the segments and

the mode in which e approaches the value of zero. This limit is called the upper

(loiver) limit of the function with respect to the fundamental set S.

In the special case when the upper and lower integrals agree, the common value is

called the integral of the function.

17. To find the condition of integrability of a function with respect to a funda-

mental set, we require the following theorem :

Theorem 13. The upper (lower) integral of the sum of any finite number of upper

(lower) semi-continuous functions with respect to a fundamental set S is the sum of the

upper integrals of those functions.

Let F be the sum of two upper semi-continuous functions /i and/a ; then F is itself

upper semi-continuous. Then, by Theorem 11, 61 being assigned, we can determine es

so that if S be divided by means of segments (e, e') and the corresponding upper
summations formed, then provided only e and e' are each less than e*, the summations,

. - ..' v,. .'. . (2),

i ,.'/>. , . (3),

differ from the corresponding upper integrals by less than e^.

Since fi, fz, and F are all upper semi-continuous with respect to S, we can, to each

point P of S, determine an interval round P, such that the maxima of /i, /2,
and F in

that interval differ from the corresponding values of fh ft, and F, by less than some

assigned .small positive quantity e3 ,
and this interval may be indefinitely decreased.

Applying the Tile Theorem, we see that every point of S is covered by one at

least of a countable number of these tiles, each less than e, no point of attachment

being covered by any other tile, and the sum of the tiles differing from S by less

than e'. Thus we may take as our segments (e, e') those respectively covered by the

simple and overlapping portions of these tiles, if we include the boundary points of

each such segment in it.
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The upper summation over the overlapping parts is in each of the three cases

numerically less than Me', where M is a quantity greater than the greatest numerical

values of/i,/s ,
and F. The simple part , of any tile rfp> contains the point of attach-

ment P,, therefore the upper limit in that part differs from the value at P by less

than ej. Thus the upper summation over the segments lies between

and

Thus, denoting by 6 with any distinguishing suffix or accent a quantity numerically

less than 1,

with similar equations for the other two functions.

Now the summation

is the sum of the corresponding summations for f\ and/ ; whence it follows that the

upper integral \
Yds differs from the sum of the upper integrals of fv and f* with

respect to S by a quantity which is smaller than any assigned positive quantity,

which proves the theorem.

18. Denoting by fh f*, and F the associated upper, lower, and oscillation

functions of a given function /, the three functions flt ft, and F are all upper semi-

continuous with respect to the fundamental set, and F is the sum of fi andyj.

The upper and lower integrals of f with respect to the fundamental set are, by
Tlieorem 10, the upper integral of fi and the lower integral of ft respectively, and

the latter is minus the upper integral off+ Thus the excess of the upper over the

lower integral of f with respect to the fundamental set is the sum of the upper

integrals offi &ndft, that is, by Theorem 13, the upper integral of F with respect to

the fundamental set.

Thus f will be integrable with respect to the fundamental set if, and only if, the

upper integral of its associated oscillation function be zero.

Let GI denote the component of the fundamental set at which F has a value greater

than, or equal to, k; by Tlieorem 7, G* is a measurable set, let its content be I*.

Then if, omitting at most a component of zero content, we enclose the fundamental

set by means of segments (e,
e
1

),
since the common part of two measurable sets is

measurable, there will be at most a component of Gj of zero content not included in

the segments, and the remaining component of G* will have content I*. Thus the

content of the components of the fundamental set in segments containing points of

G* will not be less than lt ,
and the upper limit of F in each will not be less than k.

Hence the upper summation will not be less than 1 . / .

Thus it is clear that the upper integral of F cannot vanish unless, for all positive

values of k, It is zero.

Theorem 14. Thus tJie necessary and sufficient conditions that a function f should
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be integrable with respect to a measurable set S, is that the content of that component

of S at every point of which the oscillation off is greater than, or equal to, k should,

for every value ofk, be zero.

Remembering that the outer limiting set of measurable sets is measurable, and has

for content the limit of the contents of the defining components, this gives us the

following alternative statement :

The necessary and sufficient condition that a function sJundd be integrable with

respect to a measurable set S is that the content of that component of S, at every point

of which the function is continuous with respect to S, should be equal to the content

of 8.

19. With the ordinary definition of upper (lower) integration, or of integration, it

was at once evident that if the segment or region of integration were divided into

two parts (segments or regions), the sum of the upper (lower) integrals over the

separate parts was the upper (lower) integral over the whole segment or region.

Theorem 15. More generally, it is evident from Theorem 1 that the sum oj

the upper (lower) integrals over any set of non-overlapping segments or regions is

equal to the upper (lower) integral over the whole segment or region, provided only

the content of those segments or regions is the same as that of the fundamental

segment or region.

That this is not so for the general case when the fundamental set of points, whether

a segment or not, is divided into component sets is shown by the following simple

example :

Example 6. Let f be zero everywhere except at the rational points of the

segment (0, 1), and let f have the value unity at the rational points, and consider

the integrals over the rational and irrational points separately ; both of these are

zero. The upper integral over the whole segment is however unity, and the lower

integral is zero.

The alternative definition of upper (lower) integration, given in 11, shows that

when the two component sets consist of parts of S obtained by means of segments,
the sum of the upper (lower) integrals over the two components is the upper (lower)

integral over the whole fundamental set.

Theorem 16. More generally, the sum of the upper (lower) integrals over any

finite or countably infinite number of non-overlapping components of S obtained by
means of segments (e, e'),

is the same as the upper (lower) integral over the whole

fundamental set, provided only the content of the components is equal to that of the

fundamental set.

An upper (lower) semi-continuous function stands here again in an exceptional

position. We have, in fact, the following theorem :

Theorem 17. The upper (lower) integral of an upper (lower) semi-continuous

function over any fundamental set S is equal to the sum of its integrals over every

finite or countably infinite number of sets into which S may be divided.
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This follows from the definition at the end of 1 1 ; for if we divide the funda-

mental set S into (for instance) two measurable components S, and S_., and then

subdivide all three by means of segments, the definition shows that, in the case of an

upper semi-continuous function, the sum of the upper summations over the segments

with respect to Si and Sj is not less than the upper integral. But in each segment

the sum of the contents of the parts of Si and Ss is the content of the corresponding

part of S, while the upper limit corresponding to S is the greater of the upper limits

corresponding to S! and S, so that the sum of the upper summations for Si and Ss is

not greater than the upper summation for S. Thus the sum of the upper summations

with respect to Si and Sj lies between the upper integral with respect to S and the

upper summation with respect to S. And since, by properly constructing the

segments, we can make the upper summations differ by as little as we please from

the corresponding upper integrals, this proves the theorem.

The above method of proof shows at the same time why it is that the theorem does

not hold for every function, for, if we form the associated upper limiting functions with

respect to Si and S, the values at the different points of S t are not always the same.

20. If in finding upper (lower) integrals we wish to divide the fundamental set

up into convenient components, we must first replace the function by its associated

upper (lower) limiting function.

Example 6 is a particularly instructive one ; the function is integrable over each

of the two component sets into which the segment which is the range of variation is

divided, and is not integrable over the segment itself. We easily see, however, that

the following theorems hold :

Theorem, 18. If a, function be integrable over thefundamental set S, it is integrable

over every component set of S. From Theorem 1 7 it now follows that

Theorem 19. The integral of an integrable function over itsfundamental set S is

equal to the sum of its inta/rals over every finite or countably infinite number of

components into which S may be divided.

For, as has been shown in the preceding section, the upper integral of a function

over the fundamental set S cannot be less than the sum of the upper integrals over

the component sets ; and the lower integral of the function over S cannot ta greater

than the sum of the lower integrals over the component sets. Since, however, the

function is integrable over S, it is also integrable over each of the comjxments.
Therefore the integral over S cannot be less nor greater than the sum of the integrals

over the components, so that it must be equal to this sum. [Q.E.D.]
In this connection, it should be noted that the integration of an integrable

function (which has finite upper and lower limits) involves nowhere the idea of order,

even when, for convenience, we determine it as the sum of a countably infinite

number of integrals. The series of such integrals is an absolutely convergent one,

and it has the same sum however it be arranged.

Theorem 20. The sum of the integrals of any finite number of integrable functions
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taken over the, same fundamental set S is equal to the integral of the sum of the

functions taken over the set. This follows from Theorem \ 3, which asserts the same

for upper (lower) integrals of upper (lower) semi-continuous functions. The proof is of

precisely the same nature as the preceding.

21. We now proceed to obtain a formula for the upper (lower) integral of an

upper (lower) semi-continuous function over any measurable set of points, in terms of

an ordinary integral. These formulae of course at the same time give us the upper

(lower) integral of any function, by reason of 11.

Let K' be any quantity not less than the greatest, and K not greater than the

least, value of an upper semi-continuous functionf defined for a fundamental set S.

Divide (K, K') into n parts, and consider the sets of points G,, G2 , ... GB ,
where Gr

rrt_ TT

denotes all those points of S for which / is S K'-- r, and GB is S, so that
n

By Theorem 7, GI, G2 , ... are measurable sets ;
let I,, I2, ... be their contents. Then

by the definition at the end of 11, the upper integral, being not greater than any

upper summation, is not greater than

n

however great n may be, and is therefore

K/-K
(I. + I2+-+In- 1 + In) + KIn ,

since I is a monotone function of k and therefore an integrable one.

Here S is the content of the fundamental set, and I that of the set of points for

which the values of the function are greater than or equal to k. But it was shown,

in 6, that for any function whatever the greatest value of the lower summations is

certainly not greater than the least value of the upper summations, therefore the

upper integral is not less than all the lower summations. Hence the upper integral

is certainly not less than

- n *-^
n
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that is, not less than

,-K'

and therefore not less than !'// + KS.*
it

(K-
Idk. In precisely

the same way it may be shown that the lower integral of a lower semi-continuous

function can l>e expressed as an ordinary integral. For variety I give the following

proof.

Let f be a lower semi-continuous function, and /'= f; then f is an upper semi-

continuous function ; and if K be not greater than the lower limit of f, and K' not

less than the upper limit of f, then K' is not greater than the lower limit of f, and

-K not less than the upper limit of/'. Hence, by what has just been proved,

l/dx
=
-\fdx

=
-(-K')S-p Jrftf,

where J is the content of the set of points of S at which f has a value S M.

IK'
Jltk,

where J is the content of the set of points of S at which f has a value S k.

Summing up, we have the following theorems :

Theorem. Tfie upper integral of an upper semi-continuous function with respect to

(K'
Idle, where I is the content of that component of S at

K

every point of ivhich the function has a value greater than or equal to k.

Theorem 21. The lower integral of a lower semi-continuous function with respect

fK'
Jdk, where J is the content of that component o/S at

every point of which the function has a value less than or equal to k.

In both these theorems K and K' are quantities which are respectively less than or

equal to the lower limit, and greater than or equal to the upper limit of the function

for points of S. Hence also

Theorem 22. The upper integral of any function with respect to a measurable set

(K'
Idk, where I is the content of that component of S at every point of

which the maximum of the function is greater than or equal to k.

ft.'
Jdk, where J is the content of that component of S

at every point of which the minimum of the function is less than or equal to k.

* This argument shows that in the case of an upper semi-continuous function the upper integral is equal

not only to the lower limit of the upper summations, but also to the upper limit of the lower summations

the latter is not to be confounded with the lower integral. Similarly for a lower semi-continuous function

tli limits give the lower integral.

VOL. CC1V. A. 2 I
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22. By 18 the condition that a function should be integrable with respect to a

measurable set S is that the upper integral of the associated oscillation function

should be zero. The latter function is upper semi-continuous, by the corollary to

Theorem 8, so that we can apply the preceding theorem, putting K = 0, since this

function is always positive or zero.

f
K '

Thus the condition of integrability is that I (k)dk should vanish, where (k) is the
Jo

content of that component of S at every point of which the oscillation of the given

function is k. This is only possible if (k) is zero, except possibly at a set of values

of k of zero content ; as however, if (k) were positive for any value of k, it would

be positive for every lesser value of k, and therefore for a set of values of content

greater than zero, it is clear that there can be no exception. Thus we get again the

condition of integrability obtained in 18 (Theorem 14).

23. When the function is integrable, the upper and lower integrals are equal,

otherwise the upper is the greater, thus

therefore

- Jdk,
K

Now no point can be such that the maximum there is less than k while the minimum

is greater than k thus every point of S belongs to at least one of the two sets

I and J. Let L denote the content of the set of points common to both I and J,

then*

Whence

S + L)^>(K'-K)S, that is

the sign of equality being allowable if, and only if, the functionf is integrable.

Now L is the content of the set of points at each of which the maximum ^ k, while

the minimum is S k
; these points consist of :

(1.) Points of continuity at which f=k;
(2.) Points of discontinuity at which either the maximum is >& and the

minimum S k, or the maximum = k and the minimum <&.

But it is clear, as at the end of 22, that if for any value of k the content of the

set (2) were not zero, there would be a set of values of k of positive content, for each

of which the content of the set (2) would not be zero ; L would then not be a null

function and the given function would therefore not be integrable.

Thus we get a new form of the condition of integrability, and also theorems

relating to the distribution of the points of continuity of an integrable function, and

the values of a continuous function :

* '

Theory of Content,' p. 49, (5).
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Condition of Inbyrability. T/ie necessary and sufficient condition fur the

integrability of a function f over a measurable set S is that the content L of the set

of points for which the maximum of the function is ^ k while the minimum S k,

should be a function of k whose value is zero, except for a set of lvalues of k of

content zero ; for each of these values
<;/'

k the points of discontinuity of the function

still form a set of content zero.

Theorem 23. The content C of that component of the fundamental set whose points

are points of continuity at which an rntegrable function = k, is a function of k whose

value is zero, except for a set of values of k of content zero.

Theorem 24. The content C of that component of the fundamental set at whose

ptrints a continuous function = k, is a function of k whose value is zero, except for a

set of values of k of content zero.

24. We now return to the tentative definitions of 6, which we saw did not agree

with the usual definitions. On the other hand, the definitions we have since

constructed seem more artificial than these. It suggests itself, therefore, that the

most logical plan is to throw overboard the Riemann and Darboux definitions

altogether, and to define an integral as follows :

Let the fundamental set be divided into measurable components in any conceivable

ivay, and let tlie content of each component be multiplied by the upper (lower) limit of
the values of the function at points of that component, and the sum of all such products
be formed ; then the outer (inner) measure of the integral is defined to be the lower

(upper) limit of all such summations.

If we assume either that all sets are measurable, or that all functions are such that

the points for which the values of the function are 2: k (^ k) are measurable, or that

the functions with which we are concerned have this property, the argument of 21

still applies, and we can assert that the outer measure is equal to the inner measure

of the integral, and that each can be expressed in either of the two forms

KS+Tlrft,
.'K

where I and J are the contents of those components of S, at every point of which the

function has values respectively i k and ^ k.

It is not known whether any but measurable sets exist, or whether any functions

can be constructed not having the above property. M. LEBESUUE has, therefore, used

the term summable to denote the functions under consideration.

Precisely as in 22 we can now prove the following theorem :

Theorem. The content C of that component of the fundamental set at every point

of which a snimmtlilf function has the value k, is a function of k whose value is zero

except for a set of mines of k of content zero.

In the case of a summable function, therefore, the outer and inner measures of the

integral agree, and we may call either the generalised integral of the function. As

2 I 2
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we have seen, functions which are integrable in the old sense are integrable in the

new sense, and the integrals agree, but the converse is not true. In the case of an

upper (lower) semi-continuous function, the generalised integral is the upper (lower)

integral.

25. LEBESGUE gives two definitions of his generalised integral, which I shall, for

convenience, allude to as the Lebesgue integral.

The first is a geometrical definition, and has the disadvantage that the positive

and negative values of the function have to be considered separately. It is as

follows :

Geometrical Definition of the Lebesgue Integral. Let f be a function defined for

every point of a finite segment (a, b) ; consider the plane set of points defined by the

three inequalities*

Let E! and Es be the two parts of E respectively above and below the axis of x

(the points on the axis of x may be considered as belonging to whichever we prefer

EX or E2).
If E is a measurable set, then both EI and E2 are measurable, t In this

case the function f is said to be summable, and the excess of the content of E! over

that x>f E2 is defined to be the Lebesgue integral of f over the segment (a, b).

LEBESGUE'S second definition is analytical.

Analytical Definition of a Summable Function. A summable function is such that

the set of values of x, for which the values of the function lie between any two

quantities a and b, is measurable. Conversely, if this condition is satisfied, and the

upper and lower limits of the function are finite, the function is summable.

Analytical Definition of the Lebetgue Integral, Let the region of variation of f(x)
be denoted by (k0> kA ),

and let it be divided into n parts each less than a, say, at the

point h, k.2 , ...&_,.

Let f denote the content of those points x at which f=kj; and e'i that of the

points x at which k
i-\<.f(x)<.ki.

Then it may be shown that the two summations

tkf i+ 'ki_ l
<f

i
and 2^,+ S^',01 01

have a common limit, when a is decreased indefinitely ; this limit is the Lebesgue

integral of f(x) from a to b.

The identity of the two definitions is easily proved ;
in the case of a function which

is always positive, the former of the two given expressions evidently represents the

* Here I have corrected an obvious misprint in LEBESGUE'S paper.

t This is stated without proof by LEBEKGUE in 17 ; it is a special case of the theorem of 18, p. 251.

A more simple proof is afforded by considering EI as the common part of E and a sufficiently large

rectangle on the given segment as base and lying on the positive side of the z-axis, and E2 as the difference

between E and EI ;
since the common pirt or the difference of two measurable sets is measurable. A

similar proof applies to the theorem of 18, given below here as the analytical definition.
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content of a plane set containing the set E, and the latter the content of a plane set

contained in E, so that the common limit must he the content of E. In the case

when the function is sometimes positive and sometimes negative, the sum of the

positive terms of the first summation is the content of a set containing E|, and the

sum of the negative terms, taken with positive sign, is the content of a set contained

in EH ; similarly the second summation is the content of a component of Et minus the

content of a set containing Ea ; thus the common limit must be the content of E,

minus that of E Thus the two definitions are identical.*

The second of LEBKSGUE'S definitions enables us without difficulty to identify the

Lebesgue integral with the generalised integral which I defined in 24. In fact,

comparing LEBESGUE'S notation with that used by myself in 21, it is clear that

Whence the former of the two given expressions is equal to

that is,

which, as a is decreased indefinitely, approaches the limit

that is, the generalised integral of 24.

Thus the Lt'besgue integral is the name as the generalised integral of 24, the

fundamental set being a finite segment.
26. Contrasting the definition of 24 (8 being now a finite segment) with the

geometrical definition of LEBESGUE, we see that they stand to one another in the

same relation as the ordinary definition of integration of, say, a continuous function

to its definition as a certain area. Just as, however, the mathematical conception of

area is more complex than and indeed depends on that of length, so does the theory
of the content of a plane set of points depend naturally on that of the content of a

linear set. Just as the determination of area requires the application of the processes

explained in the first definition of integration of continuous functions, so with the

content of a plane set. Thus the comparative simplicity of the geometrical definition

is only apparent. With regard to LEBESGUE'S analytical definition, I have pointed
out that it is equivalent to what seems to me the much more convenient form in

which I have expressed it as an ordinary integral ( 24).

If we know I as a function of k, which may be the case, all Lebesgue integration

and all upper and lower integration reduce to ordinary integration. It may, however,

happen that I is not readily found as a function of k. The definition of 24 seems

then the most fundamental, and is, in many respects, very convenient in the theory.

*
LEBESUUE, Inc. fit., p. 252.
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27. It is instructive to show the identity of LEBESGUE'S geometrical definition

with that of 24 (S being a finite segment) directly. At the same time it should be

remarked that the argument is independent of the fact that S is a finite segment, so

that we have some general theorems with respect to the geometrical representation of

the processes of integration with respect to a set of points to which I shall return

in 32.

Lemma 1. If at every point of a measurable set G on the x-axis of content I ive

place an ordinate of length p, the plane set constituted by this set of ordinates, or,

as I shall call them, for definiteness, thin set of block*, is- measurable and has

content pi.

For we can enclose G in a set of non-overlapping intervals of content less than

I + e. Erecting on these rectangles of height p+ e, we have enclosed the whole plane

set in a set of rectangles of content as near as we please to pi. On the other hand,

taking in E a closed set of content greater than I e, the corresponding set of

blocks forms a closed set of content as near as we please to pi. Thus the outer

measure of the content of the set of blocks is not greater than pi, and the inner

measure of the content is not less than pi, which proves the Lemma.

Suppose now we are given any measurable set S, and on S as base any set of blocks.

Let us denote the length of the block at the point x by X, and, for simplicity, let us

first consider X as being always positive. Then, if we divide S in any manner into a

finite or countably infinite set of measurable components, S1( S2 ..., and at each point

of S, we replace the given block by one of length equal to the upper limit of the

lengths of the blocks at points of S,, we get a new set of blocks which, regarded as a

plane set of points, contains the given set of blocks. Since the sum of a finite or

countably infinite series of non-overlapping measurable sets is a measurable set whose

content is the sum of the contents of its components, it follows that the new set of

blocks constitutes a plane set of points which is measurable, and has for content, by
the Lemma, the upper summation of X over S corresponding to the mode of division

adopted. Hence the outer measure of the content of the plane set of points

constituted by the given set of blocks is not greater than this upper summation, and

therefore, since this is true for every mode of division, not greater than the outer

measure of the integral of the blocks over S. Similarly for the lower measure of the

integral.

If, on the other hand, X be sometimes positive and sometimes negative, we must,

as LEBESGUE does, consider separately the positive and negative blocks ; thus we get

the following theorems :

Theorem 25. An upper or loiver summation is the difference of the contents of two

measurable sets of blocks, one on the positive and one on the negative side of the axis

of x.

Theorem 26. Given any set of blocks on a measurable set S, the outer measure of
the content of the plane set of points constituted by tfie positive blocks minus tlie inner
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measure of the content of the negntin- block.* in not greater than the miter measure of

the integral of the block* over S.

Similarly, the inner measure of the content of the positive block* minus the outer

measure of that of the iiegatiiv block* is not less than the inner measure of the integral.

In symbols
Ef-Ei'sP, Ei'-E, *!',

where E, and E, are respectively the set of points constituted by the positive and the

negative blocks, and I denotes the integral, the indices o and i denote outer and inner

measures respectively.

Denoting the sum of EI and Ea by E, and supposing the upper and lower limits of

the lengths of the blocks to lie finite, EI and ES are the common parts of E, and the sets

of blocks on S as base whose heights are respectively the upper and the lower limits of

the lengths of the blocks, both these sets of blocks are measurable. Thus we see that,

if E is measurable, Et and E are so also, so that I" and I
1 are equal to one another

and to the difference of the contents of EI and ES, that is to say, a summable

function is integrable in the generalised sense of 24, and the integral as defined in

LKBKSOUE'S geometrical manner is the integral as defined in 24, S being a finite

segment.

Conversely, if I" and 1' are equal,

E^-E,'S IS Ei'-E/,

but since the outer content of a set is not less than the inner content,

E,'- E,' i EI'
- Ej, whence E,- Ej

1 = ,''-,.
Therefore

E,"+E4 = E.' + E,
1

,

and therefore, since the outer measure of the content of E is not greater than Ei'+E./,

and the inner measure is not less than E,' + Eg', the inner and outer measures

of the content of E are equal, and E is a measurable set. Thus a function which is

integrable. icith respect to a finite segment in the generalised sense of 24 is a

summable function, and its integral is the Lebesgue integral, by LEBESGUE'S geometrical

definition.

Summing up the results of this section, we have the following theorem :

Theorem. Lebesgue integration is identical with generalised integration tvith

respect to a finite segment.

28. In general, without confining our attention to finite segments, we have from

what has l>een shown the following geometrical definition of generalised integration

with respect to a measurable set 8 :

Geometrical Definition. At. each JKH'/J x of a measurable set S draw an ordinate

(block) equal to the value of a- function defined for every point of S, the outer measure

of the content of the positive blocks minus the inner measure of the negative blocks is

called the outer measure of the integral function with respect to the fundamental set.
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Set S. If the whole set of blocks in measurable, the Junction is said to be intcgrable

in the generalised sense (or summable) with respect to the fundamental set S. In this

case the positive blocks alone form a measurable set, and so do the negative blocks,

and the excess of the content of the positive over that of the negative blocks is called

the generalised integral of the function with respect to S.

LEBESGVE (p. 255) has occasion to use integration with respect to a measurable set,

but only in the case when the set is contained in a finite segment. The mode of

definition adopted by him is that of completing the function by ascribing to it the

value zero at all points of the segment other than those of the set in question, and

then defining the integral of the function with respect to the fundamental set as

equal to that of the extended function in the whole segment. In this case the

generalised integral so defined is evidently the same as that defined above and in

24 ; the mode of definition is, however, open to some objection ; characteristic

properties of the function such as continuity or semi-continuity with respect to the

fundamental set, which materially simplify the properties of the integral, are not

maintained by the extended function ; on the other hand the definition suggests a

difficulty, when dealing with fundamental sets of finite content not lying in a finite

segment, which is entirely illusory, and gives a pre-eminence to the finite segment as

region of operation which it does not in reality in any way possess.

29. LEBESGUE'S theorem that the sum of two summable functions is a summable

function, and its integral is the sum of their integrals, is equally true when the

fundamental set is any measurable set of finite content. It is an immediate result of

any of the definitions that this is the case when one of the functions is a constant,

thus, the upper and lower limits being as usual finite, if the theorem is true for

positive functions it is true always. In the case of positive functions the theorem is

geometrically equivalent to the following ;

Theorem 27. Given any set of positive blocks forming a measurable plane set of

points, the blocks may be shifted up parallel to themselves without altering the content

of the set, provided the amount of shifting at each point x is a summable function of x.

Divide the base S up into any number of measurable

components Si, S2 ,
... and consider the set in the shifted

position. At any point x of S
; let the block be PQ, so

that Pa? represents the amount of shifting from the position

when the lower extremities were all on the a;-axes. Prolong

the block to R, so that PR is equal to the upper limit of

the length of the blocks corresponding to all points of S,. In
x

this way we get a plane set containing the given set.

Now, by Lemma 1, 27, the content of a set of blocks each

of length PR, erected at all the points of S,, is PR . S,. Hence, since we may

evidently consider Rx as having been obtained by shifting up the ordinate Px the con-

stant amount PR, the content of the set of blocks Rx = that of the blocks Px+ PR.S,.
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Now the blocks Px form a measurable set, by the usual argument, since they

consist of the part of a measurable set of blocks on a measurable component 8, as

base ; therefore the blocks PR at each point of S,, shifted up to the position of the

figure, being the difference of two measurable sets, form a measurable set, and the

content is PR . S,, that is, the same as it was before shifting. Since this is true for

each component $,-, it is true for the whole set of elongated blocks, that they form a

measurable set whose content is the same as it was before shifting.

Now, by 27, we know that, before shifting, the content of this set was the upper
summation of the lengths of the given blocks, that is PQ, over the fundamental

set S, divided into Si, Ss, ... Thus this upper summation, being the content of a

plane set containing the given set, is not less than the content of the given set (of

course in the shifted position).

Similarly the corresponding lower summation is not greater than the same content.

But the lower limit of the upper summations is equal to the upper limit of the lower

summations, since either of them represents the content of the given blocks before

they were shifted up from the ar-axes. Thus the same content is itself neither less

nor greater than the content of the set in the shifted position, that is to say, the

content has l>een left unaltered by the shifting. [Q.E.D.]

Corollary 1. In the shifted position the content is still the generalised integral of
the length of the blocks.

Corollary 2. TJie sum of any finite number of summable functions is a summabfe

function, and its integral is the sum of their integrals, the fundamental set being any
measurable set offinite content.

Corollary 3. Since the limit of a sequence of measurable sets is a measurable set,

it also follows that the sum of an absolutely convergent series ofsummable functions is

a summable function, and its generalised integral is the, sum of their integrals,

provided, as usual, the functions have finite upper and lower limits.

30. By means of a theorem proved in my paper on "
Upper and Lower Integra-

tion,"* we can extend the results of 29 still furth'er. The theorem quoted states

that, if X' be the content of the section of a closed plane set by the ordinate through

the point x of the as-axis, the content of the plane set is JX'rfx, and that, further, X
is an upper semi-continuous function of X. It follows, then, by 24, that the content

is the generalised integral of X'.

The theorem now to be proved is as follows :

Theorem 28. If X and X' be the outer and innei' measures of the content of the

ordinate section of a measuraMe set such that the set got by closing it is offinite
content, by the ordinate through the point x, X and X' are both summable functions,
and the generalised integral of either is the content of the measurable set.

Let I be the content of the set, and e any assigned small positive quantity. Let us

* ' Proc. Lend. Math. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. 2, Part I., p. 60.

VOL. CCIV. A. 2 K
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take a closed component of the given set" of content greater than I e. Denoting by
X' the content of the ordinate section of this set, we have, by the theorem quoted,

I-e-<jXVx.
Since X' is an upper semi-continuous function, it follows, by 24, that

I e< the upper limit of the lower summations of X',

or, since X' is not greater than X',

I <?< the upper limit of the lower summations of X'.

Since e may be as small as we please,

I : the upper limit of the lower summations of X',

S the upper limit of the lower summations of X.

Next let the content of the set got by closing the given set be denoted by S, and

that of the complementary set by J, so that

I + J = S.

Denoting by Y' and Z' the quantities for the complementary set and the whole

closed set corresponding to X' for the given set, we have, as before,

J S the upper limit of the lower summations of Y'.

Now (Z' Y') is the content of the difference of two closed sets, that is of an inner

limiting set,* containing the set X, therefore,

Z'-Y'==Xo=:=X'.
Hence

J ^ the upper limit of the lower summations of (Z' X"),

S the upper limit of (a lower summation of Z' minus an upper summation of X).

But the upper limit of the lower summations of Z' is the generalised integral of Z',

that is, S ; therefore

J S S the lower limit of the upper summations of X,
that is,

I S the lower limit of the upper summations of X,
a fortiori,

I i the lower limit of the upper summations of X'.

Now
( 6) every upper summation of a function is greater than, or at least equal

to, any lower summation, so that a quantity cannot be less than the upper limit of the

* '

Theory of Content,' p. 36.
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lower summations without being K-ss tlum the lower limit of the upper summations;

neither can it be greater than the lower limit of the upper summations without being

greater than the upper limit of the lower summations. Thus I must be actually

equal to the upper limit of the lower summations as well as to the lower limit of the

upj>er summations in the case of either X" or X' ; that is to say, I is the generalised

integral of either X" or X', and both these functions are summable. [Q.E.D.]

Corollary 1. Back ordinate section of a measurable set beiny moved on its

ordinate in such a manner that the (linear) content of the section is unaltered, and

that the whole set remains measurable, the content of the whole set is unaltered.

Corollary 2. At each point of a set of points of content A draw an onlinate,

and on it take any set of points of (linear) content B, the content of the whole set

so formed is AB.

Here, as elsewhere, the fundamental set need not be a linear set, but may have a

content of any number of dimensions.

ft?
Idk as the content of any

measurable set (provided the set got by closing it has finite content), here 1 is the

content of the set of points of the fundamental set at which the inner (or the outer)

measure of the content is i k. This, together with the preceding section, give the

solution of the problem alluded to in 26, viz., the reduction of the calculation of

n-dimeusional content to that of (n 1 )-dimensional content, and so ultimately to

that of linear content.

Bearing in mind the definition of a generalised integral, we have the following rule

for finding the content of an u-dimeusional set : Take any hyperplane section of the

set, project the set on to this hyperplaue, and take any measurable set containing
this projection as the fundamental set S. Divide S up in any way into a finite or

countably infinite set of measurable components, and multiply the content of each

component by the upper (lower) limit of the values of the (linear) inner or outer

content of the corresponding ordinate sections of the given set ; summing all

such products, the lower (upper) limit of all such summations is the content of the

given set.

32. I have explained the geometrical representation of generalised integration

with respect to a set. It is of interest to note the corresponding representations of

what I call ordinary upper and lower integration with respect to a set.

Consider first the case where the fundamental set S is a segment, and form the set

of blocks corresponding to the generalised integral of the function. If the function

is everywhere positive, the geometrical representation of the ordinary upper integral

is obtained by closing the plane set of points constituted by the blocks. If the

function is not everywhere positive, we can make it so by adding a constant, which

is geometrically equivalent to adding a rectangle to the representative set, part of

which, viz., E.,, was to be considered as negative, and must be subtracted from the

2 K 2
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rectangle ; this additiou of the rectangle is therefore equivalent to sinking the axis

of x to a convenient position, so that all the blocks become positive. The upper

integral of the given function, plus the constant, is now represented by the set got

by closing the set of blocks. From this we have now

to subtract again the rectangle, or, which is the same

thing, return the a/'-axis to its original position, iu

order to get the geometrical representation of the

upper integral of the given function.

~Fie~2~ Thus, in the general case, the geometrical repre-

sentation of the upper integral is not precisely a

closed set, but a closed set minus a rectangle, as is shown roughly iu
fig. 2, viz., the

shaded region, of which the part below the a;-axis, corresponding to E2 , is to be

considered as negative, and the other part, corresponding to EI, is closed.

Similarly, in the case of a function which is always negative, the geometrical

representation of the lower integral is a closed plane set constituted by blocks ; in

the general case it is represented by the excess of a rectangle over such a set.

When the fundamental set S is any measurable set whatever, instead of closing

the fundamental set actually, we do so relative to S, that is, we take in only those

limiting points which lie on ordinates through S. The rectangle to be subtracted in

the case of the ordinary upper integral, or from which the relatively closed set is to

be subtracted in the case of a lower integral, is then a relative rectangle, that is, that

part of a rectangle which lies on the ordinates through S.
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INTRODUCTION.

IN very dilute solutions the relationship between solvent and solute is such as to

admit of simple and exact mathematical treatment, and it is in this Held that the

theory of electrolytic dissociation has been applied with the greatest success. Until

recently it was generally believed that the formula) deduced from a consideration of

the properties of very dilute solutions could be applied without any serious loss of

accuracy to solutions of moderate concentration. This hope has, however, not been

realised. A careful comparative study, especially by WHETHAM and by GRIFFITHS,

of the electrical and osmotic properties of dilute solutions has shown that even at

concentrations as low as O'Ol gram-molecule per litre there is a discrepancy between

(378.)
23.2.05
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the values for the coefficient of ionisation deduced by the two methods. It appears,

in fact, that the formula; in which AKBHKNIUS'S hypothesis has usually found

expression, can only be regarded as accurate when applied to solutions containing

more than 100 litres of water for each gram-molecule of dissolved salt.

As a qualitative expression, however, the theory is applicable to electrolytes of all

kinds, and the development of exact numerical relationships is only hindered by the

difficulty of procuring the necessary experimental data, a difficulty that in many
cases can only be overcome by the discovery of new methods of investigation. The

essential postulate of AKRHENIUS' theory is that a salt may exist both in an active

and in an inactive form as regards conductive power, so that when brought into an

electrical circuit, only part of the total weight of electrolyte is as a rule directly

operative in carrying the current. This conception finds expression in the co-efficient

of ionisatiou, a, which represents the proportion of the salt which is thus active in

electrolytic conduction. Independently of any particular theory as to the exact

nature of the difference between the ionised and un-ionised part of the salt, the

formula K = ma. (w-j- <;)
is universally applicable as expressing the fact that the

specific conductivity K of any binary compound is dependent on the mass in of the

compound contained in unit volume, the proportion ex. that is able to take part in the

transport of the current, and the velocities u and v with which the oppositely charged

ions move through the solution under the action of the electrical forces. In the case

of dilute aqueous solutions the numerical values of a, u, and t- are accurately known.

In the case of less dilute solutions they are approximately known. In the case of

concentrated solutions and in the case of fused salts they are altogether unknown.

The present paper is essentially a contribution to the study of concentrated

aqueous solutions. We hope at some future date to extend the investigation to

dilute solutions, but the experiments now described deal almost exclusively with

solutions of normal concentration and above. The electrolyte chosen for investigation

was sodium hydroxide, which has the advantage, not possessed by many binary salts,

of being exceedingly soluble in water, so that even at C. it is possible to measure

the properties of a 50-per cent, solution, though at this temperature such a solution

is highly supersaturated. In common with others who have been engaged in the

study of concentrated aqueous solutions, we have been impressed with the fact that

combination between solvent and solute is an essential part of the process of solution,

and that the presence of hydrates must be recognised not only in the crystals which

separate when the solutions are cooled, but also in the solutions themselves. We
have not, however, .been able to reconcile our observations with the view, in itself

improbable, that this power of combination is no longer operative in dilute solutions,

and indeed have obtained evidence that if the reduction in volume which frequently

accompanies dissolution may be regarded as an index of the association of solvent and

solute, the degree of association reaches a maximum only at dilutions which are not

far removed from those required for complete iouisatiou. We believe, therefore, that
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combination with the solvent is an essential part of the process of ionisation, and are

of opinion that in the case of dilute aqueous solutions ionisation is simply a final stage

in the process of hydrate formation, whereby the hydrated molecule is resolved into

two or more hydrated ions. As evidence in support of this view is to be found not

only in the observations now recorded, but also in a wide range of current literature,

we have reserved the fuller discussion of this theory for a separate communication.

The chief features of the paper may be described under four headings :

(1.) Tlie Influence of Temperature on Conductivity. In our former paper (' Roy.

Soc. Proc./ 1902, vol. 71, pp. 42-54) we were able to give a general curve expressing

the relation tetween conductivity and temperature over the whole range of tempera-

ture within which electrolysis is possible. This general curve was arrived at from a

consideration of the experimental data with reference to composite electrolytes of all

classes, ranging from glass to solutions in liquid ammonia and sulphur dioxide. These

scattered olwervations we were enabled to piece together by a theoretical considera-

tion of the influences which determine the change of conductivity with temperature.

In the present paper we have been able to give quantitative expression to these

different factors, and have obtained results which afford a complete confirmation of

our earlier conclusions.

In the formula = ^10~ <rf

(l+fcO'', which we have used to represent the relation
*o Po

between specific conductivity and temperature, allowance lias been made for each of

the three factors which influence the conductivity. Changes of concentration are

allowed for by introducing as a factor the ratio pi/p , which expresses the change of

density between and t. Changes of ionic mobility have been allowed for by

introducing a factor (l-\-bt)" similar to that used by SLOTTE to represent the

variations of fluidity with temperature. Changes in the coefficient of ionisation

have been allowed for by introducing a factor 10~"' similar to that used by ABEGO to

express the decay of specific inducthv capacity as the temperature risea

Although these factors may not represent perfectly the variations of ionic mobility

and of ionisation with temperature, the formula has been found to give a satisfactory

representation of the experimental facts over a wide range of temperature. It

accurately expresses the varied types of conductivity-temperature curves recorded in

the present paper, and indicates not only the point of inflexion which is observed in

moderately dilute solutions of sodium hydroxide between 50 C. and 100 C., but also

the maximum conductivity and the second point of inflexion shown in our general

conductivity-temperature curve.

Even more important is the fact that by means of this formula it is possible, for

the first time as we believe, to analyse the conductivity-temperature curves for

concentrated as well as for dilute solutions, and to estimate separately the effects

produced by the increase of mobility and by the decay of ionisation which accompany
a rise of temperature.
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(2.) Iiifluence of Viscosity on Conductivity. In the conventional, method of

deducing the coefficient of ionisation from the molecular conductivity by means of

the equation a = A/A a ,
it is assumed that the ionic mobility is independent of the

concentration. As, however, there is a marked difference (amounting to something
like 1 per cent.) between the viscosity of water and that of a decinormal salt solution,

it is clear that even at this small concentration some appreciable alteration must be

looked for in the ionic mobility, and the method is only strictly accurate at concen-

trations less than N/100. In order to correct for the variation of ionic mobility

produced by changes of viscosity, we have assumed as a first approximation that the

alterations of mobility are proportional to the alterations in the fluidity of the

solution. We have used the term " intrinsic conductivity" and the symbol I to

represent the ratio obtained by dividing the molecular conductivity by the fluidity of

the solution compared with that of water at the same temperature at unity, so that

whilst 1= A//, we have I x= A. The coefficient of ionisation is accurately given by
the relation a = A/(n-\-v) ;

if (u-\- i")/f were constant it would also be given accurately

by the relation a = I/I. ; and with the help of this relation we believe that it will be

possible to extend the method of determining the coefficient of ionisation from the

conductivity to considerably greater concentrations than those within which the

validity of the relation =:A/A can be recognised.

The possibility that the ionic mobility might be influenced by the dielectric

constant of the medium as well as its viscosity has been discussed by SUTHERLAND

('
Phil. Mag.,' 1902, (vi.), vol. 3, p. 161), but cannot be entered into here.

(3.) Autolytic Conductivity of Dissolved Salts. All the acids behave as dielectrics

when pure, and only become electrolytes when associated with water or some other
"
ionising solvent." The alkalies, on the other hand, like the majority of salts, are

excellent electrolytes when fused, and are believed to conduct the current quite

independently of any interaction with other substances. For the purpose of

convenience we propose, at Professor ARMSTRONG'S suggestion, to describe these two

classes of electrolytes as heterolytes and autolytes. It was conceivable that the

conductivity of dissolved salts was not wholly dependent on the ionising properties of

the solvent, but could be attributed in part to the mere presence of the liquified salt,

which could then conduct in the same way as when fused. An important result of

the present investigation has been to show that, when a correction for viscosity has

been applied, concentrated aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide exhibit an
"
intrinsic conductivity

"
which is too great to be accounted for by the direct

influence of the solvent, and which actually increases with the concentration of the

soda. This increase we attribute to the autolytic conductivity of the dissolved salt.

A similar effect is manifest in the isothermal conductivity-concentration curves for

50 C. and 100 C., which appear to indicate that the fused alkali would be an excellent

conductor if over-cooled to these temperatures, and that it contributes largely to the

conductivity of the more concentrated solutions. There can be little doubt that
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similar influences are at work in the majority of concentrated aqueous salt solutions,

but the effects are usually masked by the increased viscosity of these solutions, and

very few measurements have been made at concentrations at which the autolytic

conductivity of the salt becomes of importance.*

(4.) Physical Constants of Sodium Hydroxide. The available data with reference

to the physical properties of the alkalies are more scanty and less accurate than in

the case of the more important acids and salts. This result is mainly due to the

exceptional difficulty of preparing and standardising pure solutions of these substances.

After a long series of experiments we succeeded in devising a method by which it is

possible to prepare concentrated solutions of sodium hydroxide directly from weighed

quantities of metallic sodium. We were thus enabled to determine some of the

physical properties of the solutions with a closer approach to accuracy than has

hitherto been attained. This was notably the case with the densities at 18 C.

Data are also given, though with a somewhat larger error, for every 10 C. from C.

to 100 C. The electrical conductivity at 18 C. was also determined with an

accuracy of about 1 part in 1000, and, as the result of experiments on the influence

of temperature on conductivity, we are also able to tabulate the conductivities at

0C., 50 C., 100C.f

PART I. PREPARATION OP CONCENTRATED STANDARD SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM

HYDROXIDE FROM METALLIC SODIUM.

Until a few years ago the best material available for experimental purposes was

caustic soda purified by dissolution in alcohol. More recently the commercial pre-

paration of metallic sodium has le,d to the introduction of caustic soda, prepared by
the cautious addition to one another of drops of water and particles of sodium in a

silver dish ; this material contains little impurity except carbon dioxide, and this can

readily be removed by means of baryta. Solutions prepared from these materials are

necessarily of unknown strength, since the sodium hydroxide is never obtained

sufficiently free from moisture and other impurities to be directly weighed out.

Standardisation is usually effected by titrating against an acid of known strength,

but this process is liable to serious errors, and we were soon compelled to abandon

the attempt to standardise our solutions in this way. Ultimately we were led to

* SUTHERLAND (toe. cit.) observed that in the case of zinc sulphate the ratio A^/A^o, corresponding to

our I/I., passed through a minimum value, but attributed this result to altogether different causes.

t The measurements of viscosity given in Part VI. are to be regarded only as approximate deter-

minations. The errors were probably of the order of 1 per cent., but the conclusions based upon these

measurements would not have been influenced by much larger errors in the viscosity constants of the

solutions. It was considered undesirable to describe in detail a type of viscometer that had not been tested

with reference to its applicability to exact measurements.

VOL. OCIV. A. 2 L
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determine with special care the density of a series of solutions prepared from weighed

quantities of metallic sodium and to construct tables, by reference to which it was

possible to determine the percentage of sodium hydroxide in any solution with an

error amounting to little more than O'Ol per cent. The approximate values pre-

viously obtained by titration were then found to be incorrect to the extent of 0'2 per

cent, to 0'3'per cent.

The quantitative conversion of sodium into sodium hydroxide was first undertaken

on a small scale in order to obtain a reliable standard alkali with which to compare

our unknown solutions by titration. But it soon became obvious that a closer

approach to purity and accurate standardisation would be attained if we could pre-

pare the whole of the material required for the investigation from weighed quantities

of metallic sodium. Quantities of sodium amounting to 50 grammes or 100 grammes
were therefore fused and poured into a weighed silver mug ; the mug (which we found

must be provided with silver baffle-plates to stop the spray) was placed in a shallow

dish of water, covered with a glass shade, and exposed to an atmosphere of steam

produced by gently warming the dish. The action proceeded quietly, and the rate at

which the sodium was acted upon was indicated by the escape of bubbles of hydrogen

from the glass shade. This arrangement proved, however, to be unstable, for

ultimately the metal, which had become covered with a layer of caustic soda, floated

to the top of the solution and caught fire in the steam, in one case after action had

proceeded during about 6 hours, and in a second case after about 30 hours.

In order to avoid this result it would have been necessary to prolong the action

during many days. We were therefore led to devise forms of apparatus in which the

sodium was suspended in such a way that the caustic soda produced was allowed to

flow from the metal, thus maintaining a clean surface and uniform conditions

throughout the action. In this way we succeeded, for the first time, in converting a

bar of sodium directly into caustic soda, though the method involved the risk that

the sodium might become sufficiently heated to melt and flow, with disastrous

results, into the water or soda beneath. We were also able to carry out the

operation quantitatively, though in a somewhat risky manner, by suspending a

weighed quantity of metal in a silver cradle at the top of a large platinum test-tube

over a quantity of water which was distilled on to the metal, under reduced pressure,

by gently warming the tube. This method was completely successful, but was some-

what tedious in the later stages, owing to the great reduction of vapour-pressure

caused by the dissolution of caustic soda in the water. This difficulty was overcome

by distilling the water into the platinum tube from a flask, of which the neck was

drawn out and bent so as to enter the cover of the tube ;
in this form the apparatus

was used for preparing some two litres of standard 50-per cent solution.

Some of the details of the method may now be described.

(1.) Purifying and Weighing the Sodium. In order to get rid of oxide and other

superficial impurities, the sodium was melted under xylene or paraffin oil, and was
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obtained in a clean condition by drawing it up into a short-nosed pipette (previously

warmed over a flame to prevent the sodium from solidifying in the tube), and then

squirting it into a porcelain basin containing melted paraffin wax. By allowing the

wax to solidify, the metal could be kept in a very convenient form, without under-

going any further oxidation. The most convenient method of weighing the metal

was to draw it up into a weighed pipette, in which the air had t>een freed from

oxygen and moisture by displacing it through a U-tube containing chips of metallic

sodium ; in this way it was possible to obtain a known weight of untarnished metal,

but in a form in which it could not readily be converted into the hydroxide. We were

therefore obliged to modify the method by transferring the melted sodium, before

weighing it, from the pipette into a bomb-shaped flask with short narrow neck, in

which the air had been freed from moisture and oxygen by suspending in it a

fragment of sodium during some hours before the flask was used. In taking the

sample of sodium from under the melted paraffin wax, purified air was blown through
the pipette to prevent the entrance of paraffin, and after the metal had been sucked up,

the outside of the pipette was wiped before allowing the metal to flow into the bomb.

The flasks, which had a volume of about 200 cub. centims., were nearly filled with

the molten metal, closed with a small paraffined cork, allowed to cool, and weighed,

after momentarily loosening the cork in order to avoid a partial vacuum in the flask

during weighing. When required for use the metal was again melted, and poured,

at a temperature of about 150 C., into the silver cradle used in converting it into

hydroxide. When cold, the flask was again weighed, after momentarily loosening

the cork ; the difference gave the weight of sodium transferred minus the weight
of any oxygen absorbed by the metal in the flask during the operation.

In checking the weight of sodium in the cradle, the metal was protected from the

air by a thin cover of silver foil, rapidly cooled by dipping the cradle into cold water,

and weighed as quickly as possible. The increase in weight of the cradle gave the

weight of metallic sodium plus that of any oxygen absorbed by the metal in the

transfer. The two weighings of the sodium differed, therefore, by an amount that was

dependent on the sum of the oxidations in the flask and in the cradle. Usually the

difference amounted to 10 milligrammes or 15 milligrammes, and only on one occasion

rose to 30 milligrammes in consequence of steam produced during the cooling of the

cradle obtaining access to the metal under one edge of the silver cover. As the

quantity of metal weighed was about 150 grammes, and the oxidation product was

not more than 15 milligrammes, the mean weight of the sodium was probably correct

within 1 part in 20,000. The error due to oxidation was certainly less than that

caused by uncertainty in the value of the atomic weight of the metal.

It may be of interest to mention that in pouring the sodium from the bomb into

the cradle, the metal always flowed through a thin tube of oxide, reaching from the

mouth of the flask to the surface of the metal, and that even if the bomb had

contained a considerable quantity of oxidised metal, this could not have been poured

2 L 2
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into the cradle, but would have remained adhering to the side of the flask. It

may also be mentioned that, whilst steam has a very penetrating action on the metal,

a thin film of oxide is sufficient to protect it from oxidation by moderately dry air.

We relied largely on the use of considerable weights of metal, amounting in each

experiment to about 150 grammes, to render inappreciable the effects of superficial

oxidation, and the results which we obtained fully justified this course.

(2.) Conversion of the Sodium into Hydroxide. In order to avoid contamination

during the conversion of the sodium into hydroxide, the sodium which had been

weighed into the silver cradle was transferred to a platinum vessel, and this vessel

was also used for many of the subsequent conductivity measurements. The platinum

pot was in the form of a large test-tube, as shown in fig. 1, and held about 500 cub.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

centims. When used for converting sodium to hydroxide it was provided with a

dome-shaped lid, also of platinum, which fitted into the top of the pot. Two

cylindrical apertures were provided for admitting the steam and removing the

hydrogen. The whole apparatus was thickly coated with silver, electrolytically

deposited, in order to resist the pressure of the atmosphere, and the dome-shaped
lid was further strengthened by means of silver ribs. An air-tight joint was made
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by placing an indiarubtmr band between the platinum flanges of the lid and the pot ;

these flanges were strengthened by means of heavy silver rings and were held

together by means of three clamps. The silver cradle used to contain the sodium

had the form shown in
fig. 2 and occupied the whole of the upper half of the pot.

It consisted essentially of a cylindrical box, 2^ inches in diameter and 3^ inches high ;

one-third of the cylinder was cut away to allow of filling and emptying (this aperture
was covered with silver foil whilst the sodium was weighed) ; the upper surface was

pierced by a circular hole for the admission of steam, and the projecting part of the

lower surface was provided with a series of small holes for the escape of the caustic

Fig. 3.

soda. A stout silver wire held the cradle in position in the pot, and when the

conversion was complete the cradle was lifted out, inverted and used for mixing the

solution after the soda adhering to the silver wire had been washed down by means

of water.

The arrangement used in effecting the conversion is shown in fig. 3. The pot was

heated to about 45 C. and water was distilled into it under reduced pressure from a

pear-shaped flask heated to about 60 C. in a second water-bath. A manometer was

provided to indicate the pressure, and a mercury trap to prevent water from being
sucked back into the pot if the pump should cease to act. The completion of the

action was marked by the distillation of water, which was condensed in a vertical
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tube and allowed to flow back into the pot. As a result ot this distillation the

upper part of the pot was kept free from soda and no loss was incurred when the flask

was removed and the lid of the pot wiped in order to weigh the solution.

The weight of the solution was roughly determined before allowing it to cool,

and after adding from a burette the volume of water required to dilute to 50 per

cent, a careful weighing was made and the exact percentage calculated. The water

required for dilution was also used to rinse the wire of the cradle and the upper

parts of the pot. The balance used was sensitive to O'OOS gramme and the weight
of the sohition was about 400 grammes ; the errors of weighing and the slight errors

due to variations in the weight of the apparatus were less than those introduced by

using the accepted value for the atomic weight of sodium.

In order to illustrate the method, a typical series of weighings may be given :

Bomb and sodium = 269 805 grammes.

after pouring = 119-245

Sodium = 150-560

Cradle and lid and sodium = 236 978

= 86-402

Sodium = 150-576

Total oxidation = 0-016 gramme.

Mean weight of sodium = 150-568

Air correction = 0-166

True weight - 150-734

Weight of pot, &c., and solution = 1441-285

924-140

Solution = 517-145

Air correction = 0-334

True weight of solution = 517-48 grammes.

Weight of sodium hydroxide = 150-734x1^tO
' U5

= 261-95 grammes.

Concentration of solution = 50-62 percent.

(3.) Purity of the Material. Although the method used was calculated to give
solutions approaching more nearly to accuracy and purity than those prepared by

any other of the available methods, both the sodium and the hydroxide were tested

for impurities which might have vitiated the subsequent measurements. By using
the metal as raw material it was possible to ensure that the soda contained no acid

impurities such as chloride or sulphate, and as the solution was protected from the
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air and not allowed to come into contact with glass, it was free, at least initially,

from carbonate and silicate. In one experiment the sodium left behind in the cradle

.1 few milligrammes of a black granular metallic residue (possibly iron sawdust

introduced in opening the case in which the sodium was packed) ; although the

quantity was probably less than O'Ol per cent, of the weight of sodium, this solution

was regarded as of unknown strength and was not used as a standard ; in all the

remaining experiments the only residue was occasionally a brown stain on the silver

cradle. The sodium was therefore free from all but the merest trace of heavy
metals.

A further test was made for the presence of alkaline earths. About half a litre of

concentrated solution had been allowed to become slightly carbonated, and was

decanted from the carbonate tliat had been precipitated at the bottom of the bottle ;

on adding water the precipitate was found to be completely soluble, and there was

therefore no appreciable quantity of calcium or magnesium in the metallic sodium or

in the hydroxide prepared from it. The presence of a small quantity of potassium or

lithium would have had little influence on the subsequent measurements, but a

spectroscopic test did not reveal the presence of these elements, and we were therefore

led to conclude that the metal we had used as our standard was free not only from

acidic impurities, but also from all but traces of foreign metals.

More difficulty was experienced in ascertaining whether the metal might not

be alloyed with carbon or hydrogen in the form of carbide or hydride. When

decomposed by water, these substances would give rise to volatile products and would

not affect the purity of the solutions, but if present in considerable quantities might
lead to serious errors in the concentrations. Sodium carbide does not appear to be

soluble in metallic sodium, but under certain conditions large quantities of hydrogen

may be absorbed. The concordance of our measurements for the density oi

50-per cent, solutions of sodium hydroxide prepared from different samples of sodium

seemed to indicate that there could not be any large quantity of volatile impurity
in the metal, but on the advice of Dr. SCOTT we tried an additional method ot

purification by heating a sample of sodium in an iron ladle in such a way as to

expel any carbide or hydride that might initially be present. The metal was heated

until it caught fire and was then poured into melted paraffin wax, but when

suKsequi'iitly converted in the usual way into hydroxide it gave a normal value for

the density, and did not appear to have been altered in any way by the roasting.

As a matter of fact, metallic sodium is now made almost exclusively by electrolytic

processes and no longer contains the black explosive carbide that was formerly
associated with it ; even when crude sodium is heated, the black residue that is left

in the ladle appears to consist merely of a little lamp-black from the burning

petroleum, and if clean metal is used no black scum is produced. A test for acetylene
in the gases produced by the action of steam on the metal gave a negative result.

An attempt was made to detect the presence of hydride in the metal by
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determining the total loss in weight of the apparatus during the action. In this we

were unsuccessful
; the quantity of hydrogen to be weighed was about 6 grammes,

and under atmospheric pressure would have occupied some 70 litres
; working under

reduced pressure the volume would be increased to about a thousand litres, and our

drying apparatus proved to be insufficient to hold back the moisture contained in

this large volume of gas. As, however, we considered the possible presence of

hydrogen in the metal to be the only serious error to which our method of preparing

standard solutions was liable, we were led to devise a further method of testing for

this impurity. According to the measurements of TROOST and HAUTEFEUILLE

(' Comptes Rendus,' 1874, vol. 78, p. 807), sodium hydride begins to dissociate at a little

above 300C. ; at 330 C. its vapour pressure is 28 millims. and rises to 752 millims.

at 420 C. We therefore took a test-tube of hard glass, placed in it 3 grammes of

sodium and exhausted by means of a mercury pump. After any occluded gases had

been liberated by fusing the metal, the temperature was raised, by means of a bath of

fusible alloy, to 550 C, in order to dissociate the hydride, the temperature being

recorded by means of a high-pressure mercurial thermometer. In this experiment no

gas was liberated. In the second experiment, with 5 grammes of metal, a bubble of

gas was obtained which occupied about four-tenths of a cubic centimetre, but was

probably air rather than hydrogen. This experiment was conclusive, for the presence

of O'Ol per cent, of hydride-hydrogen would have produced 5 cub. centims. of gas,

and at the temperature used the whole of this must have been liberated into the

vacuum produced by the pump.
We consider, therefore, that whatever impurity may have been present, none was

in sufficient quantity to influence our measurements, and that if the atomic weight of

sodium be taken as 23 >05 ;t 0*005, the solutions used as standards were accurate

within approximately the same limits, that is about 1 part in 5000.

The solutions required for the measurements of density and conductivity at 18 C.

were for the most part stored in platinum vessels until required, but, by taking

advantage of the relative inertness of the most concentrated solutions, we were

enabled to make use of glass bottles for storing the solutions required for determining

the temperature coefficients. In consequence, perhaps, of its extreme viscosity and the

relatively small amount of water present, a 50-per cent, solution of sodium hydroxide

has far less action on glass than a dilute solution. Its density did not alter by a

single unit in the fourth place when stored during ten weeks in a glass bottle. A
further advantage in the use of concentrated solutions is found in the fact that the

carbonate is almost insoluble, and, if produced by exposure to air, separates as a

precipitate at the bottom of the bottle, producing a small change in the concentration

of the solution, but hardly any depreciation of its purity.
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PART II. DETERMINATION OF THE DENSITY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF

SODIUM HYDROXIDE AT 18 C.

Determinations of the density of aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide have been

made by some six different investigators, but owing to the difficulty of preparing pure
solutions of known concentration, the results obtained have not been characterised by

any close approach to accuracy, and the published tables are far less trustworthy
than those for a substance like common salt, which can be weighed out in an

anhydrous condition, or sulphuric acid, which can be purified by distillation and

freezing. In every case the solutions appear to have been standardised by titration,

and it is clear that the errors introduced by inaccurate values for the concentration,

and by neutral impurities in the solution, must have l>een many times greater than

those due to the mere measurements of density.

In the early tables of RICHTER (1795) and of DALTON (1810) the density is given
to two places of decimals. A more ambitious table was published by TUNNERMANN
in 1827 ('Neues Journal der Pharmacie fiir Aertzte/ vol. 18, p. 2), in which the

percentages of Na2O were given to three places of decimals (1 part in 30,000) and the

densities to four ; the additional accuracy of this table is for the most part fictitious,

as errors are to be found even in the second place of decimals. TUNNERMANN'S values,

in conjunction with those of DALTON, were, however, made use of 30 years later by
SCHIFF

(' Annalen,' 1858, vol. 107, p. 300), who deduced from them a formula con-

necting density with concentration, his object being to obtain by extrapolation a value

for the density of fused 100-per cent, sodium hydroxide. SCHIFF'S formula was used

by GERLACH in 1867
(' Zeitschrift fiir Analytische Chemie,' vol. 8, p. 279) to

calculate the densities for each exact percentage of Na.2O and NaOH, and GERLACH'S

table was reproduced in all the dictionaries and text-books of chemistry until

20 years ago.

It is remarkable that the crude measurements of density made in the early years
of last century should be still in use ; it is even more remarkable that during more

than half a century no attempt at revision was made, each successive writer being
content to quote from his immediate predecessor the untested figures of a former

generation. A revision of the tables of density of sodium hydroxide was attempted

by HAQEN, who published in 1883 ('Commentar zur Pharmacopoaa Germanica,' Berlin,

1883) a list of densities determined to four places of decimals at no less than 100

concentrations between 0'61 per cent, and 49'02 per cent. NaOH. This list is given in

LUNGE'S '

Sulphuric Acid and Alkali,' and is quoted thence in the current edition of

WATT'S Dictionary, but is rather less accurate than the table of GERLACH, which it

was intended to replace. It appears, therefore, that until 10 years ago no table had

been published in which the density of aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide was

given with a sufficient approach to accuracy to render even the second place of

VOL. CCIY. A. 2 M
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decimals altogether reliable. All the tables referred to above are quoted in full in

COMET'S '

Dictionary of Solubilities.'

The measurements of PICKERING ('
Phil. Mag.,' vol. 37, 359, 1894) must be placed

in a different category from those described above. As in previous cases, the stock

solution was standardised by titration, but it had been prepared from metallic sodium

and in all probability was substantially pure. Unusual care appears also to have

been taken with the density measurements, which were made at no less than 144

different concentrations between per cent, and 50 per cent. NaOH. No details are

given with regard to the titrations, nor is it stated what acid or alkali was used as

standard ; the author considers, however, that the value for the strength of the stock

solution was correct within 0*05 per cent, of the total alkali present. Had this been

the case, the density of the 50-per cent, solution should have been correct within

0'0003 ; actually, however, the value is 0'0013 higher than that which we have

found for solutions prepared quantitatively from metallic sodium. The difference

in density corresponds to an error of 0'25 per cent, in the determination of the total

alkali in the solution, and our own experience has shown us that errors of this

magnitude may easily be introduced in standardising an alkali by titration against a

standard acid. Although, therefore, PICKERING'S relative values for the density at

different concentrations must be regarded as substantially accurate, the absolute values

(which are given to six places of decimals, and are quoted in this form in WATTS'.S

'Dictionary of Chemistry') appear to be unreliable to the extent of O'OOl at 50 per

cent. NaOH, and roughly to a proportionate extent at the lower concentrations. It

is to be regretted that PICKERING did not apply in this case the method, which

proved so successful in his determinations of the density of sulphuric acid
('

Trans.

Chem. Soc.,' 1890, vol. 57, p. 64), of freezing out a hydrate of definite composition

and using this to prepare the solutions ;
an application of this method might

have given results as accurate as any that can be obtained by weighing out metallic

sodium, and a comparison of the two sets of data would have been of great

value.

In weighing out either a hydrate of sodium hydroxide or metallic sodium, it is

necessary to introduce an analytical factor based upon atomic weight determinations.

As the atomic weights are only known to two places of decimals, it would be useless

to pretend to any higher approach to accuracy in the concentration of the solutions

used in the density determinations. In the case of sodium hydroxide, this factor

may be taken as involving a possible error of about 1 in 5000 in the concentration,

corresponding to an error of O'OOOl in the density of a 50-per cent, solution. At

the higher concentrations therefore, the densities can only be relied upon to four

places of decimals, and in view of the unstable character of the material it is

doubtful whether the purity of the solutions would justify a closer approximation,

even if the accuracy of the atomic weights should appear to permit it. In a 5-per

cent, solution an error of 1 part in 5000 in the concentration would produce the
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same effect as an error of '00001 in the density, and it is therefore permissible to

give the density to 5 places of decimals.

Our original intention was to measure the densities by suspending a cylindrical

sinker in the platinum pot, and determining the loss in weight due to the buoyancy
of the soda solution. As the sinker had a volume of 100 cub. centims., it was only

necessary to measure the loss in weight within a centigramme, in order to determine

the density to four places of decimals. It was thought that by adding successive

quantities of water from an accurate burette, and checking at the end the total

weight of water added, it would be possible to make a rapid series of accurate

observations, and to measure the density at frequent intervals over a large range of

concentration with little more trouble than that involved in two or three density

determinations made by the ordinary method. In this we were disappointed, at

least as regards the more concentrated solutions, for

(1.) The viscosity of the 50-per cent, solution was so great that a sensitive balance

required several minutes to show a displacement, even when the weight in the pan
was altered by I centigramme or 2 centigrammes at a time ; and

(2.) The heat generated by the addition of water was so great, and the temperature

adjustment so slow, that at least an hour was required before an observation could

safely be taken ;
a surprisingly large amount of stirring was also required before the

solution was sufficiently uniform to give a constant reading.

For these reasons the method, though excellently adapted for more dilute solutions

in which there is no marked heat evolution, proved so tedious in case of the

concentrated solutions that it was abandoned in favour of a pyknometer. Even

when using a pyknometer, the densities of the concentrated solutions could not be

determined without considerable trouble, for many hours were required before the

freshly diluted solutions were free from minute air bubbles, and the temperature

adjustment was so slow that a 50-cub. centim. pykuometer could not safely be

adjusted in less than an hour.

Altogether seven standard solutions were independently prepared by the method

described in Part I. One of these was used only for conductivity measurements.

Density observations were made on all the other six. In order to show the extent of

the agreement in the values obtained from these different solutions, a list is subjoined

of all the density measurements in the immediate neighbourhood of 50 per cent.

2 M 2
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TABLE I.

NaOH.
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Weight of pot and solution 1254' 56 grammes.
- 914-95

Apparent weight of solution

Air

True weight of solution = 339-85

Strength of solution = 45 31 per cent.

From 50 per cent, to 25 per cent. NaOH the density measurements are considered

to be accurate within iO'OOOl. Altogether 38 determinations were made within

this range, usually at intervals of 2 '5 per cent. These are set out in Table V. In one

or two instances individual measurements showed a discrepancy of as much as 0*0002,

but no difficulty was experienced in deciding which figure should be adopted, and in

every doubtful case fresh dilutions were made direct from the standard 50-per cent,

solution. The measurements made at 25 per cent, and 20 per cent. NaOH are

tabulated in order to illustrate the degree of accuracy obtained.

TABLE HA.

NaOH.
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At the lower concentrations the density measurements are less tedious and more

exact, and the strength of the solution is known with sufficient accuracy to justify

the inclusion of the fifth place of decimals in the table of density. Within the

range from 20 per cent, to per cent., 28 measurements of density were made.

Usually two determinations were made with each solution, and the densities deduced

from the weighings of the two pyknometers did not differ in any case by more than

0-00002. Within the whole range, from 20 per cent, to per cent., the relative

values for the densities are probably exact within '00002, but the absolute values

are subject to a possible error of about 0-00005 in the range from 25 per cent, to

20 per cent. NaOH, 0'00004 from 20 per cent, to 15 per cent., and 0-00003 from

15 per cent, to 10 per cent.

Interpolation Formulae. The curve connecting density and concentration is

approximately linear in character, curvature being most marked from 5 per cent,

to per cent., and less so in the range from 30 per cent, upwards, but apart from

this it does not exhibit special peculiarities. The curve is therefore of little use

either for indicating the constitution of the solution or for interpolation. For the

latter purpose we have made use of three kinds of sensitive curves.

I. A very convenient means of interpolation consists in recording the extent to

which the ordiuates of the density curve differ from those of the diagonal line y = x

shown in Diagram I. (p. 310). This sensitive curve is obtained by plotting p (1 -j-0'01 P)

against P, and has the form shown hi the diagram. In using it we have set out the

percentage as abscissae on such a scale that O'l per cent, was represented by
1 millim.,and the ordinates on such a scale that 1 millim. corresponded to a difference

of O'OOOl in the density ; when using this scale, it was easy to read off the density to

four places of decimals, and the calculation required was reduced to a minimum.

Thus, in reading the density from the curve we have for 49*98 per cent.

p (1+ 0-01 P) = 0-0268, and p = 0'0268+ 1+ 0'4998 = T5266.

II. The second sensitive curve represents the deviation of the density curve from

a straight line by means of the variations in the tangent of the angle between

the radius vector and the axis of concentration. It is obtained by plotting

(p 0'99866)/0'01 P against P, and has the form shown in Diagram I. This curve

has the advantage that its sensitiveness increases with the dilution, and it has proved

especially useful for interpolation at concentrations at which it was desired to record

the fifth place of decimals in the density.

III. Over the range from 5 per cent, to 18 per cent. NaOH the density-percentage

curve is a straight line. This is shown by the first sensitive curve, but is entirely

masked in the second. The accuracy of the observations may therefore be tested

by comparing the values calculated from the linear formula p= /c>6+0-01105 (P 5)

with those which were obtained by interpolation from our experimental values by
means of the second sensitive curve.

The result is shown in Table III.
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TABLE III.

J71

P.
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to the concentration. This, however, is not the case, as is shown by the differences

tabulated in the fourth column of Table VI. Up to 20 per cent, the difference does

not exceed O'OOOl, and is for the most part negative in sign ; above this concentration

the difference is positive, and increases more or less proportionately from O'OOOl at

20 per cent, to 0'0013 at 50 per cent. If the two series of observations had differed

only on account of the error introduced by titration, the difference at 25 per cent,

should have been half as great as at 50 per cent., and should have amounted to

0'00065 ; actually it amounts only to 0'00027, and as the average error of our five

observations at this concentration amounted only to '00003, and in the case of

PICKERING'S observations to only O'OOOOl, it is clear that the differences are not due

exclusively to errors either in the density determinations or in the standardisation of

the stock solutions, but must be attributed in part to a difference in purity or some

similar cause.

TABLE V. Density Observations at 18 C.

NaOH.
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TABLE VI. Density of Aqueous Solutions of Sodium Hydroxide at 18 C. and 15 C.

NOH.
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PART III. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE DENSITY OF AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE.

In order to be able to correct the conductivity measurements for changes of

concentration produced by alterations of temperature, it was necessary to know not

only the density of the solutions at 18C., but also the variation of density over the

whole range from C. to 100 C. The only statement that we have been able to

find with reference to the density of caustic soda at temperatures other than 15 C.

is a note by HAGER to the effect that the correction for temperature amounts to

0'00045 per degree centigrade from 50 per cent, to 40 per cent., 0'0004 from

29 per cent, to 30 per cent., O'OOOS from 29 per cent, to 20 per cent., and 0'0002

from 19 per cent, to 10 per cent. NaOH. The measurements of the variation of

density with temperature, originally undertaken on account of their bearing on the

measurements of conductivity, proved to be of some interest

on their own account, and were therefore carried consider-

ably further than was originally intended.

No special difficulty was encountered in measuring the

density at temperatures up to about 60 C., but at higher

temperatures the operation became somewhat troublesome,

and the measurements made at the boiling-point were found

to be subject to much larger errors than those made at

lower temperatures. For the mere purpose of correcting

the conductivities for the changes of concentration produced

by expansion it would have been sufficient to know the

density to three places of decimals, but the fourth place

was always determined, and, although the values obtained

at the boiling-point were occasionally erratic, we believe

that the smoothed values are accurate within a few units

in the fourth place.

For this series of density measurements we employed a

type of density-tube very similar to that described by
Dr. PERKIN ('Trans. Chem. Soc.,' 1884, 45, p. 444), the actual

form being represented in
fig. 4. The bulb is necessary in

order to allqw for the expansion of the liquid when deter-

mining the density at temperatures below that of the

atmosphere, but it is also useful at higher temperatures.

Only in the case of the most dilute solutions at tempera-

tures in the neighbourhood of the boiling-point was

difficulty encountered from the distillation of moisture into the bulb. The tubes used

in some of the earlier experiments had a volume of only about 8 cub. centims., but

Fig. 4.
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usually the volume was increased to 15 cub. centims. or 25 cub. centims. in order

to reduce the errors of adjustment and weighing ; the accuracy of the observations

was not very much increased by using larger tubes, and probably the chief source of

error arises from fluctuations of temperature. In the case of the concentrated

solutions the great viscosity called for the exercise of some degree of patience ; to fill

a tube, even with the help of an efficient pump, often required an hour or more, and

it was noticed that more than an hour elapsed before a tube of 47 per cent, soda

(capacity 25 cub. centims., diameter less than 2 centims.) acquired a steady tempera-
ture when cooled in powdered ice. At the lower temperatures the solutions were

frequently supersaturated, but we did not experience difficulty on account of

crystallisation either in the density tubes or in the conductivity vessels, though

occasionally the stock solutions deposited magnificent transparent plates of hydrated
soda. From five to ten measurements were made with each solution, the temperature

being steadily raised throughout the series ; the error due to the action of the soda

on the glass does not appear to be serious, and no change whatever could be detected

in the density at 20 C. of a 47-per cent, solution after heating for an hour each at

60 C., at 75 C. and at 100 C.

Form of the Curves. Interpolation Formula. A consideration of the density-

temperature curves for a series of percentages beginning with water and ending with

50 per cent, soda showed conclusively that all the relationships could be represented
with a close approach to accuracy by equations of the form

p = pt+at+flt'+yfl.

It was further found that at about 12 per cent. NaOH the coefficient of t
3
vanished,

and that thenceforward up to 50 per cent, the relation could be expressed within the

limits of experimental error by an equation of the second degree. In order to make
these results clear, we append in Table VII. a list of the observed densities for water,

decinormal, normal, 26'68 per cent., 34'43 per cent, and 42'54 per cent. NaOH,
together with the densities calculated from the cubic or quadratic formulae. Only in

exceptional cases did the observed and calculated densities differ by more than 0*0003,

but it is necessary to add that a close agreement on a single series of observations did

not necessarily afford a measure of the accuracy of the series, since a serious error

at 100 C. might well be masked by an alteration in the coefficients which would not

seriously disturb the values calculated for the density at lower temperatures, and

would not appear until different series were compared with one another.

For this reason we deemed it very important to check the density-temperature
observations by drawing isothermal density-percentage curves for various tempera-
tures and by noting the gradual change in the coefficients of expansion with changing
concentration. The temperatures chosen for the isothermal curves were C., 18 C.,

50 C., and 100 C., and, having already plotted an accurate isothermal curve for 18 C.,

it was only necessary now to plot the differences pQ pw, Popw and PoPvxr The

2 N 2
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difference curves had the advantage that they could be plotted on a larger scale than

the densities, and they were found to be much simpler in form than the sensitive

curves described in Part II. of the paper. Where measurements of density had not

been made at the exact temperatures chosen for the isothermal curves, values for

these temperatures were calculated by means of the cubic or quadratic formulae

described in the preceding paragraph ; the interpolated values, being based to some

extent on the whole series of measurements, were at least equal, and probably

superior, in value to the individual observations of the series. The difference curves

served the double purpose of bringing into relief the experimental errors in measuring
the change of density with temperature, and of providing a means of deducing by

interpolation the densities for exact percentages at the exact temperatures chosen.

TABLE VII. Soda Densities, Observed and Calculated.

Water.

= +0-000043
= -0-00000656

y= -0-000000020
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The observed values for water are taken from WATT'S '

Dictionary of Chemistry,'

where the values deduced by VOLKMANN from the determinations of HAGEN,

MATTHIBBEN, PIERRE, KOPP and JOLLY are given to five places of decimals. The

differences shown in the table indicate that an additional term must be introduced

into the equation p = pn+at-\-/3t*+yt? in order to express the influence of temperature

on the density of water correctly to the fourth decimal place.

The values which we have set out for the densities of caustic soda solutions at

different temperatures are all based upon the measurements at 18 C. described in

Part II. of the paper. The values for C. are deduced from those at 18 C. with the

help of the difference curve for p pi, and as the maximum deviation of any individual

experimental values from this curve, as shown in Diagram II., is only 0*0002, we

believe that the values for p are accurate within O'OOOl. This close agreement

is of considerable value, as pn is an important constant in the equation

p,
= pn+ait+/3t*+yt* used in deducing the densities at 10 C., 20 C., 30 C., &c.

The values for 50 C. are deduced from those at C. by means of the difference curve

for pupio ',
in this case the maximum difference between the experimental values

and the curve was 0*0003, and we consider that the values for p^ t
are probably

accurate within 0*0002.

The values for 100 C. were deduced from those at C. by means of the difference

curve for p p\no
' m this series the experimental values differ in two cases from

those deduced from the curve by as much as O'OOl, and the average error amounts

to 0*0003, but we consider that the values for 100 C. are probably accurate within

0-0005.

Table VIII. gives the values of p p,8 , p pM , p p}no,
which were used for the

above purpose ; and also the temperature coefficients a, ft and y.

A remarkable confirmation of the substantial accuracy of the values for
/J 100, at

which temperature the experimental error reaches a maximum, was afforded by
the discovery that the values for p ~/)ioo could be represented by the simple

logarithmic law

Po-Pm=A lgio

where P = percentage of soda in solution.

This formula was not in any way used to fix the final values for p l(X)
. and indeed

was not discovered until after these had been tabulated, but the substantial agree-

ment between the two series of values, shown in Table VIII., which do not differ in

any case by more than 0*0004, appears to indicate that we have not over-estimated

the accuracy of our observations by placing the probable error in p 100 within 0*0005.
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TABLE VIII. Expansion of Aqueous Solutions of Sodium Hydroxide between

C. and 100 C.

P.
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General Results of the Investigation. Reference may now be made to the more

striking results that have followed from the investigation of the influence of

temperature on the density of aqueous solutions of caustic soda. The most marked

characteristic, which was noticed very early in the investigation, is the great

simplification observed in the behaviour of the solutions as the concentration and the

temperature are increased. This is indicated by the gradual alteration in the

coefficients, but is also shown by the density-temperature curves of Diagram III.

The maximum density falls to C. at about 0'6 per cent. NaOH, and is given by
the formula as 10 C. at 2 per cent. NaOH. The curves become steadily flatter as

the concentration increases, and at 42 '8 per cent, the density decreases in a linear

manner with the temperature, a behaviour which is in marked contrast to the complex

character of the curve that represents the influence of temperature on the density of

water. The gradual reduction in curvature, indicated by the decrease with increasing

concentration of the coefficient /3, was noticed by BREMER
('
Rec. Trav. China.,' 1887,

vol. 7, 268-309) in the case of aqueous solutions of calcium chloride, but our

observations show further that ft may actually become zero. At still higher concen-

trations /8 becomes positive in sign and the curvature is reversed.

Interesting results would doubtless accrue from a comparison of the influence of

increased concentration and of increased temperature in straightening out the density-

temperature curves. In general terms it may be stated that the curve connecting

density and temperature for water between 100 C. and 200 C. would probably be very

similar to that for a solution containing 10 per cent. NaOH between C. and 100 C.,

and that if a solution containing 10 per cent. NaOH were cooled down from 0C. to

100 C., its behaviour would probably be very similar to that of water between

1 00 C. and C. The cause of the simplification in behaviour of the concentrated

solutions is discussed in connection with the changes of molecular volume described in

the following Part IV. of the paper.

PART IV. THE MOLECULAR VOLUME OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION.

The molecular volumes of dissolved salts are usually much less than those of the

solid salts. This contraction cannot be attributed to the mere liquefaction of the salt,

as this would probably give rise to an increase of volume, but it may well be

attributed to the combination of solvent and solute. In the case of a few compounds,

of which the hydroxides of sodium and lithium are by far the most striking examples,

the addition of the substance to water actually causes a decrease in the total volume

of liquid, and the molecular volume is negative for dilute solutions. In the case of

sodium hydroxide the effect of this contraction is remarkable ; it is possible to take a

litre of water and dissolve in it no less than 100 grammes of sodium hydroxide without

causing any increase in volume, whilst if 50 grammes are added there is actually a

contraction of 3 cub. centims.
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The solution volumes, V, of 1 gramme of sodium hydroxide at 1 8 C. are given in

the last column of Table VI., together with the total hydration, H, of the solution

expressed in molecules of water per molecule of soda. When these are plotted against

one another, they give the hyperbola-like curve of Diagram IV. The symmetry of

this curve, though not exact, is of interest because it appears to indicate that the

process of hydration, on which the contraction of volume depends, proceeds

continuously from the most concentrated to the most dilute solutions. From this

point of view it was of interest to inquire at what dilution the molecular volume

would reach its limiting value. A more careful study of the curve of Diagram FV.,

in conjunction with a similar curve in which the molecular volume was plotted against

the logarithm of the hydration, revealed the fact that there was an alteration of

curvature at about 45 per cent. NaOH and a further change at about 5 per cent. It

was possible, however, to obtain remarkably concordant results for the limiting value

of the solution volume by two entirely different methods of extrapolating from the

densities between 1 and 5 per cent. The following table shows the agreement between

the observed densities and those calculated from the formulas

(a.) p-p = 0-01141 P-0-000052P4
,

(6.) Iog P/Po = 0-00496P 0-000049P8
,

where p is the density of water, p the density of the solution, and P the percentage
of sodium hydroxide.

TABLE X.

P.
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accurate estimate of the limiting value of the solution volume ; the limiting value

previously given was 0'145 ('Dictionary of Chemistry,' vol. TV., p. 491). By the

same process of extrapolation it can be deduced that the molecular volume does not

become constant until a dilution of about 100 litres is reached. The molecular

conductivity reaches a maximum value at about 1000 litres, and it is therefore clear

that the decrease of molecular volume proceeds side by side with the process of

ionisation, and does not cease until the latter is almost complete.

A study of the influence of temperature on the solution volume of sodium hydroxide

gave somewhat remarkable results. Instead of increasing steadily from C. to

100 C., as was expected, the solution volume at all percentages was found to reach a

maximum value at 60 C. to 70 C., and then to decrease between 70 C. and 100 C.

There is thus a close resemblance between the solution volume at 90 C. and that

at 30 C. The extent of the variation produced by alterations of temperature

decreases with increasing concentration, and at 50 per cent. NaOH amounts only to

7 per cent. The data for the solution volume are given in Table XI. and are

represented graphically in diagrams V. and VI.

In discussing the significance of the variations of solution volume it may be

regarded as certain that the great variation in the case of dilute, as compared with

concentrated, solutions must be attributed to the complex character of liquid water

and not to any complexity introduced by the addition of soda. It appears, in fact,

that the maximum of simplicity is reached in a 50-per cent, solution at 100 C., and

that the most complex solution with which we have to deal is water.

The complex character of the water molecule was demonstrated by RAOULT
('
Ann.

Chim. Phys.,' 1884, (6), vol. 2, p. 66), and was made use of by RONTGEN
(' Wied.

Ann.,' 1891, vol. 45, p. 91), who attributed the increase of density between C.

and 4 C. to the dissociation of "
ice molecules

"
having a greater molecular volume

than the water molecules. This view was elaborated by SUTHERLAND ('Phil. Mag.,'

1900, vol. 50, p. 460), who suggested that RONTGEN'S ice molecules had the formula

H
fl
O3 and might be called trihydrol, whilst the water molecules consisted of dihydrol,

H,,O2 . A further discussion is given by STRADLING ('Jour. Frank. Inst.,' 1901,

vol. 152, pp. 257-268) with reference especially to the compressibility of water. It

is probable that the simplification in the density-temperature curves of the preceding

Part III. of the paper, which results from the addition of soda or from an increase

of temperature, is due primarily to the destruction of the ice molecules to which

water owes most of its abnormal properties. A similar explanation may be given of

the large negative solution volume of sodium hydroxide, which is most pronounced at

those low temperatures at which the water contains a large proportion of the bulky

ice molecules. This explanation does not, however, in any way account for the fact

that the molecular volume of sodium hydroxide decreases from 70 C. to 100 C. The

only explanation that we can offer to account for this unexpected behaviour is

that over this range of temperature the water contains a large proportion of steam
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molecules, having the simple formula H 2O, that these, like the ice molecules, have a

larger molecular volume than the water molecules, and are destroyed by adding soda

to the solution. The addition of soda may then be regarded as simplifying the

solution mainly by lessening the proportion of associated and dissociated water

molecules, the water molecules themselves being converted into hydrates of soda

having somewhat similar properties to dihydml, but an even smaller molecular

volume. This view, which is an extension of the theories of RONTGEN and of

SUTHERLAND, appears to be fully justified by the experimental facts, and indeed it is

difficult to avoid the conclusion that in the neighbourhood of the boiling-point the

simple steam molecules form, if not the largest, at least a very important proportion

of the total number.

TABLE XI. Solution Volume of 1 gramme of Sodium Hydroxide between C. and

100 C.*
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oolution* or by errors introduced in standardising the solutions by titration. We
have therefore redetermined the conductivities at 18 C., and although our electrical

measurements are probably not so accurate as those of KOHLRAUSCH, we consider

that the purity and accuracy of our solutions and the increased number of observa-

tions combine to render our measurements at 18 C. more

reliable than those previously recorded.

(1.) The Solutions used for the electrical measurements

were similar to those employed in measuring the density, and

indeed in one series of dilutions the same solutions were used

for measuring the two properties. As it was likely that the

conductivity would be influenced more than the density if the

alkali should become partially neutralised by carbonic or

silicic acid, special care was taken to maintain as far as

possible the original purity of the solutions. The solutions

used in measuring the conductivity from 50 per cent, to

20 per cent, were kept in platinum vessels and only allowed

to come into contact with the glass of the electrode that was

introduced in measuring the conductivity. The solutions

below 20 per cent, were made up from standard solutions

which had been kept in platinum or stored in a glass bottle

as 50-per cent, solutions during periods ranging from a few

days up to two months, but as the density remained

unchanged at the end of ten weeks, and the maximum

conductivity measured at the end of five months was within

O'l per cent, of the value obtained before transferring to the

glass bottle, it is believed that no appreciable fouling had

resulted from the contact of the viscous 50-per cent, solution

with the glass.

(2.) The Conductivity Vessel. No difficulty is experienced

in designing a conductivity apparatus of low resistance

capacity in which the liquid is allowed to come into contact

only with platinum surfaces, but it is very difficult, perhaps

even impossible, to design a simple apparatus of this kind in

which the resistance capacity is sufficiently large to give

satisfactory measurements with solutions of high conductivity. We were able, how-

ever, to effect a very satisfactory compromise by making use of the platinum vessel

already described and introducing into it an electrode shielded within a glass tube

of suitable shape. The total area of glass in the electrode was comparatively small,

and 300 cub. centims. to 400 cub. centims. of solution was used for each observation.

Under these conditions the fouling of the solution by contact with the glass of the

* See footnote, p. 287.

Fig. 5.
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electrode must have been very slight. The surface of the platinum pot was used as

the second electrode.*

(:{.)
Calibration of the Electrode. The majority of the measurements at 18 C.

were made with an electrode having the form shown in
fig. 5. The required resist-

ance capacity was obtained by suitably fixing the length and cross section of the

tubes leading outwards from the electrode. The electrode most used was one which

had a resistance capacity of 13*74. For calibrating it a normal solution of potassium

chloride was used and two series of measurements gave the capacity as

(I.) 13738 with 200 cub. centims. of solution in the pot, and

(2.) 13735 with 300 cub. centims. of solution.

A very valuable check on the accuracy of the calibration was obtained by com-

paring the values for the specific conductivity of the . solutions as deduced from

measurements with different electrodes. Using a carefully calibrated electrode of the

type described in Part VI. of the paper as a standard, the capacity deduced from

measurements of the maximum conductivity of caustic soda was 0'05 per cent, higher,

*
Fouling of the Solutions. (1.) The possibility has been suggested that the electrical measurements might

have been vitiated by impurities introduced by the contact of the soda with the glass of the electrodes.

Such fouling might have occurred if the electrode figured above had been heated with the solution during
several hours. This, however, was not the case, as this electrode was used exclusively for low-temperature

measurements, and was removed from the solution when not in use. At atmospheric temperatures the

fouling is exceedingly slow, and the experiments quoted on p. 284 may be regarded as affording

experimental justification of the view that no appreciable fouling could have taken place in the short

period of time during which the electrode was in contact with the solution.

(2.) The advantages which we believe to have resulted from the use of a platinum vessel with glass-

cased electrode over a glass cell of the ordinary kind may be briefly indicated :

(a) It is reasonable to suppose that under comparable conditions the total fouling is proportional to

the surface of glass exposed to the 'solvent action of the soda, but is not directly dependent on

the volume of the solution. If this be so, the percentage error due to fouling would be inversely

proportional to the volume of the solution, and by using 300 cub. centims. or 400 cub. centims.

in place of 10 cub. centims. or 20 cub. centims. the risk of fouling would be proportionately

reduced. The electrode was used as a stirrer and was frequently drawn above the surface of the

solution so as to be completely emptied ; there was therefore no local fouling.

(A) Although the fouling at atmospheric temperatures is too slow to be easily detected, the

advantages of the platinum vessels were clearly demonstrated in the experiments at higher

temperatures, described in Part VII. of the paper. Solutions heated in glass vessels showed a

change of conductivity amounting in some instances to as much as 1-6 per cent. (p. 300), but

with platinum vessels this source of error was altogether eliminated (p. 300). Thus, in an actual

experiment with the electrode figured opposite, the initial resistance at 18 C. of the solution was

169-2 ohms; after making eight observations between 18' C. and 100 C. the final resistance

was still 169 '2 ohms. This experiment not only shows the superiority of the platinum vessel,

but also justifies the conclusion that at low temperatures the fouling of the solution by contact

with the glass of the electrode must have been very slight.

The final experiments quoted in Part VII. were made with the electrode figured on p. 298, fig. 9, which

had an even smaller surface of glass.
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and from measurements of a 45-per cent, solution O'Ol per cent, higher than the

value given above.

(4.) The Measurements of Conductivity. The resistances of the solutions were

measured by using an alternating current and a telephone. The wheel-bridge

recommended by KOHLRAUSCH (KOHLRAUSCH and HOLBOEN,
'

Leitvermogen der

Elektrolyte,' p. 42) was used and found to be both convenient and accurate. The

main disadvantage of the bridge is that the sensitiveness decreases considerably

when used in comparing unequal resistances, and that the bridge-wire must be

carefully calibrated at intervals of a few months if the instrument is in constant use.

These difficulties were overcome by using the comparison coils (1, 10, 100, 1000

and 10,000 ohms) supplied with the bridge only in determining the approximate

resistance of the electrolyte, whilst the final measurements were made by comparison

with an equal resistance. The resistance-box used for this purpose was specially

wound so as to be almost free from electrostatic capacity. The exact position of

silence on the bridge-wire was determined with three resistances differing slightly

from one another, and in this way three readings were obtained, from each of which it

was possible to calculate the resistance. As the readings were all close to the centre

of the wire, a maximum of sensitiveness was obtained, and it was only necessary to

check from time to time the exact position of the electrical centre of the bridge-wire.

The three readings were usually concordant within one or two parts in 10,000, and if

necessary were repeated until concordant results were obtained. The method may
be illustrated by an example taken from a recent series of measurements.

Resistance Reading of Resistance

of coils. bridge-wire. (ohms).

140-5 500-2 140-61

140-4 500-3 140-57

140-6 500-0 140-60

Mean . . . 140-59

Leads 0-10

140-49

Resistance capacity 13-738 cm." 1

; specific conductivity K18 = 0-09775 cm. ohm" 1
.

Concordant readings of the instrument do not necessarily indicate a corresponding

approach to accuracy in the values deduced for the conductivity of the electrolyte.

The errors due to heating, polarisation, self-induction, and capacity are fully discussed

by KOHLRAUSCH and HOLBORN in the volume already referred to (pp. 54-59). Of

these the most serious are those due to polarisation when the resistance is low, and to

electrostatic capacity when the resistance is high. In our experience the most favour-

able resistance to measure is about 50 ohms to 100 ohms, but in determining the

conductivity of a solution over a range of temperature involving large changes in

conductivity we have occasionally been obliged to measure resistances as high as
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1 000 ohms and as low as 5 ohms. The resistance of the leads was reduced as far as

jxwsible by employing stout copper rods to connect the bridge with the vessel, and by

using copper enclosed in glass, rather than platinum, for the leads inside the conduc-

tivity vessel ; there was, however, some loss of accuracy when the resistance to be

measured was much below 10 ohms. To measure resistances above 500 ohms it was

necessary to introduce a correction for the slight electrostatic capacity of the coils of

the resistance box
; the correction was determined by stretching a thin wire resistance

of 2000 ohms or 3000 ohms over the ceiling in such a way as to be free from capacity

and then measuring its apparent resistance (1) by a direct current and galvanometer,

and (2) by an alternating current and telephone ; the difference gave the correction

to be applied to the readings of the telephone, and this correction was found to be

proportional to the resistance measured.

Taking into account the various sources of error to which the measurement of the

electrolytic conductivity of solutions of varying concentrations is liable, we consider

the general accuracy of our tabulated results for 18 C. may be taken to be within

1 part in 1000, although an inspection of Diagram VII., in which all the observations

are set out, shows that there are some individual readings which are below this

standard.

The results obtained in measuring the conductivity of aqueous solutions of sodium

hydroxide at 18 C. are shown in Tables XII. and XIII., and are plotted out in

Diagram VII., together with the values given by KOHLRAUSCH. The maximum

conductivity, *
18
= 0'3490, is at about 15 per cent. NaOH, but there is no substantial

alteration of conductivity between 14 -9 per cent, and 15 '6 per cent. KOHLRAUSCH'S

value for 15 per cent, is 0'3463. For a normal solution LOOMIS gives /3i 8
= T0418,

K 18
= 0'145, whilst our values are p lg

= 1 '04172, *
18
= g

1575.

The values given by KOHLRAUSCH are shown on Diagram VII. by open circles,

plotted out in reference to the percentages given by him. If the position of these

circles be shifted to the percentages deduced from the densities given by .KOHL-

RAUSCH, most of the observations come very nearly on to our own curve, but the

unconnected values differ by as much as 0'0053 on 0*1560 at 35 per cent. NaOH.
KOHLRAUSCH'S value for the maximum, which should not be affected by errors of

concentration, differs from ours by nearly 1 per cent., and it is therefore probable that

his solutions contained appreciable quantities of neutral impurities.*

* Prior to the introduction of metallic sodium as a source of purified caustic soda this alkali was made

by the action of lime upon sodium carbonate. In concentrated solutions the interaction

2NaOH + CaCO,

is probably reversible and the solution would therefore contain a definite proportion of sodium carbonate,

in addition to traces of calcium salts. In this way it is possible to account for the wide difference that

exists between the densities tabulated by SCHIFF, KOHLRAUSCH and HAGEN, and the later observations,

tabulated by PICKERING, and those in the present paper, in which the alkali was prepared from metallic

sodium.
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TABLE XII. Conductivity Observations at 1 8 C.

P.
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PART VI. THE VISCOSITY AND INTRINSIC CONDUCTIVITY OF AQUEOUS

SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE.

Reference has been made in the earlier parts of the paper to the great viscosity of

concentrated solutions of sodium hydroxide, which indeed manifests itself even in so

simple an operation as filling and emptying a pipette. As this was likely to have

a great effect upon the ionic mobility, a series of measurements of viscosity was made,

with the help of which it was hoped that it might be possible to correct the observed

conductivities for the influence of viscosity.

Relation bettveen Conductivity, lonisation and Ionic Mobility. The usual mode of

expressing the relationship between conductivity and ionic velocities is derived from

the consideration of the flow of electricity from side to side of a unit cube of the

electrolyte under a potential gradient of 1 volt per centim. Thus if U and V are

the ionic velocities under such a potential gradient, m the concentration of the solute

in gramme equivalents per litre (and therefore m/1000 the number of gramme

equivalents in the unit cube), a the fraction of the solute that is in the ionised or

current-carrying state, and q the quantity of electricity of either sign liberated

by 1 gramme equivalent of any monad (q = 98360 coulombs), then the

current = amfl 000. ^(U+V). Since the potential difference between the sides of

the cube is unity, the current (by OHM'S law) is equal to the conductivity K. Hence

K = am/lOOO . q (U+V), or since A = K . lOOO/m, we have, writing u = ^U, v = qV,
the equation A = a(w+). Whilst U and V are the absolute velocities of the

ions expressed in centims. per second, u and v are what are known as the "
ionic

mobilities
"
and are of the same dimensions as A.

The ionic velocities, and therefore also the ionic mobilities, are determined, not

alone by the nature of the ion, but also by the solvent, the temperature, and the

concentration of the solution. In considering the theory of ionisation it is customary
to deal exclusively with the case of "

dilute solutions
"

for which the values of the

ionic mobilities do not differ appreciably from the values at infinite dilution, so that

u = tt, v = v. and - - = a approximately.A
This is the relation from^which the coefficient of ionisation is usually deduced, but

recent observations have shown that whilst the relation A = a.(u+v) is universally

true, the relation A = aA. is only valid for solutions of concentrations below about

N/100. At concentrations up to about decinormal it is probably legitimate to

deduce the coefficient of ionisation from the osmotic constants of the solution or

from the electromotive force of concentration cells (JAHN), but it is clear that, except
in dilute solutions, the coefficients of ionisation and the ionic mobilities are altogether

unknown quantities, and much confusion has arisen from the general tendency to

VOL. cciv. A. 2 P
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regard the ionic mobilities as constants for concentrated as well as for dilute

solutions.

Correlation between Ionic Mobility and Fluidity. The exact way in which the

ionic mobility varies with the temperature and with the concentration of the solution

is not known.

Without doubt the mobility depends chiefly upon the form and dimensions of the

ions and the fluidity of the medium through which they travel. When the

temperature or concentration of the solution is altered there is usually a marked

alteration in its fluidity,* and the experimental data point to the conclusion that

this produces a change in the ionic mobilities which may, as a first approximation, be

justly regarded as proportional to the change of fluidity, so that u = of, v = bf and

M-j-tf = {<*+&)/> where /is the fluidity.

In certain cases this simple linear relationship undoubtedly exists. Thus, in the

case of the excessively dilute solution which constitutes purified water, and in which

the process of ionisation must be substantially complete, the conductivity is actually

in direct proportion to the fluidity over the range of temperature from C. to 36 C.

(BOUSFIELD and LOWRY, loc. cit., p. 48). KOHLRAUSCH has shown that the same

relationship holds good in the case of dilute solutions of salts such as sodium valerate,

in which the mobility of one of the ions is very small ('Roy. Soc. Proc.,' 1903, vol. 71,

pp. 338-356). In other cases the linear relationship is less accurate, and although

the ionic mobilities are closely related to the fluidity, they no longer obey a direct

linear law. Thus KOHLRAUSCH
('

Sitz. der Akad. Wiss. Berlin,' 1902, pp. 572-580)
has shown that the temperature coefficients of ionic mobility in dilute solution are

usually less than the fluidity coefficient, the greatest difference being found in the

case of the mobile hydrogen and hydroxyl ions, for which the coefficients are 0'0154

and 0'0179 per degree Centigrade, as compared with 0'0254, for the conductivity and

0'0251 for the fluidity of water at 18 C. ;
for the remaining ions the coefficients range

from 0-0203 for the nitrate ion to 0'0261 for lithium. Furthermore,
' WOLF

('
Zeit.

Electrochem.,' 1902, pp. 117-119) and RUDORF ('Zeit. Phys. Chem./ 1903, vol. 43,

pp. 257-304) have shown that when the viscosity of a salt solution is increased at

constant temperature by the addition of acetic acid or a non-electrolyte, the decrease

of conductivity is proportionately less than the decrease of fluidity. It is, therefore,

clear that the relation between mobility and fluidity is in general only approximately

expressed by a linear law, but at present the necessary data are not available for any
closer approximation to the form of the function. The linear law, which is an

accurate expression in certain instances, we propose to use generally as a first

approximation to the relationship between mobility and fluidity.

Intrinsic Conductivity. The relations A = a(u+v), and A = u,-\-v. l>eing

* In certain instances, and especially in the case of complex or hydrated ions, the dimensions of the

ions may alter with the temperature and concentration of the solution, but usually this effect will he of

secondary importance.
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accurate, it follows that the true value of a for a given concentration and temperature

is not a = A/A., as is usually assumed, hut

A
*- ~ ___

A. tt-f-v

That is to say, we must correct A for the change of mohility in order to arrive at the

true value of a. The theoretical corrective factor for A is -
"

,
and we propose to

t*+v

call the product of A by this corrective factor the
"
intrinsic conductivity." It is

the value of A reduced to the conditions of mobility which obtain at infinite dilution.

For practical purposes, and as a first approximation, we assume that

tt+t>, _ fluidity at infinite dilution

t*+v fluidity at given concentration

Hence, taking the fluidity of the solvent (water) as unity and measuring the actual

ttuidity.y, at the given concentration in these units we have

u+v /

Denoting the intrinsic conductivity by I, we have, therefore, I = A//*, I = A., and

hence a = I/I.. Whilst A// does not represent the intrinsic conductivity as defined

above with complete accuracy, it enables us to make a convenient practical approxi-

mation to the true value of a, which is much nearer than the current approximation
= A/A.
The whole correction for changes of mobility is not large except in solutions of

considerable concentration, so that any error in the correction applied will produce a

much smaller error proportionately in the values deduced for the intrinsic conductivity

and for the coefficient of ionisation. We believe, therefore, that by using the ratio

a = I/la.
= A/A, . l/f, in place of the ratio a = A/A, it will be possible to extend

the method of determining a from conductivity measurements to solutions of

considerably greater concentration than those for which the validity of the equation
a = A/A x can be recognised ;

and even in concentrated solutions the intrinsic

conductivity deduced from the formula I = A/f will enable a closer approximation
to be made to the actual amount of iouisation than has been possible when this could

only be deduced from the molecular conductivity of the solution.

Hitherto the majority of the conductivity measurements that have been made have

been concerned with dilute solutions, in which the correction for viscosity is relatively

small, but there is little doubt that when the necessary data of conductivity and

viscosity are available for concentrated solutions, the study of the intrinsic conductivity
of these solutions will lead to results at least as important as those derived from the

study of dilute solutions. Unfortunately, the measurements that have been made of

the viscosity of aqueous solutions, like those of the conductivity, have in almost every

2 P 2
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case been restricted to dilute solutions, the data for the alkalies being even more

scanty than those for acids and salts.* The only figures that we have been able to

find are those of KANITZ ('Zeit. Phys. Chem.,' 1897, vol. 22, pp. 336-357), who gives the

following table. No measurements appear to have been made in more concentrated

solutions :

Solution.
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On correcting the conductivities shown in Table XIII. for the changes of viscosity

shown above, a series of values was obtained for the intrinsic conductivity, and these

are shown in contrast with the values for the molecular conductivity in the last

column of the same table. A graphical comparison of the two series of constants is

given in Diagram IX. The values for the intrinsic conductivity show a remarkable

increase of conductivity in concentrated solutions which is entirely masked in the

specific and molecular conductivities. The minimum value occurs at about 8 per cent.

NaOH, and in a 50-per cent, solution the intrinsic conductivity is nearly half as

great again as in the most dilute solutions. This increase of conductivity we

attribute to the fact that sodium hydroxide is an autolyte, that is to say, an

electrolyte when fused, and may therefore be able in concentrated solutions to

conduct the current quite independently of the ionising properties of the

solvent.

Although it was obvious that the conductivity of concentrated aqueous salt

solutions might be in part autolytic, we had hitherto been able to obtain no direct

experimental evidence in support of this view. The case of sodium hydroxide is,

however, especially favourable for the observations of this property, since its high

solubility and low melting-point combine to produce in the concentrated solution a

condition approximating unusually closely to that of the fused salt. Thus the

minimum value in the intrinsic conductivity of zinc sulphate, to which attention has

been called by SUTHERLAND ('
Phil. Mag.,' 1902, VI., voL 3, p. 171), is reached in a

normal solution for which I/I
= 0'312, but the measurements of conductivity and

viscosity have only been carried as far as 5N, when the value of I/I rises to 0*443.

This small increase in the intrinsic conductivity might conceivably have been due,

not to the autolytic conductivity of the salt, but to some secondary cause, such for

instance as over-correcting for the influence of viscosity. Such an explanation can

scarcely be maintained in the case of sodium hydroxide, in which the value of I/I,

after falling to 0'0834 at 8 per cent. NaOH, rises again to T35 in a 50-per cent,

solution.

These values apply to solutions at 18 C., a temperature at which the unconnected

specific and molecular conductivities give no indication of autolytic conductivity.

As the temperature rises, however, the extreme viscosity of the concentrated

solutions disappears, and the condition of the solutions approximates more and more

to that of the fused salt, so that at 50 C. and 100 C. evidence of autolytic

conductivity may be seen in the simple isothermal conductivity-concentration curves

of Diagram XIII. These are described in Part VII. of the paper.

Clear indications having thus been obtained of autolytic conductivity in aqueous

solutions of sodium hydroxide, it was not difficult to find other cases in which the

abnormal properties of a solution could be referred to the same cause. This is

notably the case with the solutions of zinc sulphate, ammonium sulphate and calcium

chloride, for which SrTiiKKLAND found a minimum value of \jf. These minima were
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not sufficiently pronounced to justify the unsupported assertion that their behaviour

was due to the phenomenon now under discussion, but, when placed side by side

with the curve showing the intrinsic conductivity of sodium hydroxide, the behaviour

of these salts affords a striking confirmation of the view that the behaviour ot

sodium hydroxide is not unique, but is characteristic of the whole group of

autolytes.

Owing to the great ionising power of water, the conductivity of dilute aqueous

solutions is usually almost entirely heterolytic. With non-aqueous solvents it is

often quite otherwise, and it is even possible that in certain cases the conductivity of

the solution may be wholly autolytic. Thus it is stated that acetone and formic acid

give conducting solutions of the autolytes KC1, KBr and KI, but not of the heterolytes

HC1, and CC18
* C02H (see WALDEN and CENTNERSZWER,

'

Zeit. Phys. Chem.,'

1902, vol. 39, p. 564), a result that is most easily explained by supposing that the

acetone acts merely as a solvent, but is not able to bring about heterolytic con-

duction.

The task of distinguishing between autolytic and heterolytic conduction is greatly

facilitated by the fact, which is brought out very clearly in the curve showing the

intrinsic conductivity of sodium hydroxide at different concentrations, that whilst

heterolytic conductivity rises to a maximum in the most dilute solutions, autolytic

conductivity is greatest in the most concentrated solutions. The existence of

autolytic conductivity affords, therefore, a simple explanation of the increase of

molecular conductivity with concentration that has been not infrequently observed.

Two examples of this kind were recorded by EULEB
('

Zeit. Phys. Chem.,' 1899,

voL 28, p. 622), who attributed the increase with concentration of the molecular

conductivity of sodium bromide and iodide to the influence of the salt in increasing

the ionising power of the solvent, that is, to an indirect, rather than to a direct,

autolytic influence. In two of the cases recorded by KAHLENBEHG
('
Journ. Phys.

Chem.,' 1903, vol. 7, pp. 254-258) the molecular conductivity (of silver nitrate and of

ferric chloride in amylamine) did not increase continuously with the concentration,

but reached a maximum and then decreased ; it is clear, however, that in these

solutions the final decrease of molecular conductivity may be attributed to the

great viscosity of the concentrated solutions, to which reference is made in the

paper. It is of interest to note that KABLUKOFF
(' Phys. Chem.,' 1889, vol. 4,

p. 429) noticed an increase with concentration in the molecular conductivity of

hydrogen chloride dissolved in ether ; this may perhaps be attributed to the autolytic

0* H \ /H
conductivity of the oxonium salt n2

H/O\cr Similar observations have been

made more recently by MclNTOSH and ARCHIBALD (' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' 1904, vol. 73,

pp. 454-455) and by J. W. WALKER ('Trans. Chem. Soc.,' 1904, vol. 85,

pp. 1082-1098).
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PART VII. INFLUENCE OF TKMPERATURE ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OK AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE.

Amongst the earliest investigations of the influence of temperature on conductivity

is that of KOHLRAUSCH (' Wied. Ann.,' 1879, voL 6, pp. 1 and 145 ; 1885, vol. 26,

p. 161), who measured the linear temperature coefficients of most of the solutions

examined, and in several cases determined also the coefficient of I
2 in the equation

KI = KO (
1 + at + fit

2

).
He found that the salts gave positive values for ft, and the

acids negative values. A dilute solution of sodium hydroxide gave a very smail

positive coefficient, the relationship between temperature and conductivity being very

nearly linear over the range of temperature studied. Subsequent investigations have

been made by ARRHENIUS, who discovered that the coefficients for phosphoric and

hypophosphous acids become negative above 54 C. and 75 C. respectively, so that

the conductivity actually reaches a maximum value, whilst SACH, HOLLAND, and

TROTSCH ('Ann. Phys. Chem.,' 1890, III, vol. 41, pp. 259-287) showed that the

curves for certain sulphates and for the chlorides of copper and cobalt were inflected

at the higher temperatures, a supposed abnormality which they attributed to loss of

water of crystallisation by the dissolved salts. A detailed bibliography of tempera-

ture-conductivity measurements is given by KOHLRAUSCH and HOLBORN
('
Leitver-

mogen,' pp. 145-158, 195-199).

The first indication of any general law governing the temperature coefficients of

electrolytic conductivity was obtained by KOHLRAUSCH (' Sitz. Preuss. Akad. Wiss.,'

1901, voL 42, p. 1026), who found that in the case of the most dilute solutions, and

within the somewhat narrow range of temperatures investigated, the two coefficients

in the formula

Kt = KU {1 +a(t- lS)+ ft(t- 18)*}

were related to one another by the simple equation ft = 0'0163 (a 0'0174). In this

way it was shown that if a were known, the value of ft could be deduced without

any further experimental observations, so that between 2 C. and 34 C. the whole

influence of temperature on conductivity could be expressed by means of a single

arbitrary constant. The relationship between the coefficients may be expressed

almost equally well by the equation ft = -fa {a. -5^-},
and when this value for ft is

substituted in the equation for K/, it is seen that */ becomes zero when t \ 8 = 57,

whatever the value of a, in other words, the whole of the parabolic conductivity-

temperature curves must, if produced (without taking account of change of the

constants), converge to a common point on the axis of temperature, situated at

57 18 = 39 C. below the freezing-point of water. This point has been named the
"
conductivity-zero

"
for water, and the most remarkable observation recorded in

KOHLRATTSCH'S paper is to the effect that the viscosity of water also extrapolates to a

limiting value at this point. It was thus evident that the common factor determining
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the convergence of the conductivity-temperature curves was simply the viscosity of

the solvent. We are indebted to Dr. LAKMOR for the suggestion that this result may
be indicated by factorising the equation K, = KO (1 -\-at + ftt

2

)
and writing it in the

form Kt
=s * (1 +at) (1 +bt), where a is a coefficient depending on the (viscosity of

the) solvent, whilst 6 is a specific constant of the electrolyte under consideration,

both a and 6, however, being constant only over a narrow range of temperature.

A fuller study of the influence of temperature on the conductivity of composite

electrolytes led to the conclusion that it was possible to represent all the experimental

data by means of a generalised conductivity-temperature curve having the form

shown in fig.
6

(
BOUSFIELD and LOWRY, loc. dt., p. 52). The most important

Fig. 6.

features of this curve are (l) a more or less tangential approach A to the axis of

temperature, (2) a point of inflexion S, (3) a maximum conductivity at M, and (4) a

rapid fall almost to zero in the neighbourhood of the critical temperature Z of the

solution, with possibly a second point of inflexion T. In addition to the evidence

brought forward at the time, confirmation of this view has been afforded by the

measurements by KUNZ
(' Comptes Rendus,' 1902, vol. 105, p. 788;

'

Zeit. Phys.

Chem.,' 1903, vol. 42, pp. 591-596) of over-cooled aqueous solutions, which show that

the conductivity-temperature curves, instead of cutting the axis of temperature as is

indicated by the parabolic formula Kt
= *r (I -\-at-\- fit

2
), approach it nearly tangen-

tially; in the other direction, NOYES and COOLIDGE ('Zeit. Phys. Chem.,' 1903,

Jubelband, p. 372), working with aqueous solutions under high pressures, have shown

that even powerful electrolytes like sodium and potassium chlorides reach a maximum

conductivity at high temperatures ; in decinormal solutions this occurs at about

280 C., and above that temperature these salts exhibit negative coefficients. As

regards non-aqueous solutions, the measurements by EVERSHEIM
('
Ann. Physik,'

1904, iii., vol. 13, pp. 492-511) of the conductivity of liquid ammonia, of ammonia

containing 1 per cent, of copper nitrate, and of sulphur dioxide, have yielded

additional evidence of the correctness of the curve at the upper temperature limits

of conductivity.

The original object of the investigation described below was to obtain evidence of

the correctness of our view that the point of inflexion S was a normal feature of the
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conductivity-temperature curves, and not the product of some abnormal change in

the character of the solution. A series of measurements, made some years ago, had

shown that dilute solutions of the alkalies gave inflected curves. As there was no

reason to suspect the existence of any specfal complications in the case of such simple

substances, the conditions appeared to be particularly favourable for the investigation

of the nature of the point of inflexion and its dependence on the character of the

ulkali and the concentration of the solution. The experiments now described deal

exclusively with sodium hydroxide, but the few measurements that we have made

with other alkalies have shown that they all behave in a similar manner, as indeed

had been indicated by our earlier observations.

Turning now to the specific case of sodium hydroxide, it may be noted that

although the linear temperature coefficient of conductivity has frequently been

noted, very few measurements have been made of its variation with temperature.

KOHLRAUSCH (loc. cit., 1885) investigated solutions containing 2'61 per cent, and

427 per cent. NaOH and gave the formulae

NaOH 2-61 per cent, *, = 680(1+ 0'0295*+0'000016<
2
)

427 /
= 240(1 +0-0866<+0-00451U

2
).

He also noticed the great increase of conductivity with temperature in the case

of the more concentrated solutions, and recorded an increase of 100-fold in the

conductivity of a 40-per cent, solution between 10 C. and +80 C. His figures

are given below.

T.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.

(1.) The Glass Vessels. In measuring the temperature coefficients of conductivity

the two chief difficulties were (1) the exact regulation of the temperature in the

higher ranges, and (2) the fouling of the solutions by the action of the glass of the

condxictivity vessels. The earlier observations were made in glass vessels of the form

shown in fig. 7 ; the resistance capacity, which was dependent upon the length and

diameter of the U-tube between the electrodes, was measured with the help of the

\

-i

Fig. 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

standard solutions recommended by KOHLRAUSCH, HOLBORN and DIESSELHORST

('
Wied. Ann.,' vol. 64, pp. 440 and 451, 1898); the capacities of the vessels used

were as follows : L2 ,
2'156 cm.- 1

; L4,
4'125 cm." 1

; L18 ,
13'36 cm.- 1

; LM, 5473 cm.- 1
;

L162 ,
162'62 cm.""1

. For the lower capacities the U-vessel was modified, as shown in

fig. 8 ; a vessel of this type was used for the more dilute solutions and had the

capacity N .

1(
0-1236 cm."1

.

(2.) Adjustment of Temperature. These glass vessels were placed in a large

water bath, holding about 100 Ibs. of water, and the conductivity was measured at
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intervals of 20 C. on the ascending scale and 10 C. on the descending scale of

temperatures. It was found that under these conditions the heating and cooling

occupied almost exactly the same period of time, and we were therefore able to apply

a simple correction for the loss* of conductivity due to the neutralisation of the

alkali by the silica of the glass, by assuming that the fouling took place to an equal

extent during the periods of heating and cooling. The temperatures were measured

by means of a pair of thermometers graduated in tenths on an open scale and reading

from C. to 50 C. and from 50 C. to 100 C. ; these thermometers had been

recently calibrated at the Reichsanstalt, Charlottenburg, and the errors were known

within 0'01 C. In the lower ranges an exact adjustment of temperature was

possible, but in the higher ranges it was not found possible to avoid fluctuations of

several hundredths on either side of the steady temperature at which it was desired

to determine the conductivity.

(3.) Determination of Temperature Coefficients with the Help of Platinum

Apparatus. During the later part of the investigation we had at our disposal

a silver-encased platinum bottle of about 500 cub. centims. capacity, in which we

were able to carry out conductivity measurements between C. and 100 C. without

appreciable fouling of the solutions. The bottle and the electrodes used with it had

the form shown in fig. 9. The resistance capacity was dependent upon the form of

the glass tube surrounding the inner electrode ; the electrodes principally used

for this series of observations had the capacities 16-371 and 3 '293 cm." 1
. The

area of glass was much less than in the electrode designed for measurements

at 18 C. , and the electrode was lifted out of the solution and allowed to drain when

not actually in use. The solution within the tubes was displaced from time to time

by forcing air free from carbon dioxide through the side tube of the electrode. The

smaller neck of the bottle was used to admit a thermometer, by which the actual

temperature of the solution could be determined ; the four thermometers used for

this purpose were graduated in tenths from C. to 25 C., 25 C. to 50 C., 50 C.

to 75 C. and 75 C. to 100 C., and had recently been calibrated at the Reichs-

anstalt, the errors being given to 0'02 C. at the lower and 0'05 C. at the higher

temperaturea The platinum pot, described in Part. I. of the paper, was also used in

a modified form for some of the latest temperature-conductivity measurements. In

these measurements the solution was initially heated to 100 C., and the conductivity

determined at a series of temperatures from 100 C. to C. ; the density of the

solution was then determined and its exact concentration deduced ; any change of

concentrations that might have been produced by the distillation of water from the

solution during the initial heating was thus allowed for.

(4.) Accuracy of the Observations. As has already been pointed out, the chief

errors in determining the temperature coefficients of conductivity are (1) those due

to temperature adjustment, and (2) those due to fouling of the solutions, but in

* The most dilute solutions gained in conductivity by the dissolution of the glass.

2 Q 2
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addition to these definite sources of error the whole operation of measuring the

conductivity becomes troublesome when the temperature is raised, and it is therefore

not possible to work with the same exactitude as at lower temperatures, at which

the distraction and haste arising from temperature adjustment is absent.

In dilute solutions, for which the temperature coefficient K~ l

d,K/dt is about 2 per

cent., an error of 0'05 C. in the temperature produces an error of O'l per cent, in

the conductivity, but in the concentrated solutions the temperature coefficients

are enormously greater. The conductivity of a 50-per cent, solution instead of

increasing in the ratio of 7 : 2 between C. and 100 C. actually increases 5 -fold

between C. and 18 C., and 80-fold between C. and 100 C. For this reason we

are unable to claim for our individual measurements at the higher temperatures an

accuracy greater than about 1 part in 100, though the error on a series of measure-

ments may be considerably less.

The total change of conductivity due to the fouling of the solutions heated and

cooled in glass vessels amounted in two instances to as much as 1'6 per cent., but the

greater part of this is eliminated by our method of correction, and the residual error

can scarcely amount to more than 0'5 per cent., since the total change in either the

ascending or the descending series cannot have differed much from the half-value,

0'8 per cent., that was taken as the basis of our calculations. When using platinum
vessels this source of error was eliminated, but the results obtained were so similar in

their general character to those obtained when using glass vessels, that we did not con-

sider it necessary to repeat all our observations in order to secure the increase of accuracy

that might have resulted from the removal of only one of the sources of error.

TABLE XV. Influence of Temperature on Conductivity.

P.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

The general nature of the experimental results may he indicated by giving

conductivity-temperature curves for two different concentrations. In Diagram X.

are given (1) a curve showing the influence of temperature on the molecular

conductivity of a normal (4-per cent.) solution; this curve shows a well-marked

point of inflexion at 48 C.,* and is typical of the curves for moderate dilution. (2) A
similar curve for a 40-per cent, solution, which is not inflected between C. and

100 C., and may be regarded as typical of the behaviour of concentrated solutions.

The data on which these curves are based are shown in Table XIX., p. 305.

The variation of the temperature of inflexion with the concentration of the solution

is shown in Table XV. and Diagram XL, and presents some interesting features.

The minimum value for the temperature of inflexion is at 48 C. in a normal solution,

but a rapid rise occurs as the concentration is increased, and at 25 per cent. NaOH

(8*5 N) the inflexion has risen to 100 C. ; above this concentration the inflexion is no

longer observed between C. and 100 C., but the formulae described below indicate

that even at the highest concentrations the temperature of inflexion is only a few

degrees above 100 C. The most dilute solutions also appear to give curves which are

not inflected, but we are unable at present to supply definite data with reference to

the variations in the temperature of inflexion at concentrations below normal.

In explanation of the great variations in the character of the conductivity-

temperature curves, it should be recalled that the point of inflexion is in the neigh-

bourhood where the increase of conductivity due to increasing fluidity begins to be

overbalanced by the diminution of conductivity due to decay of ionisation with rising

temperature. Now in the most dilute solutions
"
ionisation

"
is nearly complete, and,

as the coefficient of ionisation is thus not greatly influenced by temperature, the form

of the curve is determined mainly by changes in the viscosity of the solution. So also

in the most concentrated solutions the alterations of viscosity are so great that any

changes in the coefficient of iouisation are only of secondary importance. It is, there-

fore, only at intermediate dilutions that the point of inflexion can be observed at

temperatures between C. and 100 C.

Another way of showing the great difference in the influence of temperature on the

conductivity of concentrated and dilute solutions is by calculating the ratios KQ, Kw and

K 100 of the conductivities at C., 50 C. and 1 00 C. to those at 18 C ; in Table XV
the ratio given is that of the molecular conductivities, since a correction has been

introduced for the alteration of volume-concentration produced by the contraction or

expansion of the solution. The figures given in the table are plotted in Diagram XIV.,

and indicate very clearly the more important characteristics of the different solutions.

Having determined the temperature coefficients for a considerable range of dilutions,

* In the curve showing the influence of temperature on the
specific conductivity (compare Table XVII.,

p. 303) the inflexion is at 44 C.
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it was of interest to determine the character of the change produced by alterations

of temperature in the isothermal conductivity-concentration curve of Diagram VII.

The curves for C., 18 C., 50 C., and 100 C. are shown in Diagram XIII., and the

data are tabulated in Table XV. The most striking features are :

(1.) The great increase in the maximum specific conductivity and the gradual

shifting of the maximum in the direction of the more concentrated solutions ; this

is shown in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI.

Temperature.
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subtracting consecutive values of K and dividing by the temperature differences. The

curve so plotted was obviously a parabola with axis at right angles to the axis of

temperature and vertex at the value of t = 44 approximately. The equation of this

parabola WHS of the form

<lK/dt = a 6(44 <)*,

which, on integration, gave the conductivity-temperature relation in the form of a

simple cubic equation

The values ofthe constants worked out at c= 0'0980, = '00321, y= 0*0000000767 ;

using these constants, the calculated values shown in the table were obtained. As

will be seen, they agree with the observed values within the limits of experimental

error.

TABLE XVII.

/.
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This assumption, also, does not postulate any direct proportionality between the two

quantities, but is sufficiently justified by the general relationships to which

J. J. THOMSON and NERNST have called attention.

In order to express the variations of ionic mobility we have made use of SLOTTE'S

fluidity formula :

where
17

is viscosity, t is temperature, nbc are constants, the general applicability of

which has been fully demonstrated by THORPE and RODGER in their Bakerian Lecture

('Phil. Trans.,' A, 1894, vol. 185, pp. 397-710). To express the variations of

ionisation we have adopted the formula

D = ce-",

which is used by ABEGG and SEITZ to express the relation between the dielectric

constant D and the temperature t for a series of alcohols ('Zeit. Phys. Chem.,'

1899, vol. 29, p. 242), and which we find to be applicable also to EVERSHEIM'S values

for the dielectric constant of sulphur dioxide almost up to the critical temperature.

Combining these formulae with that given in Part VI. for the specific conductivity,

am / I \
"

1000^'
we get the relation

Ko Po

for the variations of specific conductivity with temperature, and for the variations of

molecular conductivity

It is to be noted that the formulae thus deduced have an empirical value which is

independent of the theoretical consideration that led to their construction.

For the purpose of expressing and tabulating the experimental results it was

convenient to correct at once for the measured variations of concentration and to

work with the molecular rather than with the specific conductivity. It was further

convenient for the purpose of comparing the influence of temperature on the

conductivity of solutions of different concentrations to refer the molecular conduc-

tivities to those at 18 C. as unity and to tabulate only the ratios

KO = AQ/AU, KM = A50/A18, KJOO = A100/A18 , &c.

The exponential factors in the equations given above have been taken to base 10,

and the form generally employed for arithmetical computation was

log,n K = log, K +nlog(l +/>*)-.
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/.'.//
/ -imental Verification of the Significant Formula. In order to test the validity

>f the formula, two solutions of widely differing concentrations were taken : a normal

solution and solution of 40*4 per cent, strength. The approximate values of the

expression K~ l

<lit/ilt
were plotted out against temperature and gave the form of a

rectangular hyperl>ola. This is the relation which we get at once by differentiating

the above equation, and it may be written in the form

/I

\K

In the two sets of results given below the values of the constants were obtained from

this hyperbola, but subsequently a more convenient method for calculating them was

devised.

The constants so obtained were :

For normal solution

a = 0-003182, b = 0-01356, n = 2'493.

For 40'4-per cent, solution

a = 0-00603, I) = 0-0248, n = 4'107.

Using these constants to calculate the values of K, we obtain the results which are

shown in the subjoined Table XVIII. and in Diagram XII. in comparison with the

observed results.

TABLE XVIII.
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We were thus enabled, for the first time as we believe, to express the relation

between the temperature and conductivity of an electrolyte in terms which exhibit

the separate effect of the two main factors involved, namely, change of viscosity and

change of ionisation.

It now remained to determine the variation of the coefficients over the whole range

of concentrations. In the present communication we have been obliged to limit our

observations to the range of concentrations from 50 per cent, down to 4 per cent,

(normal), but we hope at some future time to resume the investigation of the more dilute

solutions, which promise to yield results at least equal in importance to those derived

from the study of the more concentrated solutions. The values of the coefficients are

somewhat irregular if derived either by the method described above or by calculation

from four particular observations of any series, since small experimental errors might

produce much larger errors in the values of the coefficients. The points chosen for

the initial computation of the coefficients were the experimental values for K , K^
and K 100 for each of the concentrations studied. On plotting out the values so

obtained it appeared that the values for a and n could be very simply expressed in

terms of the concentration. The relation of n to the concentration m of the solution

was n = I'910+log10 (m+0'654)
2

,
and we were able to adjust the constants in this

expression so that when m = 0, n = 1'542, the index given by THORPE and RODGER

for the index n in SLOTTE'S formula for the fluidity of water. This relation, we have

reason to believe, holds good right through the range of dilute solutions down to

water.

From 50 per cent, nearly down to normal the coefficient a is related in a linear manner

to the concentration m, a result that may be expressed by means of the equation

a = 0'00293-f-j^oom - 1 the case of "water" we have reason to believe that there

is no appreciable "decay of ionisation" between 0C. and 100 C., so that when m=0
we should have a = 0. The rapid drop in the value of

, which actually occurs

below normal concentration, is not expressed by the above linear relationship, and

we have provisionally added a small term to the linear equation, which is then

made to read a = 0-00293+:ro
1
-oW 0'000146/(m+-^-).

The effect of this added

term is to make a = when m = 0. We believe that further investigation will

justify some such addition, which hardly affects the figures for concentrations above

normal, and which corresponds roughly to the facts indicated by our incomplete

experiments on dilute solutions.

Having thus determined the relations of n and a to the concentration from a study
of all the individual values for K

,
K50 ,

K 100 ,
we now took the smooth values for n and a

given by the above expressions, and recalculated the values of & from the equation

logK = logK -f ttlog(l+ 6<) at, by substituting the experimental values of K 100

and K
,
and the smooth values for n and a. The same process was repeated using

the experimental values of K50
in place of those of K 100. In this way all the errors

of observation, whether from inaccurate reading or fouling of solutions or determina-
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tion of density and concentration, together with any errors in the adjustment of the

constants for a and n, are thrown upon the coefficient b. The accuracy of the

experimental work, and the validity of the formula for the influence of temperature

on conductivity, can then be tested (1) by comparing the two values of b deduced

from KM ,
K IOO respectively (Table XIX.), (2) by the smoothness or otherwise of

the curve representing the variation of b with the concentration of the solution

(Diagram XIV.).

In Table XIX. are given the values of the coefficients for all the solutions referred to

in Table XV. The values of a and n are the values derived from the expressions

formulated above. The values for b are those derived from K 100 and K^. It will be

observed that in the column of differences for the b values, there is a progressive

series of positive differences followed by a series of negative differences. This is

mainly due to the fact that the slope of the line representing the variation with

concentration of the constant a was chosen so as to give the values for a at 40 per

cent, and at 4 per cent as close as possible to these individual values. A closer

agreement would have resulted if the linear relationship had been adjusted for

40 per cent, and 10 per cent., but the differences were so small that it was not

deemed necessary to repeat the somewhat tedious calculations involved. The values

of the constants are plotted out in Diagram XIV., and the smoothness of the

individual values for b is a satisfactory indication of the validity of the formula

employed.

TABLE XIX Coefficients in the Equation

p.
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representation of the different types of conductivity-temperature curve, but also

because a definite physical meaning can be assigned to each of the coefficients.

Moreover, the formula has a special value because it renders it possible more or

less accurately to resolve the two opposing influences to which the conductivity-

temperature curves owe their peculiar form. Although it is not possible to test, by
direct experiment, the accuracy or otherwise of the constants which we have deduced

for the temperature variations of the coefficient of ionisation and the ionic mobilities,

the constants are of the right order of magnitude for the physical properties which

they are intended to represent.

Thus the constant n, which we may term the index of mobility, varies from 1*5

for water to 4'5 for a 50-per cent, solution of sodium hydroxide. Although these

values were deduced entirely from electrical measurements, it was expected that they
would be comparable with the indices in SLOTTK'S viscosity formula, and the values

of n, given in Table XIX., cover almost the whole range of variation of this constant

in the viscosity measurements of THORPE and RODGER. A high constant represents

a rapid decrease of viscosity, and may usually be attributed to rapid depolymerisation

of the liquid. It is noteworthy that values of n, comparable with those given in

our table for concentrated solutions of sodium hydroxide, were observed only in the

case of the alcohols : ethyl alcohol, n = 4'37 ; isopropyl alcohol, n = 4'9 to 3'4 ; amyl

alcohol, n = 4 '3 ; all of which are known to exist largely in the form of complex
molecules.

The constant b is related by the expression b = 1/T to the "
conductivity zero

" T
of the solution (BOUSFIELD and LOWRY, loc. cit., p. 44), and although this zero does

not represent an actual physical fact, it gives a valuable mental picture of the way in

which the increase of viscosity at low temperatures tends to destroy the conductivity

of the solution. The values of T are given in the eighth column of Table XIX., and

correspond closely with the conductivity zeros deduced from a simple parabolic

formula for the influence of temperature on conductivity.

The constant a, tabulated in the third column of Table XIX., measures the rate of

decay of ionisation with rising temperature, and is greatest in the most concentrated

solutions.

Points of Inflexion. The alx>ve expression for the influence of temperature on

conductivity enables us to calculate the positions of both the points of inflexion and

the maximum of conductivity of our general curve. The results are given in

Table XIX., which shows under
l
and 0% the temperatures corresponding to the

lower and upper points of inflexion in the curve of molecular conductivity, whilst the

temperature of maximum conductivity is given by (#i+#2 ).
^ne values f ^i>

occurring as they do within or close to the experimental range of temperatures,

represent actual physical facts, but the values of
2 and ^(Oi+d2 )

can only be

regarded as an approximation to the probable behaviour of the solutions at higher

temperatures.
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The values of ft and ft are deduced as follows. By differentiating the logarithmic

equation we get
1 dK n a . .

K~rfT
=

r+T~;i

where /t is the modulus 0'4343.

A second differentiation gives

/0 .

Putting d^K/flt*
=

0, and substituting from (1) we get

n a\* n

n+\/n a

and the points of inflexion are given by

0, = (
n-v/n)-T, and ft =

For the temperature of maximum molecular conductivity we put dK./dt = in (1),

and obtain for t the value t = fin/a T =
(#i + ft) ; so that the temperature of

maximum conductivity is the mean between the two "
tropical temperatures" 0\ and ft
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Diagram II. Expansion of aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide. Difference curves for /o--pi8i p
and PM -

pioo, and coefficients in the equation pt
= p + / + /it- + yP.

(See p. 277.)
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eJ tFor each curve i cm. = o-oi grams
.per c.c., buC Che origin is differs

ent for the different curves.

50C.
Temperature.

100 C

Diagram III. Density-temperature curves for aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide.

(See p. 280.)
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Diagram IV. Solution volume of 1 gramme of soda at 18 C., plotted against the hydration of the

solution expressed in molecules of water per molecule of soda.

(Seep. 281.)
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Diagram V. Variation of solution volume with concentration at different temperatures.

(See p. 282.)
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Diagram VI. Variation of solution volume with temperature.

(See p. 282.)
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Diagram IX. Molecular and intrinsic conductivity of sodium hydroxide in aqueous solutions

at 18 C.

(See p. 293.)
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Diagram X. Typical conductivity-temperature curves for concentrated and dilute solutions. In each case

the specific conductivity at 18 C. is taken as unity. (See p. 301.)
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Diagram XI. Variation of temperature of inflexion, 0\, and conductivity zero, T, with concentration.

(See p. 301.)
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Diagram XII. Influence of temperature on molecular conductivity. In each case the molecular

conductivity at 18 C., Ai8,
is taken as unity.

(See p. 305.)
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Diagram XIII. Isothermal conductivity-concentration curves for C., 18 C., 50 C. and 100 C.

(See p. 302.)
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VIII. On the Refractive Indices of tke Element.?.

By CLIVE CUTHBERTSON.
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THE relation between the constitution of the molecules of compounds and their power
to retard the velocity of light is a subject which has attracted many observers, and

has led to results which are interesting, both from their general regularity and

occasional discrepancy. It is singular, therefore, that so few attempts have been

made to investigate that portion of the subject which should, theoretically, have

occupied a prior place, the study of the refractive indices of the elements in the

gaseous state and their relation to one another.

No doubt this defect in our information is due to the difficulty of obtaining all but

a very few elements in such a state that their index of refraction can be measured

directly. Till recently, the only elements in which this hud been done were H, N,

O, Cl, Br, I, Hg, S, P, and As ; and the numbers obtained in these instances did

not seem to bear any relation to each other, or to any known constant. Thus, the

refractivities* of Cl, Br, and I increase with the increase in their atomic weights,

though not proportionately. But O, with an atomic weight sixteen times that of

H, only retards light twice as much, while the index of N is actually greater than

that of 0. Discouraged by these anomalous results, investigators have generally

contented themselves with calculating values for the refractivities of the elements

from the effects they produce in compounds, and have aimed at obtaining an empirical

constant for each element which would satisfy an additive law in compounds. The

numbers so obtained are found to vary with the constitutional formula of the com-

pound in question, and the variations are sufficiently regular to afford assistance in

analysing the constitution of complex molecules ; but even the best results sometimes

fail to fit in with the facts in a way which proves that our empirical formulae are still

far from the truth.

In 1901, however, the data at disposal received a notable enlargement by the

discovery of argon and the other members of the family of inert gases. These

* In the following paper the word "
refractivity

"
is equivalent to the expression (/*

-
1) 10*.

(379.) 2x2 2.3.05
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elements, He, Ne, A, Kr, and X, are of peculiar importance in the study of optical

constants. They are all elements. They are all gases at the ordinary temperature.

And they are all members of the same chemical family and of zero valency. In all,

too, the molecule is monatomic, so that whatever complication may be caused by the

expenditure of radiant energy on internal work in the molecule may be presumed to

be absent. Any relation, therefore, which exists between the refractivities of the

elements may be expected to show itself more clearly in this chemical group than in

any other.

The refractive indices of all five gases have beey measured by Sir WILLIAM

HAMSAY and Dr. TRAVERS, and are given in their paper published in the '

Philosophical

Transactions.'*

In a letter, published in
' Nature' of October 16th, 1902, I drew attention to the

fact that these figures bear to each other a curiously simple relation. Within narrow

limits of divergence, easily accounted for by the difficulty experienced in purifying

the gases, and the smallness of the quantities with which the experiments were

made, the refractivities are in the proportion of 1, 2, 8, 12, and 20 ; or, more simply,

of $, 3-, 2, 3, and 5, as shown in the following table :

TABLE I.



HEFRACTIVE INDICES OF THE ELEMENTS.

We are, fortunately, iu possession of the figures for another similar family, the

halogens, whose indices have been determined in the gaseous state by several inde-

pendent observt'i-s. The following table exhibits these results, and shows that, iu

this series also, the refractivities are in the relation of 2, tf, and 5, within very narrow

limits of accuracy.

TABLE II.

Element.

Chlorine .

Bromine .

Iodine
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TABLE III.
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calculate the ratio of the refractive index of the substance to that of air at the

same temperature and pressure, and thence to deduce the index under standard

conditions.

It is obvious that this method is open to many objections, the gravity of which

was fully recognised by the experimenter. Indeed, in the case of arsenic, no great

accuracy was even claimed. It seemed probable, therefore, that, by using a more

accurate method, better results might be obtained. The plan adopted by nearly all

students of the refractivity of gases since LE Rorx has been that of interference,

and the instrument employed is JAMIN'S refractometer. M. MASCART, however,

made use of TALBOT'B bands in his researches on the refractivities of vapours, and

preliminary experiments were accordingly made to determine the comparative

advantages of the two plans. In the end JAMIN'S method was selected.

The principle of the instrument, and its adaptation for measuring the indices of

gases, are too well known to need description. In the case of vapours the procedure

which seemed to promise best was to introduce into one of the two parallel tubes

some of the element whose index was sought, and to evacuate and seal off both tubes.

When this system is placed in position in the refractometer, and the tubes are

heated by means of an electric furnace, the path of that ray which passes through

the empty tube is unaltered within the tube. But the ray which traverses the tube

containing the substance is gradually retarded by the increasing density of the

vapour produced by heating. If the number of bands which pass over the field and

the density of vapour in the tubes are known, the refractive index can l>e calculated.

In adapting JAMIN'S apparatus to the measurement of the indices of substances

which are not gaseous, except at high temperatures, several difficulties presented

themselves. The first, and most serious, was to find some way of effecting so perfect

a junction between the tube and the glass plate with which its end was closed that

it would hold a vacuum for several hours at a temperature of, at least, 300 C.

M. MASCART, in his researches on the indices of vapours, did not use any temperature

higher than 50 C., and the ends of his tubes were made air-tight by pressing the

plates of glass against a ring of caoutchouc. For higher temperatures this plan is

useless, and, consequently, new means had to be sought. Various devices were tried,

and, after about two months' work, it was found that the desired result could be

obtained by stopping the ends of the tube with discs of plate glass, ground

conical, and covering the junction with sealing-wax, or, better still, with shellac.

Tubes fitted with these ends have acted well ; but it is necessary that the tube

itself should I* of moderately hard glass, otherwise the unequal expansion of the

tube and plate glass end causes the former to crack with unfailing regularity. It

was calculated that, at any rate for Hg, S and P, a temperature of not more

than 300 C. would produce such a vapour density as would suffice ; and, to obtain this,

a primitive form of electric furnace was constructed which could raise the temperature

of the enclosed space to 270 C. in about an hour, and could attain 300 C. with
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difficulty in two hoxirs. The tubes, which were about 37 centims. long, were placed

in the axis of the furnace, which projected about 10 centims. beyond each end.

The next difficulty which threatened to be serious was that due to the shimmering

produced by currents of unequally heated air. The distance between the two mirrors

of the refractometer cannot be indefinitely increased
;
and the gradient of temperature

between the furnace and the air outside must necessarily be steep. In fact, the

whole fall of temperature occurred in a distance of about six inches. It appeared

probable that the mirage effects would make it impossible to read the bands. This

danger was, however, completely met by a device previously used by M. LE Roux.

In each end of the furnace three diaphragms of ordinary plate glass were inserted,

separated by distances of about an inch, and the internal cylinder of the furnace was

prolonged by a paper tube four inches long, which deflected the air currents. By this

means all flicker was avoided, and, during an experiment, the bands appeared to pass

perfectly steadily, even when the temperature was at its highest point. So far as

this cause of error was concerned, there was no difficulty in reading the bands

to yjy of their breadth .

Having determined the form of the apparatus, the next point for consideration was

the means to be adopted for estimating the amount of vapour present in the tube.

Mercury was the first substance upon which experiments were made, and, since its

vapour pressure at various temperatures has been determined with considerable

accuracy by RAMSAY and YOUNG* and others, the plan originally tried was to

measure, by means of thermometers, the temperature of the coldest part of the tube,

and to assume that the density of vapour throughout the tube was that which

corresponded to this temperature. Numerous experiments were made with this

method, but the results were not satisfactory. The errors due to the calculation of

the appropriate stem correction, and to the difference of temperature between the

outside and the inside of the tube, were sufficient to cause a variation of 25 per

cent, in the results, and the method was consequently abandoned.

The alternative plan, next adopted, was to weigh a quantity of the substance

sufficient to cause a convenient number of bands to cross the field, to introduce this

into the tube, and then to heat it in a vacuum until the whole amount had passed

into the form of vapour. This method proved far superior to the other, and was

perfectly successful. All measurements of temperature and pressure are avoided,

and the density of the vapour is calculated from the weight of the substance

vapourised and the volume of the tube, both of which can be measured very

precisely.

Before stating the results obtained for different substances, it will be convenient

to describe the dimensions of the apparatus and the details of the procedure adopted

in an experiment.

The tubes employed in the refractometer were of moderately hard glass, 36 to

* RAMSAY and YOUNG, 'Trans, of Chem. Soc.,' vol. 49, p. 37, 1886.
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37 centime, in length, 1 centim. in diameter, and about '15 centim. in thickness

of wall. Into their ends were fitted discs of ordinary plate glass, 9*2 millims. thick,

ground slightly conical. Alxnit f of the thickness of the plate was in contact with

the wall of the tube, the remaining $ projecting beyond its end. At the middle

point of the tul>e, and at right angles to it, a side tube of smaller diameter was

sealed, and, close to the junction, the side tul>e was contracted, so that it could be

sealed off easily after being exhausted, leaving a very short
"
appendix

"
which would

not project beyond the inner circumference of the electric furnace. After thoroughly

cleaning the tubes a pair of discs was fitted in (one in each tube), and one of the two

was rotated till interference bands could be seen in the field of the telescope. The

other pair was then similarly adjusted.*

The tubes were then heated to about 120 C., and a thin layer of shellac was laid

round the junction of tube and disc. The tulxjs were next exhausted and re-heated,

and the shellac allowed to cool and harden under external pressure. Prepared in

this way, the junctions stood the effect of both temperature and pressure perfectly

for some time. After about a dozen experiments, the shellac would become slightly

porous, but this was easily remedied by a fresh coating. At the first heating, shellac

softens at about 120 C., but, after prolonged heating, it appears to lose its more

volatile constituents, and sets into a hard, almost black, mass, which adheres to glass,

and does not soften or char below 300 C.

A weighed quantity of the substance whose refractive index was to be measured

was then introduced into one of the tubes by the side tube, with the precautions

demanded by its chemical nature which are given below. The tube was evacuated

with a Fleuss pump, and the side tube sealed off as close as possible to the

main tube.

The other tube was not sealed off, but was left in connection with a pump and

manometer throughout the experiment, so that a leak, if any occurred, could be

detected at once.

The two tubes were laid side by side, enveloped in a jacket of iron plate, which

served to equalise the temperature, and to hoM them together. They were then placed

on two crescents of asbestos which fitted the inside of the furnace, and maintained

them symmetrically in the centre of the cylinder, equidistant from its sides. The

two halves, in which the electric furnace was made, were now drawn together over the

tul>es, and the junction carefully packed with asbestos, a thermometer, for rough
observations of temperature, being inserted with its bulb in contact with the glass

of the tubes at their middle point, which was usually the coolest portion of the

system. Finally, the whole was adjusted between the mirrors of the refractometer

till interference l>;m<ls could be seen in the field of the telescope. A pointer was

hung on the mirror furthest from the eye to mark the zero of observation.

* This adjustment is necessary owing to the fact that it is very difficult to grind a stopper so truly that

the axis of the cone which it forms is accurately at right angles to the plane of the plate.

VOL. CCIV. A. 2 U
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The tube which remained in connection with the pump was then exhausted, and

the height of the mercury in the manometer noted. The observer, having taken his

seat at the telescope and noted the position of the bands, turned on the electric

current. The tubes slowly warmed, and in about an hour had reached a temperature

of 270 C. As the substance grew hot it began to volatilize, and the bands which

slowly crossed the field were counted. When that temperature was reached at which

all the substance present had passed into vapour, the bands ceased to move with

remarkable abruptness. When this had occurred the temperature was allowed to

rise about 10 C. further, to make s\ire that no more of the substance was still lurking

unevaporated in any cool corner of the tube. The manometer was again noted, and

was seldom found to have varied as much as a millimetre, in spite of several rubber

connections. The supply of heat was then cut off, and the bands again counted, as

they retreated, owing to the condensation of the vapour. Lastly the manometer was

again read. Thus, in each experiment two readings were obtained.* After making
the necessary corrections these two readings coincided very closely, and thus furnished

a valuable proof of the absence of leaks.

When the tubes had cooled to such a point that no further movement of the bands

could be detected, the tube containing the substance was taken out of the furnace

and examined. In a good experiment the whole of the element volatilized was

found condensed in the portions of the tube which had successively become coolest as

the temperature fell, and unless the deposit looked perfectly clean and unoxidised

the experiment was discarded. This tube was then opened at the extremity of the

appendix, and its volume measured by weighing it empty and full of distilled water.

Its length was also measured.

From these data the calculation of the refractive index is simple. What we wish

to compare is the retardation of light caused by the presence of equal numbers of the

atoms of different elements. In the case of the permanent gases the indices are

calculated for standard temperature and pressure, and it is assumed that the numbers

of molecules are then equal. If the state of aggregation of the molecule is also

known, the materials for comparison are complete. In the case of vapours we

measure the retardation of light produced by a known density of vapour, and

calculate what the retardation would be if the number of atoms per unit volume were

the same as they are in the case of the permanent gases at normal temperature and

pressure. This is the case when the density of the vapour bears to that of a gas

the ratio of their respective atomic weights. Hence, we have only to multiply the

refractivity observed in an experiment by the ratio of the standard to the observed

density in order to obtain the index of refraction. In the present case the density

of the vapour employed is calculated from the weight of the element evaporated and

the volume of the tube, and the standard density chosen is that of H2 ('0000899)

* At least in the later experiments. In the earlier the upward run was lost owing to moisture con-

densing on the diaphragms. This was afterwards obviated by a preliminary heating of the apparatus.
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multiplied by the ratio of the atomic weights of the element and H (taken as 1'007).

Hence, the results are comparable to the well-known figures for the permanent gases,

whose molecules are diatomic.

If N be the number of bands observed to pass the pointer as the whole of the

substance evaporates, X the wave length of light employed, X the length of the tube,

m the refractive index observed and n the refractive index at the standard density,

we have NX = (m 1) X and

/t 1 _ standard density
ml oliserved density

0000899 x atomic weight of element volume of tube

atomic weight of hydrogen weight volatilized'

Hence

_ NX '0000899 x atomic weight of element x volume of tube

X atomic weight of hydrogen x weight volatilized

The legitimacy of this method of comparison rests on the assumptions that the

refractivity is proportional to the density, and is independent of the temperature

if the density remains constant. The former is the conclusion accepted by
M. MASCART, and, I believe, all other observers. With regard to the latter, opinion

is divided, but, as a first approximation, and to the degree of accuracy sought in

these observations, it is almost certainly true.* So far as my experience goes it

confirms this belief. When the substance had completely evaporated, no subsequent

rise of temperature, even by as much as 20 C., had any effect on the position of the

bands.

Sources of Error.

The principal source of error detected in the refractometer method is that which

may be called the starting effect. It frequently happened that, when the heating

began, the bands shifted by an amount which generally varied between ^ and 1 band.

In a few minutes the displacement seemed to reach a limit and then, after a pause,

short or long in proportion to the volatility of the substance, the true procession of

bands began, f Sometimes the shift took place in the direction in which the bauds

were about to move, sometimes in the opposite direction. Similarly, when the

temperature had reached its highest point and the heat was cut off, the bands some-

times shifted slightly before the main fall began.

This effect is probably due to unequal heating of the tubes, or of the columns of air

outside the tubes through which the rays respectively passed. The error could be to

* See G. W. WALKER, ' Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 201, p. 435, 190.3,
" On the Dependence of the Refractive

Index of Gases on Temperature."

t By a series of blank experiments it was shown that the effect did not increase as the temperature rose.

2 C 2
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a large extent allowed for by observing the position of the bands when the

preliminary shift ceased and counting the time procession of bands from this starting

point.

It is probably owing to this cause that the experiments in which the number of

bands was small yielded the most discrepant results.

Leaks. In the case of the tube which remained in connection with the manometer

a leak could not remain undetected. In the tube containing the substance a leak

would produce a discrepancy between the number of bands observed in the upward
and downward grades of temperature, and the concordance of the two observations is

the test by which such a source of error could be detected.

A considerable leak would, in the cases of mercury and phosphorus, produce solid

compounds visible to the eye. No experiment was accepted as trustworthy in which

these tests did not give negative results.

Reading the Bands. With the aid of a pointer in the field of view the position of

the bands could generally be estimated to \ of their breadth, and sometimes I believed

my reading to be accurate to yy of a band.

Weighing. The substances used were weighed on a good long-armed balance,

accurate to '01 of a milligramme, or -^JQ part of the smallest quantity ever employed

(usually much less). The weight of mercury was obtained from the difference of the

weights of a capillary tube empty and full of mercury. The sulphur and phosphorus
were weighed by BORDA'S method.

Corrections.

Inequality in the Length oftlie Tubes. When an experiment was performed with a

tube which had been broken and mended, the two tubes sometimes differed in length

by as much as a millimetre, and a correction had then to be made for the variation of

the retardation of light in passing through a layer of air equal to this difference, as

its density varied with the temperature.

If the difference of length was 1 millim. and the limits of temperature 1 5 C. and

270 C., the correction only amounted to ^ of a band, so that the error due to an

inaccurate estimate of these limits is inappreciable.

Change of Dimensions ivith Change of Temperature. The refractivity is directly

proportional to the volume of the tube when the temperature is highest, and inversely

to its length ; and since both these measurements are made at the temperature of the

air, the observed refractivity has to be multiplied by l+2a(^ ^,),
where a is the

linear coefficient of expansion of glass and t^ and t* the limits of temperature.

Unfortunately, the coefficient of expansion was not measured for each tube at the

time, and, as the numerous tubes all ultimately broke and the upper limit of

temperature was not exactly known, the correction cannot be made accurately. But,

as its gross amount does not exceed ^ per cent., we shall not err by 1 part in 1000 by
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assuming a mean value of '000008 for a and a mean range of temperature of

250 C. - 1 5 C. = 235 C. for all the experiments. Hence

,-*,)
= T0038,

and this correction is made on the mean value obtained for the refractivities of

Hg, P and S.

Degree of Accuracy.

The degree of accuracy aimed at was no greater than one per cent. The

inquiry was undertaken with the object of discovering whether any simple numerical

relation subsisted between the refractivities of members of the various chemical

families, similar to that observed in the cases of the inert gases and the

halogens. If such a relation did subsist, it was not likely that experiments made

with light of a wave-length arbitrarily selected* would exhibit a higher degree of

concordance, since the dispersion, within the limits of the visible spectrum, is generally

at least as great as 1 per cent, of the refraction. A higher degree of accuracy could

only have been attained by the sacrifice of more time than was advisable, having

regard to the time spent on each experiment, which generally took about a week to

prepare.

I much regret that the number of experiments, especially in the case of sulphur,
was not larger ; but it seemed at the time that more would be gained than lost by

attacking a new substance, as soon as it became clear that concordant results were

being attained.

With these general observations I pass to a record of the results obtained.

Mercury. (Atomic Weight =
200'3.)

Mercury was the first substance with which experiments were made. No special

precautions were taken to obtain the substance absolutely pure, since the percentage
of impurity in good, clean mercury must be very small.

As has been stated above, the plan first adopted was to put excess of mercury in

the refractometer tube, and to calculate the density of the vapour present from an

observation of the temperature of the tube at its coldest part, by means of the table

connecting the temperature and vapour-pressure of mercury given by RAMSAY and

YOUNG. Though the method ultimately .proved a bad one, owing to the difficulty

of measuring the temperature accurately, I give below the details of all the

experiments performed by this method, since they are sufficiently concordant to

corroborate roughly the results subsequently obtained by the balance method, and to

show that the true value of the index of mercury is of a different order from that

obtained by LE Roux.

* The figures arc for sodium light throughout, and the wave-length is taken at 5893.
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TABLE IV. llef'ractive Index of Mercury. Preliminary Experiments.

Date.
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TABLE V. Ilet'ractive Index of Mercury.
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This is clear from Table III. given on page 326, where the density of the mercury

experimented on is given at the theoretical value required for the boiling-point.

But even after this correction has been made, the discrepancy between the two

values is much wider than can easily be explained. It is, therefore, interesting to

enquire which of the two results is most in accordance with the value to which the

refraction equivalent points.

GLADSTONE and DALE originally estimated this constant at 20 "2 (subject to

reservation owing to the anomalous behaviour of its compounds), and the former

subsequently reduced it to 19 '4. KANNONIKOFF places it as 19' 2. Accepting
GLADSTONE'S later value, and comparing it with his value for oxygen (2*8) and the

known refractive index of the latter (r000270), we obtain, by proportion, the

value 1871 for the refractivity of Hg2 ,
a number extraordinarily close to that now

found. If, instead of using the refraction equivalents, we compare the indices of the

methyl and ethyl compounds of mercury with those of the analogous ethers a similar

agreement is obtained.

This evidence, then, corroborates the value obtained by the refractometer, and

raises the presumption, which we shall see to be justified in other instances, that the

method of LE Roox contains sources of error even greater than he imagined.

Arsenic.

Experiments were made with arsenic, but it was found that this element does not

sublime at the temperature at which shellac begins to char. The investigation of this

index has, therefore, been postponed until a quartz tube can be procured.

Phosphorus. (Atomic Weight = 3 TO.)

Phosphorus was the next element attacked. Here the principal difficulty lay in

avoiding oxidation while the substance was being weighed and introduced into the

refractometer tube.

Before constant results were attained nine experiments were performed (besides

spoiled experiments), of which the details are given below, in order, as in the case

of mercury, to corroborate the value afterwards reached, when the sources of error

were better understood. In this first series of experiments, the capillary containing

the phosphorus was in most cases open to the air during the weighing, and to this

cause must be mainly attributed the discrepancies shown.
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TABLE VI. Refractive Index of Phosphorus. Preliminary Experiments.
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TABLE VII. Refractive Index of Phosphorus.
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The compounds of P whose refractive indices have been measured are more

numerous than those of mercury. From the following table it will be seen that, in

the case of PH, and PCI,, whose indices have been measured in the gaseous form,

the value now obtained satisfies with great exactness the rule so firmly established

that the refractivity of a compound is slightly less than the sum of the refractivities

of its components in the free state. In the case of the liquid compounds, where

additional uncertainty is introduced by the transformation of the indices by the

formula of LORENZ and LORENTZ, the agreement is not so close, but the discrepancies

are not abnormal in amount. The substitution of LE Koux's value would give worse

results in six, and that of GLADSTONE in five, cases out of seven.

A comparison of the indices of the triethyl compounds of P and N strongly

supports the same view.

2 x 'J
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On comparing the new value with that of nitrogen, the first member of the

chemical group to which phosphorus belongs, a very remarkable relation is at once

apparent. The refractive index of N* for sodium light has been determined by
MASCART to be 1 -0002973 and by KAMSA.Y and TRAVERS 1-0002971. Accepting the

mean of these observations, it will be seen that the ratio of the refractivity of P,

to that of N4 is 4'03 ; or, in other words, it appears that, to an accuracy of 1 per

cent, which is within the limits of experimental error, an atom ofphosphorus retards

liy fit four times as much as an atom of nitrogen.

Sulphur. (Atomic Weight = 32'06.)

The study of the refractive index of sulphur presents comparatively little difficulty,

for it is easily obtained pure, and can be weighed and introduced into the tube with

facility.

Sulphur, well washed in distilled water to free it from traces of acid, and dried at

100 C'., was redistilled in r<icno. The distillate was melted and sucked into capillary

tul>es, forming thin sticks whence a small cylinder of the proper weight was broken

oft". This could l)e conveyed into the tulje without loss of weight.

Two experiments were found necessary to discover the maximum quantity of

sulphur which would be vapourised at the highest temperature available. When this

had been done, the results obtained were so concordant that only four experiments

were necessary to give a trustworthy value. Of these, the first is the least good.

The number of bands observed was only 15}, and the corrections for the "starting"

effect were of the order of -fo of this number. Any error in the estimate of this

correction, therefore, had a large proportional effect on the result.

In the second experiment the "
starting

"
effect was difficult to judge accurately.

I give the figures based on the estimate least favourable to concordant results.

* TABLE IX. Refractive Index of Sulphur.

Date.
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Table IX. gives the details of the experiments. Having regard to the smallness of

their number, I consider that the error in this determination may equal, though it

probably does not exceed, l per cent.

If, as in the case of P and Hg, we try to verify this value by a comparison with

the indices of compounds of sulphur and of its refraction equivalent, we are met by
anomalies which show that no single value of the refractivity of sulphur will satisfy

all cases.

Table X. gives the indices and refractivities of the compounds of sulphur, the

refractivities of all of whose constituents are known. It will be seen that the

refractivities which must be assigned to S, in order to satisfy the additive law,

vary widely from the value of 551 here given for S,. In SO2 ,
H2S, SO2CL, and

notably in H2S04 and S03HC1, a smaller value would best accord with the facts. In

SOCL, PSC13 , P4S, the value 551 would fit in excellently. In SC12 , S2C1, a value

slightly larger, and in CS2 , whose refractivity is 1476, a much larger value is

required ; for the highest contribution we can expect from C. is 250, which would

leave 610 to be accounted for by each of the sulphur atoms. Finally, the smaller of

the two refraction equivalents calculated by GLADSTONE for S (14'1), when compared
with that of O (2 '8), would point to a value as high as 680.

All that can safely be concluded from these highly interesting anomalies is that

the refractive power of sulphur varies greatly, according to the nature of the

compound which it forms, and that the value now found is not far from the mean

round which the discrepant values are grouped.

In the periodic table of the elements, oxygen occupies, with regard to sulphur, the

same relative position that nitrogen does with regard to phosphorus, and argon to

neon. And, if we compare the refractive powers of the first pair, it is astonishing to

find that their ratio is, within the limits of experimental error, the same as that found

for the other two.

The most recent determinations of the index of oxygen for sodium light are

1-002702 (MASCART), 1 '0002716 (LOBENZ), T0002702 (RAMSAY and TRAVERS).

If we accept the value in which two of these researches concur, and compare it

with the value 1 '00 11 01 now given for S2 ,
it appears that the ratio of their refrac-

tivities is 4'08 against 4 '03 found for N and P and 4'13 for Ne and A. The

agreement is 1 per cent, worse in the present case than in that of P, perhaps owing

to the fewness of the experiments, or possibly to the wide dispersive power of

sulphur. But the concordance is too close to be accidental ; and it may therefore be

said that, at least to a first approximation, an atom of sulphur retards light four

times as much as an atom of oxygen.
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Work on Fluorine.

In a letter to
'

Nature,' of November 13th, 1902, it was pointed out that, if there

were any simple relation between the refractivities of the elements of the different

chemical groups, it should be found to exist also in the case of fluorine, whose

refractivity should bear to that of chlorine the same ratio of 1 to 4 which the

refractivity of neon bears to that of argon.

With the object of testing this prediction I have spent some time in attempting
to measure the refractive index of fluorine in the gaseous state ; but I regret that the

experimental difficulties due to the active nature of this element have not yet been

completely overcome. Sufficient experience of the nature of these difficulties has,

however, been gained to promise the hope of success in the near future.

All that can at present be said is that the results given by two of the most

promising series of experiments are not inconsistent with the value predicted.

In February, 1904, I visited Paris, and attempted to measure the index of the gas

by letting it flow through a hollow prism of copper, provided with plates of fluor

spar. By the kindness of M. MOISSAN, of whose great hospitality and generosity I

desii'e to render the most cordial acknowledgment, I was able to command a stream

of fluorine, prepared for me by the skill of his coadjutor, M. VITEAUX, to whom also

I owe my most sincere thanks. The gas was allowed to displace the air in the prism
till the refractive index reached a minimum, and the deflection of the image of a

bright slit was read on a micrometer placed in the focus of a lens of long focal length.

The results obtained were not always concordant, and, in the light of subsequent

experiments, indicate that the air was never wholly displaced. However, the best

experiments gave two concordant values of p = 1 '000226 and 1 "000225, and, since the

index of F is certainly lower than that of all other gases except H, He, and Ne, it

seems probable that this value is somewhat higher than the index of the pure gas.

Experience shows that a fair guess can be made at the refractive index of an

element by comparing the index of a gaseous compound which contains it with that

of another compound in which an element of known refractivity is substituted.

With this object I measured the index of methyl fluoride and compared it with that

of methane. I have to thank Professor NOKMAN COLLIE for the loan of a specimen
of methyl fluoride of very great purity. Its index, determined in a JAMIN'S refracto-

meter, was ascertained to be fi 1 '000449.

The index of CH 4 ,
as determined by M. MASCAUT, is

/u,
= T000441.

Thus, the substitution of an atom of fluorine for one of hydrogen has raised the

index by '000008, and the inference is that the refractivity of F2 is probably about

16 higher than that of H2. Taking the latter as equal to 139, we obtain for F2 ,

approximately, p.
= 1 '0001 55.

If these inferences are justified, we may believe that the index of F3 is somewhere

between 1 '000226 and 1 '0001 56; a value which is, at least, not inconsistent with
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that of 1 '0001 92, which corresponds to a retardation of light one fourth as great as

that caused by chlorine, whose index is 1 '000768. But the experience of previous

investigations, and in a special degree of the present work, has shown that no

estimate of the refractivity of an element based on the behaviour of its compounds
can be relied upon to give a value within 10 or 20 per cent, of the truth ;

and nothing but actual measurement of the gaseous index can finally settle the

question.

In collaboration with Mr. E. B. PniDEAUX I am at present engaged in further

efforts towards this end.

In this connection it is interesting to recall the previous attempts to estimate the

index of fluorine. GLADSTONE and DALE placed the refraction equivalents of F and

Cl at 1'4 and 9 '9 respectively, and this would point to a refractive index of only

1 -000 108 for F* In 1886 G. GLADSTONE estimated the refraction equivalent to be

between 0*3 and 0'8. In 18'J], Dr. J. H. GLADSTONE and G. GLADSTONE, from a

study of all the Huorine compounds then available, placed it at slightly less than I'O.

Since that date a numljer of carbon compounds containing one or more atoms

of F have been examined in the liquid state. A comparison of their indices shows

that, in some cases, a value for the refractivity of F4 a little higher than that

of H 2 (139), in others a little less, would best satisfy the data. Recently Messrs.

MOISSAN and DEWAK made an estimate based on the appearance of liquid fluorine.

They judged the density of the liquid to be about 1'14, and its index to be probably

higher than that of liquid air, which is 1*205, and not far from that of amber, which

is stated to be 1'55.*

Calculating the value of the index of the gas from these data by means of

LORENX' and LORENTZ' rule, we find that if the index of liquid F is 1*2, the index

of the gas would be T000145, and that 1'3 gives 1/000209 and 1'4 gives 1 '000246.

These figures, then, so far as they go, tend to confirm the probability that the

refractivity of F is not far from one fourth that of Cl.

ftelrttive Refractivities of the Elements.

The method of refraction equivalents has never Ijeen sufficiently accurate to give

any in tin ination of great value with regard to the relative refract ivities of the

elements, and the number of elements whose index has been measured in the free

state lias hitherto l>een too small to admit of comparisons.

But, with, the addition of the five inert gases and of Hg, P and 8, it is impossible to

resist making a guess at the laws involved, scanty though our data still remain.

Table XL (p. 34G) shows some of the elements in the periodic form, and the refrac-

tivities of all those whose indices have been measured in the gaseous state. For the

sake of simplicity the numbers are rounded off.

' ' Proc. them. Sw.,' XIII., 1S97, p. 185.

VOL. cciv. A. 2 y
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TABLE XL

H
139
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hypothesis of simple relationships running through ever}- family of element*, it must

lie admitted that the figures are not encouraging.

The most hopeful series is that of the alkali elements, in which we find that the

constants for K, Rb and Cs are 7 '85, 12'1 and 19'2, numbers which stand very nearly

in the relation of 2, 3 and 5
;
but lithium and sodium do not show any tendency to

fall into their places, and none of the other series of elements promise any better

success. It must, however, again be repeated that the refraction equivalents are

often misleading, so that an unpromising appearance ought not to daunt us.

The third point which is remarkable in the relative refractivities of the elements is

their connection with the valency. In the periodic arrangement of the elements,

N, O, and Ne are followed, respectively, by P, S, and A, and the refractivity of each

oi the latter set is four times that ot each of the former. These, therefore, are,

probably, in some sense homologous elements, and we may consider together the

series Ne, O, N, and A, Cl, S and P. In the latter set we find that A, with the

highest atomic weight, but zero valency, retards light least, and that, as we pass

to Cl, S, and P, the refractivity increases with the valency, in spite of the decrease in

atomic weight. The same thing occurs in the series Ne, O, N
;
and here it is

remarkable that the refractivity of carbon is. in all probability, even greater than

that of nitrogen, l>eing at least 320 for Ca ,
and probably as high as 3f>0.

So far as can )>e judged from the scanty knowledge we possess, the retarding

jx)wer diminishes from tin's point as we move across the table from right to left, that

of Li being less than that of carbon. But the case of boron presents extremely

interesting features.

GHIRA* has measured the indices of BC1., and BBr^ in the liquid state, and the

following table shows the values of the refractivity of boron which can be inferred

from his results, on the assumption that the additive law for compounds holds exactly.

TABLE XII.

Substance.
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These two values are widely different, but lx>th are Broiler than the highest

refractivity which it is ever neceasary to attribute to carlxm. The inference is, either

that the index of boron is actually higher than that of carbon, or, that the presence

of boron has the effect of increasing the retarding power of OH. and Br in an abnormal

degree. It is difficult to say which of these alternatives is the more interesting ;

and the determination of the indices of B01
:t , BBr :t ,

and BH 3 ,
in the gaseous state,

ought to yield results of the highest importance.

This rule, that increased valency means increased refractivity, is no doubt closely

connected with GLADSTONE'S observation that, when an element, such as iron, forms

two compounds, that in which it has the highest valency has the highest refracting

power, and the allied fact that a double or treble Ixmd is accompanied by increased

refracting power in the compound in which it occurs. The problem is one of great

interest and is yet unsolved.

Beyond the bare fact that the refractivity does increase with the valency it is

difficult to go at present. I have tried, but in vain, to guess the law which connects

the refractivities of A, 01, S, and P (139, 192, 270, 297). It is easy to find specious

relations between two or three members of the series, but, until we know the indices

of the alkali elements, and can make a nearer approximation to the true values for

carbon, boron, and silicon, the data are insufficient, and speculation is useless.

Nor have I been more fortunate in my endeavours to find a meaning for the

numbers, 1, 2, 8, 12, and 20, which express the ratios between the refractivities of

the different members of the inert family of gases.

CLAUSIUS has shown that, on the assumptions of the electromagnetic theory of

light, if the molecules of gaseous matter are perfect spheres, conducting electricity, in

a non-conducting medium, the refractivity of the gas is proportional to the fraction of

space occupied by the molecules. And if, for molecules, we put electrons, it would

follow that the sum of the volumes of the electrons (or possibly their number), in

similar elements, are in the ratios of small integers. But this theory throws no light

on the peculiar numbers actually observed.

Indices of Compound?..

From the tables given above, it will l>e seen that the determination of the indices

of S and P enables us to add 15 compounds to the slender list of those in which the

refractive indices of all the components in the free state are known. Of these, 1 1
,

via., PBr3 , P4S, PA, POC13,
PSC1S , SOC1.,, SCI* S2C12 ,

S(XC12 ,
H2S04 , SO.HC1, have

had their indices measured in the liquid state ;
and 4, viz., SO2 , H2S, PC13,

and PH
;! ,

in the state of gas. It might have been expected that this addition to the available

d-ata would have afforded some clue to the relation of the indices of compounds to

those of their constituents, but I have been unable to find any ;
and I doubt if the

. T ,
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problem will l>e solved till we are in possession of the iiuliceH of a large number of

simple compounds, determined in the gaseous state to a degree of accuracy higher

than that which can be claimed for the existing determinations.

The list of the obligations which I desire to acknowledge is a long one. I have to

thank Professor TBOITTON for his kindneas in admitting me to the Physical Laboratory
of University College, I-iondon, and in placing at my disposal all the resources at his

command. To him, to Assistant Professor A. W. PORTKR, to Sir WH.LIAM RAMSAY,
and to every Member of the Chemical and Physical Staff of University College, I

owe a debt of thanks for their unwearying kindness and invaluable help. I have

already expressed my obligation* to M. HKNIU MOIFWAN and his staff, for their

assistance in the work on fluorine. To Mr. lln.<.i:it. and after his death, to

Mr. TWYMAN, I am deeply indebted for the interest they have shown in the

preparation ot the refractometer tubes, and for the skill and accuracy of their

workmanship. Finally, I have great pleasure in again expressing my cordial thanks

to the Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society for the contribution they
have made towards the expenses involved in the work.
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IX. On t/te Compressibility of Gases between One Atmosphere and Half an

Atmosphere of Pressure.

By LORD RAYLEIUH, O.M., F.R.S.

Received January 17, Retul February '2, 1'JOo.

THE present* is the third of a series <>f memoirs in which are detailed observations

upon the compressibility of the principal gases at pressures from one atmosphere

downwards. In the firstt of these the pressures dealt with were exceedingly low,

ranging from To millims. to O'Ol millim. of mercury, and the use of a sj>ecial
and

extraordinarily delicate manometer allowed the verification of BOYLE'S law to be

pushed to about joKo f tt millimetre of mercury.

In the second^ memoir the products of pressure and volume at constant temperature

(that of the room) were compared when the pressure was changed from 75 millims. to

150 millims. of mercury in the ratio of 2:1. The ratio of the products (denoted

by B) would be unity according to BOYLE'S law ; for the more condensable gases,

e.</., nitrous oxide, it exceeds unity. The following were the final mean values :

Nature of gas.
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The deviations from unity in the cases of oxygen and argon were thought to exceed

the terrors of observation. The results presently to be given for oxygen render it

probable that the larger half of the deviation was, in fact, error. At any rate,

BOYLK'S law was sensibly observed by air, hydrogen and carbonic oxide.

The method employed in this research appeared to be satisfactory, and I was

desirous of extending it to higher pressures, still, however, below the atmospheric, as

to which there seemed to be a great dearth of information. I could find only some

incidental observations by AMAGAT'" on air and carlxmic acid, and these it may be

well to quote :

Air.
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much extrapolation. The comparison of volumes at pressures atmospheric and half

atmospheric seems to meet these requirements, though we must not forget that

(apart from theory) the result is still of the nature of an extrapolation. On this

subject reference may be made to a paper by Sir W. RAMSAY and Dr. B. STEELE.*

The guiding idea in the present apparatus, as in that of 1902, is the use of two

manometric gauges combined in a special manner. " The object is to test whether

when the volume of a gas is halved its pressure is doubled, and its attainment

requires two gauges indicating pressures which are in the ratio of 2 : 1. To this end we

may employ a pair of independent gauges as nearly as possible similar to one another,

the similarity being tested by combination in parallel, to borrow an electrical term.

When connected below with one reservoir of air and above with another reservoir, or

with a vacuum, the two gauges should reach their settings simultaneously, or at least

so nearly that a suitable connection can readily be applied. For brevity we may for

the present assume precise similarity. If now the two gauges be combined in series,

so that the low-pressure chamber of the first communicates with the high-pressure

chamber of the second, the combination constitutes a gauge suitable for measuring a

doubled pressure."

Tin' Manometers.

The construction of the gauges is modelled upon that used extensively in my
researches upon the density of gases, t An iron measuring rod, AB, is actually

applied to the two mercury surfaces, arranged so as to be vertically superposed.

This rod is of about 7 millims. diameter and is pointed below, A. At the upper

end, B, it divides at the level of the mercury into a sort of fork, and terminates in a

point similar to that at A, and, like it, directed downwards. The coincidence of

these points with their images reflected at the mercury surfaces is observed with

the aid of lenses of 20 millims. focus suitably held in position. It is, of course,

independent of any irregular refractions which the walls of the tube may exercise.

In each manometer the distance between the points is 15 inches or 381 millims.

The internal diameter of the tubes, constituting the upper and lower chambers of

the manometers, is 22 millims. This is the diameter at the level of the "
points

"
to

which the mercury surfaces are set. At the places where the iron rod emerges above

and below into the open, the glass is contracted until it Incomes an approximate tit,

and air-tightness is secured with the aid of cement.

',. .,'.// .ll-l-<l,n/i'lii> i-t "/ .)/</'/"/">.

Witli one important difference to be explained presently the general scheme is the

same as in 1902 and is sketched in fig. 1. The left-hand manometer can be

* " On the Vapour-Densities of some Carbon Compounds ;
an attempt to determine their Molecular

WeighU,"
'

Phil. Mag.,' Oct., 1893.

t
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 53, pp. 134-149, 1S93 ;

' Scientific Papers,' vol. 4, p.
41.

VOL. OC1V. A. 2 Z
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(a, - To mercury reservoirs)

Fig. 1.
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connected above, through F, with the pump or with the gas supply. The lower

chamber A communicates with the upper cli;iml-r I) of the right-hand manometer

and with an intermediate reservoir E, to which, as to the manometers, mercury can

be supplied from below. The lower chamber C of the right-hand manometer is

connected with the principal gas reservoirs H, H. It is here that the novelty enters.

In the 11)02 apparatus the two equal bulbs were superposed, being connected by a

narrow neck. For the doubled volume, both bulbs were occupied by gas ; but for the

single volume, only the upper one was available. For the comparison of the single

and double volume, a principal factor of the final result, preliminary gauging had to

be relied uj>on. In the new apparatus it was desired largely to increase the volumes,

and it was both more advantageous and more convenient to place the two bulbs H
side by side. The temperature conditions are thereby improved ; but what I wish to

emphasize at present is the elimination, thereby rendered possible, of dependence

upon preliminary gauging, for either bulb is now available for the single volume ; and

if both are symmetrically employed in each set of observations, the mean necessarily

corresponds to half the total volume, whether or not the two single volumes are

preri^-hi i-ifunl. The volumes are defined, as usual, by marks GG, II, upon the

associated tubes above and below. The use of the side-tube JK will be explained

presently.

When, as shown, the mercury stands at the lower marks I, the double volume is in

use, and the pressure is such as will balance the mercury in one (the right-hand)

manometer. A vacuum is established in the upper chamber D, from which a way is

open through ABF to the pump. When the mercury is raised through one of the

bulbs to the upper mark G, the volume is halved and the pressure to be dealt with

is doubled. Gas sufficient to exert the single pressure (381 millinis.) must be supplied

to the intermediate chamber E, which is now isolated from the pump by the mercury

standing up in the curved tube AB. Both manometers can now be set and the

doubling of the pressure verified.

The communication through to the pump is unobstructed, but on a side tube a

three-way tap is provided communicating on the one hand with the gas supply and

on the other with a vertical tube delivering under mercury, by means of which a

wash-out of the generating vessels can be effected when it is not convenient to

evacuate them. The six tubes of glass leading downwards from the gas reservoirs,

manometers, &c., are all well over a barometer-height in length, and are terminated

by suitable indiarubber hoses and reservoirs for the supply of mercury.* By this

precaution the internal pressure on the hoses is guaranteed to exceed the external

atmospheric pressure, and under this condition the use of iudiarubber seems to be

free from serious objection. If, however, the external pressure be allowed to be in

excess, there are soon signs of the percolation of air and probably of moisture.

When settings are actually in progress, the mercury in the hoses is isolated from

* These reservoirs were protected from external moisture by tubes of chloride of calcium.

2 Z 2
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that in the reservoirs by pinch-cocks, and the adjustment of the supply is effected by

squeezing the hoses. As explained in my first paper, the final adjustment must be

made by squeezers which operate upon parts of the hoses which lie flat upon the

large wooden tray underlying the whole.

The Side Apparatus.

The use of this was fully explained in my former paper. By the employment of

manometric gauges we are enabled to dispense with scales and cathetometers ;
but

since (save as to a small temperature correction) the pressures are defined beforehand,

the adjustment is thrown upon the volume. The variable volume is introduced at

the side tube JK, which, with its associated bulb, allows of the elimination from the

results of the volume which cannot be directly gauged, including that over the

mercury in the lower chamber of the right-hand manometer when set. The tubes

above and below the bulb were calibrated in the usual manner.* It should be

remarked that the diagram shows the mercury in the side apparatus in a position

suitable for a measurement at the doubled pressure, while in the rest of the apparatus

the position of the mercury corresponds to the single pressure.

General Sketch of Theory.

It will be convenient to repeat this, nearly as given in the former paper. To save

complication, it will be supposed that the temperature is constant, not only throughout
the whole apparatus at one time, but also at the four different times concerned.

Vj = volume of two large bulbs H, H together between GG, II (about 633 cub.

centims.).

V3
= volume between CJGG (the ungauged space).

V4
= measured volume on upper part of JK from highest mark J downwards.

V5
= measured volume, including bulb of side apparatus, from highest mark J

downwards.

Pj = smaller pressure (height of mercury in right-hand manometer).
P2
= larger pressure (sum of heights of mercury in two manometers).

In the first pair of operations, when the large bulbs are in use, the pressure P
t

corresponds to the volume (V,+V3+V5),
and the pressure P2 corresponds to

(^V 1+V8+V4), the quantity ofgas being the same. Hence the equation

* The whole of the apparatus was made under my instructions by the late Mr. GORDON, who also took

a large part in the observations. I take this opportunity of recording my indebtedness to his faithful

assistance over a long series of years.
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li l)eing a numericiil quantity which would be unity according to BOYLE'S law. In

the second pair of ojKjrutions with the tnmw nature but with a different ifiutittity of

gas, and with the .trtme /wvxw/vx, the mercury stands at GG throughout, and we

have

P,(

whence by subtraction

From this equation V., has been eliminated, and B is expressed by means of P,/P2

and the actually gauged volumes Vs V-, V, V'v It is important to remark that

only the different V5 V5 ,
V4 V4 are involved. The first is measured on the

lower part of the side apparatus, and the second on the upper part ; while the

capacity of the intervening bulb r/o^.v /,<>/ <t/ijH'nr.

If BOYLE'S law be closely followed, there is nothing to prevent both V5 V'B and

V4 V4 from being very small. Except the preliminary comparison of the

manometers, the whole of the data required for the verification are then contained in

the olervations of each set.

When the temperature-changes are taken into account, V3 , V4,
V6 are not fully

eliminated, but they appear with coefficients which are very small if the temperature

conditions are good.

Thermometers.

Of these four were employed. The first gave the temperature (T) of the

manometric columns ; the second gave the temperature (T) of V3 ; the third that of

the bulb of the side apparatus (t). The temperature of the water-bath, in which are

contained the principal bulbs, is of course the most important. The water was

stirred continuously by a stream of air, and the temperature was taken by a

thermometer that could be read to T^j of a degree C. No observations were begun
until it had been ascertained that the temperature of the water was slowly rising.

It is important to understand what really are the demands made upon this

thermometer. It was arranged that the mean temperature 6\ when the double

volume was in use should be almost the same as for the single volumes B
z
. The

difference was usually less than yJD of a degree and rarely exceeded ifa or -j^.

Under these circumstances the use of the thermometer was practically only to

identify the same temperature on different days, and the actual error of its readings

and even of its scale of temperature were of but secondary importance. Comparisons
with other thermometers showed that there were no errors which could possibly

become sensible. The precautions necessary, in order that the other thermometers

should do their work satisfactorily, were indicated in the former paper. In the

present work the number of intervening screens was increased.

It is desirable to emphasise that most of the errors that could arise from imperfect
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action of the thermometers is elimiuated in the actual results, which depend only

upon a comparison between operations with and without the large bulbs. For

example, suppose that there is an error in the rather ill-defined temperature of the

space V3 . The conditions are the same whether the large bulbs are in use or not ;

and thus whatever error occurs in the one case may be expected to repeat itself in

the other. So far as this repetition is complete, the error disappears in the

comparison. Again, it might happen that one of the large bulbs tended to be

warmer than the other or than the thermometer. But this, so far as it is constant,

could lead to no error, the effect when the bulb is used alone being compensated by
the effect when it forms one of the pair. Purely accidental errors are, in any case,

eliminated when the mean is taken of a number of observations.

The Large Reservoirs.

The tubes forming the principal parts are of glass, 25 centims. in length, 41 millims.

in internal diameter, and about 2^ millims. thickness in the walls. There are

prolongations above and below of narrow bore, upon which are placed the marks

defining the volumes.

As has been explained, the accurate comparison of these volumes is unnecessary.

As it happens, the actual volumes between the marks are so nearly equal that it is

difficult to say which is the larger. The total volume V
1; required only to be roughly

known for the sake of the subsidiary terms, is 632'6 cub. centims.

But there is another question to be considered. The single bulbs are used under

an internal pressure of an atmosphere. Under the same pressure the combined

volume of both bulbs would of course be exactly double the mean of those of the

bulbs used separately. But when the bulbs are in combination, the internal pressure

is reduced to half an atmosphere, and the bulbs contract. A correction is thus

necessary which runs similarly through all the results calculated on the supposition

that the ratio of volumes is exactly 2:1.

The amount of the correction has been determined in two ways. Direct observa-

tion of the change of level of water filling the bulb and standing in the small upper

prolongation, when the internal pressure was changed from one atmosphere to half

atmosphere, gave a total relative alteration of 4'4X10~ 5

per half atmosphere, of

which 2'3X10~ 5 would be due to the contraction of the water. The difference,

viz., 2'1X10~ 5
, represents the relative contraction or expansion of the volume per

half atmosphere of pressure.

A calculation founded upon the measured dimensions of the tubes, including the

thickness of the walls, combined with estimates of the elasticity of the glass, gave

2'0x 10~ 5
per half atmosphere, in better agreement than could have been expected.

The real ratio of volumes with which we are concerned in these experiments is

thus not 2 exactly, but

2(1 -000021).
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The value of B calculated without allowance for this correction would be too large,

so that a gas which really obeyed BOYLE'S law exactly would appear to be too

condensable, like CO2. From a value of B so calculated we are to subtract '000021.

Comparison ofManometers.

This comparison is effected by combining the manometers in parallel so that the

mercury at the lower levels is subject to the pressure of one continuous quantity of

gas, while the mercury at the upper levels is in vacuo, or at any rate under the

pressure of the same very rare gas. Any difference that may manifest itself may be

estimated by finding what change of gas-volume is required in order to pass from the

pressure appropriate to one manometer to that appropriate to the other.

The first matter requiring attention is the vertically of the measuring rods, or

rather of the lines joining the point* actually applied to the mercury. The points

were visually projected upon a plumb-line, hung a few centimetres away, and were

observed through a hole of 2 millims. or 3 millims. diameter perforated in a black

card. If the adjustment is perfect the same position of the card allows accurate

projection upon the thread of the upper and lower points ; if not, the necessary

motion of the card, perpendicular to the line of sight, gives data for estimating the

amount of the error. If x and y be the linear horizontal deviations from true

adjustment thus determined in any two perpendicular planes, I the length of the rod,

the angular error is \/(3?-\-y*)-l, and the proportional error of height for the

a-2_i_v3

present purpose is "L" . When the manometers were compared, no value of x or y
21

exceeded millim., so that with / = 380 millims. the error of vertically could be

neglected.

In effecting the comparison of the manometers, both mercury levels must be set

below (in order to make the gas volume definite), while the settings above are made

alternately. It was at once apparent, when the right-hand manometer was set,

that the rod on the left was a little too long, a perceptible interval being manifest

between the upper point and the mercury. In these experiments the total gas
volume was about 2845 cub. centims., the principal part being the volume of a large

bottle protected from rapid changes of temperature by a packing of sawdust. The

necessary changes were produced by causing mercury to rise and fall in a vertical

tul>e of small bore, the position of the meniscus being noted at the moment when a

setting was judged to be good. The settings of the two manometers must be made

alternately in order to eliminate temperature changes ; and the result of each set of

observations was derived from the means of four settings of one manometer, and of

five of the other. The lowering of the mercury in the auxiliary tube required to pass
from a setting of the left-hand manometer to a setting of the right-hand manometer,
was found on three separate days to be 50'3 millims., 51 '3 millims., 49'9 millims., or,
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as a mean, 50 '5 millims. As regards the section of the auxiliary tube, it was found

that a mercury thread occupying 85 millims. of it weighed 5 '3 35 grammes. The

proportional difference of volume is thus

50-5X5-335

85X13-54X2845
= -000082

;

and the same fraction represents the proportion by which the left-hand measuring

rod exceeds in length its fellow on the right. It would seem that by this procedure

the lengths of the rods are compared to about a millionth part.

In the notation employed in the calculations

whence
[
a
= 1 -000082H2 ,

= 1-000041.
2H,

It may be observed that an error in the comparison of H
t
and H3 enters to only half

its amount into the final result.

The, Observations.

The manipulation necessary to imprison the right quantity of gas was described in

the former paper. When this has once been secured the observations are straight-

forward. On each occasion 6 readings were taken, extending over about an hour,

during which time the temperature always rose, and the means were combined into

what was treated as one observation.

A complete set usually included eight observations at the high pressure, in four of

which one large bulb was in use, and in the second four the other bulb. Interpolated

in the middle of these were the observations (usually six in number) of the low pressure

where both large bulbs were occupied by gas. Further, each set included eight obser-

vations relating to the side apparatus, in which the large bulbs stood charged with

mercury. In this way each set contained within itself complete material for the

elimination of V3 ,
which might possibly vary from time to time with the character of

the contact between mercury and glass in the lower chamber of the right-hand

manometer. Finally the means were taken of all the corresponding observations, no

further distinction being maintained between the two large bulbs.

The following table shows in the notation employed the correspondence of volumes

and temperatures :

I.
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1

, I

In the first oljeervation V, is the volume of the two large bull** together and 0,

the temperature of the water-lth, reckoned from some convenient neighbouring

li-lii|ii-r.-il
Mi.- .1-- >l;ili>l;i|->l V i-~ tin- Hli'_;:iir_;.-<l M'lmiir :i 1 1 i-;u 1 V i ll-'-ll^si-i 1 \\linM-

temperature T
t

is given by the upper thermometer. V5 is the (larger) volume in the

side apparatus whose temperature t
l

is that of the associated thermometer. In the

second olnervation V, is the (mean) volume of a single bulb and 0., its temperature.

V+ is the volume in the side apparatus whose temperature, as well as that of V3 ,
is

taken to be T2. III. and IV. represent the corresponding observations when the

large bulbs are not used The temperatures of the mercury in the inanometric

columns are represented by TJ, TJ, TJ, rv
As an example of the actual quantities, the observations on hydrogen, April 9-24,

1903, may be taken. The values of Vj and V3 are approximate.

V, = 632-6, V3
= 11-02, V5

= 13-978, V4
= 1'504,

V
5-V5

= -'650, V4-V4
= -'245.

0i= -007, 2 =+'OOl; ,
= +-31, <

3
= '01.

T, = +-69, T
2
= +78, T3

= +'23, T4
= +'25.

T,
= +'43, T2 = +'54, TS = +-05, T4 = +-11.

The volumes are in cubic centimetres and the temperatures are in Centigrade

degrees, reckoned from 11.

The Reductions.

The simple theory has already been given, but the actual reductions are rather

troublesome, on account of the numerous temperature corrections. These, however,

are but small.

We have first to deal with the expansion of the mercury and of the iron in the

manometers. If the actual heights of the mercury (at the same temperature) be

H,, H8 , we have for the relative pressures H/(l +nw), where m = '00017. Thus in

the notation already employed

p
l+THT/ l+mTj'

and

P = H)+H2 or Hi+H 2

The quantity of gas at a given pressure occupying a known volume is to be found

by dividing the volume by the absolute temperature. Hence each volume is to be

divided by 1+/30, 1 +$T, 1 -f/fr, as the case may be, where ft is the reciprocal of the

absolute temperature chosen as a standard for the set. Thus in the alx>ve example

for hydrogen, /? =
273+ 11 284'

VOL. OCIV. A. 3 A
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Our equations expressing that the quantities of gas are the same at the single and

at the doubled pressures accordingly take the form

H2 f V, Vs V
5 1

. . E(H }+H.2)j jVi _,
V

3+V4 1

l+mT,ll+00, 1+0T, l+0i/
'

l+mT2 U+002 1+0T.J'

H2 f V3 .
V's 1

l+mT3 U+0T3

~
l

~l+0 3j" l+mr4 1+0T4

'

where B is the numerical quantity to be determined according to BOYLE'S law

identical with unity.

By subtraction and neglect in the small terms of the squares of the small

temperature differences, we obtain

1 B(H,+H 2)

v
i

v
i

The first three terms on the right, viz., those in V8 , V4, V6 ,
vanish if T!

= TS ,

T2 = T4, Tj = T3 ,
T2
= T4 ,

t = t&. If in general R denote the sum of the five terms,

we may write with sufficient approximation for the actual experiments

B =

It may be well to exhibit further the steps of the reduction in the case of hydrogen

above detailed. The five terms composing R are

Term in V8
= '000038

V4
=- '000009

V6 =+ '000026

Term in V4-V4
= -'000775

V5-V'5
= +'001027

R= +-000231
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Thus

2Hj/(H,+ H,) = 1 -000041

m(T8 T,)= + '000019

2_0,) = + -000028

R = -000231

B = 999775

In the above calculation the volumes of the principal capacities at the two pressures
have been assumed to be as 2 : 1 exactly. As has already been explained, the value

of B so obtained is subject to correction of -000021 to be subtracted.

Hence
B = '99975,

a result in strictness applicable to the temperature 11 '0 C. The hydrogen is some-

what less compressible than according to BOYLE'S law, as was to be expected from its

known behaviour at pressures above atmosphere.

The Results.

After the above explanation it will suffice to record the tinal results of the various

sets of observations.

HYDROGEN.

Date.
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The gas was prepared from ferrocyanide of potassium and sulphuric acid,* and

purified from C02 by a long tube of alkali. It is barely possible that the abnormally

high number which stands first in the table may be due to imperfect purification on

that occasion ; on principle, however, it is retained, as no suspicion suggested itself at

the time.

NITROGEN.

Date. Source.
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A MI.

April 1 to 11, 1904

April 12 to 26, 1904

May 14 to 26, 1904

9-5
11-3
13-5

M.-an 11-4

1-00035
1-0001G
1-0001K

1-00098

In partial explanation of the high number which stands first, it should perhaps

he mentioned that the set of observations in question was incomplete. Owing to an

accident, it was impossible to return from the lower pressure to the higher pressure,

as had been intended.

It may be well to repeat here that

g _ pv at ^ atmosphere

pti at 1 atmosphere
'

the temperature being constant and having the values recorded in each case.

Although the accordance of results seems to surpass considerably anything attained

in observations below atmosphere at the time this work was undertaken, I must

confess that, except in the case of hydrogen, it is not so good as I had expected in

view of the design of the apparatus and of the care with which the observations were

made. I had supposed that an error of 3 parts in 100,000 (at the outside), corre-

sponding to I^Q C., was as much as was to be feared. As it is, I do not believe that

the discrepancies can be explained as due to errors of temperature, or of pressure, or

of volume so far as the readings are concerned. But it is possible that a variable

contact between mercury and glass in the lower chamljer of the first manometer may
have affected the volume in an uncertain manner, though care was taken to obviate

this as far as could l>e. It is to be remembered, however, that, except as to the

comparison of the two manometers, all sources of error enter independently in each

set of oKservations ;
and that a mere repetition of the readings without a change in

the gas or in the pressure (from half atmosphere to one atmosphere, or rice verxA)

gave very much closer agreements.
The values of B here discussed are the same as those given in the Preliminary

Notice,* except that no account was there taken of the small deviation in the ratio of

volumes from 2 : 1 in consequence of the yielding to pressure. If we measure p in

atmospheres and assume, as has been usually done, e.g., by REGNAULT and VAN DER

WAALS, that at small pressures the equation of an isothermal is

* '

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' 73, p. 153, February, 1904.
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where PV is the value of the product in a state of infinite rarefaction, then

or

J~

pv dp

In applying a to correct the observed densities of gases at atmospheric pressure,

we are met with the consideration that a is itself a function of temperature, and that

the value of a really required for our purpose is that corresponding to C., at which

temperature the weighing vessels are charged with gas.* In the case of the principal

gases a is so small that its correction for temperature was not likely to be important

for the purpose in hand, but when we come to C0
2
and N2 the situation might well

be altered. If we know the pressure-equation of the gas, there is no difficulty in

calculating a correction to a in terms of the critical constants. I had, in fact,

calculated such a correction for carbonic acid after VAN DER WAALS, when I became

acquainted with the memoir of D. BERTHELOT.! in which this and related questions

are admirably discussed. The "reduced" form of VAN DER WAALS' equation is

+ 3\/ ix 80
I 2 / \ o / O

pressure, volume and temperature being expressed in terms of the critical values.

From this we find

1 d(TTV) _ J
TTV dtr 8

8
0J'

and the effect of a change of temperature upon the value ot a is readily deduced.

Indeed, if the pressure-equation and the critical values could be thoroughly trusted,

there would be no need for experiments upon the value of a at all. The object of

such experiments is to test a proposed pressure-equation, or to find materials for a

new one ; but consistently with this we may use a form, known to represent the facts

approximately, to supply a subordinate correction.

A careful discussion of the available data relating to various gases has led

D. BERTUELOT to the conclusion that the facts at low pressure are not to be

reconciled with VAN DEH WAALS' equation, either in its original form or as modified

by CLAUSIUS (i.e.,
with the insertion of the absolute temperature in the denominator

of the cohesive term).

*
Except in the comparison of hydrogen and oxygen.

t
" Sur les thermometres a gaz,"

' Travaux et Me'moires du Bureau International,' tome XIII. I am

indebted to the Director for an early copy of this memoir, and of that of CHAPPUIS presently to be

referred to.
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The equation which best represent*} the relation of d(irv)/<ln to temperature is

dw

corresponding to the pressure-equation for Imp deiixitiex

Also

1 d(m>) _ 9 / 6\
irv dit

'

1280\
~

0V'

As an example, let us apply this formula to find for oxygen what change must be

made in a in order to pass from the temperature of the observations (
1 r2 C.) to C.

If 0,, lie the value of for C., we have

ff
978 978

f)
878+11-8 884-8

~973-118~~155 155 155'

The factor by which the observed value of a must be multiplied is thus

Q-i-60
-3

0-i- 6 0-8

being the same whether the pressures be reckoned in terms of the critical pressure or

in atmospheres. In the case of oxygen the factor is

568-1-097 _ -599 _"
-488

"

The observed value of a is '00076, corresponding to 11 '2 C. Hence at C. we

should have
a= -00076X1-236 = -'00094.

It will be seen that the correction has a considerable relative effect ; but a is so

small that the calculated atomic weights are not much influenced. It must be

admitted, however, that observations for the present purpose would be best made at

C. ; to this, however, my apparatus does not lend itself.

The following table embodies the results thus obtained.

Gas.
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The experiments on carlxmic anhydride and on nitrons oxide were of later date,

having heen postponed until the apparatus had l>een well tested on other gases.

In both these cases it was found that the readings were less constant than usual,

signs being apparent of condensation upon the walls of the containing vessels, or

possibly upon the cement in the manometer. Under these circumstances it seemed

desirable to avoid protracted observations and to concentrate effort upon reproducing

the conditions (especially as regards time) as closely as possible with and without the

use of the large bulbs. In this way, for example, the question of the cement is

eliminated. Condensation upon the walls of the large bulbs themselves, if it occurs,

cannot be eliminated from the results
;

all that we can do is not unnecessarily to

increase the opportunity for it by allowing too long a time. It is certain that, unless

by chance, these results are less accurate than for the other gases, i.e., less accurate

absolutely, but the value of a is so much larger that in a sense the loss of accuracy is

less important. Two entirely independent results for nitrous oxide agreed well.

They were :

November 22, 26, 1904 .

23, 29, 1904 .

B= 1-003295
6=1-003252

Mean . 1-00327

The gas was from the same supply as had been used for density determinations.

In applying these results to correct the ratios of densities as observed at

atmospheric pressure to what would correspond to infinite rarefaction, we have,

taking oxygen as a standard, to introduce the factor (l-|-a)/(l-|-a ), a<) being the

value for oxygen. Taking a from the third column, which may be considered without

much error to correspond to a temperature of 13 C. throughout, and also from the

fifth column, we have :

Gas.
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this appears to correspond to C. The third column in the above table gives for

this temperature 2'0029. The agreement here may be regarded as very good.

In correcting the densities directly observed at C., in order to deduce molecular

weights, we must use the third column of the alx>ve table.* Oxygen being taken as

32, the densities of the various gases at C., and at atmospheric and very small

pressures, as deduced from my own observations.t are :

Gas.
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Secondly from CO., and :

CO2
= 44-014

O, = 32-000

C = 12-014

Thirdly from CO2 and CO. This method is independent of the density and

compressibility of oxygen :

2CO = 56-006

CO., = 44-014

C = 11-992

It will be seen that the number for C03 is too high to give the best agreement.
Were we to suppose that the true number for C03 was 44'004, instead of 44'014, we
should get by the second method 12 '004 and by the third 12'002, in agreement with

one another and with the result of the first method. The alteration required is less

than one part in 4000, and is probably within the limits of error for the compressi-

bility (as reduced to C.), and perhaps even for the density. The truth is that the

second and third methods are not very advantageous for the calculation of the

atomic weight of carbon, and would perhaps be best used conversely.

Finally the molecular weight of N2O allows of another estimate of that of nitrogen.

Thus
N3O = 43-996

O = 16-000

N2
= 27-996,

whence N = 13'998.

It should be remarked that these results relative to CO2 and N2O depend very

sensibly upon the correction of a from about 13 C. to C., and that this depends

upon the discussion of M. D. BERTHELOT. M. BERTHELOT has himself deduced

molecular weights in a similar manner, founded upon LEDUC'S measures of densities.

It remains to refer to some memoirs which have appeared since the greater part of

the present work was finished. Foremost among these is that of M. CHAPPUIS,* who
has investigated in a very thorough manner the compressibilities of hydrogen,

nitrogen, and carbonic anhydride at various temperatures and at pressures in the

neighbourhood of the atmospheric. For hydrogen M. CHAPPUIS finds at C.

a = + -00057 per atmosphere, and for nitrogen a = '00043. In the case of

carbonic anhydride po departs sensibly from a linear function of p. M. BERTHELOT

gives as a more accurate expression
00670

po = 1 ,

* " Nouvelles Etudes sur lea Thermomfetres a gaz,"
' Extrait du tome XIII. des Travaux et M^moires

du Bureau International des Poids et Mesures.'
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founded on CHAPPUIS' measures and applicable at C. The unit of pressure is hen
the atmosphere. According to this, for p = 1 we get pr = 1 -00665, as compared
with /

= 1 for i" = QO
j
in close agreement with my value recorded ahove.

A comparison of CHAPPOTS' method and apparatus with mine may not be without

interest. On his side lay a very considerable advantage in respect of the " nocuous-

space" Vs , inasmuch as this was reduced to as little as Tl cub. centims., whereas mine

was ten times as great. The advantage would be important when working at

temperatures other than that of the room. Otherwise, the influence of V, did not

appear to prejudice my results, except in so far as V3 might be uncertain from

capillarity in the manometer ; and this cause of error would operate equally in

CHAPPUIS' apparatus.

So far as a 2 : 1 ratio suffices, my method of varying the volume seems the better,

and, indeed, not to admit of improvement.
In the manometric arrangements it would seem that both methods are abundantly

accurate, so far as the readings are concerned. I am disposed, however, to favour a

continual verification of the vacuum by the To'pler pump, and, what is more important,

a method of reading which is independent of possible errors arising from irregular

refraction at the walls of the manometric tubes.

It may be remarked that, with a partial exception in the case of CO.,,

M. CHAPPUIS' work relates to pressures rtbore atmosphere.
Other papers which have appeared since my Preliminary Notice are those of

M. GUYE, working both alone and with the assistance of collaborators.* Several of

these relate to the atomic weight of nitrogen and insist on the discrepancy between

the number resulting from density and that of STAS. Among the methods employed
is that of decomposing nitrous oxide by an incandescent iron wire and comparing
the original volume with the residual nitrogen. In my handst this method failed to

give good results, in consequence, apparently, of the formation of higher oxides of

nitrogen.

P.S., March 6. Some observations upon Ammonia may here be appended. The

gas was evolved (almost without warmth) from the solution in water, and was dried

by very slow passage over fragments of caustic potash. The precautions mentioned

under nitrous oxide were here followed with more minute care. The glass surfaces

were in contact with the gas for weeks, either at half atmospheric or whole

atmospheric pressure, and the observations at full pressure were not commenced

until that pressure had prevailed for a day or more. On the reduction of pressure
to the half atmospheric, ammonia was sensibly liberated from the walls, and perhaps
from the cement in the manometer. In the observations to be compared, the same

* 'C. R.,' April 25, May 16, June 13, July 4, October 31, 1904.

t
'

Roy. Roe. Proc.,' vol. 62, p. 204, 1897
;

' Scientific Papers,' vol. 4, p. 350.

3 B 2
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interval was allowed to elapse between the reduction of pressure and the corre-

sponding readings, whether the big bulbs were in use or not. Any anomalies not

dependent upon the walls of the big bulbs themselves are thus eliminated. In

addition to commercial ammonia, a special sample prepared by Dr. SCOTT in accordance

. with STAS' directions was employed. It will be seen that there is no certain

difference between the results from the two kinds.

The departure from BOYLE'S law, in this case, is almost more than can be provided
for in the side apparatus. It became therefore necessary to allow a small difference

of temperature between the high- and low-pressure observations such as would some-

what prejudice the accuracy of the results, were it possible to expect the attainment

of the same high degree of accuracy as for the less condensable gases. Under the

actual circumstances the variation of temperature was of no importance.

AMMONIA.

Date.
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1. IN May, 1903, I communicated to the Society a discussion of the results obtained

from the Kew magnetographs during the eleven years 1890 to 1900, on the five

quiet days a month selected by the Astronomer Royal. That paper will for shortness

be referred to as (A).

When dealing with data from a single station, even when representing many
years' observations, one is confronted by the possibility that the results may be

appreciably modified by defects peculiar to the apparatus or to the methods of

observation employed, or that they may be largely dependent on local conditions, and

so of very limited applicability. For these reasons alone, it was desirable to discuss

on parallel lines data from a second English observatory. Another reason for such

an investigation was the disturbed magnetic conditions introduced at Kew in 1901

by electric trams. In consequence of their action, there is unlikely to be any

adequate opportunity for comparing simultaneous undisturbed data from Kew and

the new magnetic observatory now under construction in Eskdalemuir. Thus the

most promising way of securing continuity is a minute comparison of Kew with some

observatory IH>\\ existent whieli is likelv t<> <-,>nt inue t'n-f tn.m Ij.un di>t ui i.ani-rs I'm

some time. Both sets of considerations pointed to a discussion of the results obtained

at Falmouth Observatory. Magnetographs have been in constant operation at

(381.) 4.5.05
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Falmouth since 1891. They have been under the direct supervision of Mr. KITTO,

the Superintendent of the Observatory, who lias acted throughout as magnetic
observer. The behaviour of the vertical-force magnetograph has been indifferent, and

the curves from it have not been measured ;* but the declination and horizontal- force

magnetographs have worked satisfactorily, and the data obtained from them on the

Astronomer Royal's quiet days have appeared in the ' Annual Reports of the Royal
Cornwall Polytechnic Society,' and also in the Royal Society's

'

Proceedings,' or the
'

Reports of the National Physical Laboratory.'

The proposed investigation met with the hearty support of Mr. WILSON Fox,

Honorary Secretary of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, and of Mr. KITTO, and

the latter kindly took a number of special curve measurements necessary for the inquiry.

The Falmouth magnetographs, though resembling those at Kew in the size of the

magnets and in their general design, are by another maker, and differ in a variety, of

minor points. Thus the scale of the declination magnetograms is considerably less

open than at Kew, and the temperature coefficient of the horizontal-force magnet is

so small that its sign even is uncertain. Also the Falmouth magnetic chamber has a

considerably smaller diurnal variation of temperature than that at Kew. Again, the

position and climate of the two observatories are widely different. Kew is in the

level plain of the Thames Valley, some 60 miles from the sea, but the magnetic
chamber is only some 20 feet above mean sea level. Falmouth Observatory, though
close to the coast, is about 160 feet above sea level. Kew possesses, for England, an

almost continental climate, whilst Falmouth enjoys the equable temperature of the

Cornish coast.

From these considerations there is strong reason to believe that any phenomenon
observed in the records of both observatories is not due to instrumental defects or to

purely local peculiarities.

Falmouth Observatory is situated in 50 9' 0" N. latitude, 5 4' 35" W. longitude.

Local noon is thus 20 minutes 18 seconds after Greenwich, 19 minutes 3 seconds after

Kew.

An 11-year period, 1890 to 1900, was employed in (A). For Falmouth I have

employed a 12-year period, 1891 to 1902. This includes all the data published when

the investigation commenced, and secures a sun-spot minimum period, 1899 to 1902,

equal in length to that of sun-spot maximum, 1892 to 1895. The mean sun-spot

frequency after WOLFER for the whole period and the above sub-divisions was as

follows :

1891 to 1902.
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S,;a I<ir

2. As in (A), use will frequently be made of the letters D, H, N and W to denote

respectively Declination, Horizontal Force, Northerly Component and Westerly

Component of Force. Only two of these elements, of course, are independent, and

they are connected hy the relation

N/cos D = W/sin D = H.

The system of absolute observations at Falmouth and the method of standardizing

the curves are the same as at Kew (see (A), 4).

Table I. gives the mean yearly values of D and H as deducible from the diurnal

inequality data in the annual Falmouth Reports, with the values of W and N
calculated therefrom, and the values thence deduced for the annual changes. The

TABLE I. Secular Change.

M.-. MI .uinuiil values.
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rate of secular change in D. The annual increase in H at Falmouth from 1891 to

1900 was on the average about 10 per cent, larger than at Kew ; but in individual

years the two stations show somewhat widely different results. How much of this

apparent difference is real it is difficult to say ; part is probably due to instrumental

or observational uncertainties.

The decrease in W at Falmouth from 1891 to 1900 was about 7 per cent, less, the

increase in N about 10 per cent, greater than at Kew.

The total changes from 1891 to 1902 are given by

SW = -192y, SN = + 390y.

The force of which these are westerly and northerly components lies in a vertical

plane which is inclined to the geographical meridian at an agle of 26'2, and is

directed north-easterly. For the period 1891 to 1900 the angle becomes 26'8, or

4'l less than the corresponding angle for Kew (see (A), 9).

Non-cyclic Effect.

3. As explained in (A), 13, secular change and annual inequality, if they exist,

imply a progressive change in the value of an element from midnight to midnight of

the average day. There may also be apparent changes due to instrumental causes.

The contributions to the a-periodic daily variation at Falmouth from secular change

and annual inequality are of the same small order of magnitude as the corresponding

quantities at Kew ((A), 13). The results of instrumental change are less exactly

known than at Kew, but appear to be similarly small. In H the contributions from

these causes constitute but a very trifling part of the observed non-cyclic effect on

quiet days. In D the contribution from the secular change which tends, however,

to reduce the observed effect is not relatively negligible. I have, however, as in (A),

made no attempt to separate that part of the non-cyclic effect which is attributable

to known causes.

Tables II. and III. give a complete analysis of the mean observed values of the

non-cyclic effect on quiet days in D and H for each month and year of the 12-year

period, while Table IV. shows the corresponding mean values in D, W, H, and N for

the whole year and the three seasons, winter (November to February), summer (May
to August), and equinox.

When dealing in (A) with the non-cyclic effect in D, I admitted that there was

some room to doubt its bond fide character, but indicated several features which

pointed to a real physical origin. A comparison of Table II. with Table V. of (A)

tends to strengthen the latter view. Whilst the sign of the mean non-cyclic effect

fluctuates from month to month, and even from year to year, there is a clear tendency,
as at Kew, for + signs to predominate in winter and equinox, whilst in summer the

mean non-cyclic effects at the two places are both negative and fairly similar in size.
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For the whole year the mean value comes out +0'*051 for Falmouth as against

4- 0''044 for Kew. If, however, we take the years 1891 to 1900 common to the two

investigations, these figures become + 0''056 for Falmouth and + 0''084 for Kew.

TABLE IV. Non-cyclic Effect. Seasonal Values. Means from 12 Years.

(Unit = ly in case of force.)
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TABLE V. Diurnal Inequality

Hoar
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of Declination. (+ to West.)
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TABLE VII. Diurnal Inequality of Northern

Hour
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Component. (Unit = O'ly
= l x 10~ C.G.S.)
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5. It is natural to suppose as was in fact remarked by myself when first

discussing the phenomenon* that the non -cyclic increase in H on quiet days is

connected in some way with the considerable decrements in H, which in the majority

of instances accompany magnetic storms. It would appear, however, that the

mean size of the non-cyclic effect on the Astronomer Royal's quiet days for a year

cannot be inferred from the character of that year as disturbed or otherwise. For

example, 1894 was much more disturbed than the years immediately preceding or

following it ; but the mean non-cyclic effect in H at both Kew and Falmouth is

distinctly less for 1894 than for 1893 or 1895. There were, in fact, only 4 months

out of the 12 in which the non-cyclic effect in 1894 exceeded that in 1895, and only

2 months in which it exceeded that in 1893. Again, during the four sun-spot

minimum years, 1899 to 1902, few months showed anything that would be classified

as a magnetic storm in years of sun-spot maximum, and yet the proportion of months

showing a decidedly positive non-cyclic effect is the same as for the disturbed

year 1894.

Solar Diurnal Inequality.

6. The diurnal inequality figures in the annual Falmouth Reports include the

non-cyclic effect. This has been eliminated in preparing Tables V. and VI. in the

way described in (A) 18. The hours, it is important to notice, are Greenwich mean

time. Values of N and W are not given in the Falmouth Tables. The hourly values

in Tables VII. and VIII. were deduced from those in Tables V. and VI. by means of

the relations the units being ly and 1'

8N = 0-947SH-1741SD,

SW = 0-3228H+5-128D,

these being the special forms taken by the general formulae

SN = cosD8H-HsinD8D,

SW = sin D8H+H cos DSD,

when D and H are assigned the mean values at the foot of Table I.

As in (A), D and W are counted positively to the west, and to avoid decimals the

unit of force employed in the tables is y/10. In reality D is measured only to O''l,

and H to ly, so the tables go a figure beyond the observations. This is completely

justified so far as Tables V. to VIII. are concerned, because the figures assigned to

any one month are means from 12 years, and the yearly means for the two sun-spot

periods are baaed each on 48 months.

In addition to the mean hourly values, the tables give the range (defined as the

* 'B. A. Report for 1895,' p. 212.
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difference between the greatest and least mean hourly values) and the numerical sum of

the differences of the 24 hourly values from their arithmetic mean. All pronounced
maxima and minima values are printed in heavy type. In most months two maxima
and two minima are distinctly shown by each element, but sometimes only one pair

ap]jears. The phenomena are so similar to those at Kew, that a brief discussion

will suffice.

Declination.

7. From October to March there are in Table V., as at Kew, two pronounced maxima

and minima, and in one or two other months there is a suspicion of more than one

maximum and minimum. In the mean diurnal inequality for the year there is but a

very short interval between the night maximum and minimum. The time at which

the needle reaches its extreme westerly position is nearly constant throughout the

year. The extreme easterly position is assumed in December about 10 P.M., but in

all the other months of the year about 8 to 9 A.M. The hours of maximum and

minimum look later than at Kew, but that is mainly, if not wholly, due to the

difference in local time.

In addition to the December minimum, prominent in all the elements, the ranges
and the sum of the differences show, as at Kew, a second inconspicuous minimum at

midsummer. The interval between the two apparent maxima in the ranges is, as at

Kew, longer than that tatween the two maxima in the sum of the differences, the

latter appearing at l>oth stations in June and August.
The monthly ranges and sums of the differences appear, on the whole, a trifle

smaller than at Kew. This is really attributable to the fact that the mean sun-8]>ot

frequency for the Falmouth period 1891 to 1902 was slightly less than that for the

Kew period 1890 to 1900. During the common period 1892 to 1895, in the mean

diurnal inequality for the year, the Falmouth range was the greater by
/-

10, whilst

the Kew sum of the differences was the greater by 0''57. As these differences

represent only about 1 per cent, of the quantities themselves, the only safe conclusion

is that the amplitudes of the diurnal inequality of declination at Kew and Falmouth

are exceedingly nearly equal.

Horizontal Force.

8. Two maxima and minima are shown from October to April, somewhat

doubtfully in April ;
in the remaining five months there is at least a retardation in

the fall of H about 3 or 4 A.M. The mean inequality for the year shows two

maxima and minima, but the morning maximum and minimum are poorly defined.

The least value of the day occurs about 10 or 11 A.M., earlier in summer than in

winter. From November to February the largest value is met with at 6 or 7 A.M.,

but throughout the equinoctial and summer months the absolute maximum occurs

VOL. eciv. A. 3 D
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at 7 or 8 P.M. The slight apparent tendency in the hours of maxima and minima to

be later than at Kew is again ascribahle to the difference in local time.

As at Kew, the range seems nearly stationary from May to August, the sum of the

differences from May to July. In every month of the year the range and the sum of

the differences, especially the latter, are larger than at Kew. Judging by the

common period 1892 to 1895, the range in the mean diurnal inequality for the year

at Falmouth is the greater by some 13 per cent.

Northerly and Westerly Components.

9. The diurnal inequality in N is similar to that in H, but a second maximum and

minimum in the morning are generally recognisable even in summer. The chief

minimum, near noon, and the afternoon maximum occur somewhat later than in H.

The range and the sum of the differences show more clearly than in H a secondary
minimum at midsummer ; from October to March they are both decidedly larger than

in H, but at midsummer the difference is, if anything, the other way.

The general character of the diurnal inequality in W resembles that in D. The

afternoon maximum and the forenoon minimum the only pronounced turning points

during the seven months, March to September seem slightly later than in D. The

mean diurnal inequality for the year presents a very slow rate of change from 1 A.M.

to 3 A.M., but only one maximum and minimum are shown. In the amplitude of the

range there is at least a suggestion of two maxima in summer, with an intervening

minimum, but the sum of the differences shows only a single maximum in June.

The range in W is distinctly larger than in N in the mean diurnal inequality for

the year, and in every month except November, December and January, but the sum

of the differences is larger in N than in W during 7 months of the 12, and in the

mean diurnal inequality for the year.

10. For purposes of comparison of different elements at different stations, the

annual variation in the ranges and in the sum of the differences is most conveniently

exhibited by representing the 12 monthly values as percentages of their arithmetic

mean. This is done in Table IX. The small figures in the D and H columns give

the excess of the Falmouth percentages over the corresponding Kew percentages in

Table XVIII. of (A).

The range and the sum of the differences vary pretty similarly, but the principal

maximum is higher for the 24 differences than for the ranges, especially in W.
There is not much difference between the different elements, but the midsummer

values are decidedly higher and the midwinter values decidedly lower in W than in

N, i.e., the annual variation is greater for the former element than the latter. The

Falmouth percentages are, on the whole, distinctly above the Kew in winter and

below them in sunmier, the difference being greater in H than in D. This means

that annual variation is less marked at Falmouth than at Kew.
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TABLE IX. Monthly Relative Values, 1891 to 1902 (100
= mean from 12 months).
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Perhaps the most comprehensive way of describing the conspicuous seasonal

variation in the part of the curve which answers to the night hours is by reference to

the two peaks that tend to form, one about 6 A.M., the other about 7 P.M. From

November to February the former is dominant. In March the evening peak begins

to assert itself, and its predominance remains undisputed during the summer months,

whilst the morning prak tends to disappear. In October the morning peak )>ecome8

again apparent. In most months there is at least an indication of a subsidiary peak
near midnight.

The curves are simplest and most symmetrical in June and July. In August the

afternoon peak is remarkably sharp both at Falmouth and Kew. In October a very
small loop appears, a retrograde movement setting in about midnight. The loop

enlarges in November and becomes most prominent in December, contracting in

January and February. In March there is a very tiny loop in the Kew curve

shortly after midnight, and a curious indentation. The Falmouth curve shows only

the indentation. On the other hand, the April curve shows a tiny loop about 7 P.M.

at Falmouth, whilst at Kew there is only a peak.

The Kew curves for three months, December, March and June, appeared in (A).

Vector diagrams for Greenwich were given by Sir G. B. AIRY for each month of

the year, for the periods 1841 to 1847 and 1848 to 1857, treated separately,* and

laterf for the four months January, April, July and October in each of three

successive years. In making any comparison it should be noticed that AIRY counted

time from Gottingen nooii in the earlier curves, and from Greenwich noon in the

later. The different Greenwich curves for the same month of the year differ some-

what widely amongst themselves, and none of them resemble very closely the corre-

sponding Kew or Falmouth curves. There is, on the other hand,* a pretty close

resemblance between individual Kew and Falmouth vector diagrams and the corre-

sponding ones for Pare St. Maur, from the period 1883 to 1897, given on p. 261 of

Professor MASCART'S '

Magne*tisme Terrestre.'

Analysis of the Diurnal Inequality in Fourier Series.

12. As in (A), 31, the analysis is supposed to be effected in the two alternative

forms

a, cost + bi sin J + a, cos 2t + bt sin 21+...,

GI sin (t + a,) + ct sin (2t + a,) + . . .,

where t represents Greenwich mean time counted from midnight, and an hour is

equivalent to 15. If local time were used, the corrections required to the phase

angles a, would be obtained by adding 4 45''6 to those given in (A), Table XIX. ;

for a, the addition would be 9
U
31', and so on.

'
Phil. Trans.' for 1863, Plates 18 and 19.

t
'
Phil. Trans.' for 1885, Plate 74.

VOL. OCJV. A. 3 E
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TABLE X. Coefficients and Angles in Fourier Series
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Expansion of Diurnal Inequality of Declination (1891 to 1902).
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Tables X. and XI. give the values of the coefficients answering to the diurnal

inequalities of D and H for the individual months, the three seasons, and the entire

year from the whole 12 years' observations. The values of the a and b constants

were calculated first, the calculation going a figure further than appears in the

tables, and the c and a constants were thence deduced. The phase angles cannot

claim an accuracy of 1', especially the monthly values of Og and a4 ; reasons for

recording the minutes are given in (A), 32.

Table XTI., giving Fourier coefficients for the diurnal inequalities in N and W, is

confined to the seasonal and yearly data.

TABLE XII. Coefficients and Angles in Fourier Series Expansion of Diurnal

Inequality of Northern and Western Components. (Unit = ly.)

-
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The amplitude of the 6-hour term at midsummer being of the order O^l in D and ly
in H, I was originally disposed to regard irregularities such as the above at Kew as

mainly, if not entirely, accidental. It is now clear that whilst the irregularities may
be accidental in the sense that they arise from special features in the days selected

by the Astronomer Royal, they cannot be wholly, or even mainly, assigned to errors

of measurement, or purely local causes.

A reference to Table XX. of (A) shows that the amplitudes of the several terms

in D are closely alike at Kew and Falmouth. In the case of H a reference to

Table XXII. of (A) shows that the amplitudes of the 24-hour and 12- hour terms are

decidedly larger at Falmouth than at Kew ; but the 8-hour and 6-hour terms have

similar amplitudes at the two stations.

13. Table XIII. expresses the monthly values of the c coefficients in D and H as

percentages of their arithmetic means, and the three seasonal values as percentages

TABLE XIII. Variation of Fourier Coefficients throughout the Year (1891 to 1902).
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In G! for D the differences hardly warrant a conclusion, but on the whole c4 for D
being a partial exception the Falmouth values are above the Kew in winter and

below them in summer.

Table XIV. gives the ratios borne by ca,
c3 and c4 to Cj in the mean diurnal

inequality for the year, and also the excess of the ratios over the corresponding Kew

TABLE XIV. Relations between Fourier Coefficients in mean Diurnal Inequality

for the Year (1891 to 1902).
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Table XVI. gives the values of the angles for the mean diurnal inequalities of the

three seasons and the year when Falmouth solar time is used ; it corresponds to

Table XXVIII. of (A) for Kew.

TABLE XVI. Seasonal Values of the Angles in Fourier Coefficient Expansions of

Diurnal Inequality (1891 to 1902) when Falmouth Solar Time used.
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differences is somewhat under +1 minute, which answers to about 0'25 millim. on the

magnetograms. As the sign of individual differences, owing to their exceeding

smallness, must be largely fortuitous, the only safe conclusion is that whilst there is a

preponderance of + signs (i.e., of cases when the event is later at Falmouth than at

Kew), the differences may be accidental and are certainly exceedingly small. The

above results refer to the average year, and no inference can safely be drawn as to

the differences between Kew and Falmouth in different individual years.

Variation throughout the Year (Fourier Series).

15. The ranges of the diurnal inequalities, the sums of the 24 differences from

the mean, and the amplitudes of the 24-, 12-, 8-, and 6-hour terms have had their

annual variations expressed in Fourier series, the constants being calculated from the

monthly values. Table XVIII. gives the results for the 12-year period. The time t

is counted from midnight of December 31 to January 1, and a month is equivalent

to 30. The amplitudes of the annual and semi-annual terms which suffice to

express the variation very completely are denoted respectively by P! and P2. The

table gives the ratio of P2 to Pl5 and also of Pl and P2 to M, the mean of the 12 monthly
values of the element concerned. The reservations necessary are discussed in

(A), 37.

The excess of the values of Pi/M, &c., at Falmouth, over those at Kew are given as

usual in small type ; in the case of cs and c4 these differences are omitted for P2/Pi as

too uncertain. Except in the annual term in c4 the phase angles differ compara-

tively little amongst themselves ; the same phenomenon appeared at Kew
( (A),

Table XXX.).

Considering the smallness of c4 , one would be disposed to suspect that the large

difference between the phase angles of the annual term in that element and the

other angles, though appearing in both D and H, was due to defects in the obser-

vations or reductions. Exactly the same phenomenon appeared, however, in the

corresponding case at Kew (see (A), Table XXX.).
The ratios borne by the amplitudes of the annual and semi-annual terms to the

mean value of the element at Kew and Falmouth differ comparatively little. But if

we exclude c4 ,
where the element and its variable part are both very small, we see

that on the whole the annual term at Falmouth is somewhat less important as

compared either to the semi-annual term or to the absolute mean than it is at Kew.

This is what Tables IX. and XIII. would lead us to expect.

16. The dates of occurrence of the maximum in the annual terms, and of the

earliest maximum in the semi-annual terms, are given in Table XIX. As explained

in (A), 38, these dates may be uncertain to the extent of a whole day, for they are

based on a treatment which disregarded differences between the lengths of the several

months.
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TABLE XIX. Annual Variation (1891 to 1902). Date of Occurrence of

First Maximum.
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TABLE XX. Mean Values of Meteorological Element*.

Mean Mean
anniuil daily

temperature range of

(Fahrenheit), temperature.
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extreme years of an 11-year period amounting to 07fl ( '. At an avfi-.-ip- extra-

tropical station, according to HANN, this latter figure is reduced to 0'54 0. Allowing

tentatively a corresponding reduction on the 0'55 0., it becomes 0'41 ('. Thus the

differences recorded in Table XX. are not merely of the normal sign, but even of

somewhat the same order of magnitude as they should be according to HANX at an

average extra-tropical station on the average of a number of sun-spot periods.

The fact that in Table XX. a rise in the mean annual temperature is associated

with a diminution in the mean daily range may be accidental, but is possibly worth

fuller investigation.

19. Table XXI. shows the variation throughout the year at Falmouth in the

mean vapour-pressure for the 24 hours, in the daily range of temperature, and in the

amplitudes of the 24-hour and 12-hour terms in the diurnal inequality of temperature.

TABLE XXI. Monthly Relative Values (100 = mean from 12 months).
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winter minimum occurs earlier and is more strongly marked in
"
magnetics" than in

either meteorological element.

The resemblance lietween the annual variations in the amplitude c, of the 24-hour

term in temperature and magnetics was somewhat striking at Kew ((A), 68). This

resemblance is also visible in Table XXL, but is decidedly less close. In the case of

c, the annual variations in temperature and magnetics are less conspicuously unlike

than at Kew, but still wide apart.

Vapour-pressure and temperature range agree with the several magnetic quantities

in showing at Falmouth higher percentages in winter and lower percentages in

summer than at Kew. The Falmouth amplitude PI in temperature shows relative to

the Kew c, increased percentages at midwinter, but it differs entirely from the

magnetic c, in showing still more enhanced percentages at midsummer and largely

diminished percentages at the equinoxes.

The mode of difference between the Kew and Falmouth annual variations in c, is

diametrically opposite for temperature and magnetics.

20. As the existence or non-existence of parallelism between the modes of daily

variation of temperature and terrestrial magnetism is of importance in inquiries as to

how the diurnal magnetic inequality comes into existence, attention may usefully l>e

willed to some further points.

As remarked in 7 and 8, the mean diurnal ranges of declination at Kew and

Falmouth are almost exactly equal, whilst the diurnal range in H is somewhat

greatest at Falmouth. The mean difference, however, between the daily maximum
and minimum of temperature from 1891 to 1902 was only 9'l at Falmouth as

against iy'6 at Kew; whilst taking the mean diurnal inequality for the year from

the Meteorological Office's
'

Hourly Readings . . ." during the sun-spot maximum

period 1892 to 1895, the range was 57 at Falmouth, 10'0 at Kew.

Again, the amplitudes of the principal Fourier terms in the mean magnetic diurnal

inequality at Falmouth are very similar to those at Kew in D and larger on the

whole in H. In the case of temperature, however, General STRACHEY obtained the

following values for the amplitudes of the three principal terms during a common

period 1871 to 1882:
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employing local time, found that the phase angles were in every month of the year

larger at Kew than at Falmouth in the 24- and 12-hour temperature terms, whilst

the Kew angle for the 8-hour term was the larger in eleven months of the year. The

mean of the 12 monthly differences between the Kew and Falmouth phase angles

from General STKACHEY'S figures are as follows :
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XI. On the Modulus of Tontioita/ Rigidity of Quartz Fibres and its

Temperature Coefficient.

By FRANK HORTON, D.Sc., B.A., St. Johns College, Cambridge,
Macirinnon Student of the Royal Society.

Communicated by Professor J. J. THOMSON, F.K.X.

Received Deceinljer 15, 1904, Read January 26, 1905.

THE author recently had the honour of reading to the Society the retmltH of some

experiments in which a new method of timing by means of "
coincidences "- a

method devised by Professor POYNTING was applied to an investigation of the

effects of changes of temperature on the modulus of torsional rigidity of metal wires.

It seemed desirable to repeat similar experiments with quartz fibres, seeing that now

they are almost universally employed as suspensions in torsion instruments where

accuracy is required.

The modulus of torsional rigidity of quartz fibres was first investigated by
C. V. BOYS ('Journal Soc. of Arts,' vol. 37, p. 827, 1889), who found considerable

variations between different specimens. The mean value of the modulus obtained by
him was = 2 '38 x 10" dynes per sq. centim.

An independent study of the subject was made a little later by THRELFAU, ('
Phil.

Mag.,' V., vol. 30, p. 99, 1890), who also investigated the effect on the rigidity of

heating a fibre to 100 C. It was found that the rigidity increased with the

temperature, and, assuming that the change of rigidity with temperature obeyed a

linear law, the value obtained for the temperature coefficient of the modulus was

+ '000128. The mean value of the modulus of rigidity was found to be 2'88x 10"

dynes per sq. centim., but the different determinations were not in very good

agreement.

BARNETT
(' Phya Rev.,' vol. VI., p. 114, 1898) has also investigated both the

modulus of rigidity and its temperature variation. From observations on six fibres

he obtained a mean value n = 1 '46x10" dynes per sq. centim., or about half th-

value obtained by BOYS and THRELFALL. The relation between the rigidity and the

temperature, for temperatures ranging from 20 C. to 100 C., ww shown to be linear

by timing the torsional oscillations of a fibre at several temperatures l>etween these

(382.) 10.5.05
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limits. The mean value of the temperature coefficient of the modulus was +'000115,

but the agreement between the values obtained from different fibres was not

very good.

The object in repeating these experiments was to apply, where possible, more

accurate methods for obtaining the data required in order to calculate the rigidity

modulus. In the experiments about to be described the points to which particular

attention was directed were the timing of the torsional oscillations of the fibres and

the determination of their radii. The experiments were divided into three parts :

(1) The determination of the absolute value of the torsional modulus.

(2) The variation of the modulus over a range of temperatures from 15 C.

to 100 C.

(3) The variation of the modulus between 20 C. and 1000 C.

PART I. THE DETERMINATION OF THK MODULUS OF TORSIONAL RIGIDITY.

The fibres experimented on were prepared from different crystals of quartz by

means of the bow-and-arrow process originally used by BOYS.* Great care was

taken in their manufacture in order to obtain them free from air bubbles and of

circular cross-section. A length of from 10 to 15 centims. of

a selected fibre was mounted as the suspension of a small

vibrator and enclosed in a double-walled jacket shown

diagrammatically in fig. 2. The vibrator, the total mass of

which was 27 grammes, is shown on a larger scale in

fig.
1. It consists of two parts; a brass rod, 1'5 millims.

in diameter and 8 centims. in length, and a small brass

cylinder about 11 millims. long by 5 '5 millims. in diameter.

This cylinder has two holes drilled through it, one along its

axis, and the other at right angles to the axis at the middle

of its length. These holes are of the same diameter as the

rod, and thus the cylinder can be fixed on the rod in the

two positions shown in
fig.

1. In this way it is possible

to obtain, experimentally, the moment of inertia of the

vibrator without adding to its mass. This precaution seemed necessary in view of

the statement by BoYst that the rigidity of the fibres varies with the tension to

which they are subjected. A small plane mirror M fixed upon the rod serves as a

means of observing the torsional oscillations. The upper end of the vibrator rod is

pointed, and one half filed away in order that the fibres may be attached along the

axis. The upper end of the fibre is attached to a brass pin which can be clamped in

First Second

position. position.

Fig. 1. The vibrator.

* C. V. BOYS, 'Phil. Mag.,' V., vol. 23, p. 489, 1887.

t C. V. BOYS,
'
Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 186, p. 65, 1895.
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the end of the steel rod E (fig. 2). This passes through the torsion head D, and its

length is sufficient to allow of its end heing lowered so as to be well outside the

jacket, for the purposes of fixing the fibre in position and of measuring its length.

The fibres were attached to the brass pin and to the vibrator sometimes by shellac,

sometimes by silvering, electroplating with copper and soldering, and sometimes by
means of a tooth-stopping cement, suggested to

me as a suitable material by Mr. C. V. BOYS, and

supplied by Messrs. C. ASH, Limited, of Golden

Square, W. This last method has the advantage
that it does not involve heating the fibre, and

thereby possibly altering its rigidity. It was found

to give a suspension free from zero changes, and in

every respect as good as shellac. I had hoped that

it would withstand the effects of heat, but the

cement always cracked away from the metal at

about 50 C.

The jacket H consists of two concentric tubes.

The outer one is of brass, 3 inches in diameter, and

is covered externally with layers of cotton wool,

around which a piece of sheet asbestos is wrapped
to protect it from fire. The inner tube is of copper,

i inch in thickness and 1 inch in internal diameter.

This has two side tubes, each inch in diameter.

One of these is at the middle of the jacket, and

through this the thermometer T, used to indicate the

temperature of the jacket, projects. The second

side tube, which is not shown in the figure, is at

right angles to the first and nearer to the lower end

of the jacket. The outer end of this tulw is covered

with a piece of optically worked glass, and through
it the mirror on the vibrator can be seen.

In order to set the vibrator in oscillation without

swinging it like a pendulum bob, the following

device, already described in a previous paper,* was

adopted. Two fine glass jets were arranged close to the vibrator and in such positions

that when a stream of air was blown through them it would produce a couple on the

vibrator and so rotate it These jets (B, fig. 2) are joined at the bottom of the jacket

to a glass tube, which passes out through a cork and is connected to 3 or 4 yards of

fine
"
composition

"
tubing passing along the wall of the laboratory and ending on a

small table beside the observing telescope. Here it is joined to a piece of indiarubber

* F. HORTON, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, rol. 204, p. 1, 1904.

VOL. OCIV. A. 3 O

B

Fig. 2.
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tubing, the other end of which is closed, and by gently squeezing this any desired

amplitude of oscillation can be communicated to the vibrator.

The clamping rod E had been used in the experiments with metal wires, and, in

order to prevent leakage of heat along it, a piece of marble had been inserted between

the clamp and the rest of the rod. The rod can be fixed at any desired level in the

brass head D, which works smoothly in a collar and is capable of rotation about a

vertical axis by means of the screw C, thus giving a fine adjustment to the azimuth

in which the vibrator hangs.

In determining the absolute value of the rigidity modulus, a rapid stream of water

was allowed to circulate through the jacket. It would then take about an hour for

the temperature, as indicated on the thermometer, to become constant.

Professor POYNTING'S modification of the method of coincidences, which was used in

timing the torsional oscillations, has been described in detail in the paper before

referred to. A description of the apparatus used to obtain the second flashes is also

contained in the same paper. It will be sufficient to mention here that the accuracy
in timing obtained in the present experiments was about 1 in 100,000.

The thermometer T was graduated to '1 C. and had been standardised for use

horizontally at the National Physical Laboratory. The part of the stem protruding
from the jacket was surrounded by a glass tube, through which a stream of water at

a known temperature was kept flowing, and thus the correction for the exposed part
of the mercury thread was obtained. It was only necessary to apply this correction

in the experiments at higher temperatures.

The Order of Experiment.

A fibre of the required size having been mounted in the manner already described,

its length was first measured by means of a cathetometer. For this purpose the

rod E was left in the position to which it had been lowered in order to clamp the

brass pin to which the fibre was affixed. The vibrator and fibre were surrounded by
a glass tube to keep off air currents, and the ends of the fibre were viewed in turn

by the cathetometer telescope. Owing to the very small coefficient of expansion of

quartz, it was unnecessary to take precautions to maintain the fibre at an accurately

known temperature whilst its length was being measured. The measurement of the

length was repeated before the fibre was taken down, but it was always found to be

constant, showing that the fibre had not drawn away from the cement, or other

material, used to fix it in position.

After the length of the fibre had been measured, the clamping rod was carefully

raised until the vibrator was at the proper height inside the jacket. This was an

operation requiring much care and patience, for any irregular motion set the vibrator

in violent agitation, and with the finer fibres always ended in their breaking.

Vibrations were somewhat avoided by allowing the vibrator to rest against the side
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of the glass tube as it was being drawn up, but this could not well be managed afterO ~
'

~

the fibre had disappeared inside the jacket. The torsion head was next arranged so

that the mirror on the vibrator reflected an image of the slit, used in the timing

arrangements, into the observing telescope. The copper bottom was then screwed

on to the jacket, a lead washer being compressed between, so as to make an air-tight

joint. The glass jets for setting the vibrator in oscillation were next arranged in

position, and any final adjustment required in the position of the mirror was made

by means of the fine screw C which rotates the torsion head. A rapid stream of

water was then sent through the jacket, and the apparatus was allowed to rest until

a constant temperature had been attained.

In determining the period of vibration the mean of some 10 or 15 observations wan

taken. The bottom of the jacket was then removed, the vibrator lowered outside,

and the small cylinder slipped off the rod and replaced with its axis perpendicular to

its first position, as shown in fig.
1. It was then raised again into the jacket,

adjusted into position, and allowed to rest until a constant temperature had been

established, when the torsional oscillations were timed as before. The vibrator was

then again lowered and the cylindrical part replaced in its first position, after which

the period was again observed. The mean of this and the first observation was

taken as the period corresponding to the moment of inertia of the vibrator with the

cylinder in the first position, and was used with the other observation to give the

modulus of rigidity.

Corrections to the Observed Periods of Vibration.

The value of the rigidity modulus to be determined was that corresponding to

15 C. It was therefore necessary to correct the observed periods to the values they

would have had if the temperature during the observations had been 15 C. The

periods were therefore first corrected for clock rate and then multiplied by the

factor

in which ft is the coefficient of linear expansion of the material of the vibrator, a is

the coefficient of linear expansion of quartz, y is the temperature coefficient of the

modulus of rigidity of the fibre.

Of these, /? was determined experimentally by measuring the coefficient of

expansion of the rod of brass from which the vibrator was afterwards made. This

was done with the measuring bench in the Physical Laboratory of the University of

Birmingham, for the use of which I am indebted to Professor POYNTING. The

instrument and method of experiment are described in the former paper. The mean

value found for the coefficient of expansion was '00001937.

The correction on account of the expansion of the fibre is very small, owing to the

smallness of the coefficient of expansion of quartz. It was therefore not thought

3 O 2
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necessary to make a special determination of this, especially seeing that the subject
has been recently investigated by several observers.* The value used for a in the

above factor is that given by HOLBORN and HENNING, viz., '00000054. The method

by which y was determined forms Part II. of this paper. In some cases the

temperature coefficient was actually found for the fibre in question, in others a mean
value was taken.

The logarithmic decrements of the torsional oscillations of the fibres were found at

the same time as the periods of vibration. The correction to the observed period on

account of the damping of the vibrations was applied when necessary.

The Measurement of the Radii of the Fibres.

When the observations of the torsional vibrations were completed, the fibre was

removed from the jacket, and its mean radius was determined. For this purpose the

apparatus shown in
fig. 3 was used. The method consists in measuring the circum-

ference of the fibre by rolling it between two fine glass tubes and counting the

number of revolutions it makes in travelling a distance of 5 millims.

The glass tubes A and B are capillary tubes of uniform external diameter. B is

fixed by means of wax on to a small adjustable table D, shown on a larger scale in

fig. 4. The height of this can be carefully adjusted by means of the milled head E,
and the table can be set horizontally by levelling screws. A was drawn down from

a wider tube which is firmly attached to the brass sliding table F. This moves along
two slides, one of which is V-grooved and the other plane, after the manner usually

adopted in travelling microscopes. The table F can be pushed forward by turning
the milled head H, which is attached to a steel screw with a |~millim. pitch thread,

so that a slow motion of the table can easily be made. The distance through which

the table moves is measured by means of a fine Zeiss scale on glass, which lies above

a circular aperture in the centre of the table and is illuminated from below. The
scale is viewed from above by the microscope M, fitted with a rocking-plate micro-

meter,f by means of which measurements to '00002 centim. can be made.

In order that the fibre shall roll, it has to be perfectly free from dirt or grease.
The tubes A and B were generally renewed for each fibre ; the glass, when freshly
drawn out and afterwards protected from dust, being found to work better than when
cleaned in the ordinary way.
A length of about 1 centim. of the fibre is experimented on at a time. This is

prepared in the following manner : The end of the fibre to be measured is first well

cleaned in chromic acid and afterwards washed in water. It is then placed transversely

*
SCHEEL,

' Ber. d. Deut. Phys. Ges.,' 5, 1903; HOLBORN and HENNING, 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 10, 2, 1903;
P. CHAPPIUS, 'Verb. Naturf. Ges. Basel,' 16, 1903.

t For description see POYNTING, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 182, p. 589, 1891, or 'The Mean Density of the

Earth,' p. 95.
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between the two capillary tubes and cut through at about 1 centinj. from the end, so

as to leave this 1 centim. of the fibre lying transversely between the glass tubes.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

About 1 millim. of the end nearest to the observer of this piece of the fibre is then

turned up at right angles to its length by means of a very small gas flame. This
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turned-up end serves as an index for counting the revolutions of the fibre. It is

viewed by means of a horizontal microscope not shown in the figure. The table D
has next to be adjusted in height and in horizoutality until the fibre rolls quite freely

on sliding the table F along its guides. When once these adjustments have been

made they serve for the whole fibre in fact, until it becomes necessary to renew the

glass capillary tubes on account of their becoming dirty. The small table D is covered

with a glass shade which extends over the tubes A and B and protects them from

dust (see fig. 3).

The Zeiss scale is 1 centim. in length. It is divided into millimetres, the last of

which is subdivided into tenths. The scale was standardised by comparison with the

standard metre of the Laboratory, several centimetres of the latter being measured in

terms of the Zeiss scale at a temperature of 15 C. The agreement, after the

necessary temperature corrections had been made, was within the limits of experimental

error, and the scale was therefore taken to be correct at 15 C. The temperature of

the scale during the measurements of the radii of the fibres was noted, but the

temperature corrections to the length of the scale were always too small to be

observed.

Before taking an observation it is first necessary to see that the scale is fixed on

the sliding table so as to be parallel to the direction of motion of the latter. In order

to enable this to be easily done, a strip of metal was screwed on to the table so as to

be accurately parallel to the slides, and the scale was held against this by means of

two brass springs.

The whole of the apparatus, except the microscope M, is fixed on one heavy brass

base, and thus motion between the fixed table D and the moving one F, other than

that measured on the scale, is avoided. The apparatus can be levelled so that the

scale is horizontal. This is tested by the definition of the image in the microscope

remaining perfect as the scale is moved along underneath. The microscope M is

rigidly attached to a heavy cast-iron support, which rests on levelling screws, so that

the axis of the microscope can be adjusted into the vertical. The apparatus, when in

use, stands on a stone slab which cannot be moved by accidental blows.

In taking an observation, the moving table is drawn back until the zero on the scale

has passed the cross-wire of the first or vertical microscope. The head H is then

turned until the zero is seen approaching the cross-wire, and then the fibre is viewed

through the second or horizontal microscope. The head H is further turned until the

index appears vertical, i.e., parallel to a vertical cross-wire in the second microscope.

This is a position which can be obtained to within a very small fraction of a revolution.

The image of the zero of the scale is then adjusted on to the cross-wire of the

microscope M by means of the rocking plate, and the position of the latter is noted

by reading the position of the arm P on the scale N. The head H is then slowly and

uniformly rotated and the revolutions of the fibre counted. This is continued until

such a number of exact revolutions have been made that the last '1 millim. of the
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scale comes under the cross-wire. The position of the cross-wire in this last '1 millim.

is then found by measuring the amounts through which the rocking plate has to be

tilted, in order to bring the bounding lines, in turn, on to the cross-wire. In this way
the number of revolutions made by the fibre while the upper glass tube travels a

known distance over the lower one is obtained. The fibre itself evidently travels

through half this distance, and BO, dividing the measured distance by twice the

number of rotations counted, the circumference of the fibre is obtained, and hence

its radius.

Each piece of the fibre was measured in three places, and there were usually 10 or

12 pieces. The mean of all the measurements was taken as the radius of the

fibre. The agreement tatween repeated measurements of the radius at the same

part of a fibre was always very close. A single reading could be trusted to '01 per

cent. The diameter of most of the fibres was found to vary along their length,

generally in such a manner as to indicate that they were slightly conical in shape,

but sometimes in an irregular way. The difference between the largest and smallest

diameters was generally less than 1 per cent, of the whole, but it was sometimes

more. The greatest difference found during these experiments was 4 per cent, in the

case of a fibre 14 centims. long and of mean diameter -0010256 centim., as found by

measurements at 40 places approximately equally spaced along its length. In order

to illustrate the accuracy of this method of measuring small diameters, I give below

the results of four consecutive observations on one of the first fibres measured.

These are repeated measurements of the same part of a fibre, the mean diameter of

which was 0012483 centim.

In 127 revolutions of fibre the scale travelled (a) "99609 centim. ; (h) '99609 centim. ;

(c) '99608 centim. ; (<l)
'99609 centim.

When differences between two successive readings were obtained, it is probable that

they were due to a slightly different part of the fibre being traversed on each occasion.

This easily happens unless great care is taken in drawing back the sliding table after

an observation has been taken.

As an example of the manner in which the diameter of a fibre varies at different

points, I give below the values of the diameter of the first fibre experimented on, as

measured at 20 places approximately equally spaced along its length.

DIAMETER of Fibre in Centimetres.

0021090, '0021184, '0021160, '0021145,

0021071, '0021172, '0021175, '0021150,

0021103, -0021191, -0021200, '0021228,

0021080, -0021132, '0021219, '0021182,

0021130, -0021149, '0021256, '0021181,

Mean diameter = '0021160 centim.
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The Results of the Experiments.

In order to calculate the modulus of rigidity it is necessary to know the moment of

inertia of the movable cylinder of the vibrator when in the two positions shown in

fig. 1. The mass and dimensions of the cylinder were therefore accurately determined.

They were
Mass of cylinder

= 2 '0987 grammes,
Mean diameter of cylinder

= 5'5841 millims. at 13*5 C.,

Diameter of longitudinal hole = 1-4490 13'5 C.,

Length of cylinder
= 11-0202 13-5 C.,

Diameter of transverse hole = T4956 ,, 13'5 C.,

from which moment of inertia of the cylinder with its axis vertical
(fig. 1, first

position)
= '0878115 gramme cm. 2

at 13'5 C., and moment of inertia about the axis

of rotation when in the second position (fig. 1)
= '263747 gramme cm. 2

at 13'5 C.

The coefficient of expansion of the cylinder had been determined and was

00001937, from which the moments of inertia of the cylinder in the two positions

at the standard temperature 15 C. are

I' = '263762 gramme cm. 2
,

I = '087817 gramme cm. 2

The periods obtained with the first fibre experimented on were

Cylinder on vibrator in first position, Tj = 8'47 140 at 13-11 C.,

second T' = 14-34857 12'99 C.,

first T3
= 8-46916 13'15 C.,

Mean of the two periods in first position, T = S'47028 at 13'13 C.

These periods, T and T', have now to be corrected to the values they would have

if the temperature had been 1 5 C. ; correcting, therefore, on account of the alteration

of rigidity of the fibre and of the dimensions of the fibre and vibrator, we get the

corrected periods
T = 8'46967 sees, and T' = 14 '34745 sees.,

Length of the fibre, I = 11 '268 centims.,

Mean radius, r = '001058 centim.

The formula for the modulus of rigidity is

n =

which gives for the modulus of rigidity of this fibre at 1 5 C. the value

2'965 x 10" dynes per sq. centim.
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In all, the modulus of rigidity of six fibres was determined. These were prepared
from different specimens of quartz, in order to see to what extent the modulus could

lie taken as being a constant quantity. The first fibre experimented on that to

which the above numbers refer was taken from the laboratory stock of fibres, and

was probably not so carefully prepared as the others. The modulus for this fibre is,

however, in quite good agreement with the other values obtained. These are given

in the following table :

Fibre.
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tlir observations for the absolute value of the modulus it had already been observed

tli.it the period of torsional vibration diminished slightly as time went on, thus

indicating an increase iii the rigidity of the fibre. This was also shown in some of

the observations at higher temperatures, but the effect was not nearly so marked as

in tin- C.-IM- of metal \\ires. In fact, in some instances the rigidity apparently

diminished slightly <>n keeping the fibre for some time at a high temperature.

In addition (,, tin- determination of the periods of vibration, observations of the

logarithmic decrements nf tin- amplitudes nf the nscillatinns were taken at each

temperature, in order in obtain the correction to apply to the periods for the damping
of (he torsional oseillat ions.

Mi example of the "1 '-> T\ a t ions taken I gi\e In-low the figures obtained with

the tirst fibre experimented on over this range of temperature. The periods in tin-

table are each the mean of manv observations. They ha\e been corrected for clock

rate, t'or the expansion of the fibre and vibrator, and also for the damping of the

vibrations.

Data.
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value, but is slightly greater than it was before heating. After the heating to

55 C. the modulus at the ordinary laboratory temperature seems to have attained a

constant value ; for the values obtained after this, on being corrected for the small

differences of temperature, are all in very good agreement.
In Diagram I. the mean value of the modulus of rigidity at each temperature is

304

3-02

/

SO 40 jo
5" 60 70~

Temperature Centigrade.
905 too

Diagram I. Showing alteration of modulus of rigidity with change of temperature.

plotted against the corresponding temperature. It will be seen that, with the

exception of the mean of the first three observations at the ordinary temperature of

the room, the points lie on a straight line.

The first few heatings probably have an annealing effect on the fibre, and assist it
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in accommodating itself to a definite elastic state. It is only after the fibre has been

so treated that its modulus of rigidity assumes a steady value. This, over the range
of temperatures investigated, is a linear function of the temperature.

It will be seen from the table that the effect of continued heating was sometimes

to increase the rigidity, and sometimes to diminish it. The alteration as time went on

was in all cases small, and the values of the modulus obtained by repeated heating to

any one temperature were much more constant than in the case of any of the metal

wires experimented on in a former research, with the exceptions of copper and of

steel. It will be observed that after the fibre had been allowed to rest for some

three weeks (from March 31st to April 20th) its rigidity had increased slightly, but

that on heating to 100 C. it re-accommodated itself back to the normal value.

From the line drawn in Diagram I. the value of the modulus at C. was found by

exterpolation, and the temperature coefficient at was determined. The value found

was a = '0001146, where /* = nv (l + ctt),
na and ><

t being the values of the modulus at

C. and t C. respectively. This fibre was No. 4 in the list of absolute values

already given. The value given in the list as the modulus of rigidity of this fibre at

15 C. was determined immediately after the fibre had taen brought to the state of

constant rigidity.

Similar experiments were performed with three other fibres, and the general

behaviour of each was identical with that described above. The values of the

temperature coefficient obtained from these fibres were, however, considerably different,

as will be seen from the following table :

Fibre.
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from metal wires, in which it was found that both the internal friction and the period

of torsional vibration increased with the amplitude of oscillation.

The damping of the torsional oscillations observed in these experiments is, of course,

partly due to loss of energy from the vibrating system to the surrounding air, and

partly to the internal friction of the suspending fibre. In order, therefore, to obtain

a measure of the viscosity of quartz, it is necessary to find what proportion of the

observed logarithmic decrement is due to the friction of the air on the vibrating

system. For this purpose a fibre was suspended in the jacket and the logarithmic

decrement of the amplitudes of its torsional oscillations was observed. The apparatus

(which had previously been made air-tight by using an indiarubber bung instead of

the adjustable metal-head D, fig. 2) was then filled with hydrogen and the logarithmic

decrement again observed. The following table contains the results of experiments
with three fibres at 15 C. :

Approximate
length in

centimetres.
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logarithmic decrement gives the togMltluauo decrement due to the viscosity of the

quartz fibre :

Temperature.
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which were some 30 centims. away, were soldered on to the wires from the galviiim-

meter, the junctions being enclosed in a water-jacket, through which a stream of

water at a known constant temperature was kept circulating.

Pt-Rh.

Fig. 5.

In order that the soldered junctions of the quartz rods B and C with the metal

rods D and E should not get heated, two small water-jackets were fitted near the

ends of the platinum tube. These surround the tube at the parts containing the

soldered joints and effectively prevent its temperature from rising. The water-

jackets are two brass tubes, 2'5 centims. in diameter and about 5 centims. in length.

The lower end of the top jacket and the upper end of the bottom jacket are made of

copper, 5 millims. thick, and these fit tightly round the platinum tube, the junction

being made watertight by means of a thin layer of CHATTERTON'S cement on the
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inside. K and N are two copper rods which serve as terminals for connecting the

platinum tube to the secondary of the transformer. They were bent, as shown in

the figure, and dip into two mercury cups. The other ends of the two water-jackets

are closed by indiarubher bungs, and the water circulates in the manner indicated by
the arrows in the figure.

The part of the platinum tube to be heated is surrounded by a glass jacket of the

same diameter as the water jackets, two side tubes being provided for the wires of

the thermojunction. This jacket serves to keep off draughts. It is covered externally

with layers of sheet asbestos, which also assist in maintaining the part of the tube

surrounding the fibre at a uniform temperature.

The platinum tube, with its accessories, is supported on a stand which rests on

levelling screws above a stout wooden lx>x, rigidly fixed to the wall of the laboratory.

The vibrator hangs inside this box, as shown in the diagram. The dimensions of the

box are 18 centims. square by 10 centims. deep, and there is a hole in the centre of

the top through which the end of the platinum tube protrudes. In order to make

an air-tight joint where the tube enters the box, and yet to place no restriction on

its expansion when heated, the hole in the box was covered with a piece of sheet

indiarubber, through the centre of which a small hole had taen made, and this fits

tightly round the platinum tube. The front and tattom of the lx>x can be removed,

and the suspended system can Ije lowered by means of the rod E so as to fix the

vibrator in position. There is a small window of optically worked glass in the front

of the box, and through this the mirror M is viewed.

The only manner in which the platinum tube is held is by a clamp round the top

water-jacket ; it is thus free to expand in a downward direction, and no bending
occurs when it is heated. The glass jacket is held in position by a second clamp,

shown in the figure.

The vibrator is set in oscillation by the usual device, already described, and its

temperature is indicated by the thermometer T, which enters through the side of tin-

wooden box and has its bulb about a millimetre distant from the cylinder.

Before the experiments with the quartz fibres were begun, some experiments were

made to ascertain how nearly the temperature as indicated by the thermocouple

could be taken to be that of the inside of the tube ; and also how the temperature

inside the tube varied over the 10 centims. occupied by the fibre. For this purpose

a second junction of the same two metals, viz., pure platinum and rhodo-platinum,

was made and arranged on a mica frame, so that it could be placed at any desired

position inside the platinum tube. The galvanometer used was a sensitive one of

the d'Arsonval type. This was connected in circuit with a resistance of 1000 ohms

and a key by means of which t-itlu-r junction could lie included in the circuit. With

this arrangement it was found that the temperature inside was never very different

from that of the outside, the greatest difference obtained Ixjing 20 C. when the

platinum tube was at 1000 C. The temperature was also constant to within these

VOL. cciv. A. 3 I
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limits over the part of the tube surrounding the fibre. It was found to be impractic-

able to standardise the outer junction by comparison with the inner one, because the

difference in their temperatures, although small, varied from time to time, the

variation being probably caused by the cooling effects of air currents.

At the end of the experiments with the quartz fibres the thermocouple was

standardised. For this purpose use was made of the determinations of the melting-

points of potassium and sodium sulphates, and of the boiling-point of sulphur given by
HEYCOCK and NEVILLE.* The platinum tube was supported horizontally, and some

very small grains of potassium sulphate were placed upon it in the neighbourhood of

the thermocouple. These were viewed by means of a microscope, and the tempera-

ture of the tube was gradually increased. The galvanometer deflection corresponding

to the melting-point of the salt (1066 C.) was thus determined with accuracy,

repeated observations giving identical results. The temperature of the other

junctions (of the thermocouple wires with the galvanometer leads) was constant

to within '4 C. throughout the whole series of observations, and consequently no

correction to the reading had to be made on this account.

Similar experiments were made with sodium sulphate, and the deflection corre-

. spending to 883 C. was obtained.

In obtaining the deflection corresponding to the boiling-point of sulphur, the

junction was removed from the platinum tube and placed inside a thin glass tube,

which was then inserted into a retort from which sulphur was distilled. The junction

was placed above the boiling liquid and well within the vapour. The barometer was

read, and the boiling-point of sulphur calculated from the formula given by HEYCOCK

and NEVILLE. The galvanometer deflection corresponding to the boiling-point of

water was also determined in a manner similar to that employed with sulphur.

The galvanometer deflections obtained from these experiments were then plotted

against the corresponding temperatures, and from the resulting curve the tempera-

ture corresponding to any deflection could be read.

Three fibres were experimented on over this range of temperature. They were

each about 10 centims. in length, and about '006 centim. in diameter. These were

made by drawing down the centre of a quartz rod fairly thin, and then heating the

thin part and drawing it out suddenly. Practice was required before fibres of the

right length and sufficiently thin could be made by this method, but after a few

attempts no difficulty was experienced.

Observations of the period of torsional vibration and of the logarithmic decrement

of the amplitudes were taken at intervals of about 50 C. as the temperature was

increased from -that of the room to 1000 C., at which temperature the internal

friction of the fibres was so great that the vibrations were nearly dead-beat. The

fibres experimented on were made from different specimens of quartz, but the results

obtained were in every case the same. The rigidity of the fibre increased with the

* 'Jour. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 67, p. 160.
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temperature, at first as a linear function of it, but as the temperature rose the rate

of increase gradually diminished, and a maximum rigidity was attained at about

880 C. On passing this temperature, the rigidity decreased very rapidly with

increase of temperature.

The logarithmic decrement of the torsional oscillations increased with the tempera-
ture at a rate which was at first constant, but after about 650 C. it l>ecame much

more rapid. In order to see what part of the observed logarithmic decrement was

due to the viscosity of the fibre, several fibres of about the same dimensions as those

used in these experiments, and carrying the same vibrator, were in turn suspended in

a large air-tight brass tube and made to vibrate first in air and then in hydrogen, the

logarithmic decrements of the torsional oscillations being observed in each gas. The

values of the logarithmic decrement due to the fibre were then obtained in the same

way as with the finer fibres. The values given differed very considerably even when

obtained from repeated olervations with the same fibre. This is no doubt largely

due to the smallness of the olerved logarithmic decrements. The results showed

that from to 5 per cent, of the observed logarithmic decrement in air at 17 C. was

due to the viscosity of the quartz fibre. In correcting the ol)served logarithmic

decrements in the experiment proper, 2 '5 per cent, of the observed logarithmic

decrement at 20 C. was taken as being due to the viscosity of the fibre, the

remaining 97 '5 per cent, being due to air-damping. This is, of course, only an

approximate value, but is, I think, good enough for the present purposes, for the

internal viscosity of quartz at the ordinary temperature of the laboratory is extremely
small in comparison with the value it has at high temperatures, and, consequently, a

difference of 50, or even 100, per cent, in the value at 20 C. would l>e hardly
noticeable in plotting a curve to represent the changes up to 1000 C. The

temperature of the air surrounding the vibrator was constant during the experiments,

and the logarithmic decrement due to air-damping was taken to have the same value

throughout the experiments. This would not be exactly the case, for the viscosity of

the air surrounding the part of the vibrating system the temperature of which is raised

would increase with the temperature. The effect of this increase would, however,

prolmbly be small in comparison with the whole damping effect due to the air, for

most of the damping of the torsional vibrations would doubtless be caused by the

metal cylinder (F, fig. 5), the temperature of which remains constant. It will also be

seen from the appended table that the logarithmic decrement due to air-damping
is itself a small fraction of the actual observed logarithmic decrement at high

temperatures.

3 I 2
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Temperature
Centigrade.
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Uiagritm II. Showing effect of changn of temperature on modulus of rigidity and on logarithmic

decrement of torsional vibrations.

Comparison of Rexnlts and Conclusion.

The mean values of the modulus of toreional rigidity (n) and its temperature

coefficient between 15 C. and 100 C. (a), obtained by the observers mentioned at

the beginning of this paper, are collected together in the following table, which also

contains the values arrived at in the present research :
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Observer.
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that of a metal wire is crystalline. It is known that the effect of heat is to cause

the crystalline grains of which a metal is composed to grow, and this alteration of

the structure would mean an alteration in the rigidity of the material. The rate of

growth of the crystals at 1 00 C. would l)e very small, and it has been observed only
in the case of the softer metals, but it is probable that the present method can detect

changes which the microscope fails to show. If this view is correct, it would follow

that the larger crystalline structure has the greater rigidity, and this is supported by
some experiments on the effect of heat on the elasticity of steel recently performed in

the Engineering Laboratory of this University by Mr. F. ROUKRA, who found that

YOUNG'S modulus for steel was increased by cooking the specimen to high tempera-
tures a process which increases the size of the crystalline grains. On the other

hand, the observed increase of rigidity with time may be merely the result of a slow

annealing and due to the easing of the crystalline structure from contraction stresses.

In the present case of quartz fibres such small " time effect
"

as exists, is, I think,

undoubtedly due to a gradual annealing, and in the case of metal wires it is probably
due in part to each of the causes mentioned above.

It is a curious fact that, although a quartz fibre is made quite brittle and useless

for most practical purposes by being heated to about 500 C., yet its rigidity at the

ordinary temperature of the laboratory is increased so long as it is not heated

above 760 C.

Since the rigidity of quartz fibres is much more constant than the rigidity of any
metal wires, and as also the period and the logarithmic decrement of the torsional

vibrations are independent of the amplitude of oscillation so long as this is small, it

appears that quartz fibres are by far the best material to use for suspensions in all

forms of torsion apparatus where accuracy is required.

In conclusion, I wish to express my sincere thanks to Professors J. H. PoYNTlNO

and J. J. THOMSON for their kind encouragement and valuable advice throughout the

course of these experiments.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE question as to whether the thermal conductivity of a solid varies with tempera-

ture is an important one, and a considerable amount of attention has been bestowed

on it. The experimental work which has l)een done cannot, however, be said to

have led to a definite conclusion, owing to the discrepancies tetween the results

obtained by different olwervers. Although the more recent of these results have

produced a general disbelief of the idea which prevailed a few years ago, that the

thermal conductivity of a solid would increase as the temj>erature increased, yet they

do not justify the opposite conclusion l>eing drawn.

Many of the discrepancies may no doubt be put down to the use of materials

differing in purity or physical condition, although the effect of a small amount of

impurity seems, from experiments which have been made on mixtures, to Ije much

less in the case of thermal than it is in the case of electrical conductivity.

If the thermal conductivity does change with change of temperature, it is of

importance that the differences of temperature used in the experimental work should

l>e comparatively small, and that the mean temperature of the substance under test

should l>e ascertained. Failure to comply with these requirements renders it unwise

to take into account many of the older exj>eriment8 in estimating the evidence for

and against change of conductivity with temperature.

A further cause of disagreement may l>e found in the experimental methods used

either not being amenable to mathematical treatment, or the treatment not having

accurately expressed the experimental conditions.

Under these circumstances it seemed to me advisable to make a series of deter-

minations of the thermal conductivities of a few representative substances under

VOL. cciv. A 383. 3 K 31.8.05
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different pressures and at different temperatures, and the present paper gives an

account of the first steps taken to this end.

It deals with the effect of temperature on the thermal conductivities of some

electrical insulators which could readily be obtained in a pure state and were fairly

representative substances.

The temperature interval used has been small, the actual temperature of the test

has been ol>served, and the mathematical work has been made to follow the experi-

mental conditions very closely.

Consideration of a Suitable Method.

A form of apparatus which lends itself readily to mathematical treatment is one in

which the isothermal surfaces are concentric spheres, but the mechanical difficulties

in the construction and use of such an apparatus render it unsuitable.

The mechanical difficulties disappear if cylindrical isothermal surfaces are

substituted for spherical, and the mathematical treatment of such cases is com-

paratively simple if the cylinders are long enough to enable the effects of the ends to

be neglected at points near the middle of the length.

If through an infinitely long, straight thin wire, embedded in an electrical insulator

extending on all sides to infinity, an electric current is sent which, on account of the

resistance of the wire, generates in each centimetre length of it an amount H of heat

per second, the temperature v at a point whose perpendicular distance from the axis
TT

of the wire is r, is given by the equation v = A =- log r, where A is a constant

and k is the thermal conductivity of the medium surrounding the wire.

If the temperatures v arid r, are determined at two points r and rlt then

H

Hence if r and r, are observed, the thermal conductivity k of the medium

surrounding the wire may be found.

It is, however, not possible to carry out the experiment in this simple form. The

medium must in the first place be confined within a cylindrical surface of limited

radius, and the effect of this boundary on the difference between ?> and i\ must be

calculated.

For reasons which will be explained later, it is not advisable to have the axis of

this cylinder coincident with that of the wire in which the heat is generated, but to

have it midway between the points at which the temperatures are measured. The

heating wire and two points at which temperatures are measured lie in a diametral

plane of the cylinder, with the heating wire further from the axis than the two points

at which temperatures are measured.

The conditions to which the surface of this cylinder is subjected influence the
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difference of temperature
'

t',. If for example the cylinder be placed in a gas, it

will lose heat from its surface at a rate which may, for a small range of temperature,

be taken proixrtional t> excess of the temj>erature of the surface over that of the

gas, and at the surface we shall have

where k is the conductivity of the medium of the cylinder, H the normal to its

surface, h the loss per second from 1 sq. centim. of surface when one degree hotter

than the gas, V the temperature of the gas.

The expression for the temperature difference r, r, then involves a term in lijk

which, although not large, will vary with the material used and with the variations

of h as the experiment is carried out at different temperature*
In order to reduce as far as possible the effect of li on the temperature difference

('u r,, the cylinder of material to tie tested was cast in and kept surrounded by a

brass cylinder with walls about '5 millim. thick, which has the effect of making the

surface of the material in contact with the brass nearly an isothermal surface. The

value of h has then a negligible influence on the temperature difference observed, and

its value need be known only approximately.

The measurement of the temperature difference v, may be made in several

ways, e.g., by two thermometers with long thin bulbs arranged with their axes

parallel to that of the wire, or by two similar bulbs of a small gas thermometer

arranged to read differentially, or by two thermojunctions placed at the two points

and connected in opposition, or by two straight wires of a metal of known coefficient

of increase of electrical resistance with temperature, arranged parallel to the heating

wire, and forming two sides of a resistance bridge.

Of these methods the latter seemed to promise best and was first tried. So long

as the material in which the wires were eml>edded was not subjected to great changes

of temperature, it gave excellent results, but when the apparatus was cooled down to

the temperature of liquid air, the wires were found to change their resistance in an

irregular manner, which was traced to the contraction and occasional cracking of the

material during the cooling process.

Increasing the time of cooling through a given temperature interval did not get

rid of this trouble, and after some time the wires were replaced by the two bullis of a

small differential air, and eventually hydrogen, thermometer.* This arrangement

again answered extremely well at ordinary temperatures, but at the temperature of

liquid air irregularities were met with which seemed due mainly to the capillary

forces acting on the thread of strong sulphuric acid which acted as an index, being

large compared to the forces due to the pressure of the hydrogen at these low

temperature*
*

LEE*,
' Pmc. Miinclietiter Lit. and Phil. Sue.,' xlvii., p. viii. (15)02).

3 K 2
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This method was in turn discarded, and it was eventually found that by revertini:

to the resistance method and using thin spirals of wire, instead of the straight wires

used previously, the difficulties due to the contraction of the medium were overcome.

Description of Apparatus.

The apparatus in its final form
(fig. 1) consisted of two vertical narrow glass tubes,

AI, A2,
5 '8 centims. long, '17 ceutim. internal, "25 ceutim. external diameter, to the

upper ends of which were fused two wider vertical tubes, B,, Bj, 22 centims. long,

'22 centim. internal, '30 centim. external

diameter. The tubes were fixed together so

that the axes of the narrower tubes were

parallel to each other, 79 centim. apart.

Down each of the wider tubes passed two

bare No. 22 ('071 centim. diameter) copper

wires, separated from each other by a thin

glass tape extending along the centre of the

tube. To the lower ends of the two copper

wires in each tube were brazed the ends of

a piece of No. 29 ('033 centim. diameter)

platinoid wire, 1 1 '2 centims. long, bent at its

middle so that the two halves lay alongside

each other in the narrower tube, insulated

from each other by a narrower glass tape

continuous with that in the wider tube.

The space around the wires in the narrower

tubes was filled with sealing-wax, and the

lower ends of the tubes closed. In what

follows, these tubes will be called the heating

tubes.

Round the centre of each narrow tube

was wound 14 '5 centims. of No. 40 ('0122

centim. diameter) platinum wire, P,, P3 ,
obtained from Messrs. JOHNSON and MATTEY

as platinum thermometer wire. The coils of the spiral were at such a distance apart

that the total length of spiral along each tube was I "2 centims.

The lower ends of both spirals were soldered to the end C of a No. 20 ('091 ceutim.

diameter) bare copper wire, which was surrounded by a thin glass tube of '22 ceutim.

outside diameter, fixed parallel to the heating tubes and 'G ceutim. away from them.

The lower end of this tube was bent towards the plane of the heating tubes, so that

the end of the copper wire to which the spirals were attached came into the plane of

those tubes.

Fig. 1.
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The upper end of each spiral was soldered to a No. 20 bare copper wire enclosed in

a thin glass tube in contact with the heating tubes. Each copjter wire had a total

length of 1)2 centims.

To give strength to the arrangement, the tubes passed through two short plugs of

plaster of Paris, 10 and 22 centims. respectively from the lower ends of the heating

tubes.

The material to be tested was fused in a brass tube D, 8*4 centime long, 2 047

centims. external, 1*950 centims. internal diameter, with a base and lid

of the same thickness.

While the material was in the molten state, the testing apparatus

AiAjBtBg was slowly lowered into the tube till the platinoid wires of

the heating coils occupied the middle two-thirds of the length of the

brass tube. The heating tubes were kept in symmetrical positions

laterally by two thin rods of wood of length equal to the internal

diameter of the brass tube, which were attached to the tubes and

projected equally from the two on each side. Through each wooden rod

there passed at right angles a thin brass wire of length equal to the

inside diameter of the brass tube.

The apparatus could thus be removed and replaced in the brass tube

in the same symmetrical position.

The brass tube and its contents were placed near the bottom of a

vertical straight Dewar tube E (fig. 2), 4'5 centims. internal diameter

and 24 centims. internal length, and were held in place in the centre

by three wires which extended horizontally from the brass tube to the

surface of the Dewar tube.
Fig. 2.

The top of the Dewar tube was closed by a plug of cotton-wool, F (fig. 2), through

which the conducting wires and their surrounding glass tubes passed to the cells and

galvanometer.

The electric current for the heaters was supplied by three storage cells, and ]iassed

through regulating resistances (fig. 3) which could be adjusted by means of merrmy

cup connections to '01 ohm, and a Weston ammeter which had been carefully

compared with a Kelvin current Iwilance

standardized by copper deposition. The

potential difference at the ends of the

copper leads attached to the heating coils
Fig. 3.

was measured l>v a Keiser and Schmidt moving-coil voltmeter, standardized by the

potentiometer method. A correction for the resistance of these leads was determined

and applied to the readings thus obtained.

The bridge circuit for determining the resistance of one and the difference of

resistance of the two platinum wire spirals was supplied with an indejxjudent current

from a small Leclanchd cell (fig. 4) with 53 ohms resistance in series with it.
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The equal resistances, M,M 2 ,
which formed two sides of the bridge in the determi-

nation of the difference of resistance of the two spirals, each consisted of 50 centims.

of No. 29 double silk-covered manganine

wire, wound in parallel on a varnished block

of wood, adjusted to equality within 1 part

in 10,000, and varnished. The resistance

of each coil, with its short copper leads,

was found to be 4 '8 50 B.A. ohms.

In series with that spiral PI or P2 ,
which

in any experiment had the smaller resist-

ance, could be placed an external resist-

ance N capable of adjustment by means of

mercury cups to '01 ohm. This did not

admit of an actual balance in the bridge,

but the deflections of the galvanometer with the resistance adjusted a little above

and a little below the value necessary for a balance were obtained, and the latter

value calculated.

To fix the temperature at which each determination was made, the hotter spiral

and the manganine coil in series with it could, by means of mercury-cup connections,

be made into two of the resistances of a second bridge, the third arm of which was a

coil of bare manganiue wire, M3 ,
wound on a block of wood and varnished, and the

fourth arm, P
:j ,
a resistance box with ohms and tenths, and a mercury switch resist-

ance capable of adjustment to '01 ohm. These were so connected that the adjustable

resistance was proportional to the resistance of the platinum spiral. The resistance

of the coil in the third arm was for convenience taken such that the resistance of the

fourth arm in tenth-ohms was approximately the temperature of the platinum spiral.

The galvanometer was of the moving coil type, had a resistance of 22 ohms, and

was used with a shunt of 10 ohms across its terminals. It was connected to either

bridge through a thermo-electric key, K, which carried three fl -shaped conductors,

the ends of which dipped into six mercury cups arranged as shown in fig. 4. When

connected to the second bridge, a resistance R was placed in series with it to

diminish its sensitiveness.

Method of Experimenting.

In making a test of a material, the material was melted in the brass tube D, the

tube being for this purpose placed in a water or oil bath, the temperature of which

was raised till it was just sufficient to melt the substance. The end A^ of the

apparatus A^B^ which was to be placed in the material, was surrounded by a

tube and placed in the bath to be heated to the same temperature. When the

material in D was liquid, the apparatus was immersed to the requisite extent in it.

The tube and contents were then removed from the bath, and cooled from under-
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iii-;it h by immersion for about I centim. in cold water. As the liquid cooled and

solidified in tbe lower part of the tul>e, more liquid was supplied at the top from ft

heated test tube. This was continued till the whole of the brass tube was filled

with the solid material, to a little above the upper edge. The top was then heated

and brought down on to the material, melting it as it came so that the two were in

good thermal contact.

The apparatus was then placed centrally in the Dewar tube, as shown in
fig. 2, the

circuits made, and the difference of the resistance of the two platinum spirals and

the resistance of one of them were then measured. If these were found to be

normal, a current of I or 2 amperes was sent through one of the heating coils, and

the two resistance measurements repeated after 5 and 10 minutes' intervals. If

the two sets of olervations were equal, or nearly so, the last observations were

taken to represent the temperature for the steady state. During the intervals

l)etween the readings, any small change in the heating current was corrected by a

re-adjustment of the external resistances. The heating current was then switched

off the first heating coil and sent through the second, and the observations repeated.

The mean of the two values of the difference of resistance of the platinum spiral,

and the mean of the resistances of the hotter spiral in each case, were then taken.

These means eliminate from the result any want of symmetry in the heating and

temperature measuring coils, and in their positions in the brass tube.

If any unusual difference between the observations with the heating currents

through the two coils was observed, a third set of observations with the heating

current again through the first coil was taken, and the mean result for these two

olmervations was combined with the result with the heating current through the

other coil.

These tests having shown that the apparatus was in working order, it was removed

from the Dewar tube, which was then half filled with liquid air, and the apparatus

lowered very slowly into it, so that at first not more than I centim. of the brass tul>e

would IH? immersed, till a considerable length of the tube and contents had been

cooled down to a low temperature. Then the tube would be lowered still further,

and so on till completely immersed.

When this was the case, a thick plug of cotton wool was placed in the top of the

Dewar tube.

During the cooling process an occasional test of resistance would be made to see

how the cooling was proceeding.

When the tube was completely immersed in the liquid air, the heating current was

adjusted to 1 or 2 amperes, as the case might be, and the observations taken as

described above.

When sufficient observations at the temperature of the liquid air had been made,

the Dewar tube was tilted in such a way that the liquid air would run out without

the apparatus being disturbed.
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The temperature of the apparatus then rose, and during the rise observations were

taken at frequent intervals with the heating current alternately through one and the

other heating coil. The current used in the bridge circuit was occasionally reversed

in order to see that no serious thermal electromotive forces were present in the circuit.

Observations were thus obtained up to about the temperature the material had at

the commencement, and the agreement of the observations with those previously

taken was a test of the constancy of the conditions under which the observations

were made.

Theory of the Apparatus.

The complete theory of a finite straight-line source of heat within and parallel to

the axis of a finite cylinder of conducting material, surrounded by a concentric shell

of a second conducting material whose outer surfaces are exposed to a gas, requires

the evaluation of a number of definite integrals involving Bessel functions, and has

not been worked out.

In the apparatus used, however, the concentric shell surrounding the cylinder is of

metal whose thermal conductivity is 200 or 300 times that of the cylinder. The

shell may, therefore, with a close degree of approximation, be taken as an isothermal

surface.

Let a cylinder of conducting material, of thermal conductivity k, of length 2/, and

radius n, have within it a steady straight-line source of heat parallel to the axis of

the cylinder, and distant c from it, and let its external surfaces be maintained at a

constant temperature. To find the distribution of temperature throughout the

cylinder, given that of the source.

If r is the temperature at any point of the cylinder distant ;c from the mid-cross-

section and r from the axis in an axial plane inclined at 6 to that of reference, V the

temperature of its surface, the following equations must be satisfied

3V 3V 1 9t> 1 3V ,, ,.
, , v

-2+^-5+- +-3^ = throughout the cylinder. (1).
So-

2 cr2 rcr r2 38*

r = V at r -a. . . . . ..... . (2),

v = V at ./ = 1 . . . .

'..... (3).

If the source is symmetrical with respect to the mid-cross-section of the cylinder,

and its intensity is zero at x = +/, it may be expressed by a Fourier series whose

general term is HB cos HIT .
,
where n is an odd integer.

1

A straight-line source of strength HB cos-^- in an infinite solid of thermal
ZlV

conductivity k produces at the point xp a temperature
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where K is the function to which BESSEL'S function of the second kind reduces for n

pure imaginary value of the argument.

Since the limit of 2ir/>X-^=, when p = 0, is pH.coK^f.-, i.e., H.cos^, we see
t'p '21 p 'II

that the expression for satisfies the necessary conditions.

If the origin of the r co-ordinates be taken at a point distant c

from that of the p co-ordinates, p = v/r*+r* 2ercos 6, where 6 is

the angle which the co-ordinate makes with the line through the

source.

Hence, in terms of r, c, and s, the temperature due to the source

placed at a distance c from the new axis, is

To expand the K function in a Fourier series in terms of 0, we have, if Y,, is the

Bessel function of the second kind and zero order, and /><,

Yo(av/<
4+r>

-2erco80) = J (ar). Y (ar)+ 2 i Jf(*c)Y,() cos 00

(HEINE,
'

Kugelfunctionen,' I., p. 342). Therefore

Yo (ta v/c*+ r*- 2cr cos 0)
= J (tar)Yffl(mr) + 2 2 J,(mr)Y,(/ar)cos00.

where i = \/ 1.

But

(GnAY and MATHEWS, '

Bessel Functions,' p. 66), and

Therefore

)
= I (r)K(ar) + 22 (-l)T,(-)K,(r)oo8^,

for r>r.

Hence the temperature vm in an infinite cylinder due to a source H. cos -^ distant

r from the axis is, for points at a distance from the axis greater than r, given by

For points nearer to the axis than the source, r and must be interchanged.

Since cos o.rlj(ar) . cos fid is also a solution of equation (1), we may add to i\ terms

of the form cos otxl
ft (or) cos f30; which, since I, has no singular points, do not

the strength of the source H, cos
-^-

VOL. OCIV. A. 3 L
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Hence we have the more general solution

1 1
,

mr,r
r, = --4cos- Ip(

where Ao.-.A^ are arbitrary constants.

But at r = a, vn
= V for all values of x.

Therefore

A - -

and

c7 H, nirx

,._V=^cos^r

fnirc\ v fmrr\ *+\W)
)S

which satisfies equations (1), (2), and (3), and corresponds to a source of strength

HB cos^^ situated c from the axis of the cylinder.

If the source is of intensity
= SHcos

^-,
the temperature = v = Sv V.

H I n

In the apparatus used the source had a constant intensity H from x 17 to

x = + 1/, and the temperature was = V at x = 1.

The intensity may therefore be represented by the Fourier series

dt
n^x u rr 1 P'TJ nirf

SH.cos p where HB
=

j
I H cos

^-.

2H
nir

2H
HIT

2n7rl

a-s-f
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Therefore

IT ..1 n

1 1 2
'

I

^r--~ 2 -
JTTA IT *. i n

MIT nirx

jr
/nwa

*
\ 2*

v Inita,KM-oT

where p = N/c'+r* 2<r cos 6.

When n is large, the term

[-WF5
T
1(1

/*wa
t
/r

'
\ 2/

Incomes equal to

(GRAY and MATHEWS, p. 68). The series in square brucketa is therefore convergent.

If the term within square brackets be written ,
n satisfies the equation

3?-*
"""

? 3r
T

r" 30* \ '2l
.

The mean value of u taken along any circle of radius j> in a plane perpendicular to

the x axis and enclosing no singularities is therefore equal to I ( j/- ) " where u,

is the value of at the centre of the circle.* Hence the mean value of u taken over

*
II. WEIIKK, Muth. Ann.,' vol. 1, p. 9 (1869).

3 L 2
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the surface of a cylinder of radius r, with its axis parallel to the x axis, is equal to

I,,
(
-?

)
times the mean value of u along the axis of the cylinder.

If the circle of radius p has its centre q from the singularity J'(x) . Ku (?)> :

\ 21 /

encloses that singularity, we have, since

p = \/q*+p
a

+2qp cos and p > q,

Hence the mean value of K along the circle

and the mean value over the surface of a circular cylinder of radius p with its axis

parallel to the source and distance q from it = I - ^"" times the mean

times the value

value off (x) along the length of the source within the cylinder.

The two spirals of thin platinum wire, whose resistances give their mean tempera-

tures, had the same radius p, were of the same length, 2s, and were situated at the

same distance from l e axis of the cylinder. One had its axis coincident with the

source. The temperature f
, indicated by it was therefore = K

( f- )
times the mean

\ 2,1 I

value off (x) along the length 2.s of the source within it, + 1

of ' due to the remainder of the expression for t> above.

I.e.,

f,-V=-^L- j !
{1 -(_!)} sm !!?.!(' cos ^.(Zz

2irkir,~ l
n l

3 0J 21

K l'
nva

\

K,
\ 21
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Or, since for this spiral 6 0,

i5w* Tr.-in

. HITS
sin -j-

r.-
3 HIT*

HIM

Similarly tor tlie mean temperature 0, of the secoud spiral, for which p = 2c, 6 = v,

we have
nw

r2c

rr
"

-IT/

Hence, for the difference f\-P of mean temperature of the spii-ala,
we have

ir=i tt ttir.s

IT
K

1

or,

K

K (
nira

\
'
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s 1
In the apparatus used / = 4'2 centims., .s = '6 centim. Therefore

j
= -

p = '131. Therefore ?g = "0490.

c = -395. = -1477. = '2954.

Therefore

a = -975.

H 28 1

= -3646.

HIT

+ 4 X
0=1,3,5

Since terms of the form

cos ax
P=2.4,

r cos

have disappeared from the final equation for vl v2 , the same value of the temperature
difference would be obtained from assuming that the brass tube was not at a uniform

temperature V, but at a temperature

V+ cos ax\ AJo (ar) + S A^l^ (ar) cos $6 ,

L 0=2,4,6 J

where a, A.
f are arbitrary constants.

If, further, the temperature of the brass tube is a function of the time, symmetrical

about the axis of the tube, we add to the preceding solution terms of the form

cos . e
lt

,

without altering the value of the observed temperature difference. This furnishes

the justification for the use of the apparatus while its temperature is increasing or

decreasing owing to its relation to its surroundings.*

The above theory has been worked out on the assumption that the heating wires

and temperature spirals were directly embedded in the material of conductivity I:

In the apparatus used the heating wires were enclosed in narrow glass tubes round

* It is however still possible that if the rate of change of temperature is great, the change of

conductivity or specific heat of the substance may be sufficiently large to affect the result. In no case

has any effect of the rate of healing on the result been detected.
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which the temperature spirals were wound, and it is necessary to determine whether

this will have an appreciable effect on the result.

For this purpose we may assume the cylinder of material to be infinitely long.

The source at C, fig. 6, is surrounded by a narrow glass cylinder, whose effect is

merely to decrease or increase the temperature of all points external to it by a

constant amount depending on the thermal conductivities of the glass and the

material surrounding it. It produces therefore no change in the difference of

temperature l>etween two points in the material tested. If the narrow glass tube

round C? were absent, the temperature at a point P within the

material would be that due to the source at C, and since the

circle AA' is at a constant temperature, an equal sink at C, \^ J*/
the image of Ci, where OC, = OA'/OC. We may therefore put Fig. 6.

it =-^-log7^, where 7 is the strength of the source and k the thermal con-

ductivity of the medium. The presence of the glass tube at C" makes it necessary to

add to this expression terms representing a source and an equal sink whose strengths

depend on the relative conductivities of the material and glass, and whose positions

are Ow and C",, the images of C and C, respectively, with respect to the circle

representing the section of the glass. The complete expression for the temperature

c P <i
r

(y P
at P will therefore l)e -^ log -~ + -^y log -^ . But the mean value of the tempera-

ture along the circumference of a circle of radius p enclosing a source of strength <f

is equal to &* log .
-

,
where k is the conductivity of the medium. Hence for any

^TTnT P
circle enclosing both source and sink at C7 and Cw, it is zero. Since the temperature

is determined by the resistance of a coil of wire wound round the glass tube, the

coil encloses both C' and C', and the tul* has no effect on the observed temperature

difference between that coil and the one wound round the source.

The following table shows the values of the functions which enter into the

expression for k in terms of the difference of temperature observed :
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n=l.

148w =
365n =
295 =
049n =

148

365
295
049

0-3.

L,(-148n)

Lj(-365w)

K(-295M)

Ko('295) + 42 {If (-148)P

Io('049)

K (-049w)

0742 -0000675

00551
'

-08.456

2-432 -162-1

1856

0722

00102

3.725

- -2917

1-384

-1-676

1-0006

-1-677

3-134

1-457

1

1-732

2224

3853

5613

nf-in =
[...]

It may be noted for comparison that if the cylinder were assumed infinite in length the value

expression would be
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Standardisation of tin- Measurement*.

TemiM'ratni'11 Measurements. The No. 40 platinum wire of the spirals used in the

temperature measurements was obtained from Messrs. JOHNSON and MALLY specially

for platinum thermometer work. In order to determine whether the resistance of the

spirals was normal they were tested twice during the course of the work in steam

ice, and liquid air, and the " fundamental constants
"
of CALLENDAR* calculated.

As stated on pp. 436, 437, one end of each spiral was soldered to 92 centims. of No. 20

copper wire, and both the other ends to a third copper wire of the same length and

diameter. The glass tubes carrying the coils were inserted in an ordinary boiling-

point apparatus as used for thermometers, and the copper leads brought to

the terminals of a standard resistance box. The connections could l>e made

to the ends AB, AC, or CB (see fig. 7). If RAB, RAC, and RCB are the three

resistances observed, the resistances of the coils themselves are RAB RCB

and RAB RAC respectively. The apparatus was then placed in crushed ice

and finally in liquid air contained in a Dewar tube and the measurements

repeated. The temperature of the liquid air was read on a petroleum

Fig- ^ ether thermometer which had been standardised at the Reichsanstalt. One

of the two tests which gave almost identical results is given below.

Determination of "fundamental constants" of platinum coils 03.12.9.

Resistances determined on standard box with ratio 1000 : 10 throughout.

Barometer, corrected 73 '60 centims., therefore boiling-point
= 99'10 C.,

In steam at this temperature,

RAC = 1-9170, RCB = 1'9061, RAB = 37657 ohms.

Hence coil in AC = 1'8596, coil in CB = 1-8487 ohms at 99'l C. = 372'l abs.

In ice at C.,

RAC = 1-4025, RCB = 1-3941, RAB = 27474 ohms.

Hence coil in AC = 1'3533, coil in CB = 1-3449 ohms at C. = 273 abs.

In liquid air at 186'5 C.

RAC = -3699, RCB = '3645, RAB = '6937 ohms.

Hence coil in AC = '3292, coil in CB = '3238 ohms at -186'5 C. = 86'5 abs.

Hence we have, using CALENDAR'S nomenclature :

" Fundamental interval
"

1-8596-1-3533
for AC coil = - = '5109,

'99 1

., 1-8487-1-3449
for CB coil = - = '5084.

* ' Phil. Mag.,' XLVIL, p. 197, 1899.
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" Fundamental coefficient"*

for AC coil =-r = -003775,
'

for CB coil = ^|^ = -003780.

" Fundamental zero
"

for AC coil =
.QQ3

1

775
= 264-9 pt. degrees,

for CB coil =
.003786

= 264-6 pt. degrees.

These results show that the two coils are practically identical in their pro]>ertie8.

Taking the means of the constants of the two coils we have temperature tf on

"R 1 '"'I'll

platinum scale corresponding to resistance R = - Hence temperature of

liquid air =
'3265~

/}'f

491 = -200'6 pt. degrees, which corresponds to -186'5 C., or

86'5 absolute. Hence for the 8 of CALLENDAR'S formula

-- _,
100 / 100

where t is the temperature on the hydrogen, t
f that on the platinum scale, we have

8 = 14-l/(2-865x 1-865) = 14*1/5-35 = 2'64.

Hence tlie platinum wire agrees closely in its properties with that used hy

DEWAK.t and the platinum temperature scale given hy it will not ditt'er materially

from the normal platinum scale.

It was originally proposed to reduce all temperatures to the normal scale of the

hydrogen thermometer, but since the 8 of CALLENDAK'S formula in the case of pure

platinum comjmred with the hydrogen thermometer at 0, 100, and the boiling-

point of sulphur, appears to have the value 1'5, and when compared at 100, 0, and

the boiling-point of liquid oxygen to have the value 2'G, it is still somewhat uncertain

what the relation between the platinum and hydrogen thermometers is at low

temperatures. This fact seemed to render it advisable to give the results in terms of

the platinum scale, and along with them the results of conversion to the hydrogen

scale, on the assumption that CALLENDAR'S 8 is constant. When the connection

between the two scales at low temperatures is more definitely known, the results can

then be more accurately calculated in terms of the hydrogen scale.

* For pure platinum this should Iw -00389.

t 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 68, p. 363, 1901.

3 If 2
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To carry out the conversion on the above assumption we have, since

dx dx

from which the following table has been calculated

-,,)}.

/H.
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If ', nnd /, air the temperatures and R, and Rj the resistances of the two coils

between AC and CB respectively, in the first case (t r > tt) we have

005109

',= %

and l\('-i in the second (t'i >t'l ) we have

-264-9

'

Therefore

Ui-Ri = -005109/, - -005084*, + 264'9 ('005 !09)-264'6 ('005084),

R'a-R, = -005109', + '005084',-264'9 ('005109)4- 264'6 ('005084).

Hence

',-R, = '005109 (tl -t\)+ '005084 (t't -t,),

or, since t
l ta

= t't'\ nearly,

t

2 2

or

. . ,.,,. ., Mean difference of resistance
Mean temperature dinerence between coils =- -

,
I M I.)U Jt)

or

Mean A/ = 196 '2 mean All.

In addition to the difference of temperature of the two coils we require, if the

conductivity varies with temperature, to know the mean temperature of the material

between the two points at which the difference is measured.

Since the conductivity does not appear to change very rapidly with temj>erature,

this mean temperature need not be determined with the same degree of accuracy as

the temperature difference. To determine this mean temperature, the temperature of

the hotter of the two coils used in measuring the difference of temperature was

determined by making it one arm of a resistance bridge, of which two other arms had

a constant ratio, and the fourth was adjustable. The resistances of the fixed arms

were 4'850 and 8'535 ohms respectively, and the adjustable arm (r) had therefore

when a balance was produced 1762 times the resistance of the coil to be measured.

Since the two coils used in the difference measurement are nearly alike in resistance,

it will IK; sufficient to make the calculation as if they were each equal to their mean.
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The mean resistance of the coils and leads when at C. was found = 1*3983, and

at -200-6 Pt. = '3672.

Taking the resistance of the leads (about '04 ohm) to vary uniformly throughout

this range, we have, if tp is the temperature of the coil,

-K I"o98o

T0311

r

ctnn.t'
200-6,

1762
-1-3983

. 200-6,1-0311

= (r-2-464) 1-105.

The mean temperature of the material is obtained by subtracting from this half the

observed temperature difference A P, and is therefore equal to tp %&tp.

Measurement of Energy supplied.

The current (about 1 ampere) supplied to the heating-wire was measured on a

Weston ammeter standardised by comparison with a Kelvin balance, whose constant

had been checked by copper deposition.

The difference of potential at the ends of the leads, which consisted of 78 centims.

of No. 22 copper-wire, was measured by a Weston voltmeter standardised by

comparison with a Clark cell.

From the two sets of observations the resistance of each coil and its leads, for the

following values of the resistance r of one of the platinum spirals, was found to be :

r-2-464
ohms.
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thermometer, i.e., when the hydrogen thermometer reads 217.* Hence when the

platinum thermometei used in this work reads 235, i.e., when the temperature
indicated by the hotter spiral is 215 platinum degrees, the resistance of the copper

leads in the Dewar tulie will be zero.

The resistance of the coil itself at any required temperature is best determined

from these data graphically, on the assumption that the change of resistance is

proportional to the change of temperature (tig. 8).

L:ods in
Air.

Leads in

50

-ijo -220 -aoo -iflo -160 -no -no -too -fto -60 -40 -20 o

Temperature of Hot Coil , Pt. ScaJe

Fig. 8. Resistance of heating coils.

20 4O 6O 80 100

Tf C amperes are sent through the heating wire, the heat generated in it per

RO3

second = ~-^ gramme degrees, and since the length of the wire is 5'fi centims., the
4

heat H generated per second per centimetre =

But we have found (p. 449) that

IK
-

o X 4

H

Therefore

kr = '00988

where R is the resistance of the heating wire, and kr is expressed in terms of the

platinum temperature scale.

In the following tables kf is determined from the olwervations by means of this

equation, and the corresponding value of kn in terms of the hydrogen temperature

scale calculated by the equation, p. 452, on the assumption that (,'ALLENDAR'S 8 is

constant.
* CALLRNDAR, 'Phil Mag.,

1

47, table, p. 214 (1899).
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Paraffin Wax. (M.P. = 54 U.)

The brass tube was filled by heating paraffin wax in it over a water bath, heating

the measuring apparatus in an air bath to the same temperature, then inserting it

into the melted paraffin in the tube, which was then cooled slowly from underneath.

As the paraffin contracted on solidifying, more was poured in at the top of the tube

till the whole was solid.

CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. C2 = '982. /> = -00971
f

-

r-2-46
ohms.
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Naphthaline. (M.P. = 79 C.)

The tube was filled by heating to 100 C. in a water bath, and cooling from

underneath as in the case of paraffin wax.

TJ

CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. C* = '982. kr = -00971

r-2-46
ohms.
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ft. Naphthol. (M.P. = 122 C.)

The tube was filled by heating in an oil bath, and cooling as described under

paraffin.

p
CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. C8 = '982. kp = '00971

Oae

r-2-46
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Ice.

Obtained by filling the brass tube with air-free distilled water and slowly freezing

it from below upwards by inserting the base of the tube into liquid air.

T>

CURRENT in Heaters T989 amperes. (7 = 3'956. kv = -0391 -

r-2-46
ohma.
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Glycerine. (Pure, Sp. g.
=

1'263.)

Obtained by filling the brass tube with the liquid and slowly freezing it from below

upwards by dipping the base of the tube into liquid air.

CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. C3 = '982. kr = '00971

r-2-46
ohms.
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Aniline. (Re-distilled, RR 183-183-5 C. ; slight orange colour.)

Obtained by freezing from below as in previous cases.

The freezing-point is given by KICHTER as 8 C.

. p
CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. C? = '982. kr = -00971 .

r-2-46
ohms.
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Diphenylamine. (From KAHLBAUM, M.P. = 54 C.)

Obtained by melting the crystals over a water bath, filling the brass tube, and

freezing slowly from beneath.

p
CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. Ca = '982. kp = '00971

|-

r-2-46
ohms.
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Pure Nitrophtnol. (From KAHLBAUM, M.P. = 114 C.)

Cylinder prepared as described under Naphthol.

TJ
CURRKNT in Heaters '991 ampere. C* = '982. k, = '00971 .

Al

r-2-46
ohms.
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Glycerine. (Pure, Sp. g. 1'263.) (Second Experiment.)

Obtained as in first experiment.

The measurements on glycerine were repeated, as it alone of the substances tested

showed a distinct maximum of conductivity within the range of the experiments.

The close agreement of these measurements with those previously made gives an idea

of the accuracy to be expected from the apparatus.

CURRENT in Heaters '991 ampere. C3 = '982. kp = '00971
R

r-2-46
ohms.
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Remarks on the Preceding Results.

The agreement of the results obtained at the higher temperatures with results

previously known has been shown in the notes to the tables to be very good in the

cases of paraffin wax, ice, and glycerine, but not all that could be desired in the cases

of naphthaline and ft naphthol. It should, however, not be overlooked that crystals

in general possess different conductivities in different directions, and that considerable

differences may be caused by the different methods in which the crystals in a cooling

mass, e.g., of naphthaline, arrange themselves with respect to those directions which

are ultimately to become the lines of flow of heat.

Whatever the arrangement of the crystals in^any particular sample of a substance,

if that sample is tested at different temperatures, the results express the variation

with temperature of the thermal conductivity of that sample in some fixed direction,

and enable the question as to whether conductivity increases or decreases with

increase of temperature to be answered.

The curves expressing the results of the experiments show that there is a marked

increase of the thermal conductivities of ice, naphthaline, aniline, and nitrophenol as

the temperature is decreased, a slight increase (in terms of the hydrogen scale only)

in the cases of ft naphthol and diphenylamine, and possibly of paraffin wax, and an

increase to a maximum at 80 with a decrease beyond in the case of glycerine.

These facts point to the conclusion that the effect of temperature on the thermal

conductivities of electrical insulators is mainly, if not entirely, determined by the

physical and chemical nature of each substance, and cannot be stated for electrical

insulators generally, although there seems on the average to be a tendency towards

higher conductivities at lower temperatures.

In two cases, i.e., those of ice and aniline, the thermal conductivity of the solid is

much greater than that of the liquid ; while in another, glycerine, the conductivities

in the two states near the melting-point are almost identical.
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XIII. Polarised Kdntgen Radiation.

By CHARLES G. BARKLA, D.Sc. (Liverpool), M.Sc. (Viet.), B.A. (Cantab.), King't

College, Cambridge ; Oliver Lodge Fellow, University of Liverpool.

Communicated by Professor J. J. THOMSON, F.R.S.

Received January 21, Read February 16, 1905.

THOUGH many attempts have been made to produce a beam of polarised X-radiation

and to detect the polarisation by such methods as are applicable to ordinary light,

the experiments have proved unsuccessful, and no evidence of polarity has been

obtained. An arrangement of molecules such as occurs in crystals does not appear
to affect a beam of this radiation transmitted through the crystalline sultance.

The experiments here described were suggested by the results of an investigation

of secondary radiation proceeding from gases and certain solids subject to X-rays,*
for it was found that the gases experimented upon were the source of a radiation

differing little in character from the primary radiation which produced it. In some

res{>ects the difference was inappreciable, as, for instance, in the absorbability of the

radiations by aluminium. The primary and secondary radiations differed slightly,

however, in their ionizing powers in air.t The energy of this secondary radiation

was found to be proportional to the mass of gas through which the primary beam of

definite intensity passed, and to be independent of the nature of the gas.

This led to the conclusion that this radiation is due to what might l>e called a

scattering of the primary X-rays by the electrons constituting the molecules of

the gas.

More recent experiments have shown that from light solids which emit a secondary

radiation differing little from the primary, the energy of this radiation obeys the

same law.

The phenomenon of secondary radiation from metals, however, is apparently much

more complex, for in addition to secondary X-rays differing enormously in character

from the primary, the metal radiator emits negative corpuscles. The total energy of

these secondary radiations and the energy of the secondary X-rays alone are subjects

* C. O. HAUKI.A, 'Phil. Mag.,' pp. 685-698, June, 1903, and pp. 643-560, May, 1904.

t See note, 'Phil. Mag.,' p. 549, May, 1904.

(384.)
3 O 3 31.5.05
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for separate investigation and will not be treated in this paper. It seemed possible

that phenomena of exactly the same nature take place in gases, for the fact of

ionization implies the emission of negative corpuscles or electrons such as proceed
from metals, and, as has been shown, the non-deviable radiation from gases does

differ to a small extent from the primary radiation producing it. It had to be proved
that the difference in the behaviour of gases and heavy solids is not one of degree

merely.

As explained by Professor J. J. THOMSON
('
Conduction of Electricity through

Gases,' p. 268), on the hypothesis that Rontgen rays consist of a succession of electro-

magnetic pulses in the ether, each ion in the medium has its motion accelerated by
the intense electric fields in these pulses, and, consequently, is the origin of a

secondary pulse, the intensity of electric force in which is given by the expression

,
where e is the charge on the ion, f its acceleration, r the distance from the

point considered in the pulse to the origin of the pulse, and 6 the angle which the

line joining the point to the origin of the pulse makes with the direction of accelera-

tion of the ion. The direction of electric intensity at a point in a secondary pulse is

perpendicular to the line joining the point and origin of the pulse and is in the

plane passing through the direction of acceleration of the ion. Thus the secondary
radiation is most intense in the direction perpendicular to that of acceleration of the

ion and vanishes in the direction of that acceleration.

A secondary beam whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to that of the

primary radiation will then on this theory be plane polarised, the direction of electric

intensity being parallel to the pulse front in the primary beam.

If a plane-polarised primary beam be used, then the secondary radiation from the

electrons has a maximum intensity in a direction perpendicular to that of electric

displacement in the primary beam and zero intensity in the direction of electric

displacement.

Shortly after I arrived at the conclusion as to the origin of secondary radiation

from gases, Professor WILBERFORCE suggested to me the idea of producing a plane-

polarised beam by means of a secondary radiator and of testing the polarisation by a

tertiary radiator. The secondary radiation from gases under ordinary conditions is,

however, much too feeble to attempt the measurement of a tertiary. I hoped by
means of some metal which was the source of a much more easily absorbed secondary

radiation that this experiment might be performed successfully, but further experi-

ments, which are described later, show that there is another difference between

the radiations from heavy metals and those from gases and light solids in addition

to those already mentioned, and that evidence of polarisation cannot be expected from

experiments with such metals.

A consideration of the method of production of X-rays, however, leads one to

expect partial polarisation in a beam of radiation proceeding from the antikathode
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in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the kathode stream. For the electrons

being projected in approximately parallel straight lines from the kathode to the

antikathode, there is probably at the antikathode a greater acceleration along the

line of propagation of the kathode rays than in a direction at right angles, conse-

quently in a beam of X-rays proceeding in a direction perpendicular to that of the

kathode stream it might reasonably be expected there would be greater electric

intensity parallel to the stream than in a direction at right angles to that.

Such a beam was used as the primary radiation, and the intensity of secondary

radiation proceeding in a direction perpendicular to that of the projwigation of the

primary l>eam from different radiators placed successively in the primary beam was

studied by means of an electroscope.

In preliminary experiments the intensity of secondary radiation in a direction per-

pendicular to the axis of the primary beam was compared with that in a direction

making a small angle with the axis of the primary beam, while the bulb was turned

round that axis.

The intensity in the second direction named, according to theory, should not

vary. Using this to standardize the intensity of primary radiation, the intensity of

the other was found to reach a maximum when the direction of the kathode stream

was perpendicular to that of propagation of the secondary beam and a minimum when

these two were parallel.

In other experiments the intensity of secondary radiation in a direction perpen-

dicular to the axis of the primary beam was compared with that of a small pencil of

the primary beam itself when the bulb was rotated as before. The results were

similar to those in the final experiment, the arrangement of apparatus in which will

be described more fully. It was as follows :
t/

An X-ray bulb was contained in a large lead-covered box, in one side of which was

a rectangular aperture, C,, through which a beam of Rontgen rays passed. The size

of this aperture was adjustable by lead shutters, S,, placed just outside. Large

screens, S,, of thick sheet-lead were placed at a distance of 25 centima from this

aperture and parallel to the side of the box, so that the width of aperture between

them was also adjustable. The primary beam studied was that passing through the

second rectangular aperture. Beyond S, were two parallel lead screens, S3 and S4 ,

8 centima apart, placed in vertical planes perpendicular to the screens Si and S

Each contained a square aperture, C3 and C4 , 5 centima square, in positions so that

lines joining corresponding points were approximately |>erpendicular to the planes of

both. No primary rays were incident upon them, but secondary rays proceeding from

a radiator in the primary beam passed through both apertures. Those passing through

the second aperture, C4 , were approximately horizontal and perpendicular to the

direction of propagation of the primary beam. They then entered an electroscope, A,,

immediately behind the aperture C4 through a thin paper and aluminium face.

Similar lead plates containing square apertures were placed in horizontal planes above
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the primary beam in such .1 position that lines joining corresponding points were

vertical. Both were screened from the primary radiation, but secondary radiation

proceeding in a vertical direction from the radiator in the primary beam passed

Earth
Hfr

Cs__
-* *_

A,

Fig. 1. Showing position of bulb giving a maximum deflexion of electroscope Aj and a

minimum of electroscope Aj.

through the apertures and entered an electroscope, A2 , through a thin paper and

aluminium face. In the primary beam, at a distance of about 14 centims. beyond the

secondary radiator and 21 centims. from screens S3 ,
was placed another thick lead

screen, S5. In this was a small circular aperture through which a narrow pencil of

primary radiation passed into an electroscope B beyond.

Electroscopes A, and B were similar, each consisting of a case (as shown in
fig. 2),

with four sides of stout metal one brass, the other zinc. One end, G, was of glass,

and the opposite end consisted of a thin sheet of paper covered with aluminium leaf.

The gold-leaf and copper-wire to which it was attached were suspended in this case

by a bead of sulphur, S, which was fixed to the lower end of a vertical brass rod, K.

This passed axially through a cylindrical brass neck, N, the whole of the suspension

being like that used by C. T. R. WILSON in his
'

Experiments on Spontaneous
lonization of Air.'* Connexion between the rod and the insulated wire and gold-leaf

could be made by means of a light spring which was attached to the rod at its upper

end and which, when set in vibration, made momentary contact with the insulated

portion of the electroscope, the capacity of which was very small. The deflexion of

the gold-leaf was observed through a microscope with graduated eye-piece, which was

fixed just outside a small glass window, M, in one side of the case.

*
'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 68, pp. 151-161, 1901.
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Electroscope A, differed from these in having its lower face of paper and aluminium

instead of one of the side faces, so that it could be used to measure the intensity of a

vertical beam of X-rays.

The rod of each electroscope was connected to one terminal of a battery of Leclanche'

cells, whose other terminal was earthed so that the insulated wire and gold-leaf of

each electroscope could be charged by means of the

contact maker, which momentarily connected the

rod and wire, afterwards leaving the wire and gold-

leaf charged and insulated.

There was a small leak in each electroscope, due

to the normal ionization of the air within the case

containing the gold-leaf. The support leak through
the sulphur, which must have been excessively

small, was from the rod kept at constant potential

to the wire and gold-leaf. In the steady normal

state, when the potential was high enough to

produce a saturation current, the leak measured

the normal ionization of the air within the case.

The cases and screens were all earth-connected

during the experiments.

The radiator first experimented upon consisted of

sheets of paper approximately square in shape, but

slightly modified so that a pencil of the primary
radiation passed through an opening almost at the

centre of the square, then through the aperture C
in the lead screen S6 into electroscope B. The

radiator was held in position by a fine supj>ort of
Fig. 2.

wood, cardboard, or aluminium. Paper was first chosen because experiments had led

to the conclusion that the secondary radiation from such a light substance was very

similar to that from gases, and, according to the theory given, should vary in intensity

in any direction at right angles to that of propagation of the primary beam with a

change in the position of the plane of polarisation of that beam.

The position of the radiator was such that the whole of one side was exposed to the

primary radiation, the angle of incidence of which varied in different experiment, and

electroscopes A t and A., were exposed to secondary radiation proceeding from the

same face, also in oblique directions.

When a beam of Rontgen radiation was sent through the two apertures, GI and Cf,

the rates of deflexion of the three electroscopes were considerably increased. By

placing lead screens at the different apertures and again determining the rates of

deflexion when the discharge was sent through the X-ray tube, it was seen that the

gold-leaves in electroscopes A, and A, were deflected by secondary radiation proceeding
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from the radiator placed in the primary beam opposite apertures C3 and C'3 , and that

the deflexion of B was due to the narrow beam of primary radiation passing

through Of,

It was found that when the bulb was in a given position, there was a constant

relation between the three rates of deflexion when the character of the primary

radiation was constant As the radiation emitted by the bulb gradually changed,

there was found to be with some radiators a change in the ratio of the deflexions of

the secondary and primary electroscopes. This change, however, was a slow one, and

the primary electroscope deflexion could always be used to standardize the intensity

of primary radiation.

The method of experiment was then as follows :

The X-ray bulb was placed with the axis of the conical beam of kathode rays

(proceeding from the kathode to the antikathode) in a vertical position, and

consequently perpendicular to the line joining the antikathode to the middle of the

secondary radiator. The primary beam thus studied proceeded from the antikathode

in a direction perpendicular to that of propagation of the kathode rays which produced

it. The relation between the rates of deflexion of the electroscopes was obtained

when a discharge was sent through the bulb by an induction coil. A number of

successive observations showed this to be constant.

The bulb was then turned round the axis of the primary beam into some other

position. Care was taken to keep the source of X-rays in as nearly the same position

as possible. To do this the centre of the antikathode was viewed through a telescope

when the door of box L was open, and was focussed on the cross-wires of the eye-

piece. The telescope was fixed, and when the position of the bulb was changed the

adjustment was made so that the centre of the antikathode was again focussed on

the cross-wires. It was also kept in a plane parallel to the side of the containing

box by viewing it ajong such a fixed plane, so that the source of X-radiation in the

experiments was not displaced more than a few millimetres.

The axis of the kathode stream was kept perpendicular to the direction ot

propagation of the primary beam studied, by simply observing that the axis of the

tube D was always in a plane approximately perpendicular to what might be called

the axis of the primary beam. As neither the kathode rays in the bulb nor different

portions of the primary X-beam were parallel, perfect adjustment of the bulb in this

manner was not essential. It was also experimentally found that much larger

angular displacements of the bulb than might possibly occur in the adjustment did

not produce an appreciable change in the ratio of the rates of deflexion of the

electroscopes.

As the bulb was rotated round the axis of the primary beam there was, of course,

no change in the intensity of primary radiation in that direction. There was, however,

a considerable change in the intensity of secondary radiation in both the horizontal

and vertical directions, one reaching a maximum when the other attained a minimum.
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By turning the bulb through a right angle the electroscope which had previously
indicated a maximum of intensity indicated a minimum, and vice verad. The position
of the bulb when the vertical secondary beam attained a maximum of intensity
and the horizontal secondary beam a minimum was that in which the kathode stream

was horizontal (see fig. 1), the maximum and minimum being reversed when the

kathode stream was vertical. By turning the bulb through another right angle, so

that the kathode stream was again horizontal but in the opposite direction to that in

the other horizontal position, the maximum and minimum were attained as before.

These are the results that were expected from a consideration of the theory of the

production of X-rays.

Many experiments were made in order, if possible, to account for these results in

any other way than on the theory of partial polarisation of the primary beam.

By placing lead screens in front of apertures C, and C7

, it was found that the

resulting deflexions of the electroscopes A, and A, were negligible in any position of

the bulb. They were therefore due to the radiations proceeding through these

apertures. No direct radiation passed through them, hence there were variations in

the intensity of secondary radiation with changes of position of the bulb.

Placing radiators of the same material but of very different mass in the position

shown in the diagram showed that, though the absolute intensity of secondary
radiation was considerably altered, the relative changes produced by turning the

bulb were, within the limits of experimental error, unchanged.
When different substances, which emitted a secondary radiation differing little from

the primary, were used as secondary radiators, variation in intensity was exhibited

to approximately the same extent.

When all solid radiators were removed and only the secondary radiation from air

could affect the electroscopes, relative changes of the same order of magnitude were

observed.

It was thus conclusively proved that the total intensity of secondary radiation in a

given direction depended on the position of a plane passing through the axis of the

primary beam and fixed in the beam.

As the secondary radiators were not very small in area, we have to consider the

possibility of the primary radiation incident on the secondary radiator not being

uniform in intensity over the whole of the radiator and the effect of this.

The angle subtended by extreme points of the radiator at the antikathode was

very small, being about 6, so that the variation in intensity through this angle could

only be small. But admitting the possibility of a distribution of the primary

radiation which was not uniform, there would be a corresponding distribution of the

intensity of secondary radiation, and the two secondary electroscopes not being

equidistant from all points of the radiator would be affected to a greater extent by
the nearer portions. I, however, find it impossible to conceive of any distribution of

intensity which would account for the results obtained. It was experimentally found

VOL. CCTV. A. 3 P
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that a change of position of the bulb by any such angle did not appreciably affect the

result, so that by using an entirely different portion of the primary radiation no

sensible difference in the results was detected. But, perhaps, the most conclusive

proof of all was given when lead, copper, iron and such heavy metals were used as

radiators. The shape and size of these were exactly those of the paper and aluminium

radiators, yet when they were used no variation in intensity was detected.

This result must be connected with the fact that from these metals the radiation

differs considerably from the primary which produces it, while from paper and

aluminium the radiation bears a much closer resemblance to the primary.

In addition to these experiments many changes were made in the apparatus

without affecting the results described. Three or four different X-ray tubes were

used to produce the radiation, though all were of the same type,* the sizes of

apertures were varied considerably, the whole apparatus was taken down and

reconstructed, and the distances between screens were varied.

Having given the experimental evidence that the variation in intensity was due

simply to the fact that from certain light radiators placed in such a primary beam the

intensity of secondary radiation depended on the position of a plane passing through

the axis of the beam and fixed relative to the bulb, the maxima and minima being in

directions at right angles, that is, that the primary beam is partially polarised, we

will consider some of the results a little more in detail.

Many experiments were made with paper or cardboard as the radiator, and not one

failed to give evidence of polarisation in the manner described.

Table I. gives an example of readings obtained.

As will be seen from these results, there was a small variation in the ratio of the

deflexions of the electroscopes when all controllable conditions were kept the same,

but this was small and irregular compared with the variation depending on the

position of the bulb.

When the kathode stream was vertical, the deflexions representing the vertical

and horizontal intensities were 16 '8 5 and 13 '6; when the kathode stream was

horizontal they became 18 '6 and 12 '15 respectively.

The numbers taken absolutely have no special significance, as they depended on

the construction of the electroscopes, but the changes due to change of position of

the bulb show the change in intensity of secondary radiation due to rotation of the

primary beam.

When aluminium was used as the secondary radiator similar results were obtained,

the polarisation being well marked. Some of the readings are given in Table II.

The secondary radiation proceeding from air was also studied, but for various reasons

the results were more inconstant. The ionization produced in each of the secondary

electroscopes in a given time was very much smaller than that produced by the

radiation from a solid, consequently the possible error due to irregularities in the

* Cox's " Record Tubes " were used in these experiments.
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TABLE I.

Secondary radiator.
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TABLE III.

After Correction for Variation in Intensity of the Primary Radiation.

Secondary radiator.
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in intensity of the secondary radiation by rotating the bulb was very much smaller

than in the cases previously considered. In fact, with the metals experimented upon
it could not be detected.

Using copper as the radiator, the almost perfect agreement between the relative

deflexions of the secondary electroscopes in the two positions of the bulb is shown in

Table IV.

Tin and iron also gave results similar to those obtained with copper. They are

shown in Tables V. and VI.

TABLE VI.

Secondary radiator.
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of thinner pulses the action in copper might more nearly approximate to that taking

place in light substances during the passage of thicker pulses. The more easily

absorbed portion of the secondary radiation was therefore cut off from the secondary

electroscopes by plates of aluminium '04 centim. thick, and in many experiments

there appeared to be a slight variation as with lighter substances. This, however,

was within the limits of possible error of experiment. Also it must be remembered

that there was a radiation from air superposed on that from copper, and though it was

negligible in comparison when the radiation was unintercepted by any absorbing plates,

yet when the aluminium plates were used the radiation from copper was absorbed to

a much greater extent than that from air and the resultant effect from air became

appreciable ; hence the slight variation may be accounted for.

Similar experiments were made with other heavy metals, but no evidence of

variation in intensity of secondary radiation was obtained when the bulb was turned

about the axis of the primary beam.

Regarding the amount of variation of intensity of the secondary beam as the bulb

was turned, it will be seen that from the light substances it was 11 or 12 per cent, of

the total intensity. This is not a true measure of the amount of polarisation, for

beams of considerable cross section were studied, consequently secondary rays making
a considerable angle with the normal to the direction of propagation of the primary

rays were admitted into the electroscopes.

Different experiments with a given bulb and given radiator in a fixed position

appeared to indicate polarisation to a slightly different extent as the bulb was worked.

It is possible that the amount of polarisation depends to a certain extent on the

method of discharge through the X-ray bulb, but the variation was not sufficient to

absolutely prove this.

The variation between the amount of polarisation shown by using air, cardboard,

and aluminium as radiators was not outside the limits of experimental error.

The conclusions from these experiments may be briefly stated thus :

Partial polarisation exists in a beam of Ro'ntgen radiation proceeding from an X-ray

focus tube.

The intensity of secondary radiation from air and light solids in a direction

perpendicular to that of propagation of the primary radiation depends on the position

of the plane of polarisation of that primary radiation.

The intensity of secondary radiation from the heavier metals is independent of the

position of the plane of polarisation of the primary radiation.

[Variation in the penetrating power of the primary radiation has not been observed

to affect this result.]

[NOTE, April 15, 1905. Since writing the above paper I have obtained a primary

X-radiation which gives rise to secondary radiation differing in intensity in the two

principal directions by about 20 per cent. ; consequently the possible error has been
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reduced. It will be seen from Table III. that in the earlier experiments in which the

radiator was air alone the possible error was a considerable fraction of the total

variation.

I give the result of later observations which show the polarisation effect much more

clearly :

Secondary radiator.
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IN the first section of the following work an attempt is made to deal with the

convergence of infinite series of functions defined by linear differential equations of

the second order from the most general point of view. Functions of LAME, BESSEL
and LEGENDRE are considered as examples. In the second section the results

obtained are applied to the expansion of an arbitrary uniform analytic function of 2 in

a series of hypergeometric functions, and the expansion is shown to be valid if the

function is regular within a certain ellipse in the z-plane. An expansion in a series

of LEGENORE'S associated functions is deduced by a transformation. The method has

been applied by the writer to other cases, but the foregoing offer adequate illustration

of the general theory.

SECTION I. GENERAL THEOREMS.

1. Jltcoi'cm I. Consider the differential equation

where

n _ n j.Q]j.Q.
k P

k is a large constant, v/Q,,, Qi, Q2 ... are analytic functions of :, independent of /,

without singularities or branch-points so long as z lies within a given simply
-

connected region S in the 2 -plane, though v/Qo, Qi, Qa ... may have singularities on the

Ixnmdary of S ; and the series defining Q converges if \k\ >R, so long as z is in the

region S.

Let z = a lie a point within S.

VOL. CCIV. A 385. 3 Q G.C.05
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Consider the particular integral of (1) defined, when z = a, by

where a and ft are constants, and both series converge if
|

k
\
> 11.

The expression

*-(+>+&+**+... ad infi)
v A A /

(2),

where &>, (ft, x/>
are functions of z independent of k, which can be constructed as a formal

representation of this integral, is for values of /; such that \k\ >R, and for values of

z within the region S, a convergent series and consequently a true representation of

the integral considered.

Further, when k is very large,

is an approximate value of the integral, whether the integral and the approximate

value increase indefinitely with k or not.

This proposition has been proved by HORN* for functions of a real variable 2 ; the

proof for functions of a complex variable is similar ; a brief outline is as follows :

Let -,
= e

u
"<

,
r2 = ?"""/ be two independent integrals of the equation

Write
u u' u"

v\ v'\

Then

where

E() = n'+Tu,

S and T being functions of z and k, developable in convergent series of powers of k \

if |*| >R
* '

Mjitlieiuntische Aniialcn,' vol. 52, p. 345 (1899).
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If, then, we integrate the equations

D(n.) + E(u..,) = (m = 1, 2...),

with the initial conditions

i'im = 0, u'm = (m = 1, 2...),

we shall have

y

provided this series converges.

We find that

'-

, (n.-,)<)

the integrals being taken along any finite path witiiin the region S.

It can he proved by induction that either le"*"^! or
|

<""**
|

(2r)~' ml

according as )<"* |

is greater or less than unity; where M is a finite real positive

(juantity, independent of'/-.

Hence the series

y = +, + ,+ ...,

when multiplied by either ** or <"**", accoitling to the value of arg(oi), is alwolutely

and Uniformly convergent for all values of such that || >K.
2. A slight change of notation is convenient. Consider the equation

!f-0 ....... . . (3),

where n is a jx)sitive integer, /*, (2) is exjMinsible in the series

arranged in descending powers of n and convergent if ; is confined to a finite simply-

3 Q 2
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.connected area C in the 2-plane, within which
p.n (z) is regular, though p.n (z) may have

singularities on the boundary of C.

r is a positive quantity, and v//o(z) as well as/o(s )
must be regular within C.

Then the approximate value of any solution of the equation (3) for large values

of n is

y = A^fcJ.e^f^-^+ A^zJ.e-^'J^-* . . . . '. (4),

where A t and A2 are arbitrary constants, and
<|i (2), \ji3 (z), are functions of 2 that

remain finite as n increases indefinitely.

This follows from Theorem I.

Unless /* (2) possesses a line of singularities everywhere dense, forming a closed

curve, the result holds for all values of 2 except the singularities and branch-points

of/*(z).

Denote the solutions whose approximate values are

fc(*)^*faW'* and
i/,2 (2).<r

l'"J1^- d'

by
pn (z) and

</ (2).

Denote

Theorem II. The series

(5),

the c's being arbitrary save for the condition that the series 2 cnz* has unit radius of
*ml

convergence, is or is not absolutely convergent according as
|

6 (x) \

is less than or is

greater than
1 (t) \

.

xt

If
1

6 (x) \

=
j

9
(t) |

,
F (x, t) converges or diverges according as S e converges or

=i

diverges.

For the nth term of the series (5) is approximately equal to

of which the modulus is

whence the result.

The examination of some special equations will illustrate Theorems I. and II.

3. For LAMP'S equation

(6),
y a*

ik\BDZ*dz= + ilog (dnz + kcm),
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niul the getienil solution of LAMP'S equation for large values of n is approximately

]. ..... (7),

where C, and C, are arbitrary constants.

In the notation of BYBRLY*

and

F/(snz) =

approximately, for largo values of n, where

Ilenco the series

|.F/(snO

corresponding to LAMB'S equation converges if

|
dna;+ kcnx

\
<

|
dnt+ kcnt

\
.

Write

The condition reduces to

is, in the notation of HEINE,! satisfied by the functions

E.M and F.(*).

When n is large,

and

Fn (<f>)
= C, N/SCC^. e

-
("* )l11

*, approximately.

Hence the series

corresponding to the equation of the elliptic cylinder converges if

* 'FouniKR's Series anil Spherical Harmonics,' pi 255.

t
'

Kugelfimctionon,' 2nd c-lition, p. 404.

4. The equation of the elliptic cylinder

It . (9)
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Let
x = +iri, t = & + ir)l .

The condition is that

sin cosh 17 < sin ,
cosh

77, ........ (10).

5. The equation

= ;/. (11)

is satisfied by LEUENDRE'S associated functions

Q+r"-'(*) and Q-.-

We find that when n is a large positive integer

Q--fi(~\ _. -(n + BUr. II (/?) TT
2 -,.- tt-i +-!/, iZ

and

_._a_ _ 7a
approximately.

Whence

Accordingly the series

J^Q^...^).^.-*-'^)........ (12)
H=l

converges if

\\-*\<\i-e\
and diverges if

\l-x>\>\l-t*\;
x

the c's being arbitrary except that the power series 2 CHZ* has unit radius of
x=l

convergence.

: |i_^| = |i_^|,
^

:,,:_:-,-;

the convergence depends on the values of the c's ; we shall exclude this case.

Let
x = %+ii), t =

|1-^|<|1-
if

(r+T,y_2(f_^)<(

Now let us choose the c's according to the following law. Unless n is an integral

power of 3, c =
;

ii

"= 8
" c-
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For the serin

the circle of convergence is a cut, and the function defined by the series is regular
within the circle, but has a line of singularities round the circle that are everywhere
dense.

Hence the series

) ........ (13)Ml

defines a function that is regular within the two loops of the oval of <

'

\-i\i

where x = f+nj, which has singularities everywhere dense round the t\vo
loops, and

which consequently cannot be continued across the boundary of either of the loojw.

Hence we have constructed an analytic function that exists within two separate

regions, is the same function in Initli regions, but cannot be analytically continued

from one region into the other.

6. Consider the equation

g= jPVy2*-.......... (14),

which is satisfied by the Bessel functions

n is a positive integer, p is real, and the cases />
= and (2/>)~' an integer are

excluded.

Take as the standard solutions

and

From the asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions, or from Theorem I., we

find that when n is large

and

'/(*)
= A/ - sin -

V 717T -/>

approximately.

Hence the series of Bessel functions
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where the C'B are arbitrary, save that the series 2 cmz" has unit radius of convergence,
ml

converges if

To interpret this condition geometrically, let

x = rcio

,
t = pe~,

and the condition reduces to

......... (15).

7. *If we are given any finite simply-connected plane area whose boundary either

is an analytic curve or is made up of portions of a finite number of analytic curves,

the interior can be conformally represented by the interior of a circle, any given point

corresponding to the centre of the circle, and the equation of the boundary can be

expressed in Cartesian co-ordinates (f, 17)
in the form |0(z)|

= constant, where

z = +ir), and 6(z) is a uniform analytic function of z.

The following is a converse of Theorem II.

TJieorem III. We can construct a series, F(x, t), which converges if x lie within

the area bounded by 1 6(z) \

=
\0(t)\, but not if re lie outside the area.

Points lying on the boundary of the area are excluded.

(16),

where c,, c2 ...cn . are arbitrary, save for the restriction that S CBZ" has unit radius of
n=l

convergence, and fn (z), gn (z) are solutions of the linear differential equation of the

second order

where r, a are real positive constants, independent of n, f^(z),f^(z}... are functions of 2

regular within the curve
1 6(z) \

=
\ 0(t) \

,
and the series in the bracket is arranged in

descending powers of n and is convergent when n is large.

8. Tfieorem IV. Let
(f> (z) be a solution of the linear differential equation of the

wth
order

l y = 0. . ...... '. . , (18),

the coefficient of dr

y/dz
r

being a polynomial in z of order r.

*
FORSYTH, 'Theory of Functions,' 2nd edition, chapter XX.
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Then

taken along a suitable path, satisfies tin- o|ii;iti<n (IX), and thru- an- in -.-n.-ral n-1
such integrals, linearly independent.

For

on integrating by parts, where it>
{m}

(t) dcimti-s
(i*if>(l)/(lf.

Let

Sulwtitute in the left side of (18), and subtract the /.-r i|uantity

and the expression l>ecoines the integral of a |>erfect difTerential.

Hence

satisfies the e(|iiation (18), provided that

has the same value at the beginning and the end of the path.

Let the roots of the equation

^i" = 0,

supposed all different, be denoted by

A|, Ay, ...X..

The points
; = X,, s=X, ...c = A,, and : =

VOL, cciv, A. :i R

(19)
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are the only possible singularities or branch-points of <(z) and its derivates, and sc

t = \, . . . t = X, t = oo and t = z,

are the only possible singularities or branch-points of the expression (19).

Hence, if we take a "
Doppelumlauf

"
round two of the points

t = AI, t == A3 ,
. . . t = A,,

we have a contour satisfying the condition. There are in general n1 independent

contours of this kind, which, together with <(z), which is given by a simple contour

round t = z, form a complete set of integrals of the equation (18).

Some of the contours may become evanescent, either because the equation

...+anz" =
has equal roots, or because

z = ,\,,
~ = A 2, ...z = A B

are not all singularities or branch-points of <(z). In that case the method does not

yield a complete set of integrals. In special cases a contour may reduce to a straight

path connecting two singularities.

9. The theorem has been proved for the special case of the hypergeometric

equation in a posthumous paper of JAOOBI.*

The result is of importance in the expansion of (t x)~
l

in a series of hyper-

geometric functions.

JACOBI proves further that if n is a positive integer

(l-xY^} . (20),

from which it follows after integration by parts that if the real parts of y+n and

p y+n+l are positive,

z t

-

j.

10. Theorem V. Consider the equations

and

z)v
= o,

* "
Untersuchungon iiber die Differentialgleichungen der hypergeometrisehen Keihe," 'Crelle,' vol. 56.

Sec also JACOIH'S ' Gesammelte Werke,' vol. VI., pp. 184-202.
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0i, 6,, n being any uniform analytic functions of 2 without singularities in the finite

part of the z-plane, and at, /3 two unequal constants. The integral

vanishes if L is a suitably chosen path.

For the integral
1

and vanishes if the expression in square brackets has the same value at the beginning

and the end of the path. A suitable path is, therefore, a "
Doppelumlauf

"
round two

of the roots of 6\(z)
= if these roots are not all equal ; the path may in special cases

reduce to a straight lina

11. The special case of the hypergeometric function was considered by JACOBI,

who proved in the paper already quoted that if the real parts of y and p+ 1 y are

positive,

f'F(-m, p+m,y, z)F(-n, p+nt y, z) z^-^l -)'- rfz = if m^n . (22).
Jo

JACOBI proved further that, under the same conditions,

(23).

An important special case of (22) is given by m = 0, in which case, under the same

conditions,

f F(-n t p+ n,y,z)z>-*(l-zy-'f dz = 0, unless n = . . . (24).
Jo

We are now in a position to investigate the expansion of an arbitrary uniform

analytic function in a series of hypergeometric functions.

SECTION II. HYPERGEOMETRIC FITNOTIONS.

12. The hypergeometric function

F(a,/8,y,z)

is an analytic function of x for all values of x, with branch-points at

x = 0, 1, and oo.

If |x| < 1, one of the branches of the function can be represented by the series

^ , .

,.

3 R 2
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13. The formula

a(r-/3)(-a+l)F(a+l, 0-1, y, x)-(y-a) (- + 1) F (a- 1, 0+1, y, x)

--)} F(a, & y, r) . . . (25)

may be easily verified.*

Let a be a negative integer ; F (, 0, y, .<)
becomes a polynomial in .r. Write

a = it, +0 = p. We deduce from (25) the resultt

F(-n,
is equal to

(26).

Assume that the real parts of y and (/>+! y) are positive. Multiply (26)

through by

and integrate from z to z 1. Making use of (22) and (24), we find after some

reduction that, when the real parts of y and (p+l y) are positive,

iF(0, j>,y,.r).F(l,y, p+li \ t

1
F / n f ,, y ,\

1
*

( ' P! ( n .

(l>

+l, y+n,

* It may be derived at once from formulae [1], [2], [3], [6], and [7], given by GAUSS,
"
Disquisitiones

gencrales circa seriem inhnittim

l +^., + ...,
l -y

'

Werke,' vol. III., pp. 125-162.

Reference will be made also to another memoir,
" Determinatio seriei nostne per {cquationem dittercntialem

secxindi ordinis," GAUSS' '

Wcrke,' vol. III., pp. 207-230.

t For the methoil of deduction, r/. WHITTAKEK,
' Modern Analysis,' p. 228.
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is e<jual to

J_,/_ ,\.
+ i_y(y+l)...(y+n) 1 f 1/_ ,\.
+ i_yy...yn
(in.+i)(i*++2)...(ji+2+i)i^i?^

F -i.

F^n+l.y
+ n, /, + 2it+l,l

(27).

Since both sides of the equation represent analytic functions for all values of y and

j>, unless y or p+l is a negative integer, the restriction tliat R(y) and K(y;+ 1-y)
are positive may now be removed.

14. From Theorem I., we find that when is very large,

F(-n, p + n, y, x)

is approximately equal to

for all finite values of jc ; and

is aj)proximately equal to

rt}---i' ..... (29)

for all finite values of t.

The second term on the right side of (27), when n is large, is approximately

equal to

/

)(
n+V

'-f J

and vanishes or becomes infinite when increases indefinitely, according a

-
1 + 2yxc

|
$

j

2- 1 + 2vt\ ,
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that is, according as x lies within or without an ellipse passing through t, which has

the points and 1 for foci.

We have the following result.

Theorem VI. If the point x is in the interior of the ellipse which passes through t

and has the points zero and unity for foci,

can be expanded in the series of hypergeometric polynomials

F/n+l,
\

+ ...adinf. .......... ........ (30).

If a; is outside the ellipse, the series is divergent.

If x is on the ellipse, and t x is not zero, the sum of n terms of the series, when n

is large, oscillates in general between two finite limits. Hence when x is on the

ellipse the expansion fails.

15. Multiply both sides of the last equation by <f>(t)dt and integrate round a

simple contour enclosing the points t = and t = 1 but no singularity of
<j>(t).

Theorem VII. Let <(z) be any analytic function which is regular at all points in

the interior of an ellipse C, whose foci are at the points

z = and z = 1.

The ellipse is so large that its circumference passes through one (or more) of the

singularities of
<j>(z).

The curve is thus completely defined when <() is given.

Let p and y be any quantities, real or complex, subject only to the conditions that

the real parts of y andj> y+1 are positive.

Then <(z) can be expanded in the infinite series of polynomials

y, z)

,-y,z)+ ..... (31),

where

, y, 0*W*
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The series is convergent if i is inside C and divergent if z is outside C. If 2 is on C,

the series is in general oscillatory and the expansion fails.

Moreover, the expansion holds for unrestricted values of p and y, save that neither

p+ 1 nor y may be a negative integer, if we write

= (~ I

' ' ' ' (33)t

a form equivalent to (32) when the real parts of y and
/> y+ 1 are jMjeitive ; Cw being

a simple closed contour containing the points t= i) .-mil (=[, hut no singularity
of ^(l).

16. The following is a generalisation of (21).

The integral

r.i+,o-,i-)

2y-i /i _~\rr
_F(- N,p+n,y,2)<fc

2~*r

is equal to

)

. (34),

the equality holding for unrestricted values of n, p, y, and t, save that neither p+ 1

nor y may be a negative integer.

We deduce

Tfieorem VIII. Let <f>(z) be any function of z which is regular at all points in the

interior of an ellipse C whose foci are at the points 2=0 and 2= 1. The ellipse passes

through one (or more) of the singularities of ^(2). The curve is thus completely
defined when < (z) is given.

Further, let p, q, and y be any constant quantities whatever, real or complex, save

that neither p+l nor y is a negative integer. Then 4>(z) can be expanded in the

infinite series of hypergeometric functions

i ?, y, z)+<*iF(p+l, q- l,y, z) + ...+<* F (p+n, <?-n, y, 2) + ... . (35),

where

_ y-n-y/>-y+
?(p+n,q-n, y,

The series is convergent if 2 is inside C, and divergent if z is outside C ; if z is on C,

the series is in general oscillatory and the expansion fails.

17. Expansions in Legendre functions can be deduced from expansions in

hypergeometric functions by an appropriate transformation. On account of the

special interest of Legendre functions, we give a list of the formulae obtained.
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*When ||< 1,

n, l-p-n, l-m, z)
=
n(-).(Y

and the equality still holds when \z\ > 1, if F(p+ n, 1 pn, \m, z) be replaced by
the function derived from it by analytic continuation.

Tln'orem IX. Let <f>(z) be any function of z which is regular at all points in the

interior of an ellipse C, whose foci are at the points z = I and z = 1.

The ellipse is so large that its circumference passes through one (or more) of the

singularities of
<f>(z).

The curve is thus completely defined when
(f>(z)

is given.

Let m and p l>e any constant quantities whatever, real or complex.

Then <ft(z)
can be expanded in the infinite series of LEGENDRE'S associated functions

%+1 (e)+...+.%,P"V+ (-)+--] (36).

where

. ^ D (p-m+n) f
(1+ '

~ 1+i 1 ~- ''"'/I +A1" n= *(2 + 2n+ 1)
-

r -I P v+ n (t)<b(i) . at.

n(p +m+ n) j \lt/

The series is convergent if z is inside C and divergent if z is outside C. If z is on

C, the series is, in general, oscillatory and the expansion fails.

Theorem X. If the point p.
is in the interior of the ellipse which passes through p,

and has the points fi
=

1, /A
= 1, for foci, and ifm is any constant quantity what-

ever, real or complex,

can be expanded in the infinite series of LEGENDRE'S associated functions,

-( /B)+...} (37).

If
p.

is outside the ellipse, the series is divergent. If
fi

is on the ellipse, the series

is, in general, oscillatory and the expansion fails.

Theorem XL Let <(z) be any function which is regular at all points in the

interior of an ellipse C, whose foci are at the points 2 = 1 and z 1.

The ellipse is so large that its circumference passes through one (or more) of the

singularities of <(z). The curve is thus completely defined when (f>(z)
is given.

Let m be any constant quantity, such that the real part of m lies between

1 and -1.

*
HORSON, "On a Type of Spherical Harmonics of unrestricted Degree, Order and Argument," 'Phil.

Trans.,' 1896, Series A, vol. 187, p. 451 (5). The notation used by Honsox, including the definitions of

the functions P m
(/*), Qn

m
(p.), will lie adopted.
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Then <f>(z) can be expanded* in the infinite series of LEOENDRK'S associated

functions

(+...} .... (38),
\ ~r */

where

The series is convergent if z is inside C, divergent if z is outside C, and, in general,

oscillatory if z is on C, in which case the expansion fails.

* The position of this result in the historical development of the subject is noteworthy. If m is a real

positive integer as well as n, Pnm () vanishes so long as n<m.

With the further restriction on <(*) that (1 + )
l

~*~^() vanishes when t- -
1, we find that

whero

This result is given by HEINE (' Kugelfunctionen,' 2nd edition, p. 252).

In his notation

/*) denotes

If in the last equation m~0, we have the well-known expansion, valid within the ellipse C, in terms of

the simple Legendre functions,

*) + ... +an l'n (*)+....
where

rt,,
= |(2n + l)f

1

P,(0

(WaiTTAKER,
' Modern Analysis,' p. 230).

VOL. (XIV. A.
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